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Foreword

The academic year of 2019 / 20 has, undeniably, been
an eventful time for Malmö Art Academy. Of course,
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic looms large over
everything. One thing is for sure: I’ll never forget when,
on March 13, 2020, in the middle of the opening of
our BFA3 graduation exhibition, in the school’s KHM1
Gallery, the message appeared on all our Danish students’ phones: Go home, now! The border to Sweden
is closing! I do so hope that this situation is the closest
we’ll ever get to experiencing anything like wartime in
our lives.
But much had already happened before those events.
In September 2019, Alejandro Cesarco defended his
thesis to obtain his Doctorate in Fine Art, titled Under
the Sign of Regret. One aspect of his excellent thesis
was the exhibition he presented at KHM1 Gallery, for
which he showed four works, including Learning the
Language (Present Continuous II) (2018), which features the legendary Brazilian psychoanalyst, critic, and
curator Suely Rolnik. The opponent was Dr. Doreen

Mende of HEAD — Geneva School of Art and Design.
The examination committee comprised professors
Cecilia Sjöholm (Södertörn University) and Stuart Sim
(Northumbria University) and Dr. Patrick Amsellem,
Director of Skissernas Museum — Museum of Artistic
Process and Public Art at Lund University.
In December, our Adjunct Professor, Fredrik Værslev,
was appointed the Academy’s new Professor of Painting. We’re delighted to add to our faculty one of the
finest painters in the international contemporary art
scene, and this sentiment is more than echoed by our
students.
Mette Kjærgaard, who is well-known for the work she’s
done in London at the Wellcome Collection and other
institutions, became the first curator of our BFA3 exhibition. She shares the Academy’s approach to the
exhibition as a pedagogical context, and Mette did a
tremendous job of guiding our students step by step
through the experience of participating in a professional
group exhibition.
During the spring of 2020, we admitted two new students to our PhD programme: the exceptionally fascinating and esteemed artists Yael Bartana and Bouchra
Khalili. They join our existing PhD students: artists
Imogen Stidworthy, Lea Porsager, and Pia Rönicke and

curator and beyond Jürgen Bock. We have every confidence that this stellar group will help us gain a new
and improved understanding of how artists can employ the as yet relatively unexplored educational path
of a Doctorate of Fine Arts. It became clear to us that
pursuing doctoral-level studies is a highly sought-after
opportunity from the number of applications we re
ceived for the two advertised positions: 279.
To further our commitment to artistic research at the
school, we have redesigned our MFA programme in
Critical & Pedagogical Studies (CPS) to give it an even
stronger research orientation, and we also admitted our
first group of six students to the new Master of Fine
Arts in Artistic Research programme during the spring
of 2020.
I’d like to thank all staff members, Maj Hasager and
Laura Hatfield in particular, for their excellent work on
the CPS programme. Over its ten-year run, it truly became the groundbreaking pedagogy programme for
fine artists that we hoped it would be.
In January 2020, we began a collaboration with Malmö
Theatre Academy and offered a joint class in performance studies. World-famous performance artist and
dancer Michael Portnoy taught the class “An Undenia
ble Hit,” and, as a result, the students performed SVID
at Bryggeriteatern at Malmö Theatre Academy. This
collaboration turned out to be such a success that

we’ve decided to extend it.
We also initiated a collaboration with Tobias Linné,
Lecturer in Media and Communication Studies at Lund
University, who gave a much appreciated class titled
“The Online Cultural Wars: Transgression, Hegemony
and the Arts”— a topical subject, to say the least!
Two members of our staff left us during the spring.
Junior Lecturer Margot Edström moved on after h
 aving
spent the last ten years with us. I’d like to extend my
sincerest thanks to Margot for the inspiring supervision
and tuition in new media that she has given our students, often in collaboration with the staff at Inter Arts
Center, Malmö. I must also mention her powerful presence, helpful nature, and vast knowledge — all of which
have proven so valuable to our teaching faculty and
technicians. Our new Junior Lecturer in New Media,
specialising in video, is artist Youngjae Lih.
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Indispensable technician Håkan Nyqvist has been with
the Art Academy since it was founded in 1995. This
means that he’s aided and guided somewhere in the
vicinity of four hundred students over the years! His
importance to and impact on our students is more
than evident from the mass of grateful comments
he’s received from them — he’s simply the best, if you
ask them. Håkan started out as an employee of the
Art Academy’s predecessor, Forumskolorna, and was
uniquely positioned to understand the students’ needs
and wishes thanks to his own extensive experience
as a sculptor. Now that he is retiring, Håkan will finally
have the time to focus on his own practice and interests. Our new technician is artist Mathias Kristersson.
Margot and Håkan: I hope the school will still feel like
home to you, and that you’ll visit us often. I’d also like
to give the warmest of welcomes to Youngjae and
Mathias — your knowledge and skills are going to be so
valuable to the Academy.
Laura Hatfield is Editor of this year’s Yearbook. Thank
you!
Marie Laurberg, Curator and Head of Research at
Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebæk, was the
external participant for this year’s MFA examinations,
and Alexis Vaillant, Head Curator at CAPC musée d’art
contemporain de Bordeaux, shared his great insight
with us during the examination of our BFA3 students.
I’d like to give them both my warmest thanks for their
knowledge and dedication.
And, of course, we can’t overlook the coronavirus c risis.
Over the course of less than a week, beginning on
March 16, we had to adjust to the necessity of closing
our campus, including our studios and workshops, and
offering all tuition online. This pivot to digital included
everything from studio visits to graduation exhibitions.
Naturally, some friction is inevitable when it comes to a
change that radical. But it had to be done, and the fact
that what we ended up with was not merely acceptable,
but genuinely interesting, should be credited entirely to
the incredible team spirit that exists among our staff:
professors, teachers, technicians, administrators—all
of us! And, of course, our amazing students, who, once
they got over the initial shock, soon realised how serious the situation was—and what sorts of opportunities
it might offer.

As our academic year came to a close in June, good
news reached us: it is now safe for us to reopen our
workshops, studios, and galleries, as long as the necessary precautions are observed. The pandemic is still
very much ongoing, however, and therefore we will
continue to offer online tuition, at least until the end
of the autumn semester of 2020. This is a necessity
for Malmö Art Academy, as the majority of our faculty
members are spread out across the world and we have
many international students as well. However, what
we’re starting to see now is, at least, the end of the
beginning.
So, what have we learned from all this? Something
we already knew deep down: A school is more than
its premises and physical facilities, however important
those may be. A school is the people who make it. And
we’re all here.
— Gertrud Sandqvist
Rector
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Anna Andersson

It Is There, Yet Not There. I Am Near
and I Am Distant.
“Om jag står
ensam i snön
blir det klart
att jag är ett ur
hur skulle evigheten
annars hitta runt”
(If I stand
alone in the snow
it becomes clear
that I am a clock
how else would eternity
find its way round)
—Inger Christensen1

There’s an image in my mind that disrupts my attention. It’s
an image of one of the sculptures from my master’s exhibition. It is a free-standing version of it, and now there are
two of them. They are standing in a room, an empty space,
and it is quite large. One of the sculptures is standing with
its front close to the wall, but it doesn’t touch it. It faces the
wall, staring into it. On the opposite side stands the other,
subtly different, but you would recognise it as the very same
form. This one is in the same position as the first one, as I
said, on the opposite side, but it is turned just slightly, as
though trying to glance over at its twin.

There’s something about that shape, I’m not sure what it is,
and without questioning, I devote myself to it.
I watch a video on YouTube. The sculptor Eva Lange tells
a story about her work The Great Rain (1999). She explains
that each part of the sculpture is based on different decisions that give the parts different properties, one might say.
The shape of the cloud in the sculpture has a subtle orientation, which has the effect of suggesting an invisible form
has been left behind, since it is an object that is constantly
on its way somewhere. The shape of the rain that falls from
the cloud is at the same time the shape in which the rain
rises back up into the cloud again. The shape of the sculpture b
 ecomes like an endless circular motion. Why, then,
would anyone tell such a story, Lange asks herself. Well,
these are the things that inspired her working process in the
first place.

A sculpture is a sculpture but it is also a bridge.
I sit and write in the room where I grew up, in my parents’
house. Outside the window is a tree—we have grown older
together. When the tree was just a seed, my notion of time
was infinite, a good day could last forever; now, as might
be expected, a good day vanishes in a flash. When I look at
the tree, I see the tree as I experience it. This experience of
seeing is something I take for granted, but it is not a static
skill; there are infinite ways of looking at the same thing,
and I will never get to know if that experience I have at this
moment is unique or if there is someone else who looks at
that tree in exactly the same way I do. When my computer
crashed a couple months ago, I was forced to start writing
everything by hand. It had been a long time since I needed
to write by hand so frequently. It took a while to find my
own handwriting style, since I’ve actually never had one—
or, rather, I’ve had so many. Not because I wasn’t trained
to write by hand—I just did not seem able to choose one.
The point is that I soon noticed I was missing my ambiguous handwriting. Writing by hand used to be strongly
linked with my memory. Using my hands is linked with how
I remember. These memories are not the kinds of memories
I search for and go back to in my mind; it’s another way of
remembering.
I want to tell the story of my work, in the same way as Lange
tells the story of her sculpture. I will give you the ingredients
of how my work appears and the things I have begun to
think about through the work itself.

Anna Andersson, Installation view from transitor, MFA Exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, 2020. Foreground: Relieve relive and I am near I am distant, Background:
Behind Body 1 and 2, 2020. Wood, wood-stain, plaster. 300 x 52 cm

Anna Andersson, Installation view from transitor, MFA Exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, 2020
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My work has always been like a hand reaching out to grasp
something, even though I am never entirely sure what that
something is. As such, it is always a process of searching for
something. At the same time, I feel that I do have a strong
sense of what I am searching for, since if I didn’t, I wouldn’t
have reached out my hand in the first place.
At the end of last summer, I showed a work in a sculp
ture park. For some time, for some reason, I’ve worked
with shapes that can be seen right through. The sculpture
I showed in the park had that characteristic. I didn’t under
stand where my fascination came from, until I saw what
happened to the sculpture when it was installed outdoors,
leaning against a tree. When I saw the landscape through
my sculpture, an image came back to me that seemed to
have escaped. My first artist hero was the sculptor Barbara
Hepworth. It’s funny how something can be forgotten, and
how an experience can bring it to the fore again.
When Hepworth came back to me, I realised that she actually had never left my side. Things don’t leave—they become
a part of you, they cling on, as a teacher at my preparatory
school would say, “Some things cling on.”
Another thing that clung on was the experience of reading
the first part of political thinker Hannah Arendt’s final
work, The Life of the Mind:
In this world which we enter, appearing from a nowhere, and from which we disappear into a nowhere,
Being and Appearing coincide. Dead matter, natural
and artificial, changing and unchanging, depends in
its being, that is, in its appearingness, on the presence
of living creatures. Nothing and nobody exists in this
world whose very being does not presuppose a spectator. In other words, nothing that is, insofar as it appears, exists in the singular; everything that is is meant
to be perceived by somebody. Not Man but men inhabit this planet. Plurality is the law of the earth.2
The world into which I appear is not dependent on my
appearing. It was there before me and will be there when
I am gone. This means that when I appear, I am already a
part of it. If we take this seriously, the issue becomes complicated—for if I am already a part of the world in which
I appear, equipped to take part in it right from the beginning, that must mean that my experience of the world has
to be meaningful. Every attempt to simplify the human condition, by attempting to find the truth behind the way the
world actually behaves in comparison with our experienced
reality, seems pointless if we do not bring that experience
into the equation. Instead of seeking the truth, what if the
most important thing is there on the surface, right in front
of us.
Living in the world is an ambiguous experience; it cannot
be categorised or fixed. It is visible and invisible—I am both
facticity and transcendence, a subject, but for someone else
always an object. Finding myself in this in-between state
creates a tension.

My body is my connection with the world, I reach out and
I search.
My body is one thing that I can never get rid of; its permanence is never absent. In contrast to objects around me, the
body never has the property of being able to disappear for
me. I do not move objects that are around me in the same
way as I move a body part. I do not take in isolated bits
of information from my body parts—I conceive of them
as a whole. My body is not positional: it is already practical right from the very start, and my moving of the body
is direct, which means I do not move my body, but rather
I move through my body.
As I mentioned before, Barbara Hepworth has been with
me for a while, both consciously and unconsciously. The
way I look at her work today is obviously different, since
I am no longer the same person I was five years ago. But
the core is still there—my fascination with her capacity to
capture a connection.
Her work is rooted in the abstract human figure and the
landscape with which it exists in conjunction. She felt the
link between herself and her surroundings, she trusted the
part of herself that made her able to feel this connection,
and she wanted to capture that experience in her sculptures. She worked through her body, not alongside it, and
she stood in the landscape where she observed things from
a participatory perspective. Through her work, Hepworth
discovered a new space by carving straight through the
sculpture to its other side—the space both within and beyond the sculpture.
Empty space can only become visible when it is framed by
something in solid form, just as light can only be seen while
in meeting with a surface or in contrast with a shadow. I’m
interested in this space we see as empty, the space we move
in, the space we have between ourselves and other things,
both physically and emotionally. This empty space is not
seen; it is felt physically through depth and emotionally
through, for example, a sense of longing. Right now, while
writing this text, I’m longing for the two sculptures I have
not yet realised, the ones I mentioned at the very beginning
of the text. This longing is changing my situation.
Hepworth creates a tension with space when she works
with her ongoing theme of two forms. Two objects in relation to each other make you aware of the closeness and
the distance between them. We suddenly see more clearly
how the forms stand in relation to each other, and the tension between them can be sensed more strongly than when
we normally look at our surroundings. An example of “two
forms in relation” is Two Forms (Newborn) in white marble
from 1971. If I look at only one of the figures—by covering
over the other form with my hand—I will see an abstract
form, but when I look at them in relation to each other, I
immediately perceive them as characters. About the space
in between, Hepworth writes:
This thought has recurred again and again ever since—
and has developed my greatest interests; the reason
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Left: Anna Andersson, Now no one sees me and I change no more, 2020. Wood, wood-stain, plaster. 300 x 52 cm. Installation view from transitor,
MFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, 2020
Right: Anna Andersson, I am near I am distant, 2020. Detail. Wood, wood-stain, plaster, turquoise pigment. 300 x 52 cm

why people both move differently and stand differently in direct response to changed surroundings; … the
meaning of the spaces between forms, or the shape of
the displacement of forms in space, which in themselves
have a most precise significance. All these responses
spring from a factual and tactile approach to the object
—whether it be the feeling of landscape which one feels
beneath one’s feet or the sensitivity of the hand in carving, or in surgery, or music, and they have an organic
and perceptual purpose.3
When I write about Hepworth, I see our similarities, but
also our many dissimilarities. What stands out most is how
different her world, which she appeared into as a modernist
sculptor, is in relation to mine.
Hepworth worked with different variations of two forms
in relation through her journey from the figurative to
abstraction. Even if we no longer see the human body in
Hepworth’s later works, we can feel the echo, and we recognise something we have not seen before, but perhaps we
already know.
This way of working with abstraction is something I believe
Eva Lange also does—it’s an abstraction in direct contact
with something you’ve seen, an experience of seeing more
than one image at once. This border between what we see
and abstraction is something I am interested in in my own
work.

My link with the world is based on plurality. It is the notion
of having something in common with other individuals that
gives me an image of a reality—since the notion of what is
real is something mutually agreed upon, even though this
could be an illusion. The link is invisible, but it is there since
it is something we all experience. This notion of reality is
our common sense, which is all of our senses interconnected
into a single whole, a reality. This reality cannot be proved,
nor disproved. I believe in it.
In his book Phenomenology of Perception, philosopher
Maurice Merleau-Ponty uses the example of a man who is
affected by psychic blindness.4 This means that he can see
objects, but cannot directly say what they represent. If he is
given a tool that he is familiar with, then he knows how to
use it, but if he is instead asked to pretend to use the tool,
he cannot directly perform the task. Here Merleau-Ponty
makes a distinction between concrete movements, which
take place in relation to an actually existing background,
and abstract movements, which take place against a fictive
background. Backgrounds are never neutral; they are always directly filled with meaning. And the way I perceive
my reality is always in relation to this background. Trying
to explain the condition that the man suffers from in a logical way would lead to objectifying him. We cannot say that
he has lost part of his sight, since he still sees things, and
if instead we say that he has lost his capacity to be subjective and to describe an objective world, he is conversely reduced to being an object that reacts to stimuli. What

Images courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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Merleau-Ponty demonstrates is that it is not so simple, that
there is a deeper aspect to the problem, which does not
have a clear answer, since we are not divided into body and
mind—we are much more ambiguous than that.
The man in question does not perceive a whole; rather,
he reads from his surroundings by putting together individual parts, which means he is restricted to the actual reality.
What he has lost is what Merleau-Ponty calls the “intentional arc.” This arc provides the unity of the senses. It is
what gives us the freedom to be able to put ourselves into
a situation outside of the given. The arc connects sensibility, motility, and the intellect. It creates the background in
which I live. Losing the faculty to perceive that would consequently mean that I would no longer have the capacity to
use my imagination. Even though the man suffering from
psychic blindness has lost his connection to the imaginative
world, he still seems able to use some kind of knowledge.
This means that the mind and the body have to be able to
be in many different ways. What Merleau-Ponty means by
this is that this ambiguity that we find in our bodies is our
connection to our surroundings.

There is a difference between knowing and describing.
Silent knowledge is based on action. There is a silent knowledge that implicates what we are not used to expressing in
words, but that, with some effort, could be explained. Then
there’s the type of silent knowledge that persistently eludes
words and refuses to be articulated. I can say that I feel a
material against the surface of my skin, but I can’t describe
this feeling—just as I can’t describe the sensation of seeing,
or of moving through my body. As philosophy professor
Allan Janik explains, “human action is constituted through
language.”5 That is to say, everything I do is a part of language; it is already there when I move in the direction of my
surroundings and reach out.
In Närvarons dimension. Essäer om Wittgenstein och språkets
gränser (The Dimension of Presence: Essays on Wittgenstein and the Limits of Language), Janik describes philosopher of logic Ludwig Wittgenstein’s theory of language
games: how words and events are made of the same fabric. It is the situation of words, and how they are used, that
constitutes the basis for the language game: “words, symbols, and propositions constitute only a part of language.”6
Words and symbols can be meaningful only if they are in
some way linked with an action. Those ways differ depending on the situation, which makes the language game impossible to pin down. Rule following and instructions are the

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih

The role of the body in the intentional arc is centred on
motility. Direct movement is a form of original intentionality, which means that the movement does not occur after
the thought or in conjunction with the thought—it is the
thought itself.

Action is direct intention. It is not “I think”; it is “I can.”

Anna Andersson, I'm not one, 2020. Wood, wood-stain, plaster, blue pigment. 300 x 52 cm. Installation view from transitor, MFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, 2020

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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Anna Andersson, I'm not one, 2020. Detail. Wood, wood-stain, plaster, blue pigment. 300 x 52 cm

most fundamental aspects of language, since that is the part
of language we first come into contact with as children, before we even have the ability to master a language. Urging
and encouragement prompt us to learn through the experience of rules, but firstly through other people’s experiences.
The mistake we make when we study language is to view
words as if they have a particular, distinctive quality outside
their context. If words and actions are interwoven, we cannot study them separately without going astray.
Learning a language is a creative process—I train myself in
a language and become an expert in the language, just like
for any other accomplishment. It is only after I have gained
expertise that I can then start to improvise and know when
an exception no longer follows the rules.
I believe that when I act, I also think, but in a different way.
The act of making is important in my work. When I am
making a sculpture, I feel that I don’t need to have the type
of specific expertise that you might expect of, for example,
playing an instrument. I believe that sculpture has a potential for a kind of directness in its making, a directness that
I am drawn towards. I stopped playing my classical guitar
many years ago, but I can still play my warm-up piece as
long as I don’t think, just do, or rather as long as I think in
a different kind of way. If I try to remember how to play,
I won’t be able to do it. This phenomenon is of course

extremely relative depending on your relationship towards
your instrument. What I am interested in is the improvisation. I believe that improvisation of any sort always requires attention, because attention is creation. I recognise
that, in the act of making, attention can be lost if I am not
in a specific space, the space where there is only me and the
sculpture. When I work with a sculpture, I am more interested in letting the searching through the work be visible,
because I think a certain energy will emerge in the work,
which is what I strive for.
Uncertainty for me doesn’t mean that the work will be
weak; it means that trust is put in the work that it can be
even stronger than it would be through the use of high skill.
Of course, I need to gain some kind of skill to be able to
enter the space with the sculpture, but this can be attained
in many different ways, and I don’t think it has to do with
one specific skill. It is more that I trust a broader knowledge, and I think you need to really believe in the way you
are working to be able to operate in this state of uncertainty. This is most commonly called intuition, but the word
“intuition” has a mystical connotation; for me, however, it
is more about something practical. When I work, I continuously make decisions, and these are based on judgement.
I believe I also gain knowledge through the working process
itself, and even though it’s a knowledge I can’t articulate,
it doesn’t mean it’s mystical.
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Music has qualities sculpture can never have. Sculpture can
also have rhythm, which I create through the use of repetition, but music, just like every other medium, has qualities
of its own that cannot be shared. I’m interested in borrowing qualities I think sculpture can hold from experiences
I’ve had through other mediums I’ve worked with, but
I still want to keep the sculpture as a thing.
I refer to the work I do before I make a sculpture as “practical research.” One way I undertake this research is through
playing with materials. Playing and inventing are important
in my practice, and through this relationship between the
hand and the eye I can begin a working process that will be
very intense, where a sort of chain reaction of vague images
emerges. It is this direct connection between the inner and
the outer that I think has a central role in my work, and it is
about trusting this image. Some images I follow to find new
paths. Through trying to realise these images that are built
through each other, I find new ways of working with materials and form. I have always been interested in trying out
new materials and different kinds of working techniques,
but I often remain interested in the same shape across a
longer period of time. A new material, a new technique, and
the time you put into it will create a new situation for the
form, which means it will speak differently. I’m interested
in staying in this space of uncertainty and not knowing,
but also in the rules and constrictions I give myself when
I finally decide to give myself over to an image. Because the
material and the technique are actually both a possibility
and a restriction. It’s all about knowing when I encounter
something or not. This is when I am an artist.
It’s about trusting the image, and at the same time letting it
go, because a part of the image lies in the action.
Another method I use in my practical research is collecting images and creating montages. The montage deals with
the general and the individual at the same time. It is based
on the encounter between images that I have chosen just
as carefully as I perform the action of executing a sculpture. Montage constitutes the encounter between images
of everything from pure form and other artists’ works to
instinctive choices that awaken a feeling, a feeling that I
perhaps don’t understand before placing it in combination
with or in contrast to another image. The images almost
always come from a collection I have built up and studied
visually, and so I have a certain pre-existing relationship
with the image that has already begun to reach abstraction before I assemble it with others. The montage is about
collecting, seeing, and waiting. It is a work that follows a
transformation. What the images have in common is that
they are printed and mounted in the same scale, and thus
they lose a part of their context but they acquire a richer
background and become more open.
It is about the direct connection between the images, and
I use this technique in three different ways. It can be a montage with images that do not have anything systematically
in common, or it can be images that focus on, for example, a particular shape or form, or it can be a combination
of the two. A montage of images becomes an opening into

something, but I can never know what—which, for me, is
why it is of interest in my work.
The montage can thus also be a mapping of shape. I’m not
interested in trying to capture the essence of a specific thing
I’ve seen in the world; rather, I collect images in which a
shape appears in different situations or contexts for different kinds of purposes, and I’m extremely interested in,
and drawn to, shapes that will appear again and again.
In this way, I think the form I create in the end, which is
built on a generalisation of these impressions, will have a
certain energy to it. It will seem abstract, and it is of course
abstracted, but it might also be something that gives you
the feeling that you know what you’re looking at but at the
same time you don’t. This ambiguous experience of a state
in between is something that I come back to in my work
again and again.
The montage can be seen as an attempt to in some way take
control of my impressions. Even though I know that this is
of course impossible to manage entirely, I can still decide
which ingredients to include in my montage in the studio.
The montage is a continually ongoing process, even outside
the images I assemble. I see it as an encounter between the
inevitable and the deliberate, and it is important for me to
point out that the montage for me is not about putting pieces of information together to create a new whole, it’s about
direct meaning being broken down and built up at the very
same time.
This ambiguous in-betweenness is the space of possibility.
When I first came across the artist Anne Truitt, I had never
even heard her name mentioned before, but I was immediately taken with her work, even though I only saw it in
pictures, those columns floating above the floor. When
I get interested in an artist, it’s usually because we somehow
have something in common. It can be the smallest thing or
feeling.
Truitt began working with sculpture from painting because
she could not solve the problem of time—it revealed itself
to her in sculpture, how sculpture just stands there as time
goes on around it.
She was not interested in narrative, but rather wanted to
capture colour in three dimensions, a concentrated colour
that she describes as perhaps being a feeling but would
prefer not to put into words. Her solo show at André Emmerich Gallery in New York in 1963, where she showed ten
sculptures of various forms, illustrated this transition very
well. The installation of the sculptures was as if a painting
walked off the wall in three dimensions and just stood next
to it. Truitt saw colours with her inner eye, or the eye of the
mind. She claimed its colours were colours she had never
seen in reality, colours that constantly changed and thus
actually became impossible to capture. But it was this experience she believed in, and that drove her to try to capture it
throughout the greater part of her life. Her sculptures don’t
have a colour; they are colour. This repetition of the form in
different colours isn’t a repetition one might expect.

Anna Andersson

She created her own colours and they became her own
language, which followed rules that applied only and specifically to her sculptures. She used these colours to create
illusions that change the properties of the sculptures. Anne
Truitt cannot be categorised. In contrast to the minimalists,
she tried to fill a single simple form with as much meaning
as possible. I’m inspired by her driving force. About her
own work, Truitt says:
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them. The sculptures almost seem to float and only remain
in a relationship with the ground with the help of gravity.

The current series of sculptures is finished. As I took
my hand off the last one at 6:45 last evening, I felt like
going on and on, making more. But the desire had a
febrile echo … . Whatever happens now cannot change
what has already happened to me in having made them
or them in having been made.7

In the first part of The Life of the Mind, Arendt focuses
primarily on the questions: What is a thought? What makes
us think? And where are we when we think? Since I see my
work as being strongly connected to both the visible and the
invisible, I want to talk about what Arendt has to say about
these questions. She first and foremost distinguishes between thinking that involves asking questions and applying
reason to what meanings things have, and thinking through
the intellect, which asks questions and seeks a conclusive,
eternal answer. A real thought, according to Arendt, never
seeks truth—it seeks meaning. A thought is like a circular
motion that never ends.

The sculptures are made from carefully hand-painted wood.
They look heavy and light at the very same time. When
I think of Truitt’s columns, I see them as I saw them in a picture taken in her studio, where the light is falling on a group
of sculptures. I envisage how the light moves in relation to

Thought has the property of drawing us away from reality.
Everything that emerges into the world has the property of
appearing, but also of always being able to conceal a side
of itself. When I draw away from the world, I experience
myself as a thinking ego, totally detached from reality, but

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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this is an illusion, since there is nothing like a mind detached
from the body. It is the idea of truth

that led to the idea
that the ego is detached from the body. Truth that is sought
through what we experience can lead us astray, since what
we experience constantly conceals a part of its truth. Truth
seeking always only leads to new truths, and that means
that we begin to doubt our reality. This is one of the most
important points: that the progressive world we live in seeks
truth in what appears in front of us. According to Arendt,
we should rather view the world as it is and instead look for
meaning. Even if it is the visible that can lead us astray, it
is this reality that we have to relate to. Even if the thinking
ego is not real, it is part of being human. We are both visible
and invisible beings and thought must always have roots in
the real.
When we pull back in our thoughts, we at the same time
distance ourselves from the outside world, and in so doing
we can see it from a kind of overhead perspective and judge
what is happening in the situation we are participating in
as spectators of our shared common sense. Arendt thinks,
on the contrary, that common sense has been lost, partly
because we have lost our belief in the inexplicable. Not believing in my invisible capacities means doubting in my own
existence. Arendt states:
The timelessness, to be sure, is not eternity; it springs,
as it were, from the clash of past and future, whereas
eternity is the boundary concept that is unthinkable
because it indicates the collapse of all temporal dimensions. The temporal dimension of the nunc stans experienced in the activity of thinking gathers the absent
tenses, the not-yet and the no-more, together into its
own presence.8
Experienced time is not linear like measurable time is.
Everyday time is a constant meeting point between what
has been and what is going to happen. When we think, in
the way Arendt points at, it is as if time has stopped. To
think is to be in conflict with the past and the future, like
holding them back so as to be able to see what is there in the
present. This experience of time is a weapon against homogeneous time, the time that progress depends on. To experience the present is to be situated between past and future,
in the space between. In that space between, new meaning
can be created.
I recognise this way of thinking as an artist, and I am drawn
towards Arendt’s contradictions. It is dangerous to think,
but it’s even more dangerous not to think. For me, this
means that it takes courage to stay in a place where one
does not know what will happen, even if this space is the
space of freedom. I also believe that works of art, like Eva
Lange’s sculptures, can in their own right, without having
to be about a specific subject, have the property of this kind
of thought. It won’t lead you to a specific truth, but it will
still be meaningful. This way of thinking has nothing to do
with the act of making. The act of making is closer to what
Arendt would call “willing.”
Willing is not controlled by thinking and reason.

Erin Shirreff is a contemporary artist I came across while
writing this text. Through working simultaneously in sculpture in physical form and in video and photography, she
investigates the question of the difference between encountering a sculpture in two and in three dimensions, and also
the problem and possibility of the reproduction. As part of
her practice, Shirreff looks back at minimalist sculptures
through their reproductions and sometimes finds that,
when she encounters one of these sculptures in real life,
the image is more present than the sculpture is. She asks
why this is—is it because she is not capable of encountering
these minimalist sculptures, that they are all about a physical experience, but that she was born into a time with an
overflow of information through images?
Shirreff is, like me, inspired by the sculptor David Smith’s
relation to photography. He uses the photograph to create a
site for sculpture that is distant. Photography has a n
 atural
relationship to sculpture since it is, in many cases, the only
thing left of the work itself. In its documentation, the sculpture is somewhere else. Smith uses this “somewhere else”
to create a space and a position that Smith has chosen, and
he plays with this other dimension in a way I can relate to
in my own work. I believe space to be part of sculpture,
and the photograph opens up possibilities for this space.
Shirreff asks what this portraying of sculpture via photo
graphy means, because documentation often tends to be
about finding the optimal distance between yourself and
the sculpture.
Dimension for me is about what relationship you will be
able to have while encountering the sculpture in the room.
The experience depends on the relation between the dimensions of the space and the dimensions of the sculpture. For
example, if the sculpture is small in a large room, you will
have to walk up to it and look at it up close to be able to
experience it at its best possible distance. How you perceive
the sculpture changes as you approach it or move away
from it. There is no true size, but rather a distance between
the viewer and the sculpture that is optimal for the sculpture; this distance the viewer chooses at will, but it is also
something that I, as an artist, can choose for the situation,
in an image and in the space.
Shirreff uses this space to create an ambiguous encounter,
where scale and material is something that might be illusory,
and she extends this to a point where the sculpture is made only
to be portrayed in the image. Outside the image, the sculpture
doesn’t exist. This ambiguity, she believes, will make the viewer stay to look a bit longer at what they are encountering.
What I find interesting, and in contrast to my own work,
is Shirreff’s relation to the image and her thoughts on how
much time we are willing to spend with a sculpture in three
dimensions. Because even though I have felt the same thing
as her—as I myself find many of my inspirations through
images—I instead tend to focus on the cases where the
encountering is impossible to document, the cases where
something is being lost in the reproduction. And the images
I use in my research are based on shape, which is where I see
the stronger potential as form.

Anna Andersson
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The thing I perceive must hold itself back a bit in order for
it to be able to be a thing.
My master’s exhibition was centred around a specific form.
There’s something about that shape; I’m not sure what it
is, and without questioning, I devote myself to it. There is
a fixed and stable part of the sculpture. I’ve been working
with a shape and have created a form I know by heart. The
fixed part becomes the carrier of possibility and action, and
the other part is improvised in the moment I make it, as
when you carve directly into a stone, and you know that the
sculpture is in there somewhere. This part holds the stable
part up, and together. I made seven sculptures for the exhibition, each placed leaning against a wall or a pillar. They
are in a way the very same sculpture, trying out different
ways of being or different possibilities of itself. I wanted
to create a situation that would let the form have as many
possibilities as possible. The versions I showed in the exhibition were only seven of several more. I also wanted the
rhythm between them to be shown. How the one could not
have been made without the other, as they whisper to each
other and are built upon one another. It was important for
me that they were there together as a group but at the same
time were equally individual.
The form is constructed of everyday wooden planks that
create an empty space inside the sculpture. The surface of
the planks is made of layers of homemade wood stain and
plaster. The stain is made of red vinegar and steel wool,
which gives the wood a hint of green and a damp smell.
I tried to find a surface that would let the plank still be a
wooden plank but have surface layers that change as you
move closer and then further away. As the viewer moves
between these states, they lose and gain information. There
is no point where the information of the surface is complete.
Each sculpture has a slightly different surface.
During the installation, an image occurred where two
of the sculptures were leaning together against pillars, so
I built one extra pillar next to the one that was an actual
built feature of the space. This made the feeling of the space
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change. It felt more as if the space was there for the sculptures than the sculptures were trying to fit into the space.
In this way, the sculptures were in the space unconditionally, and this is a knowledge I will bring into future works.
I realised that I would rather change a room for the sculptures than change the sculptures to be able to work in a
room, because the space is a part of the sculpture. As art
historian Bo Sylvan describes Lange’s work in the book
Sculpture:
This interplay between object and space puts a pressure
on them both. At its happiest meeting point, the work
of art can open up the room towards new dimensions
or imbibe energy from the light and form of the space.
Or, as in Eva Lange’s work, through its harmony and
gentle authority, take possession of the room and turn
it into a part of the work of art itself.9
I am interested in the in-between, in the tension it creates.
“The in-between” was my first attempt to describe the experience of sculpture; it feels genuine, since it seems to be
something universally inexplicable. Sculpture is never just
one—it is many in one; it could be in so many different ways,
and yet it is in such a specific way. I try to make the sculpture as specific as I can, but I can never control how anyone
will perceive it. In my work I don’t aim at communicating
one single meaning, and it is never about a specific subject;
rather, I’m interested in trying to get close to an e ncounter
and an experience that won’t require explanation.
It is there, yet not there.
Finishing a sculpture is a direct experience. It is something
I have not seen, but I recognise it when I see it. I know
that I have made a sculpture when the space we are in is
no longer my space—it is the sculpture’s. My relationship
with the sculpture is different when I make it and when it is
finished. In the making, it is near, and when it has appeared,
it is distant. The sculpture seeks closeness, but at the same
time keeps its distance. It becomes the carrier of an action,
standing still as time goes round.
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Brittle Fragile

“When I reread what I’ve written, I feel like I’m swallowing
my own vomit.”1
My field of vision is haunted by five black dots. One day,
suddenly, there they were. I made frantic attempts to blink
them away, but all in vain. I mostly see them when I read,
but if I lock my gaze, and hold it still, they disappear for a
moment, only to invade my field of vision again. Close my
eyes. Close left eyelid, two dots. Close right, three dots. Shut
down.
I visited an eye specialist. She shone a bright light into my
eye tissue with her instruments, an unpleasant vibrating
sensation. Lit me up, so I could see my own insides. Visual
nerves, red, frail, frightening. Nowhere left to hide in the
dark hood of my eye. She couldn’t find anything wrong; apparently, everything in there seemed healthy. I thought to
myself that she doesn’t believe me, she thinks I’m some kid
making stuff up, wasting her time. So, I cried out, my voice
wavering, “What are they, then? Tell me something. Anything. Make something up—is it demons, ghost specks, coal
clumps, root rot? Whatwhatwhatwhat whaaat?” She gave a
calm response: “There’s no way to know for sure. It could
be eye floaters, which occur naturally with age, but considering you’re so young … Have you been going through a
difficult time lately, or suffered some kind of trauma? Since
trauma can accelerate the process, the body can sometimes,
after periods of stress or depression, pick up traces, ruffling
it, weighing the body down.” I felt flushed, my chest wanted
to break out. Trembling angrily, I answered, “Yes, you could
say that. My brother swam away, and I’m listless, waveless.” All she had to offer was an uncomforting, “I see, so
sorry to hear that. But you should know that despite any
discomfort you might experience, it’s not at all dangerous.”

The vitreous body, a gelatinous mass, 99 percent of it water
… So that’s where you decided to re-emerge … up in my
eye?
They’re my (un)secret (un)spots—always around, whenever
I look at something: a flower, a face, a puddle. Distorting
my reality just a little. Chafing at me, with some tenderness.
Now, they are fading into the background more and more,
into the din, and I find myself missing them. Although I
have grown used to the spots now, they can still cause confusion and surprise when I do notice them. But it’s probably
just that: the small shifts in one’s everyday life, reminding
one of something else, making themselves known as remembrances of little things. A slight distortion, or variation,
something that makes you pause and question things, something that disrupts the normalcy of it all, that’s what I want.
Something that stirs and shouts: Look!

In my work, I aim to explore the scale of human experiences, behaviours, and memories—often in relation to bodies.
Depending on the concept, this process can be materialised
as installation, sculpture, or text. My interest is to evoke
poetics with materials: to give form to something that is
recognisable, yet hard to describe. Thus, my sculptures
often relate to human bodies and their dimensions: they’re
usually abstracted structures that draw from everyday life,
balancing between these two notions of familiar objects and
the physicality of bodily forms. I closely examine unassuming details in domestic settings, craft objects, and the aesthetics of functionality and design. I believe that a poetics
can arise from defamiliarising materials,2 from revealing the
ambiguity of things. This may, potentially, allow us to look
at small distortions in everyday life, and even activate us in
our encounters and enable us to regard our vulnerabilities
as strengths.
•
I want to use the space, and create physical experiences
within it. Provide opportunities to walk around, inside,
over, and under works and structures. For each little nook
to have the potential to appear to or interact with the viewer.
I want the audience to be able to relate to and encounter the
work corporeally, and, in turn, become a part of it. That’s
why I try to incorporate existing architecture and structures
in my works, to lend the spatial aspects an essential function
within the whole.
Just as Nairy Baghramian’s sculptures make demands,
occupy one’s wakefulness, they claim space in physical
terms, by means of their size and presence. They take over,
invade, or embrace the environment and the surrounding
architecture. To me, they possess an inherent ambivalence,
a rejection of what they seek to be, become, or defy. They
are organic shapes, incredibly bodily and carnal, as though
taken from inside the body, but they are also technically or
mechanically structured, like parts of a system. Aspects of
their supporting, functional roles are palpable, but mixed
up with what often seems to be a state of collapse, deterioration, dissolution, or, maybe, a beginning. These are supportive functions fulfilled by something not quite whole, or with
its own unique internal logic, where parts can be rearranged
or fall away; there’s always some form of change going on,
even in a state of rest. Her sculptures Dwindlers (2019) exemplify this very well. The way they attach themselves to
the building, metal braces screwed in place to hold long,
glasslike shields that form long—outlets—, resembling guts
or gutters, that is, the internal and external attributes of
both the human body and the building’s body. As though
they are repair work, a structure used to support a broken
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leg, or why not a neck? They reflect instability and disability
in a poetic, delicate way. Baghramian’s titles, which riff off
of the contrasts between bodiliness and functionality, are
also so simple, yet incredibly sensitive.
This leads my thoughts on to the works of
Thea Djordjadze. The first time I encountered one of them
was at the Venice Biennale in 2015, in a small corner of the
Arsenale, where she was showing an installation titled that
is the last item on the list: a glass of anger. Being surrounded by her objects evoked a powerful somatic sensation in
me, a whirlwind of emotion. Perhaps this was because I had
attended my brother’s funeral just a week earlier, and was
still in a state of turmoil; empty and hollowed out, and yet
absolutely, fully alert. I thought, “This is it! This is what
I’m after! This this this.” So, what was this this, or it, that
I experienced so clearly? It went beyond a mere arrangement of space, or a mere selection of objects. Djordjadze
presented a familiar scene, or different sequences, possibilities, events. I saw black, lost it, and let the spots flow!!
The scene suggested a household or home, with oblong
metal objects that held seat cushions resting on top, like
beds. Mimicking the structures of floor lamps, with handblown glass pieces for lightbulbs—naked, gently distorted.
The best way I can describe this spatial presence is as an
inner discomfort, a gnawing worry, tension, or anticipation
that can arise from meetings and conflicts as well as from
material and composition. The meticulous attention to detail, the way the pieces of fabric were sewn together and
the plants almost sealed off. A minimalistic environment,
where simplicity opened up one’s vision to every little detail
and encouraged one to go closer, observe, and find a trail of
clues. The space between the sculptures—a tension lives in
that gap, which integrates the objects with each other. They
come alive, and want to speak.
Djordjadze’s spatial installations deal with (in)stability
and (im)balance, as though their existence is temporary,
an indefiniteness that resides in all things, static motions,
ephemerality. All the oppositions, including the fragility
and strength of the various material elements, high and low,
unknown and well known, timid and bold. She toys with
the longing of opposites, and thus creates a serious game.
That’s precisely it: serious playfulness. Perhaps that is what
compels / convinces / tempts me: the uncertain clarity of life’s
decay. These thoughts lead me on to relationships, scenes
from a breakup, the spark of an argument or the calm after
the storm. Astute observations of close relationships and
minor dislocations of everyday life. The corporeality of the
sculptures, as expressed through their dimensions, but also
through the familiarity of their shapes. A fragility and an
intimacy, with a sexual undertone, is evident in both the objects and the title, which leads me on to a narrative about
something raw, and familiar. This aesthetic runs the risk
of slipping over into design and interior decoration, but I
never find that her works cross that line: they never transition over to being mere utility objects, items with practical
functions; they remain in an ambiguous state.
I tried to incorporate this kind of spatiality in Brittle Fragile
(2020),3 in part by painting over the room’s window panes
in a pink tone, in order to make the viewer feel enveloped

by the space and the work, invited to be present. But also,
in part, by working vertically, high and low, to emphasise
the character of the building. Like the black, rubber mats
that lick the floor clean and the sculptures, which were
generally kept stiflingly low, while some of the square iron
pipes strayed high, to rest over a wall—and, also, the text
stencils, which, in contrast, emphasise the ends of the walls,
to remind the viewer of the complicated tubing system that
criss-crossed the ceiling. Are we inside the engine now?
••
I am drawn to the way that objects in our everyday lives
embody an archive of personal experiences of language, belonging, and materiality. When placed in specific or unusual
contexts, an object’s internal significance is reinvented. This
I see as the beginning of a dialogue. How each object is a
particular blend of information, which, in response to any
thought, idea, or logic that we project upon it, might diverge
and alter the viewer’s perception. I’d like to investigate the
coded values and flows of ideas that lie embedded within
objects. How the seemingly mundane can be transformed
into something ambiguous, and made uncanny through a
destabilisation or agitation of the familiar object. Within
that dimension, can these objects become a weaving of time
in transition, a blending of past, present, and future experiences? I believe that the displaced and confused everyday
object makes us aware of the complexity of things, and that
this in turn might allow us to know empathy.

“And what is more, the imagination, by virtue of its freshness and its own peculiar activity, can make what is familiar
into what is strange. With a single poetic detail, the imagination confronts us with a new world. From then on, the
detail takes precedence over the panorama, and a simple
image, if it is new, will open up an entire world. If looked
at through the thousand windows of fancy, the world is in a
state of constant change. It therefore gives fresh stimulus to
the problem of phenomenology. By solving small problems,
we teach ourselves to solve large ones.”  4
In his artistic works, Jean-Luc Moulène, who prefers to be
referred to as a poet,5 often combines objects in a brutal,
funny, smart, unexpected, and bewildering way. However,
they still retain a degree of the obvious, in that they consist of various combinations of recognisable materials and
familiar shapes. None of this has the appearance of happenstance; each choice is made on the basis of a developed
thought, a deliberated decision, a specificity, which nonetheless reveals the presence of curiosity. His objects make
you stop, attune yourself, and question your own notions.
It feels like he pushes the materials and the objects to their
absolute limits, as though some kind of battle is going on
within all these different constructed joints, a conflict that
opens up more paths and thoughts than some single, absolute truth. His juxtapositions of objects reveal something
about social situations, bodies, languages, and thoughts.
Seemingly incomprehensible, yet strangely appealing. An
uncanny delight. Some kind of transition appears to be
going on, stirred up to the surface. Moulène is also playing
with opposites here: how something can be simultaneously
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whole and fragmented, undergoing both degeneration and
regeneration. This, too, is clear from his experimentation
with different materials, which range from the industrially
produced to manually worked and found objects, raising
questions about the conditions of production and consumption. This aspect is also what I find so exciting about
his practice: he doesn’t work in some clearly defined area;
instead, he continuously explores new materials and combinations, as a way of avoiding categorisation—just as his
objects do.
I mentioned earlier that I want to work with familiar objects, but to embed them in an ambiguity of sorts, to give
rise to a distortion or disturbance, and so to open up a space
for other conceptions. While Moulène is also occupied with
destabilising the everyday, he goes about it in a far more
ruthless fashion, challenging the simple abstraction of separating thought from matter, instead proposing an abstraction that makes room for a confusion and an uncertainty
that offers the potential for an interweaving of mind and
matter. The philosopher Reza Negarestani calls this kind
of abstraction a requirement, a cruel requirement,6 for any
successive expansion of the outermost conceivable limit,
and this is achieved through what Moulène calls “protocols”—a term he applies to a variety of methods that demand changes of perspective and approach. Negarestani
continues:
By suspending the role of ideas and self-imposed rules of
the artist and replacing them with protocols, Moulène
turns artistic activity into a process of partaking in the
cruelty of thought. The catastrophic rearrangement
of the stable correlations between understanding, imagination and embodiment, their respective laws and
constraints, opens up an amplified field of ambiguity.
… The field of ambiguity that the protocol organizes
is a torture upon the structure of thought, and specifically that of understanding, in that it is a coercion to
articulate the unarticulated by breaking with the basic
intuitions of understanding and the entrenched images
of thought.7
One such protocol is the knot, which Moulène has used
as the basis for many of his objects. Negarestani claims
that the knot is the ultimate protocol, as it contains every
direction, that is to say, the totality of a space, but one in
which the universal principles are weakened, as the knot relates only to itself, having neither a beginning nor an end,
an inside nor an outside: “By linking itself with itself, the
knot refuses to be undone.”8 In the site-specific installation
The Secession Knot (5.1), which was shown at Secession in
Vienna in 2017, Moulène created an actual spatial knot out
of wooden planks,9 which extended throughout the entire
space—along the floor, the walls, the ceiling, and the spaces
in between—with the planks criss-crossing five times. Thus,
more spaces opened up within the actual exhibition, as the
various crossings of the planks produced smaller sections,
rooms within the room, in which the two colours of the
boards, alternating between black and fluorescent yellow,
gave rise to a highly specific dimensionality within the
piece, while the other objects spread out around the room
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responded by forming spaces of their own. Is it, then, a knot
that ties itself into more knots, opening up incomprehensible spaces, or might it be the path to unknowing? One starts
to wonder: “What does it mean to behave like a knot?”10
•••

Brittle Fragile revolves around a black Citroën BX V16. I’ve
been investigating the entangled narratives that surround
this car, and purposefully blending fact and fiction. The car
was bought in 1990 by a woman named Britta, who decorated it in an eccentric manner. More than two decades later,
my brother bought the car, and owned it until his passing in
2015. Intertwining these narratives establishes a closeness
between myself, my brother, and a complete stranger. The
car becomes an extension, and a physical manifestation, of
these social relations, while also becoming an object that
deals with loss.
This is how I tend to work: blending personal explorations
with something unfamiliar, and attempting to find a nexus
where intimacy can be generated. I seek to work with narra
tives and stories alongside a concept, and to allow that to
guide me in finding the most suitable materials and methods
for each specific project. Always, though, on the basis of the
story being told by the objects. Memories through objects,
to achieve intimacy.
I find it exciting to work with narratives, as they make it
so easy to blend imagined fabrications with truth and fact,
whether personal or universal. They provide opportunities
to open a work up to additional layers, or to seal it off entirely. I have a particular desire to work with narratives and
arrangements of space and objects (found and made) as
precisely as possible, a little bit like how Haris E
 paminonda
does it. It seems to me that her approach to working with
secret or uncomprehended stories involves composing incomplete environments. In her installations, she brings together a variety of found objects, ranging from ceramics,
books, and plants to sculptures, and combines them with
architectural structures such as walls, stairs, windows, and
pillars. All of these elements are notably, oddly, solitary;
they seem to come from different worlds, and yet, they’ve
all snuck up so close to one another. It’s not that anything
seems random—quite the contrary: her placements, selections, gestures, and constellations are incredibly c alculated.
They are organised in sparse interiors, which adds to the
spooky sense that something is wrong, or of oblivion;
there’s something lacking or missing, it’s hard to grasp,
and it’s up to the viewer to hunt down the final piece of
the puzzle, solve the mystery, or simply accept the unknown
and enter a state of calm. After all, Epaminonda’s works
possess a meditative quality; perhaps it is the stillness they
exude, the soft colours and transitions that leave space
for reflection and allow the viewer to rest in the space as
it slows down. She never gives any clear explanations for
the objects; everything remains unfamiliar and mysterious.
This liberates the objects from their own histories and gives
rise to an opportunity to experience unexplored worlds,
with new associations and histories. Familiar objects, removed from their past contexts, have their entire internal

Image courtesy of the artist
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Jasmine Christensson, long pale stroke, 2020. Detail. Mixed media (casted polyester armrest, wood, iron square metal, yellow faux leather, flower patterned fabric,
car window with etching, black rubber mat). Dimensions variable. MFA Exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2020

structures rearranged as a result of this recontextualisation
and these interrelations with the other objects. She allows
ambiguity to take form and produce new patterns. Messes
up specific moments, affixing them to a fragile fiction with
its own inner logic.
I believe that Epaminonda is aware of the implied symbolic
references that are inherent to the various objects she uses,
but she places them within an open structure intended to
mix, repeat, and rework them freely, producing an infinite
variety of meanings and sensibilities. Although the objects
obviously hail from countless pasts and cultures, they manage to escape these contexts to form new, complex systems
based on unfamiliar histories, preventing the whole from
becoming a degenerate museum of archaeological finds or
stolen treasures, steeped in an unrooted sense of nostalgia
or exoticism. Rather, they evade all temporality, defy historical labelling, and leave us with open questions. Her installations belong to an ongoing series of what Epaminonda
refers to as Volumes, which she numbers according to each
new occasion: VOL. XXVII (2019), VOL. XXVI (2018),
VOL. XXII (2017). Together, they seem like chapters of a
book, pages printed out of sequence, which nonetheless all
exist in the same universe.

Vrrroomvroombroombroom, the car is warm, and wants
to show me something—perhaps about life, memories, loss,
and survival. She takes me to Britta, my own wild fantasies
of an unknown life, where small traces are all that remain,
imprinted into the lacquer and the leather seats, all the way
into the engine, deep in the guts of the Citroën. Then, she
takes me to memories of my brother, drives me to the sea,

leaves us to play, spiritedly. But, in the end, it’s all shaped
from within me.
It’s these two who drive me forward—thus the title Brittle
Fragile, two words that are near synonymous, closely related, and yet subtly different in their nuances. The word
“brittle,” of course, is also a play on the name Britta, which,
amusingly enough, means “strong.” But “brittle” can also
be used as a description of a rigid, hardened personality—
I imagine somebody whose constitution was hardened early
on, but who retains an innate nervousness that threatens
to shatter them. Similarly, brittle materials are hard, yet
prone to being shattered completely if the right pressure is
applied in the right way, like eggshells, while “fragile” refers
to something more general, a quality possessed by materials
that give a little before breaking, or that can be snapped in
half without necessarily falling to pieces.
The fact that there are two narratives here is also made
clear by the way that all elements in the installation appear in pairs—two-parted, two-componented—and became
like broken shadows, echoes, or reflections of one another
through their very modes of being. One of them began to
speak of something, and the other picked up on it and carried it on, in another lane, in another direction. The parts
mimicked one another while also distancing themselves,
until they crashed and collided and started over again. Or
maybe I’m just going around in circles?
The whole Brittle Fragile installation presents a duality;
it is both sad and funny, aggressive and kind, erotically
charged and restrained, intimate and closed, corporeal and
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mechanical, elegant and brutal. That’s what I’m after—an
intentional play with the previously mentioned concept of
defamiliarisation, intended to introduce a sense of ambiguity into what the viewer sees, feels, and experiences. To
develop a broad range of expressions and reveal the fleeting
nature of things. A calming concern.

longing (2020) and long pale stroke (2020), sculptures included in the Brittle Fragile installation, contain similar
moulded shapes, although they are made from different
materials. The shape started out as two armrests, from one
right and one left door of the car, which were subsequently
joined together to form a single, solid shape. In long pale
stroke, the shape is cast polyester, coloured red, while in
longing, it is cast silicon with iron-oxide pigment and beach
sand. They both exude an enchanting, fleshy meatiness, but
they still seem completely different. The red one is shiny,
with a sticky look, like a tongue, and maybe it could lick
itself up and it would taste like Ferrari candy. Sickly sweet.
The other is its opposite: a speckled pale red, or pink rather,
with a sense of the visceral, worn out, exhausted, or paled
away; a slippery remnant. This one is soft, pliable, and resilient, while the red one is hard, stiff, and delicate—although
their appearances might lead one to believe the opposite.
One of them rests, fixed in place, while the other is held fast
in a leaning position. All the other sculptures in the room
alternate between these states: from being sealed in, bound,
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and compressed to being open, unhindered, and unfettered.
There is a certain morbid sadness to it all, a playful hilarity.
Something about the relationships between my sculptures
reminds me of Nina Canell’s practice, and the way her
sculptures operate within themselves. It is the presence of
a recognisable vibration—of an entirely different kind, of
course, but no less apparent. Her sculptures are, rather, processes, in which there is always some tension between two
elements: the material and the immaterial. The result of a
change or movement in the communication between a material and an event. A conjoining of energies, which are either transformed, divided, transported, lost, or regained as
a result. Traces of something that bears witness to what has
happened or is happening. A flow and an expansion occurring within the sculptural. Like her moulded natural-rubber
shapes Gum Shelf (2017), Gum Drag (2017), and Five Long
Milliseconds (2014), which all relate to time. Their mass is
in a constant state of motion, in that the rubber is slowly
and gradually collapsing; a descent, or a change and renewal. The emphasis here is on “slowly,” as the material
is firm enough to appear static, and the gradual changes
are only clearly discernible over extended periods of time.
The moulded rubber starts out with a distinct shape, and
although the movement always has a direction (downward),
the sculpture remains open in terms of its ultimate end.
Already appearing to be organic, the rubber triggers further

Images courtesy of the artist
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Jasmine Christensson, reeking sweet, 2020. Mixed media (stylized fir tree in wood and fabric, iron square metal structure, yellow faux leather,
car window with etching, a glass flower, rope painted blue, metal thread, a rock carved into the shape of a seashell, a plastic cherry, some beads
and a pearl). Dimensions Variable. MFA Exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2020
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Left: Jasmine Christensson, stick route, 2020. Detail. Mixed media (iron square metal structure, red faux leather, round glass container, swivel joint wrench,
loudspeaker). Dimensions variable, looped sound. MFA Exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2020
Right: Jasmine Christensson, right choice for the right course, 2020. Detail. Mixed media (iron square metal structure, upholstered seat in black fabric, round glass
container, swivel joint wrench, loudspeaker). Dimensions variable, looped sound. MFA Exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2020

associations to something corporeal and carnal because of
its pink hue and, by virtue of this, an interpretation of a
specific weight. This gives the work a degree of closeness,
but also a sense of expulsion or vomiting.

reeking sweet (2020), another sculpture in Brittle Fragile,
is a metal structure with a glass car windshield resting on
top, just beneath which is a shape suggestive of a rear-view
mirror, from which hangs the familiar shape of a blue fir
tree, a Wunder-Baum air freshener,11 gently weighing down
and resting on a base that’s been covered with pale-yellow
faux leather. The fir tree looks softer from the other side,
and a viewer who walks around will discover other elements
hanging there: a glass flower, a rock carved into the shape
of a seashell, a plastic cherry, some beads, and a pearl. A
break with the austere lines, and new layers of signs adding
to the story .....
Have you caught yourself up in a flock of forest! Forest boy.
The blue harvest. Ocean blue, where you were your most
alive, in the waves. Something familiar, yet enlarged, flat
and plain, still soft and fuzzy—is it you? Sitting in your
favourite spot, the lemon-yellow leather seat, which ooh so

sun-weakened tumbles over. Beach play in an affected salty
body, cold and hard. Firm, stiff. Sweet-water pearl. Dripping. Dripping. Summery red flavour, gets all messy and
spits out the stone, the point, the heart, the cherry on top,
as they say, right? Widens your lungs and plays an angel’s
trumpet in bloom. Transparent and tender as the river of
tears. Do you remember when you were younger and filled
your ride with layers of little trees, a multicoloured thick
mass, an unsettling mixture of scents? Those were the days,
right? Dazzling idleness. But, now, you swing alone, still,
exhausted. And instead, I dance for two.
..... Unlike an ordinary Wunder-Baum, this one is significantly enlarged, expanded, exaggerated, to the point where
it seems more like an abstract body. There is a humour, a
weary kindness, to this tree. I recognise that expression
in Helen Marten’s installations,12 but also in Jean-Luc
Moulène’s assembled objects. The fir tree raises the expectation that it will give off a scent, which it does—right? No,
it deceives, leads astray, and bewilders—for the dominant
smell that is layered over the space actually emanates from
the black rubber mats that crawl along the floor in two different places. The scent, a powerful, unnatural odour, toxins
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being released, the scent of a car, perhaps bringing back
memories of childhood back-seat car rides through the heat
of the summer sun.
The black rubber mats shine along with the viewer’s movements through the room, like the way light dances on old
vinyl records as they spin round and round. This also resonates with the two sound pieces that are installed in the
space, which serve to take us deeper into this journey. The
first sound, right choice for the right course (2020), brings
us right into the ride, a diffuse hum of movements within
the guts, transitioning into clearer expressions. Switching
channels, changing radio stations, and static noise. Pausing with some dansband tunes,13 the sound of days gone
by. Only, finally, to emerge as distorted talk-radio chatter.
Then, it’s all repeated, and heard anew. The other sound,
stick route (2020), exists in a more advanced state of dissolution. Chiming ocean noises and a specific dansband tune
that has been slowed down to warp the singing voice into an
unpleasant, deep basso. On careful listening, the lyrics can
be made out, stating that “we’ll be dancing all night long”—
but what was once an exuberant cheer has crumbled into
a howl of lament. Then, it’s all repeated, and heard anew.
It’s as though the whole thing is caught in a loop, trapped
within its own desire or longing. Trying to get somewhere,
thinking that it will make a difference—but these efforts are
all in vain, for the sound is the past, a backwards reversal.
It is a remembrance, a memory from a not-too-distant time.
An attempt to appease a thirst for something. It’s a fragile
state, a flightiness both stubborn and intrusive. There is a
vibration of sadness, but one wrapped up in lightness and
elegance. Two glass containers, delicate caps, rest over the
small speakers, which have been disconnected from Britta’s
custom audio setup with all the extras, like protective
domes, ghostly folds, shielding the speakers from the threat
of being crushed by the hard metal. A pressured balancing
act. Pointing out that this is all a desperate attempt to remain encapsulated, preserved. But it is a kind of mourning,
a longing for what has been lost, and a refusal to abandon
the hope that it might one day return. Being stuck in the
way things used to be, or beliefs about what could have
been. An inability to escape or evade the past.
This makes me think of the music of The Caretaker,14 which
I was recently reminded of when I read Mark Fisher’s book
Ghosts of My Life.15 In it, Fisher discusses how we are tormented or stalked not only by the past but also by lost or
promised futures, ones that never came about or remain
out of reach. He claims that there are traces of this longing
and haunting to be found in works like The Caretaker’s. A
“temporal bleed-through from earlier periods.”16 A materialisation of memories through technology, a breaking down
of the sounds of vinyl records, emphasising their characteristic, crackling noise. The crackling makes us aware of
the fact that we’re listening to a time that’s “out of joint,”17
and prevents us from falling into any illusions of the present. In a digitised time, when nothing ever really goes away
for good, vinyl crackle evokes a certain sense of loss. In the
compilation An Empty Bliss beyond This World (2011),
The Caretaker mixes two distinct moods: some passages are
lush and cheerful, while others are intensely depressive—or
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perhaps it’s really just a consistently confusing feeling,
which touches on both extremes. A combination of jolly
and haunting notes. I recognise this from my own sound
pieces: the droll, swaying dansband tunes and the static
noise, the crackle, adding a serious, mournful, and g hostly
mood. Perhaps there is something strangely humorous
about this. Further, listening to the album is like hearing
fragments of memories, or, that is to say, it possesses the
quality of something one is desperately trying to cling to,
like a thought that evaporates before any meaning can be
formed or articulated, transient futility. This haunting is
made clearer by the way two separate title tracks and audio tracks have two repetitions. And when the audio track
is played back the second time, subtle changes have been
made, small differences such as brief interruptions or a particular emphasis on one of the sounds. A minimal change,
which nonetheless, or despite this, sweats out an increasing
bewilderment or anxiety: “Didn’t I just listen to this, or have
I started over? Has something gotten caught somewhere,
what’s going on?” It’s evident that both sound and scent are
tightly connected to memories; these senses are somehow
more immediate than sight alone, and able to produce more
multilayered associations.
••••
I’ve come to realise that the most important dimension
of my work deals with text; it’s an essential aspect of my
material practice. Further, just like my objects and installations, it seeks to imply something or to suggest a certain
skewing of the familiar. To me, text is somehow like sculpture—perhaps it’s freer, or more restricted, what do I know?
In an interview, Thea Djordjadze was once asked about her
thoughts on her use of excerpts from poems, for example in
her titles, and her response resonates with my own thoughts
on combining text with sculpture: “I use poetry as a tool. It
is a material as much as plaster: a physical tool that is part
of the sculpture, not an explanation or translation.”18 And
further: “It’s just a sculpture. For me it is sculpture itself.
Sculpture is very close to poetry. You take words and fit
them together. It is not just about the content—how you
put them together is very important. Which is a similar
process to sculpture maybe, the result has a meaning and a
significance, but it has to be built up, and it all has to work
together through physical forces.”19
I attempt to write in a dissolved and nonsensical manner,
using both wordplay and made-up words. I often blend
material descriptions with words that carry sexual or feminist connotations, to produce obvious double entendres.
My writing also contains a lot of opposition and expressed
ambivalence: in the hard (oh) brittle, in the sensual (oh)
brutal. An attempt to expand the imagination and divert
it from the expected. Provide different layers of narratives.
Tie the various parts together and fuse them. This is a way
for me to understand the world around me, but equally,
if not more so, to understand myself and my inner workings. To try to put this whole bloody mess into words, or
bring it to life. To open up a narrative or an emotional play.
I frequently seek to mess with rhythm and tempo in my writing, to add a corporeal feeling to what’s written, partially in
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terms of the choice of words but also in the way the words
themselves move in the stomach, take shape in the mouth,
and colour the meaning in the mind. I also take an interest
in the way a text is brought to life visually, in terms of practicalities such as size, font, colour, material, and so on. All
these aspects are very important, and they all come together
to generate a meaning.
I couldn’t possibly speak of text without mentioning my
great appreciation and love for Ann Jäderlund—I admire
her almost pathologically. To me, reading her poems means
to remove all breath from the body, poke around in the
deepest of wounds, and be shaken to the core. The feeling
of wanting to throw a book of poems aside, but being overcome by a manic need to keep reading. Having your memory bank resound frantically, almost ridiculously. Pain, love
and nur-(tor-)ture, despair, aggression, and a longing so
immensely huge, our most difficult experiences; they are all
gathered there, confusion and frustration distilled into permanence. In her collection Vad hjälper det en människa om
hon häller rent vatten över sig i alla sina dagar (What good
would it do a human being to pour clean water over herself
each day of her life, 2009), she seeks to answer the most human of concerns: death, existence, and another, even more
profound thing, which is presented as a cluster of open
questions; the wordless put into words. The dead in life, and
(un)dead in death. The collection is contradictory in that it
offers comfort while also being absolutely comfortless. If I
leave the book for a while, and then return to reread it, I can
never expect to understand the same sentence the same way;
the sections all move in and out of one another, somersaulting, tripping me up, giggling, and appearing as completely
new. The rhythm grants the poems a soaring, unstoppable
force, like a song played on repeat:
Genomlyst som en tunn fjäril men inte längre
uppspänd som
mellan nålar. Av huvudsmärtor bakom ögonen.
Kanske i fläckar inne i hjärnan. Men döda.
Starka som punkter
sen länge. Som skuggor. Men utan inflytande.
Eller flytande in
s t r å l a n d e alltför tätt. Av rågmjöl pärlemor.
Som limmade o r g a n i s k t d j u p a p u n k t e r .
(Lit through, like a thin butterfly but no longer
stretched as though
between pins. From head-pains behind the eyes.
Perhaps in spots within the brain. Only dead.
Strong as points
for ages. Like shadows. Only without influence.
Or flowing in
r a d i a t i n g all too tightly. Of rye flour
mother-of-pearl.
Like glued o r g a n i c d e e p p o i n t s .)20
This kind of rhythm, an untamed way to arrive at eyespot, is something I also experience in Clarice Lispector’s
works of fiction. I find it captivating, like in Near to the
Wild Heart (1943), where we follow the character Joana’s
streams of consciousness as she wonders at both major and

minor particularities. In the novel, Lispector allows herself
to linger on thoughts of death, life, happiness, sorrow, and
what lies beyond the known; being allowed to simply be.
Her sharp writings, like Jäderlund’s, demand a clarity of
presence from the reader:
They surprised her in things she had already set eyes
on, but suddenly seeing for the first time, suddenly
comprehending that the thing had been alive all along.
… And suddenly, yes, there was the true thing. … To
have a vision, the thing didn’t have to be sad or happy
or manifest itself. All it had to do was exist, preferably
still and silent, in order to feel the mark in it. For heaven’s sake, the mark of existence. … But it shouldn’t be
sought since everything that existed necessarily existed.
… You see, vision consisted of surprising the symbol of
the thing in the thing itself.21

( ) (2020) is a part of the exhibition Brittle Fragile, but follows a different logic than the other elements in the room.
It consists of seven lettering stencils cut from brown floor-
masking paper, oozingupalongtheedgesofthewalls, raw, simple, messy cut messy mess, yet with some care. Mounted
with m
 asking tape, barely strong enough, although the stencils still make their power distinctly known, sneakily, rudely
claiming their space. The stencils are a combined cluster of
my own free thoughts, translated words from Britta’s desires, and imperatives from old instruction manuals and
marketing brochures; they play with description and contradiction, with delicate word combinations. Stencils that
are both reminiscent of painting cars and of the old craft
of stencilling, as though from another age, someone else’s
memories. There is a transient, temporal quality to the stencils, in that they suggest that something is about to happen.
They, too, then, are in an ambiguous state, an uncertainty as
to whether they are completed or unfinished—will they be
filled in later, have they been forgotten or left behind, what,
and why? At the same time, the actual, physical stencils gain
an incredibly material and sculptural quality thanks to their
rolled-up corners and tabs, which provides space for a free
play of shadows. They present the negative of the letters,
they are inside out, inverted / converted, or, rather, they show
nothing but empty space, although an empty space filled
with everything in the room—the white walls flow into the
(holes), filling in and enveloping them—eliminating the gap,
becoming a non-non-thing, a pointed vacuum.
•••••
Memories play a very particular role in my practice and, in
some way, I think they are the source of my urgent need to
narrate and create intimacy. This means that my own personal history and origins hugely influence the more g eneral
explorations I undertake. These past experiences reveal
themselves in major and minor ways. For instance, the specific colours and shapes I use are attached to specific memories, but this never comes to the fore; it’s not necessary
to see or know about them because the colours possess a
number of other qualities that can be related to one another
in various ways. Nevertheless, it matters to me that they are
there, present. Perhaps it’s OK, or even important, to work
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with personal concerns. After all, Louise Bourgeois spent
her entire life working on autobiographical subjects related
to her family, childhood, sorrows, body, and sexuality, and
constantly emphasised the importance of nurture in a world
as frightening and fragile as this one. And she maintained
the same urgency in her creative work, right up to her death.
Maybe that’s why she was the first artist to appeal to me,
through her daring approaches to using her own experience as a basis for making all those complex, beautiful, and
frightening sculptures.
“He who seeks to approach his own buried past must conduct himself like a man digging. Above all, he must not
be afraid to return again and again to the same matter; to
scatter it as one scatters earth, to turn it over as one turns
over soil”—or so says the philosopher Walter Benjamin.22
In this short essay, Benjamin states that it takes hard work
to uncover the secrets of one’s past. One mustn’t settle for
searching for the expected, as it is equally important to look
for the unexpected, or the painful. And then, to speak of the
problems and difficulties one faced along the way. How the
emotional involvement of memory in this fastidious search
for the past can initiate a new mode of critical thinking.
And maybe that’s what it takes: turning everything inside
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out, withdrawing and returning, and remaining alert to the
unpredictable. Nothing seems to be as it appears. In this,
to catch hold of the minute, a disturbance … Drive these
spots out!

“Berätta, jag måste berätta
Min puls och min andning
Kräver en saga, eller är det en sanning?
En sanning, men vad är sanning?
“Vad är min sanning? Om inte du är här?
Vad är mina minnen? Dom går inte hålla isär
Vi delar historia, jag delar historia med dig
Vi delar historia, jag delar din historia”
(Tell, I have to tell
My pulse and my breath
Demand a story, or is it a truth?
A truth, but what is truth?
What is my truth? If you are not here?
What are my memories? I can’t keep them apart
We have history, I share a history with you
We have history, I share your history) 23

This quote is apparently from the author Clarice Lispector. I stumbled across it during one of my deep dives into the world of Tumblr microblogging
(not an experience I can recommend). What struck me, though, was that the user who posted it had named their blog something along the lines of how
emotions come in violent waves (the blog was mainly dedicated to quotes). Such a name seems quite appropriate in relation to the quote itself—or
maybe it’s too melodramatic? At least that’s what I feel when reading over what I’ve written—an urge to vomit, that is; but of course it’s just a mood or
thought, rather than the physical act of ejecting and devouring. The quote comes from a biography of Lispector that I myself have not read: Benjamin
Moser, Why This World: A Biography of Clarice Lispector (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009).
“Defamiliarisation” is to present something mundane in an unfamiliar way, usually in order to stimulate a fresh perception. The term was coined
by the Russian formalists, who used it to describe the way writers transform ordinary language into poetic language.
Jasmine Christensson, Brittle Fragile, 2020, installation, MFA graduation exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, Sweden. The installation consists
of eight sculptures, of which two have integrated sound pieces. In my MFA exhibition, alongside the sculptures, stencils with words were shown on
some of the walls. I also incorporated various elements of the room: I painted over the existing windows in a light hue of pink, and laid out two black
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Ö

islands
I take a piece of paper and draw an eye in the middle of
it. From that I draw lines to three words: islands, erosion,
seeing. The islands are there because of a coincidence. The
Swedish alphabet ends with the letter Ö, which is also the
one-letter word meaning island, and the former resembles
the latter. An island with two islets right next to it. An Ö is
also an eye, with dots for the eyelash. Having said that, Ö
island, is the first letter of öga, eye, and we do not even need
a language to see that the two resemble each other.
The coast of Skåne is being eroded. Sandy beaches are especially susceptible to erosion, and if we follow the southern
part of the west coast on Google Maps, almost the whole
length of it appears to be beaches and cliffs. If we drag the
map to shift its centre westward, across Denmark to the
coast of Jutland, we find a name printed in the middle of
the sea: Jordsand. In the thirteenth century, Jordsand was a
twenty-square-kilometre island that was inhabited all year
round and was the site of the king of Denmark’s hunting
lodge. Later on, it became an uninhabited place of pilgrimage for ornithologists, but, after many years of erosion, the
island vanished entirely in 1999, despite extensive attempts
to shore it up. Nowadays, Jordsand is just a sandbank, but
its name is still on the map, in the water, where the sandbank
itself is not even big enough to be shown.
Like islands and coastlines, pictures can also erode in many
ways. VHS tapes bleed colour, photographs fade, large files
are deleted in favour of low-resolution ones. But, if we are
careful about making backups and maintaining temperatures, it can be that the eye erodes before the pictures do.

My grandmother’s eyes are being destroyed by cataracts,
her field of vision growing ever darker and losing resolution. Medicine makes the pupils teardrop shaped, as if her
sight is in the process of dripping out of her eyes. Now she
is almost blind, so when she shows me old black-and-white
small-format photos, they are far sharper than her sight.
Blindness is also the subject of Tacita Dean’s Antigone
(2018). The film centres on the time between Sophocles’s
ancient tragedies Oedipus Rex and Oedipus at Colonus. At
the end of the first play, the by-then blind King Oedipus
leaves Thebes, so as to appear long afterwards in a grove
outside Athens in the later play. The idea of this gap
forms the basis for Dean’s film, in which an actor wanders
through beautiful American landscapes dressed as Oedipus.
He seems blind, and his eyes are covered by the type of
spectacles used to watch solar eclipses. The 2017 eclipse has
also been filmed and—like the Greek drama’s sunrise and
sunset—becomes the time frame for the film. From light to
eclipse to light again. In Sophocles’s Oedipus Rex, seeing is
one of the most prominent themes, and is based on a paradox. Oedipus, who is physically capable of seeing, is blind
to his fate, while the blind seer Tiresias can see it clearly. It
is when Oedipus gets to know the truth about himself that
he pokes out his own eyes. As if insight and outward vision
cannot coexist. In Dean’s film, attention is drawn not only
to the viewer’s and Oedipus’s sight but also to that of the
camera itself. The visual field is influenced by the way that
several of the scenes include split screens created by double
exposure in the camera. Covering over parts of the lens has
allowed the same strip of analogue film to be rewound and
reused to expose another scene. This also affects the film’s
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timeline. The intrinsic linearity built into the analogue filmstrip’s material gets disrupted, and different temporalities
are allowed to co-exist. Parallel temporalities are to be
found in the location too. Instead of being set in Thebes
in Greece, some parts of the film have been shot in Thebes,
Illinois. Through this spatial double exposure, the film

takes place simultaneously in classical time, in the present,
and in a timeless filmic image of small town America.

landscapes
In recent years, resolution has become a major element in
all descriptions of cameras. For early digital cameras, mega
pixels were an important sales factor, and when it comes
to video, HD, full HD, 4K, 6K, and 8K have each superseded the other. When 4K was introduced, it was said that
digital formats had caught up with the resolution of the
old analogue 35 mm film. Development is thus not linear,
but rather each medium traces its own arc, and through its
appearance acquires its own parallels in art history. If early
analogue film looks like the blurred, momentary images of
impressionism, then 4K resolution is more like looking at a
seventeenth-century Dutch still life. Similar to the way that
these paintings work, the digital images of today have an
ever greater ability to keep every part of an image sharp
all at once. Flowers, the insects crawling on their leaves,
oysters, and candlelight. High resolution challenges the
hierarchy separating the human eye and the camera. When
we see a security camera, the mutual relationship is not an
equal one; many security cameras nowadays capture such
high-quality images that the picture can be zoomed in on.
They can see us, even if they are too far away for us to see
them.
In her video works, Charlotte Prodger makes use of the
aesthetic, status, and connotations of various cameras and
image resolutions. Bridgit (2016) was shot entirely on an
iPhone, with the sharp, flat character that its lens gives. In
some scenes, Prodger films out through a train window, an
act that comes naturally with smartphones since their flat
bodies can easily be pressed against the window. Over landscape shots from Scotland, Prodger’s own voice-over tells
us about Bridgit, a pre-Christian goddess in Irish mythology. The goddess’s shifting identities are linked to personal
stories about fluid identities and queerness. Filming with
a smartphone makes the human body present: due to its
lightness the phone rises and falls with our breathing when
we try to hold it still and the blood in the fingers can be
seen when accidentally blocking the lens. Without using an
analogue film strip, as in Dean’s work, the digital images
that a camera phone produces are highly material.
This is also about landscapes. In Antigone, there is a tension between the ostensibly permanent—a landscape as
such—and things that allude to the temporary: geysers,
water that drags sand with it as it moves forward, and volcanoes that, despite their monumentality, signal a threat of
sudden change. A before and after the eruption. The way
Dean has the landscape link together the film’s different
temporal layers comes across as a use of the landscape as a
projection surface, or maybe a projection screen. Prodger’s
work rather takes the landscape out of its generalisability

and into the specific, by linking new stories with each scene
in the film. Nor is time linear here: mythological fragments
are placed side by side with the personal, but the text refers
less to a reiteration of canonised narratives and more to a
deconstruction of them.

seas
Thousands of naval mines from the World Wars still lie on
the Baltic seabed. The brackish water preserves things better
than do saltier seas, and that applies to both sunken ships
and mines. Together with non-biodegradable plastic waste,
internet cables, and oil pipelines, they lie like the sea’s unconscious, covered by a layer of sediment. They constantly
threaten to remind us of their presence by accidentally detonating and coming up to the surface. Navy divers clear them
away one at a time. In their work, the divers use a series of
visualisation technologies. First, sonar is used to locate the
mines. The sonar translates sound waves into images and
displays the images on a screen. Once a mine has been located, a diver is sent down. With the aid of films, photographs,
and drawings, a picture of the mine is produced, which is
then identified by experts onboard the ship. Then divers
are sent down again with explosive charges, and the mine
is then detonated from the ship. The surface of the water is
broken as if by a mushroom cloud.
The mines are not all that threatens the Baltic, which is
considered to be the world’s most contaminated sea. This
enclosed, shallow body of water is used as a model for studying developments in other seas, since everything happens
faster here. Warming goes more quickly, seabeds die in
greater numbers, and the algal-bloom periods are longer.
The algae make the murky water turn green, yellow, red.
Throughout Homer’s Odyssey, the Mediterranean is described as being “wine red.” There are various explanations
for this. Powerful algal blooms during antiquity offer one
explanatory model, and blood from great battles another.
One theory contends that the red colour involves a kind of
synaesthetic intermingling of the senses. The stench from
algae and seaweed is associated specifically with the smell
of fermented grapes, and since the odour connects wine
and the sea, they are ascribed the same colour. The best
established theory, however, is that the colour descriptions
are related to language. The word “blue” came into the
Greek language later on, and consequently wine and the
sea are placed in the same, broad colour category. Eye and
language exist in tandem.
Despite the fact that we now have words that we think
describe the sea well, many of its surfaces and volumes remain undescribed. These include the depths of the oceans
and the wide expanses of the sea: the large blue fields on
the map that constitute international waters. The essay
film The Forgotten Space (2010) by Allan Sekula and Noël
Burch follows shipping containers as they travel the world’s
oceans. Because of the tax loopholes available through registering vessels in countries with low taxes and few safety
checks, the maritime shipping industry has long been a
poorly regulated and precarious market. The enormous vessels are stacked with shipping containers in various colours:
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green, red, blue. The crew does not usually know what is
being shipped; rather, the containers are no more than

anonymous receptacles, abstract colour fields that loom
into view out on the open sea. The film’s plot is dictated
by the movement of these abstractions, and we meet people
who come into the path of the ships. It is a sort of mapping
of undescribed routes.

horizons
An alternative perspective on The Odyssey is given through
the eyes of one of Odysseus’s oarsmen in Willy Kyrklund’s
verse novel Elpënor (1986). Elpenor is mentioned only
three times in The Odyssey: when he drunkenly falls off
the sorceress Circe’s roof and dies, when Odysseus meets
him on a visit to the realm of the dead and he asks to be
buried, and when he is subsequently brought back from
there. According to Homer, Elpenor is “not very valiant in
war neither steadfast in mind,” but, as Kyrklund writes, “I,
too, have a name.”1 Many of the oarsmen do not even have
this. Kyrklund’s narrative is divided into twenty-four short
chapters, named after the letters of the Greek alphabet. The
first poem, α, starts with a statement about the colour of the
sea: “The horizon is seldom seen clearly around the islands /
most often a distant mist binds heaven to sea. /Wine-coloured,
says a blind man of the sea, which means either yellow or
red. / To be exact, he says its colour is that of violets and its
pathways wide.”2 After that, the position from which the
book is written is established: “Narrow enough, so seemed
my way, narrow as an oarsman’s bench.”3 Elpenor leaves
his parents’ home to follow the charismatic Odysseus into
battle. The poem is written in hexameter, but lacks the super
abundance that characterises The Odyssey; instead here
the language is terse and austere, focused on images of the
violence of war. Key tales from The Odyssey, such as the encounter with the Cyclops and the visit to Circe’s island, are
included, but more of the novel is devoted to descriptions
of how the crew take prisoners of war and plunder civilian
populations. The fact that Kyrklund has chosen to write the
novel from Elpenor’s perspective should not be interpreted
as meaning Elpenor is a victim who requires vindication;
it is more a way of writing from inside the violence, rather

than with the omniscient voice of the Greek epic. Of giving
voice to someone who did not have it, even if they are not
necessarily a hero. Elpenor is neither more nor less guilty
than anyone else. He portrays both acts of violence and the
longing to get away from them. When he dies, he comments
on his role in history, “But one thing I have understood, and
that is that I am dead / I spoke little of this, for I never spoke,
notwithstanding The Odyssey 11:83.”4
My film Ett vinfärgat hav (A wine-coloured sea, 2019) is
based on Kyrklund’s text. The voice-over is written in the
first-person plural, a “we” that speaks from several perspectives from beneath the surface: the clearance divers,
dolphins that have strayed into the Baltic Sea, jellyfish,
and bladderwrack. The film shows material from mine
clearance exercises and operations, along with footage of
the long, sandy beach in Falsterbo, off which lies one of the
biggest clusters of submerged mines. It is a sunny, cloudless day, with a sharp horizon line that in its anonymity
evokes many previous horizons, at the same time as this one
is specific. It is happening right here. The horizon is calm
and undisturbed, existing before the explosion or after. It
divides the screen into an above and a below, two states between which the film oscillates. In the opening sequence, the
lens seems to be seeking focus, two fields become one. The
found footage show divers charting mines under the water,
marine biologists exploring seaweed with their bare hands,
and the color shifts in underwater footage that comes from
algal bloom. The text is also about the importance of giving
things a name. About Odysseus’s oarsmen, who all died, but
many of whom were unnamed, and about Odysseus and his
wife Penelope and how the war influenced them in various
ways. It is thus an evocation of both Kyrklund’s text and its
method, the rewriting of classical tales. A recurring image
shows a hand testing ballpoint pens. The ink-lines look like
waves, but could also be read as signatures, or as sound
waves. The film begins and ends with a sound, a rhythmic siren of C notes played on a glass half-full of w
 ater.
The sound from the island of the Sirens, which threatens
to entice Odysseus’s ship onto the rocks, or the signal of a
sonar searching for mines.
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snow
To the human eye, snow can be both a type of weather and
a disturbance in the visual field. Visual snow is a disorder
of the eye that causes vision to be disturbed by flickering
dots. In photography and film, too, snow can be both a subject matter and an absence of information. Snow can be the
noise in analogue video and on TV, a random pixel pattern
that appears when no signal is received. It can also be overexposed, burned-out fields in photographs, in which the
light is reflected so strongly that there is actually no information there. And it can be light, as in Malcolm Le Grice’s
film work Blind White Duration (1968), picturing a walk in
a snowy London. The white of the snow meets that of the
projector light, so that the projected snow is both light and
image. The material of the film strip, the grainy 16 mm film,
is made visible through repetitions and sudden, unexpected
edits. The visualisation of the material here is partly a reflection on the underlying conditions for film, but also an
act of resistance to illusorily edited films’ acceptance of the
status quo. The snow helps in this act through being both
material and subject matter, so that it is impossible to tell
them apart.
In Thomas Mann’s novel The Magic Mountain (1924),5
snow is an image of confusion. The protagonist Hans
Castorp arrives at a sanatorium in the Swiss Alps to visit
his cousin, who is suffering from tuberculosis, and ends up
staying there for many years. The whiteness of the snow recurs everywhere—in the rooms, in the evening milk, in the
bones on the X-ray plates showing the inner imbalance that
motivates the patients’ stay. A full chapter is dedicated to
describing how Castorp is out for a hike and is caught off
guard by a snowstorm that causes him to totally lose his
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sense of time and space. In her book X-Ray Architecture
(2019),6 the architecture historian Beatriz Colomina uses
The Magic Mountain to describe how modernist architecture grew in unison with the sanatorium, tuberculosis, and
the X-ray image. Tuberculosis was a turn-of-the-century
disease, spread by rapid urbanisation, and when the X-ray
machine was invented in 1895, it was soon used to make
medical diagnoses. At the same time, lots of sanatoriums
were built to heal the sick and their architecture incorporated the logic of the X-ray image. The luminous flood was
maximised in the buildings, since light was seen as healing,
and thus the window with the transparency of the X-ray
image, became the most important element of these buildings. In the long run this led to facades made entirely of
glass—transparent walls that reveal a building’s frame and
interiors as if they are parts of a skeleton.
Even before modernism, glass already had a high status in
construction. In eighteenth-century England, a special tax
was imposed on windows in buildings, which meant that
the very poorest people lived behind boarded-up openings.
The rich were to have as many and as big windows as possible. But the sturdiness of the glass was so poor that these
big windows had to be made up of smaller sections joined
together. From the beginning, the barred, paned window
still popular today was a purely practical construction.
Sweden has many institutional buildings from the early
twentieth century. One such building is Långbro Hospital
in Älvsjö, south of Stockholm. Like cream-white cakes with
large multipane windows, the hospital buildings stand in a
neat English garden with fountains and gravel paths. Långbro opened as a psychiatric hospital in 1909, one of many
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built during the first half of the twentieth century, after a decision around the turn of the century to build a new kind of
institution for the treatment of the mentally ill. In the 1990s,
another health care reform occurred, which meant that patients were now cared for within the regular healthcare system, and lived at home instead of staying for long periods
in specific hospitals. Consequently, at the end of the 1990s,
the psychiatric hospitals were vacated and the buildings left
empty. In 2015, Långbro was converted into apartments.
The building shares its fate with many former institutions,
not just hospitals, but also prisons, factories, and sanatoriums. Sweden is currently facing a major housing shortage,
and the features these buildings have—high ceilings, stuccoed facades, generously sized corridors—are too costly for
private companies to build today. Converting old buildings
into flats is thus often a good deal for the builders.

In real estate photos of Långbro, the building appears very
much the same as in archival images of the hospital. The
colour white is central, the large, red-painted windows have
been preserved, and sunlight floods the rooms. The window
pane dividers, which once upon a time also served as bars,
create grid-patterned shadows on the walls and furniture.
The contemporary trend for vintage objects means that
the furniture is like it was in the building’s earlier periods:
dark-stained chairs, Bauhaus lamps, simple white curtains,
different objects evoking different decades. There are potted
plants everywhere, now as then considered health giving.
Regardless of whether these items actually belong to the
home or have been shunted from flat to flat by home
staging experts, together they constitute a kind of breach
in the passage of time, a spatial nexus between different
temporalities.
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Architecture has always been associated with the body. An
internal and an external organisation, a boundary and a
connection between outside and inside. The window and
the glass are the passage between the two. The glass is what
makes it possible for people to see into—and sometimes
through—the body of a building. But glass can also reflect
what is outside, so that the inside becomes invisible. It is
thus a material that shows that transparency and invisibility
are sometimes the same thing, while at other times they are
opposites.

rooms
It has been said of Henrik Ibsen’s plays that they foretell
the collapse of individualistic liberal society. In his contem
porary-set dramas, the modernisation processes that were
begun at the end of the nineteenth century have already
sparked an existential anxiety in the characters, a captivity
from which they want to escape, but cannot. The dramas
take place in domestic settings with detailed stage directions, and the walls of the home come to parallel those of
fate. Characters walk in and out of the rooms, but seem
incapable of escaping them without catastrophe. There is
a constant interplay between inside and outside, and yet
the presence of the outside tends rather to create an even
greater feeling of claustrophobia. Something that also contributes to the sense of imprisonment is the construction of
the plays: they are so perfectly put together that everything
in the narrative, even surprises, comes across as predetermined, inevitable. Ibsen’s last play, When We Dead Awaken
(1899),7 is usually described as being unstageable. Here we
are no longer tied to one and the same place, but switch
between a sanatorium, the garden of a spa hotel, and a
mountainside. The drama shifts back and forth so drastically between the subtle and the banal that it is hard to get a
grip on it, and neither story nor walls will stay within their
frames any longer. Nor will the characters. It’s as if, in some
way, after years of being in perfectly balanced plays, the
narrative has broken free.
I thought a lot about Ibsen’s interplay between inside and
outside, and between control and freedom, when I began
working on Än blommar lönnen aspen björken och alen
(Still bloom the maple the aspen the birch and the alder,
2020). The film consists of two parts. One was shot in the
grounds of Långbro Hospital on some snowy days. It was
captured on several different cameras from different ages,
analogue as well as digital. Instead of using archival material, the camera itself becomes the archive. The film clips
switch between different shades of white and blue, partly
because of the fluctuations in the light during the days they
were filmed, and partly because of the way the different
cameras deal with these shifts. The snow is both film grain
and pixels. The compositions are borrowed from archival material, the camera mimics earlier photographs. The
second part of the film is set inside the building. Images
cropped from real estate photographs keep to a number of
art historically important motifs: windows, flowers, candle
light, mirrors. The pictures are deteriorated to various
extents by the extreme zooming in; they oscillate between
the private and the public. It is someone’s home, but it acts
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as a display, a stage design. A voice tells us about a series of
pictures while the real estate photographs are being shown.
They are the archival pictures that the work mimics, but never shows. The history of psychiatric hospitals is both over
and under portrayed. On the one hand, there are masses of
documentaries, plays, and novels that address the subject,
but, on the other, the depictions always seem to get stuck in
its own form. My work is a repetition of these forms, from
which the narrative still waits to break away.

mist
The space around the eye on my sheet of paper is almost
full. A lot of it is, of course, coincidental. The snow, the eye,
the erosion, the film grain, the mines as a constant threat.
The houses with the white walls and the snow, white. A slow
erosion of images and settings, or a sudden explosion. Mist,
a sunset, film that is pixelated to the point of being unrecognisable, or photos that are washed out. An early glass-plate
photograph, an X-ray image, a window.
Rainer Maria Rilke writes about beneficial coincidences in
his essay “Primal Sound” (1919). It centres on two memories. When Rilke was a child and going to school, his teacher
constructed a phonograph and had his pupils record and
listen to their own voices. Several years later, when he was
studying medicine in Paris, Rilke bought a skull to put on
his desk. One evening, he saw that the coronal suture—the
joint between its parts—resembled the grooves made by
the voices in the wax cylinder of the phonograph. Rilke
then asks what would happen if he placed the phonograph
needle on the line in the skull. Would an original sound, a
primal sound, emerge? He writes: “Is it due to a rhythmic
peculiarity of my imagination, that ever since, often after
the lapse of years, I repeatedly feel the impulse to make that
spontaneously perceived similarity the starting point for a
whole series of unheard of experiments?”8
Kader Attia’s Open Your Eyes (2010) consists of two parallel slide shows, one consisting of faces wounded in war
and the other of patched and repaired Congolese objects
from Western museum collections. In contrast to what is
considered worth aiming for in Western medicine, whereby
the marks on repaired bodies should be concealed as much
as possible, Attia lingers in the intermediate position provided by the repair: a sculpture with one eye replaced by a
simple button; a helmet with modern patching-up done by
the colonial power. An acknowledgement of imperfection
and a making visible of the various layers of time that distinguish each object and body. The juxtaposition annuls the
film’s time—there is no before and after or cause and effect.
Rather, all movement is something that arises in parallel,
between the images.
Rilke’s skull is also evidently an image of death. The container of the organ most frequently linked with the storage
of memories and impressions is here empty. But there is
hope in Rilke’s image. The skull that William Shakespeare’s
Hamlet picks up from the ground is usually seen as a symbol of meaninglessness, illegibility. To be or not to be.
With Rilke, the same object stands instead for a potential
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meaning, an index that possibly points somewhere and towards something that we have not yet heard, between being
and not being.
Another of the most quoted lines in Hamlet, “The time
is out of joint.”, also has a link with the structure of the
skeleton. This assertion, which is spoken by Hamlet himself, is the starting point for philosopher Jacques Derrida’s
book Specters of Marx (1993). In and through his analysis of Hamlet, Derrida introduces a sense of time based on
the spectral. When the ghost, Hamlet’s father, appears in
armour at the beginning of the play, he is partly someone
that comes back, who walks again, but he also comes with
a premonition of what is to come. The ghost, a ccording to
Derrida, is something that is characterised by the way that
it can only walk again; it can never just come, but always
comes back. Thus, it gets its double time.

To work with film is to always in some way relate to the timeline that is one of film’s fundamental properties, whether it
be a film strip whose seconds can be measured with a ruler or
a digital file with a beginning and an end. There is a constant
tension between past, present and future, between coming,
being gone, and coming back.
Kyrklund’s Elpënor follows the Greek alphabet forward,
like a kind of reference to the way the linear form is constructed. In the last chapter, ω, the wind brings forth a
spectral voice: “Stranger, you who travel on the sea and
round a cape / whichever one on your way further towards
your goal— / listen for my name on the wind. My name is
Elpenor. / I who never arrived sailed hopefully as you do.”10

ö
So which islands are they? The islands of The Odyssey, of
the Baltic Sea? Islands of text fragments, film clips that
somehow have to be spliced together? Or a skeleton whose
parts cannot be joined? The islands like skulls with cliffs
and crevices, or like grains of sand. I look at the map where
Jordsand is marked, but also at Helsingör, the blue, international waters, the mist, and the snow. The editing software
on the computer, with all the film clips, images, and sounds,
like fragments. Alpha to omega. A to Z. Beginning to end.
Or, as in the last letter of the Swedish alphabet, “Ö,” three
circles close together.

Image courtesy of the artist

Hamlet says, “Time is out of joint,” followed by a cursing
of the fact that he is the one who has to put it right. The
quotation is often used as a kind of assertion that something is wrong, a bit like a synonym for “Something is rotten in the state of Denmark.”, another Hamlet quotation.
In 
Derrida’s reading, the utterance instead becomes an
assertion that time is permanently out of joint; it cannot
be put right, but rather it is its nature to be out of joint. In
this state, in which time is constantly out of joint, a kind
of ethics arises that is founded on an acknowledgment of
ghosts and their repeated return. A coexistence “beyond the
opposition between presence and non-presence, actuality
and inactuality, life and non-life.”9 Through the ghost, time
is both made visible and annulled, and in that a responsibility emerges.

There are parallels here with the layers formed in the objects
in Attia’s work, and the suspension of time that Rilke’s
needle against the skull produces. Derrida’s thought model
is one of many that invoke a responsibility for narratives
that are suppressed, but it comes across as strong in r elation
to artistic works, perhaps because in itself it makes use of an
image—that of the ghost—and of a tension between visibility and invisibility that is both concrete and abstract.

Nadja Ericsson, Still bloom the maple the aspen the birch and the alder, part I, 2020. Video, 25 min
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Nadja Ericsson, Still bloom the maple the aspen the birch and the alder, part II, 2020. Video, 18 min
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On the Thresholds of Narrative
and Ambience
The aim of this text is to place a selection of works of music,
dance, film, installation, and theory in a rhizomatic map of
references that serve as the influential rooting, as well as
the historical context, of my artistic practice. Aligned with
descriptions of my own works in music, sound, and moving image, the treated artists’ and writers’ works construct
an interwoven system, where threads criss-cross each other,
and paragraphs inform, influence, contradict, and expand
upon each other—both historically and in the reading of
this text.1
As such, I would like to ask the reader to quite literally read
between the lines—and between the paragraphs—because
it is there that the rhizomatic matter lies, and it is there that
the message of this text is to be found. It has been my intention to present the artworks—my own and others’—in
a formal and detailed way, one that lets the reader engage
with them in their own right, and enables them to connect
threads in their own order. The path that this text follows
has been led by connections that became visible along the
way—some clear, some associative, and some quite adventitious, as lines of flights, which only later reveal their relations—but always with a sense of the direction of where
I knew I would end up: at my master’s exhibition, which I
describe in depth in the last section. Having this destination
in mind while writing has laid out many threads along the
way, which do not fully make sense until we come to the
end of it all.
To make a dive right into the middle of the system—and to
get the party started—I would like to start with introducing
four figures who will all reappear in one way or another
throughout the text-cum-system:
Douglas Crimp—Yvonne Rainer—John Cage—Arnold
Schoenberg.
In Crimp’s essay “Yvonne Rainer, Muciz Lover,” which is a
cornerstone of this text, he quotes Rainer’s telling of Cage’s
anecdote about his mentor, Schoenberg:
John Cage’s famous story may be relevant here:
After I had been studying with him for two years,
Schönberg said, “In order to write music you must
have a feeling for harmony.” I then explained to him
that I had no feeling for harmony. He then said that I
would always encounter an obstacle, that it would be
as though I came to a wall through which I could not
pass. I said, “In that case I will devote my life to beating
my head against that wall.”

In my case, lacking a “feeling” for plot and character,
the essentials of traditional narrative, I have devoted
much of my career to banging my head against that
wall— with no expectations, I should add, of gaining entrance to a narrative mainstream, but rather to
wrestle with its prescriptions.2
Cage was a composer, performer, lecturer, and writer
engaged in the American avant-garde of (most prominently) the 1950s and ’60s, during which time he practised and
formulated a set of new philosophies and methodologies
that radically expanded the territory in which music had
hitherto existed. Shaking the habitual, his ideas were as influential on contemporary performance and the visual arts
as they were on music, laying out a path for the conceptual and postmodernist movements of the following decades—a path that has been crucial for many of the artists
discussed in this text, including myself. Beating his head
against the wall of a lack of feeling for harmony, as Cage’s
teacher Schoenberg pictured it,3 or of a musical narrative,
as I would put it, Cage abandoned traditional musical notation and linear timelines in favour of alternative scores of
visual notation that use drawing, signs, and various grids to
define sets of rules and systems, which—relying on chance,
coincidence, and indeterminacy—decide the way a compo
sition falls out. In favour of traditional musical systems of
melody, mode, harmony, and counterpoint, he worked with
a non-hierarchical approach to sound—where equal status
is given to intentional sounds (by traditional and electronic
instruments) as well as to real sounds (sounds recorded in an
environment and fabricated noises) and to “silence,” meaning the absence of intentional sounds, because, to Cage’s
ears, no such thing as silence exists; as he maintained, sound
will always be heard if one listens deep. One of the recurring anecdotes in Cage’s lectures and writings is his account
of visiting an anechoic chamber—a room made as silent as
technologically possible. In this expectably s ilent situation
he, to his surprise, still heard two sounds: one high and one
low. The engineer informed him that the high sound Cage
heard was the sound of his nervous system in operation and
the low one was his blood’s circulation. This anecdote serves
as a clear image on the approach to silence and listening
that Cage manifested in his epitomic piece 4’33”, composed
in 1952. The title refers to the total length in minutes and
seconds of the composition, in which the performer(s), of
any instrument, is instructed to play: nothing. No intentional sound is to be produced. Instead, the sounds produced
in the environment where the performance takes place become the music. From this point of departure, Cage went
on to explore new ways of writing music in this land outside the walls of harmony. Some of the common methods
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and materials found in this land are exemplified in his piece
Fontana Mix, composed in 1958,4 a sound performance
based on seventeen minutes of taped material and a score
that operates on chance to determine how the material will
be structured into four loudspeaker channels. The recorded
material consists of various noises, speech fragments from
radio montages, industrial sounds, bits of operatic music,
barking dogs, etc., etc. Some of them has been manipulated
through tape effects, such as fast-forwarding and rewinding,
or damaged by tape scratches, making the sounds hardly
recognisable—which turns the technology of the tape into a
material in its own right. The way these sounds are presented relies on the score, which consists of a number of transparent sheets on which—through a carefully thought-out
system—grids, lines, points and drawings of curved lines of
varying thicknesses and textures are distributed. Superimposing these transparent sheets on one another in a random
order creates a score that defines how the tape material is to
be distributed into the four channels, which the performer
reads and executes in any given venue. The result: a rowdy,
cacophonic fountain of sound that, for each performance,
is spouted out in an unpredictable new way.

“Like the rustling movement of light through leaves, a
phrase of music from the window of a passing car.”
These words appear in Sally Rooney’s 2018 novel Normal
People.5 They are linguistic images that mesh the visual and
aural imagination of the reader. Following logic, it would
be the wind that moved the leaves, causing a rustling sound
and making the sunlight shimmer on them. But here things
are swapped around, so it is the aural and visual sensations
that are emphasised—the rustle and the moving light—instead of the cause of these. It gives the reader a sensuous
feeling of movement rather than a narrative understanding
of it. In the next part, a phrase of music is heard from the
window of a car going by. Sound first, movement second.
The music merges into the landscape—and sound, environment, and movement dissolve into one. When a fragment
of music is heard from a passing car, the pitch of the music
bends up and down according to the distance between
the listener and the sound source, caused by the physics
of sound waves6—like when one hears the unmistakable
pitch change of a siren rushing by. You sense the movement
clearly: it comes at you, climaxing, then disappears again.
Like a glimpse of a feeling that overtakes you before disappearing again. An audiovisual allegory of the ungraspable
moment of time.
These meshes and collapses of audio / vision, of sound / 
music, of moving / being moved is what my sound piece Like
the rustling movement of light through leaves. A phrase
of music from the window of a passing car (2019), titled
after that phrase from Rooney’s book, deals with. It is an
installation consisting of four speakers on stands, which are
installed in the corners of a large space, with four benches
placed in a �-shape in the centre. From the speakers flows a
variety of shifting sounds—both recognisable and unrecognisable—some soothing, some seductive, some dissonant.
Noise, real sounds, and pieces of music. Sometimes coming
from a single speaker, at other times from several speakers,

their outputs blending into one symphonic stream. The
sounds fade in and out, cut off abruptly, layer on top of
each other, and disintegrate again. The sound of a person
in an apartment: footsteps, dishwashing, a window being
opened, brass music sounding like old Hollywood softly
playing in the background. The listener inevitably imagines
the actions causing these sounds—like a narrative. From
another speaker, a low droning bass noise filters into the
mix—functioning like an organ point7 of J.S. Bach or Henry
Purcell—and the ringing sounds of the dishwashing merge
with a bell that plays from a third speaker. The sounds from
the apartment suddenly cut off, laying bare the abstract
simplicity of the bass drone. Then minimalistic phrases of
classical guitar flow into the mix and the bell becomes its
melodic counterpoint. Slow melodic motifs with long spaces of silence in between. The sound of the instruments is
intimately near—it is like background music pulled to the
front. Then a loud motor vehicle rushes through the room,
over all four speakers, tearing the music apart. Everything
cuts to silence. A little later, this silence turns out to be
non-silence, when a static noise sound is next cut off; it is
only noticed when it is gone—like turning off an extractor
hood that has been on for hours.
Things build up and dissolve again, follow new roads, then
turn off, or reveal themselves to be something else. For sixty
minutes, the composition glides in and out of states, feelings,
and spaces—imagined narratives—then starts over. The
benches invite the listeners to sit, forget the space they are
in, and drift into their visual imaginations. The formation
of the benches in the �-shape does not suggest any “correct”
direction in relation to the speakers—there is no direction.
No matter where the listeners sit, sound will come at them
like cascades from all corners, shiftily, unpredictably. The
bench formation becomes a vehicle that moves through this
ever shifting land of sound, its passengers immersed in an
inner visual journey, carried away by the images, narratives,
and associations of their minds. It is not clear whether it is
the subject moving through the rest of the world (object), or
whether the rest of the world comes at the subject.
Thirty years before Cage brought the sounds of the environment into the musical sphere with works such as 4’33”
and Fontana Mix, the French composer Erik Satie brought
music into the sounds of the environment:
We must bring about a music which is like furniture,
a music, that is, which will be part of the noises of the
environment, will take them into consideration. I think
of it as a melodious, softening the noises of the knives
and forks, not dominating them, not imposing itself. It
would fill up those heavy silences that sometimes fall
in between friends dining together. It would spare them
the trouble of paying attention to their own banal remarks. And at the same time it would neutralize the
street noises which so indiscreetly enter into the play of
conversation. To make such music would be to respond
to a need.8
Satie composed five pieces by the name of Musique d’ameublement (Furniture Music), from 1917 to 1923. The pieces,
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composed for various instrumentations of strings, flute,
clarinet, and trumpet, are designed to be played in different
situations and spaces, for instance in a vestibule, during a
luncheon, or in the intermissions of a play, where the audience is encouraged to take no notice of it and behave as
if it does not exist.9 Each piece consists of one simple short
motif, with or without a counterpoint, which is repeated
an indefinite number of times according to the duration
of the situation. An even more extreme example of this
repetition is found in Satie’s earlier piano piece Vexations
(1893): a tortuous piano theme that includes all twelve halftones and lasts around sixty seconds is played 840 times
in succession—which takes no less than fourteen hours to
complete. This obscure piece remained unknown in Satie’s
lifetime and didn’t premiere until Cage discovered it many
years later, published the sheet music, and arranged its first
performance in 1963, with twelve pianists playing in shifts.
With the anecdote of a lack of feeling of harmony in mind,
it makes sense that Cage was hugely interested in Vexations
and Furniture Music, since they propose an alternative
to music structured after harmony. In Cage’s “Defense of
Satie,” he writes: “With [Ludwig van] Beethoven the parts
of a composition were defined by means of harmony. With
Satie and [Anton] Webern they were defined by means of
time lengths.”10 That is to say, in the music of, and continuing under the influence of, Beethoven, a piece was composed according to a planned movement from one key to
another; in short, a planned harmonic structure. The only
new structural idea to emerge since that, according to Cage,
was found in the time-based compositions of Satie (and
early Webern). This structural principle shapes a music
concerned with time and space rather than movement and
development. A music more sculptural than narrative.
Placed in a field between music, sculpture, and performance is Concert for guitar, harp and water, a performance
by myself and Alexander Holm that took place in the dark
basement of the seventeenth-century Trekroner Fort in
Copenhagen Harbour in 2019. The humid concrete room
was almost completely dark, lit only by a single candle, and
most of the floor was covered under a few centimetres of
water. From the ceiling hung wet cloths that made audible
drips into the water below and onto a few empty bottles
and tin cans that were scattered around. When the audiences entered the room, they made further swirls and noises
by unavoidably stepping in the water and bumping into
the objects. These sounds were part of a composition with
harp, played by Holm, and classical guitar, by me, playing
minimalist improvisation sotto voce according to a set of
rules: each player was to play in four predetermined modes,
one after the other, following an individual order defined
by drawing lots before the performance. The four different
modes were:
1)
2)

Play long blocks of eighths of arbitrary notes
in C, crescendo diminuendo < > .
Play one, then two, then three, then four
different notes of the pentatonic A scale for
one minute each. Play each note in the length
that it takes to ring out.
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3)

4)

Play slow arpeggio triads in C. For each
triad, one of the notes has to move one step
up or down. Play each triad in the length
that it takes to ring out.
Play muted eighths of arbitrary triads in C < > .

The idea of a music concerned with time and space and
the methodologies of repetition, chance, and generative
processes were some of the main concerns of minimalist
composers in the 1960s. Almost as a direct continuation of
Satie’s repetition and Cage’s tape experiments, Steve R
 eich
made his own epitomic piece, It’s Gonna Rain, in 1965
through a happy accident.11 Out of a recording of a street
preacher saying the words of the title, Reich made two short
identical tape loops and played them on tape recorders on
the right and left channel, intended to be in sync. But because of the poor quality of the tape recorders, one of the
loops went slightly faster than the other, causing the two
tracks to fall out of sync, displacing the right track from the
left little by little, first causing a slight echo, then becoming
more and more distant—gradually passing through all the
possible temporal relationships of the two tracks, and after
a while slipping back into prefect sync again for a short moment, when the slightly faster tape had overtaken the other
by a whole round (loop), before displacing anew. This phenomenon is called phase shifting, and it is like a gradual
micro-version of a canon—a compositional form that dates
back to the thirteenth century, where two or more identical
melodies start one after the other, the notes of which function in different harmonic relationships with each other.
The same principle lays the ground for Bach’s advanced
compositional technique of the fugue, where a melodic
theme is repeated in different pitches by different voices,
creating harmonies following a sophisticated system. But,
opposite the fixed melodic patterns of the canon and the
advanced harmonic structure of the fugue, Reich’s process
created a non-harmonic, gradually displacing canon with
psychoacoustic effect. Reich writes:
As you listen to the result, you seem to hear all kinds
of words and sounds that you’ve heard before, and a
lot of psychoacoustic fragments that your brain organizes in different ways, and this will vary from person
to person. All music to some degree invites people to
bring in their own emotional life to it. My early p
 ieces
do that in an extreme form, but paradoxically they
do so through a very rigid process, and it’s precisely
the impersonality of that process that invites this very
engaged psychological reaction.12
Roughly a decade later, the same “impersonal,” rigid technical principle was used by the music producer Brian Eno
to create a much more aerial, less compressed output,
also highly permeable to the emotional projections of the
listener as well as to the environment in which it is listened
to. If what Reich discovered was a gradual micro-canon,
then Eno’s piece “2 / 1” from 1977 is a multivoice gradual
micro-canon on a larger scale. The piece is generated out
of six tape loops of incommensurable lengths, each much
longer than Reich’s 0.8 seconds, varying from twenty-five
to thirty-five seconds. Each loop consists of silence and one
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single note of a couple seconds’ duration, wordlessly sung
by a choir. Together, these voices perform an ever changing
canonic composition of a harmonious series of six notes.
The harmonic and temporal relations of the notes constantly change according to the tapes’ varying lengths. Following
the mathematical principle, an “almost” infinite duration
must happen before an exact identical tonal and rhythmic
situation reoccurs. The experience of “2 / 1” thus becomes
ephemeral—a moment in time, there, that never comes
back. Like a rustling movement of light through leaves.
In a way, in spite of this music being literally structured in
lengths of time, it becomes music with a static timelessness.
A sculpture of music.

“I suppose what I would say now if I were going to come
up with a definition, I would say it is immersive rather
than narrative music. That is about the only thing that
I think is retained in all the things that are now being called
ambient.”13
“2 / 1” appears on the album Music for Airports (1977),
which, together with Discreet Music (1975) and Music for
Films (1978), manifested the term to describe a new genre
—“ambient music”—which Eno defines in the above quote,
and which has come to be a cloud definition for various
kinds of withdrawn environmental and spacious music. The
wonderful anecdote of Eno’s conception of the genre in the
liner notes to Discreet Music makes it crystal clear that it is
a direct descendant of Satie’s Furniture Music and Cage’s
“environmental music.”14 The notes read:
In January this year I had an accident. I was not
seriously hurt, but I was confined to bed in a stiff and
static position. My friend Judy Nylon visited me and
brought me a record of 18th century harp music. After
she had gone, and with some considerable difficulty,
I put on the record. Having laid down, I realized that
the amplifier was set at an extremely low level, and that
one channel of the stereo had failed completely. Since
I hadn’t the energy to get up and improve matters,
the record played on almost inaudibly. This presented
what was for me a new way of hearing music—as part
of the ambience of the environment just as the colour
of the light and the sound of the rain were parts of that
ambience. It is for this reason that I suggest listening
to the piece at comparatively low levels, even to the
extent that it frequently falls below the threshold of
audibility.15
Starting from the traditions of melody, harmony, and
counterpoint, I made the musical suite 10 pieces for guitar
and various instruments in 2019.16 A selection of ten short
pieces—out of plenty created—all made through the same,
strictly defined, process. Every morning for a period of four
weeks, I went to my atelier and recorded one piece of improvised music composed of two tracks: one on classical guitar,
on which I am trained, and one on digital keyboard, using
sounds such as grand piano, cello, violin, brass, and harp,
an instrument for which my technique is more simple. Starting with either instrument, I played simple phrases with
long spaces of silence in between. After a couple minutes’

duration, I switched over to the other instrument and
recorded a second voice, while listening to the first voice in
headphones. This voice filled in harmonies and answered
phrases in the long sections of silence of the first voice. In
my improvisation, based on typical cadences and phrasings
of music from the Renaissance and Early Baroque Era,17 I
would search for possible melodic motifs and themes—that
is, possible musical narratives. Looking at the landscape
framed by the rectangle of the window of my studio, I created background music to the actions and movements I saw:
the construction work taking place that gradually changed
the site entirely; pedestrians walking across the site; movements in the sky and subtle changes in the weather. The
improvised music became my in-the-moment soundtrack
of the possible narratives and feelings that occurred in my
imagination while looking at these scenarios—like music
for films of my imagination. Because of the searching, unpredictable process used to create the improvisations, the
voices of 10 pieces often collide, creating unconventional
harmonic and rhythmic relations, departing from the conventions of melody and harmony that one would expect
of this music. Afterwards, without making any edits of the
two recordings, or even listening back to them, I exported
the two-track pieces and loaded them onto an iPod. In the
afternoons, while on the train back home from my studio,
I listened to them on shuffle as part of a daily increasing
playlist of pieces. Now, the pieces became the soundtrack of
the moving image I saw through the train window and my
afternoon streams of thought on the way back home from
my atelier.
Another interesting expansion to the piece happened when
I was invited to perform the suite in a gallery, Arcway
Nightlands Connector Jennifee-See Alternate, in Copen
hagen in early 2020. For this performance, I asked the cellist
Cæcilie Trier to play the cello parts of three of the pieces
from the suite, with me on guitar. So that we could learn
the music, I transcribed the improvised, coincidental compositions into sheet notation. When reading and playing the
music as sheet music, it took up a whole new character. Now
all the hesitant phrases, accidental harmonies, and unfinished phrases came out, as if written with a sophisticated
and nuanced composition technique, of which the silences
and open endings became spaces left up to the listener to
fill with their emotional projections. The unintentional had
become intentional.
In Chantal Akerman’s twelve-minute film Trois strophes
sur le nom de Sacher (Three stanzas on the name Sacher,
1989), the cellist Sonia Wieder-Atherton is seen performing
a piece for solo cello by Henri Dutilleux in a domestic space,
while the movements and gestures of the inhabitants of a
neighbouring apartment are seen in the background. The
film begins with a wide shot of Wieder-Atherton entering
the dimly lit space. Wearing an extravagant evening dress,
she walks around, puts her set of keys on a coffee table,
fetches her cello, and takes a seat on a chair in the m
 iddle of
the room to play. The space has a twofold character: with
its parquet floor, unmade silk sheets on the bed, a lounge
chair, and a bust, it appears to be the musician’s upper-class
European home; at the same time, the sparse furnishing,
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with a big empty floor area in the middle, and the voluminous red drapes in the background clearly mimic the
theatre or concert hall stage. In the background, flanked
by the red drapes, a big balcony doorway appears, framing
two windows of the neighbours’ home. In these windows,
silhouettes of characters come in and out of sight, doing
small tasks and actions: opening and closing doors, drinking a cup of tea while standing, opening a window, lighting a cigarette. In the course of the film, the blueish and
reddish chiaroscuro lighting changes to bright daylight—
it has become morning. The neighbour characters appear
again, doing their morning routine: ironing a shirt, the man
shaving, the woman brushing her hair. The music accompanying these daily routines—which Wieder-Atherton is performing in the foreground, and which names the piece—is
a modern, intense, and expressionistic piece for solo cello
that Dutilleux wrote in 1976. Moving from beguiling melodic sequences, through minimalistic minor-key ostinatos, to
hot-tempered pizzicato and frantic twelve-tone s equences,
the piece’s three short movements are a tour de force
through dramatic, suspenseful, and solemn moods that
make use of the vast timbre of the instrument. The music
signifies the movements of the normal people in the windows—dramatises them—and turns the otherwise generic
and unimportant gestures into a meticulous choreography.
The situations become little fragments of dramatic narratives. Imagined stories arise through the feelings evoked by
the music. The cello piece works as the soundtrack—the
background—of these stories. At the same time, the people
in the windows are literally in the background of the cello
performance in the stage-like space at the front. Like the
audience of the show. Foreground and background shift
back and forth, guided and confused by the editing and
framing of the film. The balcony frame works as a mirrored
proscenium, with the two “performances” on each side.
Music induces movement, and movement induces the
music. The two sides of the mirror proscenium shift back
and forth, subject to object.
In 2017, I made the short film Character Analysis, named
after a 1933 book by the psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich,
which surveys how body language is a product of the psychic.18 With Reich’s work as a starting point, the work takes
literally Walter Benjamin’s idea of the optical unconscious:
that “photography”—and, in my opinion, its continuation:
film—“makes aware for the first time the optical unconscious, just as psychoanalysis discloses the instinctual unconscious.”19 Shot on 16 mm colour film, with no sound, in
a busy intersection of Lower Manhattan, the four-minute
film is an optical investigation of the unconscious body
language of the unwitting pedestrians who are crossing the
street. Shooting the film on a Bolex camera fixed on a tripod behind some scaffolding next to the pedestrian crossing, I manually controlled the film speed knot on the side
of the camera, turning it and gliding from twenty-four to
sixty-four frames per second while recording, making the
movements of the objects on the film gradually slow down,
when played back. In the digital editing, these stretched
into slow-motion pedestrian movements were repeated, in
a looping, evolving composition.
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Framed from the knees to the chest, taking up half of the
4:3 image (the other half hidden in shadow, nearly blacked
out), the neon-yellow hoodie and worn jeans of a man walking come into frame, his musto-dipped work gloves sticking out of the kangaroo pocket, a hammer attached to his
belt swinging slowly like a pendulum, and his semi-folded
hand carelessly swaying. A few steps, slow-motioned, then
repeat, and again, evolving a bit with each repetition, gradually moving out of the frame, revealing a similarly dressed
companion behind him, senior in age, gloves in hand, confidently talking in his cell phone, not giving a fuck. The two
characters slowly phase out of the frame’s right edge, while
a woman clad in a black leather jacket, appears out of the
dark in the left field, one hand swinging, fingers enclosing
a phone, the other hand holding on to the strap of a red
designer bag. Repeatedly seen, in stages, moving across the
frame, while the camera slowly zooms out: from the dark
background a new, neon-yellow colour field approaches, a
new object coming into the looking glass. Next clip, a full
shot of the pedestrian crossing, a stream of pedestrians
with their swinging arms, behind them a layer of moving
bicyclers, overtaking the pedestrians; in the background,
an even faster stream of yellow cabs. Three layers of movement, different figures, different tempos.
It clearly shows: as much as the layers of body
language, it is the exterior layers of clothing and props, with
the cultural and identity connotations belonging to these,
that are getting unfolded in the film. But what it also shows
is that the multiplicity of the characters’ movements—
treated by the materiality of film, objectified through its
framing, its slowing down, the edits, the repetition enforcing their discreteness, making them object-like20—becomes
elevated into a repetitious structure of motion. It becomes
a choreography of impersonal, normal gesturing. The editing becomes a rhythm, with its reappearing scratches, celluloid burns, that steps forward by the looping, becoming
the subdivisions of the rhythmic composition; the editing
in this way takes over for the silence of the soundtrack and
becomes the music of the dance.
As an equivalent of Cage’s any sound as m
 usic,
the choreographer Yvonne Rainer’s dance work of the
1960s treated any movement as dance.21 Rainer introduced
into the sphere of dance a new vocabulary of normal everyday movements, such as walking, running, and task-like
interaction with objects, which were performed with a character-less stage presence, saying: “No to seduction of the
spectator by the wiles of the performer. No to eccentricity.
No to moving or being moved.”22 This was such a radical
departure from the expressiveness, virtuosity, and spectacle
of modern dance that Rainer’s work and that of her peers of
Judson Dance Theater has come to be considered the foundation of postmodern dance.23
In 2019, Rainer’s new piece Again? What now? was performed by the Swedish dance company WELD at Malmö
Konsthall, and it seemed to be, as the title also indicates, a
return to—and composite of—elements from her task-like
style of the 1960s. Eight dancers dressed in casual clothing appeared in a minimalistic scenography consisting of a
stage made of an eight-by-eight-metre white pad, laid out on
the floor of the open gallery space, with eight folding chairs
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with pillows and a set of loudspeakers standing around it.
The audience was seated on tribune scaffolding set up on
one side of the square. The piece began with the dancers
forming a group in the corner of the square while jogging
on the spot, then walking to the opposite corner, back again,
and repeat.24 Gradually, they split up into smaller groups,
adding small tasks to their walks, varying from simple gymnastic gestures, to paraphrases of classic dance moves, to
playfully walking on all fours or tiptoeing with their hands
reaching up into the air. Like playing a game organised by
a set of rules. A more complex pattern of movements and
gestures began to evolve—guided by numbers and letters
yelled out in turns by the performers themselves. Without
any run up, suddenly the soft piano melody of Edvard
Grieg’s well-known Arietta (1867) came on, to which one
of the dancers walked alone on the floor in a circle, with
short stops between every few steps. Then more walking,
jogging, jumping, lifting each other up, sometimes moving
as one group, sometimes in smaller factions, and sometimes
one by one, but always moving around the square following what seemed to be a geometric system, one that did not
favour the direction of the audience over the other three
sides of the square. No directional hierarchy. No seduction
of the spectator. The performers yelled generic questions
like: “What are you doing? What do you mean?” Andw
 itty
calls and responses of contemporary phenomenon like:
“Twitter? No! Facebook? Got it.” They posed ironically
in solemn groupings, looking like something out of the
romantic paintings of Eugène Delacroix. Now and again,
like with Grieg’s Arietta, the dance was accompanied by,
or rather juxtaposed with, significant pieces of music: fragments from a poor recording of an opera cross-montaged
with fragments of Tyrolean songs, to which the dancers did
a synchronised series of movements; and the suspenseful
oboe melody and march drums of Maurice Ravel’s famous
Boléro (1928) saw the performers tiptoe around as if in a
trance, one of them falling slowly—carefully caught by two
of the others. As the finale, the “wall of sound” of the 1966
rock classic “River Deep, Mountain High,” performed by
Ike and Tina Turner, blasted out in its full length, to which
the company did a partly synchronised series of tasks with
the chairs and pillows, which had been left sitting around
the square until that point. Sit down, stand up, throw a
pillow, collect it; then an intentionally naive dance step,
then a clap, and repeat.25
What first struck me upon experiencing Rainer’s work in
the flesh, in a contemporary context, was how normal the
performers looked and how normal the gestures were—as
if they could belong to anybody. The documentation I had
seen of similar works of Rainer’s performed in the 1960s
and ’70s had given me a theoretical understanding of this
unspectacular style, but I came to realise that the aesthetics
of the Super 8, 16 mm, and black-and-white photography
these documentations were captured in had created their
own nostalgic spectacle through which to look. Seeing
Rainer’s work in real life, in the present time, made it come
down to earth.
In Rainer’s 1966 essay “A Quasi Survey of Some ‘Minimalist’ Tendencies in the Quantitatively Minimal Dance

Activism midst the Plethora, or An Analysis of Trio A,” she
writes of the stripping down of the exhibitionistic:
The artifice of performance has been reevaluated in
that action, or what one does, is more interesting and
important than the exhibition of character and attitude, and that action can best be focused on through
the submerging of the personality; so ideally one is not
even oneself, one is a neutral “doer.”26
But in my experience of Again? What now? in 2019, the
emphasis on doing instead of the doer, and the quotidian
normality of the doings, did not strip personality from the
performer. On the contrary, by subtracting character from
the performed, the work opened up a space in the performance to allow the individuality and personality of the
performer to exist within the performance. The performers’
differences of body, age, character, attitude, and ways of executing tasks were obvious—and fully compatible with the
normality and “object-likeness,” in Rainer’s terms, of the
tasks performed.
In Trio A, Rainer’s iconic piece from 1966, three performers execute a series of varied phrases, continuously, as if
they are one coherent phrase. Body movements and articulations of limbs glide into each other, with the end of one
gesture merging immediately into the beginning of the next,
and “no one part of the series is made any more important
than the o
 ther. For four and a half minutes a great v ariety
of movement shapes occur, but they are of equal weight
and are equally emphasized.” No hierarchy or accentuated
climaxes. The smooth sequence is performed by the three
performers simultaneously, but not in unison, so “small
discrepancies in the tempo of individually executed phrases
result in three simultaneous performances constantly

moving in and out of phase and in and out of synchronization.”27 Not unlike the phase shifting of Steve Reich’s tape
piece, the dancers’ individual performances of the identical sequence created small displacements in relation to one
another. A materialising of the space for the individual
personality of the performer in the performance.
This space also invites the spectator in. As a consequence
of the simplistic, everybody’s-ness of the gestures, and the
roles of the performers as individualistic but neutral doers,
the spectators are invited in to make their own readings of
the movements, and to project their own bodies, minds,
and emotional life into the performed. Paradoxically, it is
perhaps exactly this space created in the minimalism of her
dances, as well as in the minimalist sculptures of her contemporaries, that Rainer wittingly allegorises in her 2006
memoir Feelings Are Facts: “While we aspired to the lofty
and cerebral plane of a quotidian materiality, our unconscious lives unraveled with an intensity and melodrama
that inversely matched their absence in the boxes, beams,
jogging, and standing still of our austere sculptural and
choreographic creations.”28
The essay by the art historian, critic, and curator D
 ouglas
Crimp that kicked off this text is a dissertation on the
significance of Rainer’s use of music through her transition
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from minimalist dance to filmmaking in the 1970s, a practice that deals more directly—though still ambivalently,
“wrestling it’s prescriptions”—with narrative and with
emotional life. As Crimp puts it, in relation to Rainer’s
above quote: “Rainer turned to filmmaking to bring the
emotional melodrama repressed by minimalism back into
artistic representation.”29 In these filmic explorations, Rainer uses music as a tool of strong emotion—as an affective
signifier of (melo)drama. But the exploration of the potentials of the juxtaposition of music and movement was
not, in fact, something that came to Rainer only after her
transition to film. As early as her first choreography, Three
Satie Spoons (1961), she applied a mix of Cage’s above-described F
 ontana Mix and Satie’s Trois Gymnopédies (1888)
to a movement series of angular poses and balances. A few
years later, with At My Body’s House (1964), she opened
the dance with the performer (herself) standing still for
three minutes, accompanied by very loud organ music
by 
Dietrich Buxtehude30—almost like an choreographic
pendant to Cage’s 4’33”, but where the “silence” of this
composition / choreography, instead of being filled by the
environmental sounds / movements, is flooded by the brutal
emotional power of Buxtehude’s organ, which signifies the
movement or lack of same, in a similar way that Dutilleux’s
cello piece dramatises the “minimal choreography” of the
neighbours in Akerman’s film.
Melodramatic music’s emotional flooding of repetitious
gestures also happens in Pina Bausch’s Café Müller—a
fifty-
minute dance choreographed for Bausch’s dance
company Tanztheater Wuppertal, which premiered in
1978.31 The piece is performed by six dancers on a stage
full of chairs and a few café tables strewn around the floor.
Between ten-minute passages performed in silence, five

arias of Henry Purcell accompany the movement on stage.
The dancers enter the scenography through a revolving
door in the back and doors on each side of the stage. Two
of them, women wearing nightgowns, with eyes closed and
hands reaching out in front of them, move around, gropingly, through the chairs, forward and backwards, as if in
a trance or sleepwalking. Three male dancers, dressed in
suits or shirts and pants, run around haphazardly, attentively pushing the chairs out of the two women’s paths
and catching them when they fall, directing and instructing
each other in various interactions. The last character is a
woman in a light-blue evening dress, red high heels, and a
dark overcoat: she rushes around perplexed, following the
actions of the others as an outsider, not taking part. The
ever changing mess of chairs becomes a gradually shifting
sculptural imprint of the performers’ actions. During the
chases, the dancers perform a number of theatrically emotional gestures and interactions: they stop, staring up apathetically into the air; they fall over the chairs, and put them
back up; they fall into each other’s arms in tight embraces;
they fight and caresses each other, lift each other up and
down; and they gesticulate into the air—sometimes with
the everyday normality of Rainer’s work, sometimes with
the pathos of German expressionism, and sometimes with
sensual balletic grace. The varying gestures express a multi
tude of dramatic feelings: anxiety, love, jealousy, angst,
ecstasy, repression, care, and confusion. These are repeated
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throughout the whole piece, varying in combinations and
order, and never constructing a linear narrative. They set
up a state of being—a human condition—rather than a
story. Five times throughout this otherwise silent dance,
the arias of Purcell’s operas The Fairy-Queen (1692) and
Dido and Aeneas (1689) drift over the loudspeakers, bathing the movements in operatic and dramatic grandeur.
This is English baroque music from the sixteenth century:
andante songs performed by solo soprano and countertenor voices, strings, recorder, oboe, and harpsichord. “O, O,
let me, O, let me, let me weep, for ever weep—my eyes no
more shall welcome sleep,” the vibrato soprano sings, in the
first aria “The Plaint,” over the sparse accompaniment of
a single cello playing the bass note melody, followed by a
harpsichord continuo and a single violin adding a ritornello
melody after each verse. One could hardly imagine music
more delicate and melancholic than this.
When the affairs on stage are met by this exceptionally
emotion-laden music, the gestural chaos consolidates, the
movement becomes dance, the confused mess of feelings
gets encapsulated in a narrative—or at least, a feeling of
narrative—which the spectators with ease glide into. On
the other hand, the measured alteration between music
and silence sustains the attention and suspense in the silent
passages. The recurring sounds of scrambling chairs, slamming doors, and the exhausted breath of the performers
take up something like a Cageian musical role, which leads
up to and blends in with the baroque arrangements of the
arias, uniting the whole duration into musical coherence.
The use of Purcell’s music in Bausch’s Café Müller accomplishes just what the film collective Camera Obscura, in
an interview with Rainer, describes as Rainer’s own similar a lternation of music and non-music in her films (which
could just as well be applied to her dance work):
Music in your films often plays a seductive role. For example, you show images without any sound, and they
have a certain duration. As soon as the music comes
in, the sense of time is radically different. You sense
that the pacing of the image track will have a coherent relationship to the sound track. You (the audience)
are no longer responsible (and feel relieved). The time
passes faster, as it is marked and now quantifiable. So
that you get a very sharp contrast when you are watching a silent image track, a silent screen in motion, and
then suddenly emotive and rhythmic music is added.
It’s extremely effective in making the audience aware of
the concepts of duration and expectation.32
The seductive role of music in juxtaposition with moving
images, and its ability to consolidate movement as well
as affect the spectator’s sense of duration, also seem to be
key interests of the contemporary British video and sound
artist James Richards. In his works, this both-ways signifying montage of sound and image operates in parallel with
a corresponding method of putting together several moving
images, which seems to follow the compositional logic of
Cage. Richards explains:
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[I was] influenced by musique concrète, French tape
music, and various sorts of ideas of music composition,
where you start levelling out sound and existing sonic
events from the real world, with more effective kinds of
musical and melodic and compositional approaches. …
I was then drawn into video making and really trying
to think about the moving image in this very material,
very essential way. And about how editing, montage, is
about a kind of levelling out, not in a way that is about
emptying out, but actually is about filling in material.
And the way that edits can allow certain images to be
flooded by the sounds of things or the sense of what
was going on before.33
In the forty-minute video work What weakens the flesh is the
flesh itself (2017), made in collaboration by Richards and
Canadian video artist Steve Reinke, still and moving images
of tremendously varied character and origin are montaged
together and overlaid with different pieces of music, into
what becomes one floating stream of impressions. The value
of each element dissolves into the other, one signifying the
other, back and forth, revealing and creating new feelings
and meanings of and to the material presented—”squeezing
out the juices”34 of the content, and “filling in” material, as
Richards puts it. The video begins with a series of peculiar
still photographs taken over the course of several decades
during the late twentieth century by the German photographer Albrecht Becker35: beautifully staged double-exposed
self-portraits in which the senior-aged Becker poses in his
home and outside, both wearing his street clothes and exposing his extraordinary, tattoo-covered body and radically
modified genitals. These images are overlaid with hypnotising, sentimental music of drumming and vibraphone
harmonies, adding an uncanny sentimentality to Becker’s
works. After eight minutes of this, the video cuts to material shot on a phone of a tame goldfinch taking a shower
in a man’s cupped hand over a sink—another man with
tattooed forearms. A tender, lovely situation. But then
dramatic string music comes in, sounding half Schoenberg
and half generic Hollywood action drama, and turns the
situation into something unsettling—like the bird is imprisoned, panicking. The video progresses into an unpredictable flow of found footage, music, sound, voice-overs,
and text bits, with no single common feature uniting them.
The stream of sound and images ends in a cross-cutting
montage between 1) a black-and-white film of a head twirling around in a film strip, looking like an experimental
film from the 1960s, and 2) a post-2000s animation of test
crashes of cars violently running over human dummies in a
virtual 3D world. This montage is sardonically, seductively,
consolidated by 3) the strains of Dinah Washington’s 1960
soul classic “This Bitter Earth.”
Themes of sensuality and sexuality and questions of masculinity, tenderness, dominance, and violence are invoked—or
suggested—in this abstract mass of image and sound, where
bits and pieces mingle with each other, forging relationships of conflict, affinity, and transformation in a deeply
visceral way that runs far, far away from a narrative logic.
Experiencing this work, I try to understand—figure out the
relations, read how things signify each other—but in vain.

Then I realise that there is no logical order—no things to
be understood; the images reveal themselves as what they
really just are: found footage clips of many different kinds,
with no narrative relation. With a puzzled feeling of Is
that it?, I then realise that this visceral state of an imaginary search for meaning, evoked in me in by this stream of
aesthetic sensations, is exactly the level of consciousness at
which the piece unfolds. A level of optical and aural perceptiveness that affects the imaginary unconscious rather than
the analytical conscious.
This state of the imaginary, triggered by the perception of
the junction of sound and image in cinema, is what I approach in a minimalist, materialist way in my 2018 video
installation This is the land with no path. The installation
consist of a large, free-standing screen raised on legs; a video
projector on the floor, set five metres in front of the screen
and projecting onto it; and two speakers on stands placed
at two metres on each side of, and in line with, the projector, so that a �-shaped space occurs between the centre of
the screen and the speakers. The projection is a static image
of white text centred on a black background, which states
the title: This is the land with no path. From the speakers
sounds a static stream of white noise at a complementary
amplitude, which just exactly envelops everything, when the
viewer moves into the triangle.
Cinema is a technique of the imaginary.36 The mission of
illusionistic narrative cinema is to carry the spectator

away—move them into another place and time. Spellbound
by the spectacle of image and sound, they forget themselves,
forget their bodies, and forget the space they are in (the dark
cinema), becoming elevated into this cinematic (parallel)
reality. Like a psychic teleportation to an imaginary land of
their unconscious. The mission of film’s narrative is to take
the hand of the spectator and lead them on a path “through
the black forest” of this filmic land.37
If film is a land and narrative a path, then This is the land
with no path.38 The words on the screen serve as a textual trigger for the spectator’s imagination. Appearing like a
simplistic title sequence from a movie, the text serves as a
minimal spark, that is, to send the spectator off on their own
path to this unknown land of their imagination. The only
movement in the image is the subtle digital flicker (?) of the
letters—the rest is up to the spectator’s imagination. The
sound is likewise of the most minimal, non-specific kind:
white noise, all frequencies at once—a static materiality of
sound itself. But, at the same time, it sounds like a moving
fuzz. Like the sound of a jet, or a cascade—like the rustling
movement of wind through the black forest. This stream of
sound couples with the image—maybe this is the source of
the flickering sensation of what is, in reality, a completely still digital image. The minimalistic cinema set-up is
installed within a larger space with dimmed light, making
it a permeable space within the space. When the spectator
moves into the triangle of sound and image, they become
aware of their own body, because it directly affects the image and sound that they see and hear: the silhouette of the
spectator’s body is unavoidably shadowed onto the screen,
dismantling the image, literally breaking the “illusion.”
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The static noise, coming from the two speakers, also gets
affected by the spectator’s body and its movement. When
they move around in the triangular field, the mass of the
body interferes with the sound waves to a degree that is sonically perceptible to the listener. Thus this land with no path
tests the thresholds of the physical materials of illusionistic
cinema.
One of the most incredible and imagination-triggering pieces of music I know of is Hans Abrahamsen’s chamber work
from 2008 bearing the title Schnee. A cycle of ten canons for
nine instruments that, to my ears, fuses the ideas of Reich,
Bach, and Schoenberg.
As a start, the name of the lyricless piece, Schnee, the
German word for “snow,” places it in a context of Central
European classical music and art, which has a rich history
of depicting snow and winter in grandiose ways. One does
not have to savour the word Schnee for long before hearing
in the mind’s ear the Lied cycle of Franz Schubert’s Winterreise (Winter Journey, 1828), in which a rejected lover, feeling miserable, is led out on an unknown journey through
a snow-covered winter land: “Fremd bin ich eingezogen,
Fremd zieh’ ich wieder aus. / Nun ist die Welt so trübe, Der
Weg gehüllt in Schnee,”39 as the first and last strophes of the
first song’s first verse go; or before one sees in the mind’s
eye the magnificent winter landscape of Pieter Bruegel the
Elder’s Jagers in de Sneeuw (The Hunters in the Snow),
a large oil-on-wood painting from 1565 that hangs in the
Kunsthistorisches Museum of Vienna, in which a group
of weary hunters, with their dogs, return home to a village
tucked into a snow- and ice-clad valley, which unfolds in a
deep perspective rich with details. This notion of snow and
winter—as something that contains the unknown, with undisclosed layers in the distance, having a quietness, a looming stillness—is what lies in the connotation of Abrahamsen’s
use of the word Schnee. Also, in a more Cageian sense,
the title has a significance for the piece: by the phonetics
of the German word Schnee seeming integral to the music.
One can almost hear the snow falling in the pronunciation,
Schhhh—like the whistling movement of snow through air.
This sound is a recurring voice in the composition: rubbing
a piece of paper against a table in circular motions, the percussionist produces this whistling, rhythmic white noise,
which underlies several canons of the piece.
Other than the schneiende percussion, the instrumentation
consists of flute, oboe, clarinet, violin, viola, cello, and two
pianos. In the first canon (1a), whispering quarter notes of
high-pitched violin flageolets pulse, while a rhythmically intricate piano melody unfurls a sophisticated version of the
canon technique, where the notes of a questioning phrase,
followed by an answering phrase, gradually intertwine
through micro-rhythmical displacements of the notes, until,
at the end, they are interchanged. Now the answer comes
first, and then the question.40 Abrahamsen laid the groundwork for this canon technique when he earlier realised a set
of canons by Bach that gesture towards minimalism.41 When
he originally discovered the obscure Bach canons, BWV
1072-78, composed between 1713 and 1749, Abrahamsen
found they sounded strikingly contemporary to him: “I was
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just listening to it and thought it was Steve Reich,” he has
said.42 In the next canon (2a), the three woodwinds swirl
in frantic motions in different keys, with the beats of each
voice meticulously falling in between each other in a chaotic,
yet structured, polyphony of Schoenbergian multitonality. One can hear these voices as three individual pieces of
music, each in their own tempo, key, and expression, or
one can take it all in as one plane of swarming sound. But
underneath this hectic polyphony again recurs the structure of displacing canons, which, in glimpses, becomes perceptible to the trained ear. As composer Svend Hvidtfelt
Nielsen describes in his essay “Poetry of the Technique”
on Abrahamsen’s music: “At first an immediate surface
is heard, then it shows that the structure that creates this
surface is a cognizable ‘figure’ itself.”43 Almost like in the
deep perspective of Jagers in de Sneeuw, where the hunters
at the front first hail the focus, becoming the subject(s) that
moves into the landscape (object), after which the plethora
of activities taking place in the background becomes visible,
comes forward, making the hunters a unit of a larger structure of repeating small groups of people and their doings
in the replicating fields of the valley. Hvidtfelt Nielsen
describes this shifting—and shiftily—hierarchical structure
of Abrahamsen’s music, in which the structure becomes a
point in itself, one that seems to connect to many of the
other artworks discussed in this text:
The magic of the music exists for me in that all the instruments are on an equal footing. There is absolute
polyphony. One can as a listener zoom in and out, and
decide for themselves what is foreground and what is
background. In this music, the composition technique
is, so to speak, imposed as part of the music itself.44
In this description of Abrahamsen’s music, I am reminded
of my own experience of Bach’s flute sonatas (BWV 103035) as performed at a concert for recorder, viola da gamba,
and harpsichord I attended in 2019.45 In this music, there
can be absolutely no doubt as to what instrument takes the
lead: a sheer flow of the most wonderful melodic richness
comes with a seemingly unstoppable continuity from the recorder throughout nearly all twenty-two sonatas. This solo
voice through-line is steadily backed up by the restrained
basso continuo—a harmonic structure almost universal in
the baroque period—in which a bass line moves rhythmically, often on the fours, played, in this arrangement, by
the viola da gamba (a fretted antecedent of the cello), while
the harpsichord adds chord progressions, full of elegant
baroque ornamentations, in movement with the bass. In
the ostentatious space of the Garnisons Kirke in Copenhagen, where the concert took place, I could, with my relatively trained ear, maintain a sustained concentration on
the melodic development of the solo instrument and the
harmonic structure of the accompaniment for, at most, the
length of one sonata. But more often than not, I experienced
the innumerable notes of the recorder and the repetitive filling of the viola da gamba and harpsichord dissolve into one
airy mass in the soft, enveloping acoustics of the church. As
if the instruments and voices of the compositions levelled
out one another and became one plane of ambient euphony
—not even with a timely progression, but elevated into a
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plateau of trickling harmony.46 I remember (forget) how
I gazed out through the mullioned, wavy church windows,
at the rustling of the square-shaped crowns of the trees in
the alleyway, and forgot my self, my own body, and the
space I was in, for a period of time totally absorbed in
Bach’s blissful ambience.
As a distraction and amusement while writing this text, I
rehearse on guitar the prelude of Bach’s Suite in C Minor
(BWV 997), originally written for the lute. It’s a long developing melody in the high range, followed simultaneously by
an alternating bass voice played on the low strings of the
instrument, making harmonic relations with the melody. A
piece with a tonal plurality and quick pace like that of the
flute sonatas. In the process of learning this piece, I rehearse
one phrase at a time, over and over. Four bars with thirty-
two notes and double stops in rapid succession, oblivious
to what comes before and after. When I have trained this
phrase until I can play it satisfactorily, I proceed to the
next phrase, and so on, and then eventually try to chain the
phrases together. Doing this, it becomes clear to me that the
secret of playing Bach must be the ability to play the phrases out in one go, as if they are one long phrase, with the
end of one bit of melody effortlessly gliding into the next.
Indivisible. I realise that this smooth continuity is exactly
what Rainer worked with in her Trio A and theorises on
in her “A Quasi Survey of Some ‘Minimalist’ Tendencies”
essay, where she explains that phrasing, both linguistically
and choreographically, means both the separate part and
the whole sum of the parts at the same time. As Crimp
writes, “Thus the phrase in dance is both the unit of narrative structure, and, at least metaphorically, narrative structure tout court.”47 Maybe it is exactly this duality—which
was mastered so perfectly by the recorder virtuosi Michala
Petri, who played the phrase(s) in the transcendent concert
at the Garnisons Kirke—that allows both the narrative and
the ambient qualities of Bach’s music to be perceived at one
and the same time.
For my master’s exhibition, I am showing the piece
MELODRAMA (2020), a total installation combining
moving image and music in a sculptural-spatial composition that changes over the exhibition period.48
On the four walls of the large exhibition space hang eight
high-definition LED screens, at eye level, with the same distance between them in a measured frequency. The screens,
each measuring one metre square, show eight soundless
films of durations of five to ten minutes. Each film consists
of sequences of scenes that run on repeat, interrupted by
varying breaks of black screen. Four of them depict a character, and the other four depict surroundings. Each screen
a category: walk, drive, gesture, and body; landscape, interior, movement, and window. These are distributed on the
eight screens in the exhibition space in an order that does
not suggest any clear coherence or narrative.

Walk: The camera closely follows a character walking on
the street from behind, framed from the middle of their
back and up, Steadicam. It is a young man, semi-long
blonde hair in a ponytail, in a lightweight dune jacket. The

face is never seen. It is not revealed where he is going or
where he came from, only that he is walking in a neither
rushed nor relaxed manner. The sequence cuts between the
character walking on a number of different streets in an
urban setting in the blue hour.

Window: A non-moving camera frames a wall in a
 arkened, white-walled space, where a repetitious play
d
of light appears. The contours of mullioned windows are
lit up as colour fields, gliding distortedly over the surface
of the wall, shifting from red to yellow to green in a slow,
steady frequency. From time to time, the silhouette of a
person walking through is seen.
At the vernissage of the exhibition, with these films running
on the screens in the background, a piece of music written for
cello, viola, harp, and guitar is performed.49 The four musicians perform the piece sitting in a half-circle in the middle
of the space, in a classic �-shape quartet formation, on grey
stacking chairs. The vernissage guests sit in front of the quartet, on chairs of the same kind, which they have taken from
stacks of thirty or so and placed themselves, oriented towards
the half-circle of chairs of the quartet, which were already set
up, pre-performance, when the audience arrived.50

Drive: The character is seen in the front passenger
seat of a car, framed from the front of the car, through
the windscreen, which mirrors the surroundings that
glide by—treetops and the sky—twisted by the bended,
mirroring surface. Through the moving reflection appears
an inkling of the character’s face and upper body. The
scene cuts to a view out the front of the car, the vehicle
gliding through a curved road in a forest.
Interior: Long takes of slow camera movements capturing
an unmade bed, crumpled white sheets. Close-up of a
desktop, a half-filled glass of water, a paper block and an
iPhone. An open window, the curtains flickering in the
wind. The light play of the sun on a red velvet couch.
The composition performed at the exhibition opening lasts
around twenty-five minutes and builds up of a number of
phrases written for each instrument, which the musicians
play in a specific order following a semi-open score that
leaves the individual musicians to determine the tempos,
timing, and phrasing of the phrases. The written phrases are
minimalistic, fragmented sequences that utilise each instrument’s individual merits and timbre. The bowed string instruments play long, simple portamento glides; monotonous,
suspenseful staccato quarter notes; and sequences of pizzicato chromatic notes scattered around from high to low in the
tone register, as if a handful of pebbles were dropped over the
staffs of the sheet music. The harpist plays triads in arpeggios
and single notes, which ring out both bass and middle and
high notes, accentuated like drops hitting the water’s surface.
The guitar plays ornamentations and d
 ouble stops, adding
harmonies and fragments of melodies in all the guitar’s register. An eighth-note ostinato recurs in various phrasings and
techniques on all four instruments: the strings play pizzicato,
with the viola in the high, the cello in the low; the harp in
sustaining notes; and the guitar in displaced octave double
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stops, staccato. The composition is an assemblage of these
phrases, these musical modules, ordered in a combination
that creates numerous harmonic and rhythmic relations.
Modules function at one place as melody and at other places
as accompaniment, and themes reoccur in variations, displaced, as canon v oices. One can focus in on one voice at a
time, letting it be the lead, while others act as background;
or one can let the four voices glide into one ambient state of
fragments, repetitions, and variations.

Gesture: Short clips of the character’s gestures in an interior
environment: a hotel room. Close-ups of the character’s
hand, taking an access card from his pocket, opening the
door, going in, closing the door, turning on the lights, taking off his jacket, throwing it on the bed, putting the card
on the table, turning on the tap, putting his finger under it
to make sure it’s cold, filling a glass of water, tearing off a
piece of paper from a little square paper block. All closeups, a rapid, cutting succession of gestural phrases.
Landscape: Non-moving images of the city. Long still
tableaus. An intersection on an early morning, a few p
 eople
biking, a few cars stopping for the red. Flocks of birds
murmur over a building site. A brick wall in a backyard, a
horizon of treetops with a bird passing by now and then.
Post-performance, and during the remaining exhibition
period, the music composition is presented in another form,
whereby four speakers are placed on the floor around the
space with great distances between them. Each channel
plays a long-durational track with recordings of each instrument in repetition.51 In these tracks, the instruments’
phrases are spread out between long pieces of silence, making the output of each speaker consist mostly of silence,
occasionally broken by a phrase for a moment, which then
withdraws again. When the four speakers play at the same
time, they create an airy, spacious composition of the phrases opposing the compressed, ordered, and intentional composition of the performance. Mostly the phrases sound one
at a time, coming from the different positions within the
space—here a cello sequence, there a harp triad ringing out,
then silence. Sometimes they fall at the same time, hitting
upon unforeseen combinations, creating both harmonious
and colliding consonances. The differing durations of the
four instrument tracks generate an ever changing composition of the four constantly displacing voices, which, over
time, utilise all possible time-based, and thereby rhythmic
and harmonic, relations of the phrases, of the four voices.
Like an outstretched ambient echo of the version performed
at the vernissage.

Movement: A successive sequence of movements in the
landscape: wind rustling in the trees, a bag whirling around
in the street, a curtain of scaffolding rattling in the wind.
A long moving shot from an escalator, with the neon lights
along the sides becoming luminous blue lines.
Body: Long close-ups of the character’s body. A closeup of the skin on his arm while sitting in an armchair. Buttoning up his light-blue shirt. Half of his face framed, him
looking directly into the camera, then cutting to black.
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Post-performance, the chairs are left in the space as a sculptural imprint of the music quartet and the audience. For
the remaining time, they function as seats for the viewer-
listeners. The viewers are free to move them around as they
like, placing the chairs in front of the screens to view the
films or in the middle of the space to take in several screens
and sounds at once.52 Over the course of the exhibition,
what may happen is that a gradual displacement of the
chairs will occur. From the concert audience’s formation,
centred in the middle of the floor in half-circle-shaped rows,
to a spread-out constellation, with a few chairs placed in
front of each screen and the rest scattered randomly around
the space facing different directions.53
When the moving images are flooded by music, the abstract
emotionality of music signifies the image, at the same time
the concreteness of the images becomes a materialisation
of the abstractness of the music. The exhibition works
with this duality through the various ways of coupling the
musical and the filmic. The developments in time and space,
with the twofold presentation of the music, emphasise the
shifting functions of the musical as both foreground and
background to the visual. The displacement of chairs becomes a sculptural, viewer-relational manifestation of this.
But the music’s signification of the images and images’ materialisation of music happens at all times, back and forth,
both during the performance and in the post-performance
period. The order of the materials shifts back and forth, and
the hierarchy of them is constantly questioned. The materials dissolve, disintegrate, and deconstruct.
The space can be conceived as a d
 econstructed
cinema: sound and image disjointed, separated into the
space; the viewer’s body, manifested by the chairs, then
becomes the assembling factor, in terms of both the aural-
visual juxtaposition and also the time and space-based
structuring of the materials in themselves. As the notation
in an open score of melody and drama. The visual, cinematic continuity is split into detached parts of non-narratives playing in loops, distributed along the outer walls
of the space, letting the viewer construct their own order
and context—their imagined narrative—by moving in the
space, looking around. Equivalently, the music composition
is built up of fragments, performed as one phrase at the
opening, then split up into fragments, then constantly assembling and disintegrating at the same time in an ambient
form spread out in the space, making the separate instruments couple with each other and the film screens in ways
defined by the viewer’s bodily position, direction and reception. But, even though the music phrases and film sequences
realises this gestalt of cinema deconstruction, it is my suggestion that, as much as this is an exhibition of sound and
moving image that deconstructs cinema, it is a exhibition
of deconstructed cinema that constructs with sound and
moving image—with the composition technique imposed
as part of the piece itself. In this exposed, open construction, the viewer knits together their own order, reading, and
understanding of the materials—their body and their imaginary becoming the subject that moves on the thresholds of
the narrative and the ambient.
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1

My use of the word “rhizomatic” refers to Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s philosophical concept of the rhizome, which introduces their book
A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), originally published
in French in 1980. In botany, a rhizome is a root net with multiplicities of connections, no center, no hierarchy, and no beginning or end. Deleuze and
Guattari expand this notion into an understanding of not only the composition of their book, where multiple plateaus communicate with one another
and “each plateau can be read starting anywhere and can be related to any other plateau” (22), but also of how all books connect with each other
and with society, of society itself, and of knowledge itself. The “rhizomatic” model is opposed to the “aborescent” conception of knowledge, which
dominates Western reality and Western thought, ordering things in, binary, directional, hierarchical structures, and tracing things “back,” like from
the leaves of a tree back to its roots; a rhizome, by contrast, is like a map where any point “can be connected to any other, and must be” (7). Deleuze
and Guattari continue: “The map is open and connectable in all of its dimensions; it is detachable, reversible, susceptible to constant modification.
It can be torn, reversed, adapted to any kind of mounting, reworked by an individual, group, or social formation” (12). In practice, and related to the
reading of this text, it means that one can enter the text wherever and however one wants to, go in and out of it, read the paragraphs in a self-chosen
order, and thereby produce other readings and meanings than the one the path of my own narration does. These are all possible tracings on this
map that contains them all, and all are of equal importance and truth. But as it is exactly the maplike understanding of things that is the point
of a rhizomatic reading, “the tracing should always be put back on the map” (13).
2
Douglas Crimp, “Yvonne Rainer, Muciz Lover,” Grey Room, no. 22 (Winter 2006): 49.
3
Arnold Schoenberg (1874 – 1951) is one of the most influential and controversial composers of the twentieth century. His use in his compositions
of all twelve tones of the chromatic scale, which was later developed into his twelve-tone technique—a compositional method of manipulating
an ordered series of the twelve notes—departed radically with the ordered tonality and traditional harmony that has been the basis of almost all
European music from 1600 to 1900, as well as all Western popular music up until the present day. Take, for example, the string sextet Verklärte Nacht
(Transfigured Night), written in 1899, which is an incredibly dramatic, romantic, and complex piece that plays out in one coherent movement lasting
around fifty minutes. The first time I heard this piece, I thought it sounded like a sick version of Richard Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde (1865)—as
if the opulent, romantic expanded harmonies of Tristan had been twisted into a strange, forbidden, parallel world. As Crimp references in “Muciz
Lover,” a contemporary of Schoenberg famously once said: “It sounds as if someone had smeared the score of Tristan while it was still wet” (63).
Such impressions of it as something twisted, not-right, is clearly due to the unconventional tonality, which departs so violently with what the ear up
until then had become accustomed to through centuries of traditional tonality. To unravel what made it so groundbreaking would call for a fundamental lesson in music theory, of which the reader will be spared here; but, roughly speaking, one can say that Schoenberg’s revolutionary use of all twelve
tones, opposed to traditional tonality, is proportional to his student John Cage’s use of all kinds of sounds opposed to conventional instruments fifty
years later. The radical and, for some, unpleasant nature of Schoenberg’s music is described by Steve Reich, playing devil’s advocate, in his typical
universalist, know-it-all style (including some theoretical reasoning that the reader might or might not understand, but I think the points will seep
through anyway): “There are, it seems, some fundamental problems in Schönberg’s musical thinking. The main problem is this: The reality of cadence
to a key or modal center is basic in all the music of the world (Western and non-Western). This reality is also related to the primacy of the fifth, fourth,
and octave in all the world’s music as well as in the physical acoustic of sound. Similarly, for the regular rhythmic pulse. Any theory of music that
eliminates these realities is doomed to a marginal role in the music of the world. The postman will never whistle Schönberg.” Steve Reich,
“Schönberg” (1995), in Writings on Music, 1965 – 2000 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 187.
4
With the ease afforded by music and video streaming services, I recommend the reader look up and listen to the pieces discussed in the text—either
while or after reading.
5
Sally Rooney, Normal People (London: Faber and Faber, 2018), 174.
6
The pitch of the siren, music, or any given sound coming from a moving source appears to change as the source passes the listener due to the Doppler
effect; that is, the wavelength between successive crests decreases due to the motion of the sound source moving in the same direction as the sound.
7
In classical music, “organ point” is a term used to describe a drone—a low, sustained tone—that remains steady in the bass of a composition while
other voices move about above it, without reference to it.
8
Erik Satie, quoted in Cage’s imaginary conversation between the two, in which Satie’s remarks are ones he is reported to have actually made
or are excerpts from his writings. John Cage, “Erik Satie,” in Silence: Lectures and Writings (London: Calder and Boyars, 1968), 76.
9
Erik Satie, quoted in Pierre-Daniel Templier, Erik Satie, trans. Elena L. French and David S. French (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1969).
10
John Cage, “Defense of Satie,” in John Cage, ed. Richard Kostelanetz (New York: Praeger, 1970), 80.
11
Reich, “Early Works,” in Writings on Music, 20 – 22.
12
Reich, “Early Works,” in Writings on Music, 20.
13
Eno’s answer to Hans Ulrich Obrist’s question: “How would you define the notion of ambient music today?” Brian Eno, interview by Hans Ulrich
Obrist, in Hans Ulrich Obrist: Interviews, vol. 1 (Florence: Charta Fondazione Pitti Immagine Discovery, 2003), 507.
14
The link to Satie’s Furniture Music is pointed out in the liner notes of Discreet Music (EG, 1975), in which Eno references the long quote from
Satie earlier in this essay. Eno states: “I was trying to make a piece that could be listened to and yet could be ignored … perhaps in the spirit
of Satie who wanted to make music that could ‘mingle with the sound of the knives and forks at dinner.’”
15
Eno, liner notes of Discreet Music.
16
10 pieces for guitar and various instruments is, at the moment of writing, available at www.soundcloud.com/mkfroslev.
17
As a classical guitar player, an interest of mine over the last couple of years has been to study and learn lute pieces arranged for guitar by Bach
and English Renaissance composers such as Purcell and John Dowland. When I improvise, my fingers unconsciously bring forward positions
and ornamentations from the hours spent rehearsing these pieces.
18
I also wrote about Wilhelm Reich’s Character Analysis in my BFA thesis: Mads Kristian Frøslev, “Squeezing the Lemon,” in Malmö Art
AcademyYearbook 2018 – 2019 (Malmö: Malmö Art Academy, 2018), 399.
19
Walter Benjamin, “A Short History of Photography,” in On Photography (London: Reaktion, 2015), 7. For a more elaborate introduction to
Benjamin’s theory, also see my “Squeezing the Lemon.” The artist David Lamelas did a similar project in 1970, with his work Gente di Milano, for
which he pointed a static 16 mm film camera towards the anonymous pedestrians walking by on a Milan street. This four-minute film was exhibited
together with still photographs capturing the same pedestrians in selected moments of their movement. Lamelas’s work can be seen as a practical
manifestation of Benjamin’s theories on the optical unconscious of moving and still photography, by which he argues the camera’s ability to capture
fragments of seconds and to investigate what gestures and actions are made of in detail makes tangible a brand new material, which had not been
graspable in the pre-photography reality: “Even if one has a general knowledge of the way people walk, one knows nothing of a person’s posture during
the fractional second of a stride. The act of reaching for a lighter or a spoon is a familiar routine, yet we hardly know what really goes on between
hand and metal, not to mention how this fluctuates with our moods.” Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,”
in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, vol. 3, 1935 – 1938 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006), 16.
20
“Repetition can serve to enforce the discrete-ness of a movement, objectify it, make it more object-like. It also offers an alternative way of ordering
material, literally making the material easier to see.” Yvonne Rainer, “A Quasi Survey of Some ‘Minimalist’ Tendencies in the Quantitatively Minimal
Dance Activity midst the Plethora, or an Analysis of Trio A” (1968), in Dance w / Camera, ed. Jenelle Porter (Philadelphia: Institute of Contemporary
Art, University of Pennsylvania, 2009), 128.
21
“The avant-garde dance of the 1960s focused on mundane movements to be performed in concert situations. Walking, running, working with objects,
and performing specific tasks were among the genuinely new alternatives to the modern dance of expressive movements of an earlier generation.
The basic of the idea of the Judson dance group (Steve Paxton, Yvonne Rainer, etc.) as well as the contribution of Simone Forti, could be summed
up as: Any movement is dance. This is the precise equivalent to the basic idea of the composer John Cage: Any sound is music.” Steve Reich,
“Notes on Music and Dance” (1973), in Writings on Music, 71 – 73.
		
In this essay, Reich positions himself critically to the Judson group’s deliberate avoidance of rhythmic dance structured and energised by
music, which he believe is a universal natural human desire: “What is needed is a genuinely new Western high art dance with movements natural to
the personality of someone living here and now, organized on a clear rhythmic structure, and satisfying the basic desire for regular rhythmic movement
that has been and will continue to be the underlying basic impetus for all dance” (72). Funnily enough, Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker was doing
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exactly this with her choreography in the 1980s, which was set to Reich’s music and used the mundane, repetitious movements of the 1960s
Judson Dance Theater, structured in sync with the rhythm of the music.
		
To me, this is like whipped cream on top of whipped cream, because the music only serves to enforce the dance, or the other way around:
the dance illustrates the music. There is no collision, no flooding of one by the other, and “no filling in material,” which is why, to me, this becomes
less interesting than when Reich’s music, or the nonrhythmic dance of, for instance, Rainer, stands alone. However, what Reich wished for in 1973,
I think, was realised in the rave culture of the 1980s and ’90s, developed simultaneously in Detroit in the US and Manchester in the UK. Here, individ
uals in large crowds perform a repetitive, almost ritualistic, contemporary dance based on individual, improvised gestures, strongly accentuating—
and energised by—the repetitive banging fourths of techno and acid house rhythms, satisfying the bodily desire for rhythmic movement to a great
extent. A side note to this is a memory of my first encounter with Reich’s early tape pieces on YouTube. Quite puzzled and hypnotized by the (to me)
radical new sound of Come Out (1966), an equivalent to It’s Gonna Rain, I read the comment thread, where one comment, which has stuck with
me since and I quote freely from my memory, said: “I remember sometime in the 90s when the DJ blasted this at a techno rave, five in the morning.
The floor was so lit.”
22
“No to spectacle. No to virtuosity. No to transformations and magic and make believe. No to the glamour and transcendency of the star image.
No to the heroic. No to the anti-heroic. No to trash imagery. No to involvement of performer or spectator. No to style. No to Camp. No to seduction
of the spectator by the wiles of the performer. No to eccentricity. No to moving or being moved.” Yvonne Rainer, “No Manifesto” (1965), quoted
on a wall text in Yvonne Rainer + WELD: Again? What Now?, Malmö Konsthall, 2019.
23
Yvonne Rainer was, from 1961 to 1964, part of the Judson Dance Theater, a group of choreographers and artists including Trisha Brown, Carolee
Schneemann, Lucinda Childs, and Steve Paxton, along with many others, who worked and performed in the Judson Memorial Church in New York.
Influenced by the ideas of Anna Halprin, Merce Cunningham, and John Cage, they were part of a culture that was the seedbed of postmodern
dance. See Sally Banes, Democracy’s Body: Judson Dance Theatre, 1962 – 1964 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1983).
24
This section is reminiscent of Rainer’s iconic piece from 1963, We shall run, in which a dozen people jog in a group around the stage, one, two, or more
occasionally breaking away and then eventually rejoining. Crimp, “Muciz Lover,” 52.
25
This is a sequence called Chair / Pillow, which Rainer choreographed for her collaborative company Continuous Project Altered Daily in 1969. Crimp,
“Muciz Lover,” 53.
26
Rainer, “A Quasi Survey of Some ‘Minimalist’ Tendencies,” 293.
27
Rainer, “A Quasi Survey of Some ‘Minimalist’ Tendencies,” 293.
28
Yvonne Rainer, Feelings Are Facts (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006), 391.
29
Crimp, “Muciz Lover,” 61.
30
Crimp, “Muciz Lover,” 52.
31
Unfortunately, I haven’t yet been able to experience this piece in person. My account of the dance is based on video documentation of a performance
by Wuppertal Tanztheater at Opernhaus Wuppertal in Germany, produced by Suhrkamp Verlag in 1985, which is available on YouTube.
32
Camera Obscura collective, quoted in Crimp, “Muciz Lover,” 55.
33
James Richards (lecture, Moderna Museet, Malmö, February 6, 2020). I arranged this lecture with the Lecture Committee at Malmö Art Academy,
in collaboration with Moderna Museet.
34
Frøslev, BFA thesis: “Squeezing the Lemon.”
35
Albrecht Becker’s (1906 – 2002) photo collection is held by the Schwules Museum, Berlin.
36
“It has very often, and rightly, been said that the cinema is a technique of the imaginary.” Christian Metz, The Imaginary Signifier: Psychoanalysis
and the Cinema (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1977), 15. My views on cinema and materialist and structuralist film is, in addition to Metz’s
book, informed by Peter Gidal, Materialist Film (London: Routledge, 1989) and Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Screen 16,
no. 3 (1975): 6 – 18.
37
This “black forest” allegory of narrative cinema was made by director Lars von Trier in an interview produced by the University of Copenhagen:
Lars von Trier, “Through the Black Forest,” Vimeo video, 25:50, 2018, https://channel.louisiana.dk/video/lars-von-trier-through-the-black-forest.
38
The title of my work, This is the land with no path, is taken from the name of a course delivered by professor Emily Wardill at Malmö Art Academy
in 2018, which she named after a book by the sixteenth-century friar St. John of the Cross (1542–1591): Dark Night of the Soul (New York: Dover, 2003).
39
“A stranger I arrived here, a stranger I go hence. / Now the world is dismal, the path veiled in snow.” trans. William Mann from the booklet
of Thomas Hampson, Schubert: Winterreise, EMI / Warner Classics, 1997.
40
For an elaborate musical analysis of Schnee, I have referred to the essay by the Danish composer Svend Hvidtfelt Nielsen, “Teknikkens Poesi”
[Poetry of the technique], Seismograf, September 2, 2019, https://seismograf.org/artikel/teknikkens-poesi.
41
A recording is available by LINensemble, Bach: Die Kunst der Fuge (The Art of Fugue) and 8 Canons, Classico, 2003.
42
William Robin, “Hans Abrahamsen: Fame and Snow Falling on a Composer,” New York Times, March 9, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/13/
arts/music/hans-abrahamsen-fame-and-snow-falling-on-a-composer.html.
43
Hvidtfelt Nielsen, “Teknikkens Poesi.” My translation.
44
Hvidtfelt Nielsen, “Teknikkens Poesi.” My translation.
45
Petri / Esfahani / Perl Trio performed Bach’s flute sonatas at Garnisons Kirke, Copenhagen, on June 16, 2019. The concert took place in connection
to a record production of the pieces in that church: Michala Petri, Mahan Esfahani, and Hille Perl, J.S. Bach: Flute Sonatas (BWV 1030-35), Arr. for
Recorder and Basso Continuo, OUR Recordings, 2019.
46
In Guattari and Deleuze’s notion of a plateau in A Thousand Plateaus, they refer to anthropologist Gregory Bateson’s designation of it as “a contin
uous, self-vibrating region of intensities whose development avoids any orientation toward a culmination point or external end.” Guattari and Deleuze,
A Thousand Plateaus, 22.
47
Crimp, “Muciz Lover,” 61.
48
Due to the situation caused by the outbreak of the novel coronavirus in early 2020, my master’s exhibition does not take place physically at the
KHM2 Gallery at Malmö Art Academy as planned. Instead, I present an online virtual version of it at www.khm.lu.se. In this text, I have decided
to describe the exhibition in the form it was planned—as a physical exhibition. The last footnote in the text describes how the virtual exhibition
comes out.
49
The concert was planned to be performed by Cæcilie Trier (cello), Mika Persdotter (viola), Selma Judith (harp), and myself (guitar).
50
A program text accompanies the exhibition that informs the viewers of the performance and encourages them to place the chairs as they like prior
to the performance.
51
These recordings are made by the above-mentioned musicians previous to the live event.
52
The exhibition text also encourages viewers to move the chairs freely around in the space in the exhibition period after the performance.
53
The virtual version of the exhibition will consist of four things: 1) a textual description of the concept of the exhibition; 2) three hand-drawn sketches
of the floor plan illustrating the assumed displacement of chairs; 3) three digitally rendered installation views of the exhibition space, with placement
of screens, speakers, and alternative placements of chairs; and 3) MELODRAMA (montage), a ten-minute film, which is an arrangement of a number
of sequences and phrases from the exhibition in a seductive, illusionistic film and sound montage. This seems paradoxical to the very concept of the
exhibition, because here the editing, composition, and juxtaposition of film and music has been done intentionally—and meticulously—by me, the
artist, clearly running in opposition to the coincidental and bodily subjective arrangement meant to have been made by the individual viewer-listener
in the spatial gestalt. If the physical exhibition is a deconstruction of cinema, then the montage is a construct of cinema. But, to bring in Guattari and
Deleuze’s rhizome again in the finale, as it must be obvious to the reader by now, this idea of the rhizome very well applies to the structural concept of
the exhibition as well, and so one must see the montage as one possible tracing, rather than a reproduction of the whole exhibition. That is, the montage
is one possible subjective path through MELODRAMA, which can—and actually does—open up entry to the map itself; according to Guattari and
Deleuze: “If it is true that it is of the essence of the map or rhizome to have multiple entryways, then it is plausible that one could even enter them
through tracings” (A Thousand Plateaus, 14).
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Benjamin A.H. Harpsøe

In Lieu of the Extramundane

Through my artistic practice, I attempt to address the position of spirituality in contemporary culture. I am fascinated
by the power to affect politics and ideology that objects command. I recontextualise a wide array of different practices,
fields, and disciplines, choosing to not exclusively linger on
what has already been considered part of a spiritual practice, but also incorporating automation, digitalisation, and
autobiographical elements. By drawing inspiration from a
broad range of influences and distilling these into a coherent discipline, I attempt to imbue energy and meaning into
my artistic production. In addition, my work can further be
seen as an investigation into the self—and into myself, to
better understand my own position towards these things.
In this essay, I sort through my own practice from the perspective of being an artist. I analyse three major works
that I made over the last four years—The Meeting Point
of Two Bodies of Water (2016), Untitled (Bronze Crystal
Bust) (2019), and Immortal Kindred Spirits (2020)—and
elaborate on connections between the concepts explored in
my work and those same concepts explored in the work of
others. I also attempt to connect this with the place I grew
up in, Christiania, representing a sort of modern bulwark of
spirituality and an anachronistic free haven in contemporary society’s otherwise capitalist utopia.

The Meeting Point of Two Bodies of Water takes the shape
of a totem or shrine to some undefined spiritual practice.
I see it as a cacophony of spiritual signifiers that, in unison,
manifest a shamanic environment through their relation to
each other and through an omnipresent soundscape, by way
of a preprogrammed mechanical activation. These signifiers
are a quartz crystal, a powder-printed 3D scan of my left
hand (a stand-in for a hand of glory), a painted cast-iron
goat’s head, and six massage hammers, each connected to
the end of up to four metres of cord. Each of these has an
individual significance.
The goat’s head became a symbol associated with the occult and magic after author and magician Éliphas Lévi’s depiction of Baphomet the “sabbatic goat” was published in
1854 by Guiraudet et Jouaust as the frontispiece for Dogme
et rituel de la haute magie (The Doctrine and Ritual of High
Magic).1 The goat’s head thus enforces the printed hand as
the occult object it is intended as.
The massage hammers are devices used in so-called percussion therapy that, through vibration and impact, are meant
to increase blood flow, elevate temperature, relax muscle
tissue, and in effect relieve a range of physical ailments.
Essentially, they are self-healing devices. When a digital

power switch engages these massage devices, they come to
life and bump, wriggle, and vibrate across the floor in an
eight-metre radius from the central sculpture, enacting a
loud and uncoordinated dance and chant that fills the entire
exhibition space.
These specific healing devices were all purchased second-
hand, meaning that each has had either a successful or unsuccessful healing relationship with its previous owner. The
constant self-reanimation of the devices proves that they
still function reliably, but, more importantly, they now execute a sporadic, constantly evolving ritual as they replicate
a monotonous shamanic drum—inducing within the audience an altered state of consciousness. By producing these
rhythms, meant to enact change within itself and others, my
work becomes an amalgamation of shaman, altar, totem,
and instrument.
In outlining a short summary of shamanism, it is important to first note that it exists in most cultures and that the
shaman likely represents the first institutionalised spiritual
position held in any society.2 The definitions of shamanism are numerous. From being specifically related to “the
practices of Siberian peoples” to using a certain set of criteria “like death-and-rebirth initiations, soul journeys, and
animal helper spirits,” such restrictive definitions of what
shamanism is “lack generality and exclude … many societies,
including ones commonly referred to as shamanistic.”3 By
instead using a broad definition and drawing from several
different practices spread around the world, and noting
their similarities, I attempt in my work to provide a fully
formed idea of how I view the concept and to not exclude
any shamanic cultures.
It is in its concern with animal spirits as well as death and
reanimation that shamanism most clearly relates to animism, another umbrella term for matters of the extramundane that I find is influencing my work.
What curator and writer Anselm Franke set out to do with
his 2012 exhibition Animism, at Haus der Kulturen der
Welt in Berlin, was not to examine whether animism is truly
a phenomenon that sees objects become animate and come
to life, or whether such an experience is something that the
modern individual can attest to. Rather, Franke sought to
make clear that animism has historically been a practice of
division.4
The concept of animism was developed in the nineteenth
century primarily by anthropologist Edward Burnett Tylor,
who “aimed to articulate a theory on the origins of religion,
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and found it in what was to him the primordial mistake of
primitive people who attributed life and person-like qualities to objects in their environment.”5 Beyond its historical definitions, Franke also examines newer iterations of
animism that have come into existence as we have moved
on from a predominantly “industrialised modernity.” He
states:
With … the rise of post-Fordist modes of production
and immaterial labor, … the very site occupied by animism … has experienced a significant shift. From being the negative of modernity—the focal point of its
imaginary opposites—animism has become a resource
for the expansion of capitalist modes of production
into the realm of relationality governed by affects and
subjectifications.6
The term “participation mystique” was introduced by philosopher and anthropologist Lucien Lévy-Bruhl and later
adopted by the psychoanalyst Carl Jung, who was intrigued
by the idea that the psyches of the “primitive man” and the
“modern man” were somehow different. By Jung’s account,

the primitive psyche was in fact unpsychological and childlike, and, as Jungian psychoanalyst Mark Winborn explains,
Jung held that “these inferences about primitive thinking
underlie … [the] central notion of participation mystique—
namely that in participation mystique experiences there is a
blurring of psychological boundaries between individuals,
between individuals and their environment, and in some
instances between individuals and objects.”7 Jung believed
that this concept was “best observed among primitives
though it is found very frequently among civilized peoples,
if not with the same incidence and intensity.”8
By expanding animism as a concept to include the idea that,
as a negative, it facilitates the creation of modernity, Franke
emancipates participation mystique from Lévy-
Bruhl’s
and Jung’s “unpsychological and childlike” definition and
instead situates it squarely in the field of relations. This
argument is bolstered by Winborn, who links participation
mystique with psychologist Erich Neumann’s view on unitary reality. Neumann argues that “inner” and “outer” are
merely categories of a conscious knowledge system, not reality, which has an underlying unity. Neumann additionally
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connects participation mystique with the practice of “field
knowledge” and with “reality field” concepts that encompass “interactions between human beings, between human
beings and animals, between human beings and things, and
between animals and their environment.”9 Jungian analyst
Warren Colman, after anthropologist Tim Ingold, further
elaborates:
The notion of the field tallies closely with Ingold’s reconfiguration of “animism” as an appreciation of the
dynamic, transformative potential of the entire field of
relations within which beings of all kinds, more or less
person-like or thing-like, continually and reciprocally
bring one another into existence. The animacy of the
lifeworld, in short, is not the result of an infusion of
spirit into substance, or of agency into materiality, but
is rather ontologically prior to their differentiation.10
According to the Jungian psychoanalyst Marie-Louise von
Franz, the psychology and symbolism of “dream material,”
which certainly includes shamanic traditions, are best examined through the study of alchemy.11 Jung saw alchemy
as a practice for the evolution of the self and as proof that
there exists a collective unconscious that speaks to humanity
at large, not just the alchemist specifically. By examining
the dreams of his patients and by looking at the symbolism
in religion comparatively, Jung came to the conclusion that
what these dreams were, in actuality, was material formed
collectively and carried on to the following generations by
more or less organised traditions.12
Alchemy is, in its essence, not about turning lead into gold
or creating the philosopher’s stone to obtain eternal life; instead, it is a search for truth.13 However, alchemy was not
just the preliminary development for modern-day chemistry. Contrary to modern science, alchemy was not purely
concerned with empirical evidence but drew equally on the
supernatural world for purpose and guidance in further
developing its methodology and techniques. In the Codex
Marcianus,14 definitive emphasis is put on magical contemplations with regard to whichever materials might be at
hand. The emphasis on the magical qualities of materials
is exemplified when Isis acquires the knowledge of alchemy
in the text “The Prophetess Isis to Her Son.”15 In this text,
it is specified that the urine called for to perform alchemy
should come from a boy that has not reached puberty, and
as such has not yet lost his innocence. Prepubescent boys
were thought to be the best conduits for channelling ghosts
and gods. Urine contains corrosive substances and was
widely used in many scientific experiments, but the specific
requirement for that of an uncorrupted boy implies quite
a bit of magical representation.16 Experiments would also
be conducted according to the position of celestial bodies
and were repeated endlessly in an attempt to commune with
the materials themselves—as if they had an agency of their
own. The alchemist would project onto the materials the
characteristics of demons and monsters to explain failed
experiments and poisonous outcomes from combining the
wrong components. Alchemists tried to find a balance between the otherworldly and objective materials, and sought
to employ the power found in that union.17

There is something about the marriage between the practicality and methodology of a scientist merged with the investigation and usage of the otherworldly that rings true and
speaks to me. What is exciting about alchemy is exactly that
it is a marriage between symbolism and magic and the more
empirically grounded present-day scientific framework
that is the cornerstone of many aspects of modern science.
Given all the above, I would now like to posit this thought:
Can the manipulation and transformation of materials into
works of art be considered alchemy?
Artists certainly have the ability to imbue substances with
meaning and cultural value, much in the way of the shaman,
and so comparing the alchemist and the artist is not outlandish. Furthermore, historical alchemical texts and illustrations are, by any definition, artistic in nature. They are
poetic, skilfully made, endlessly complex and layered works
that can be interpreted and reinterpreted at length. What
alchemy got right with regard to religion and spirituality
is that alchemy did not concern itself exclusively with one
system of belief but instead brought together a heterogeneous collection of influences. Like a mongrel hound, alchemy
is healthier than a discipline bred from a singular influence.
I believe this is a strategy to emulate in artistic practice.
Of course, it is important to note that contemporary alchemy must be disconnected from its hard-science counterpart.
Chemistry as a field has moved beyond the need for alchemy, but alchemy remains an enriched way of perceiving the
world. It persists as a practice concerned with symbolism
and signs and how to use these to effectuate developments
in material strategies. To situate any such material practice in contemporality, you necessarily have to use modes
of production that are “of the moment.” A concrete representation of modern enquiry into the material transformation of “the now” is suggested by the questions: How
does digitalisation effectuate change in a crystal? And how
does ritual affect the 3D printer? Does this process produce
any significant results at all?
How can the democratisation of object production made
possible by the wide availability of affordable 3D printers benefit from an added layer of supernaturality? What
hidden information can be attained by examining the dichotomy between previously abandoned spiritual practices
and twenty-first century technology? These are some of the
questions that I examine through my artistic practice.
Three-dimensional printing does feel magical. It is almost
like you are manifesting something out of thin air, and it is
all rather performative. The digitally predetermined toolpath becomes a ritualistic dance to manifest the object into
physicality. Working with bronze feels primal and almost
intoxicating. When, after weeks of preparation, you finally
see the molten metal pour into the casting mould, it’s like
witnessing the culmination of some magic ritual—an experience made evident by the occultism that exists within my
work The Meeting Point of Two Bodies of Water.
Another of my works, Untitled (Bronze Crystal Bust), is a
bronze sculpture depicting six identical crystals that sit atop
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one another. The work is not polished and smooth; instead,
I have left it coarse from the casting process and, more crucially, the surface also retains some detail of the layered nature of the original 3D-printed bust from which the metal
casting mould was created.
It is important to note that the rose quartz that inspired this
work is of personal significance to me. It rested on top of the
television in my childhood home. It was placed there by my
mother to ward off the negative radiation that supposedly
came off the TV set. Radiation was an ill-understood entity
for my parents’ generation, with suspicions high following
the Chernobyl disaster in the same year of my birth. The
accident caused a lot of anger and led to disillusionment
with the technological world, which had run amok and
nearly caused a nuclear holocaust. My mother’s intent was
to safeguard at least her own family from technology’s radiation within our home. While quartz is a semiconductor
and resonates well with electrical devices, I cannot attest to
its effectiveness at fending off radiation—or even whether a
TV emits radiation at all.
As an experiment, I documented the piece of quartz that inspired Untitled (Bronze Crystal Bust) by using my phone’s
camera as a 3D scanner, thus creating a digital avatar of
the crystal. In that instant, it came to exist both digitally
and physically and was simultaneously and interchangeably
represented both on the screen and in the flesh. Suddenly,
this totem-like crystal that I so intimately connected with
was inside the cell phone, an object that very much feels
like a practical representation of humanity’s magical technological abilities. It became both forever renewable, shareable, reproducible, and malleable as well as simultaneously
fixed—one of a kind and unyielding in one another. A very
interesting meeting indeed.
The kinship I felt with this crystal, composed of silicone and
oxygen atoms, and its technologically translated counterpart seems reminiscent of how Mark Winborn describes his
relational experience of witnessing a leaf descending onto a
bed of foliage while out running one morning: “Time and
space seemed to collapse inward—ceasing to have meaning
or weight in the moment. It was as if I’d entered a visual /
cognitive tunnel in which time was arrested and only the
leaf and I existed in some unseen communion.”18
How could autobiography be relevant when talking about
spirituality? What does the insertion of the artist themselves
into the narrative say about the artwork? Can the work be
detached from the author and still have significance?
When I experience that significant connection to the fundamental elements of Untitled (Bronze Crystal Bust), by way
of an object from my childhood home, and seen in light of
participation mystique—that blurring of boundaries between people, objects, environments—it forces me to question the space within a work that the artist themselves, or
a character the artist portrays, occupies. But it is one thing
for me to have a significant spiritual or relational encounter
with an object from my own past. It is something else entirely to facilitate that same experience for others.
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A recurring motif in Katja Novitskova’s artistic practice
is the “growth arrow.” You have seen them before. Those
arrows that wave and arch ever upward, created to illustrate economic growth in PowerPoint presentations and the
like. During a discussion with curator Hans Ulrich Obrist at
DLDwomen 14 in Munich, Novitskova likened such forms
in her series Patterns of Activation (2014) to snakes or the
arrows of archaic man.19 She said that these arrows possess
an animistic quality and that this is the reason they work
well as imagery. The arrow that takes its native form as a
digital icon has here been rendered physically, taking it from
one point of existence to another. In doing so, Novitskova
presents this arrow as an abstract object that is not truly
justified until it is connected with its animistic or archaic
origin. By making this connection through animism, over
the digital, and into physicality, Novitskova creates a precedence for the argument that, through art, these concepts are
linked through spirituality.
Novitskova’s work plays around with formal questions of
perception. Her sculptures are often made from high-resolution imagery found online and then printed on commercial display systems. The images are of animals or are alien-like depictions of microorganisms such as bacteria that
have been enlarged by microscope lenses and then photographed by the original authors, and then later enlarged by
the artist once more through the dimensions of the printed
image. She places these in scenarios with backdrops from
other planets, forging new ecosystems that expand through
the intertextuality and different perceptual interpretations
of the images. Novitskova does not differentiate between
formats but rather takes the position that her works are no
longer digital and physical elements in opposition, but rather simply occupy a “gradient” that spans from one to the
other.20 The audience interacts with Novitskova’s ecosystems by taking selfies and photos for social media, thus further interpreting the assemblage of display and backdrop,
which is optimised for registration by cell phone cameras.
Through the artist’s use of very visual and high-resolution
imagery in a setting that alludes to a photography studio,
a slight nudging takes place, and as the viewer follows the
interactions between the digital and physical ends of the
spectrum, it adds ever more layers to the continuum.
An artist can infuse their works with meaning by creating a
mythology around themselves to strengthen their spiritual
potential, but if this self-perpetuation is the only thing legitimising that mythology, then the mythology—and by extension, the spiritual space created—can only ever be skin
deep. By contrast, either employing a controlled restriction
of information or crafting a work to exist potently as interpreted by multiple co-authors can foster an enquiry and
provide textuality to the work that will allow it to flourish
natively on the internet. And, so, facilitating discourse and
the perpetuation of relevancy is potentially as simple as the
assimilation of the technological into the mythical, as an
aspect of artistic spirituality.
It is not immediately clear to me which of Anselm Franke’s
definitions of animism Novitskova subscribes to when she
defines her growth arrows as archaic or animistic. From her

Images courtesy of the artist
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wording and her comparison to snakes or archaic arrows,
I am tempted to interpret that she leans towards the classical negative definition. Assuming this is indeed the case,
it would be my guess that Novitskova does so to form a
historical basis for animating digitally native existences on
par with animals or weaponry. On the other hand, her posi
tion on the relationship between the digital and the physical worlds as being a gradient, and not a negative of each
other, and the participation she requires of her audience
both imply that she sees her work as being relational. This
is where I feel the most connected to her work.

commonplace and the distribution and acquisition of digital goods becoming ever more achievable through increased
connection speeds, an idealistic dream of openly sharing
software, free from monetisation, ignited the open-source
software movement.21

Novitskova’s strategy of gathering objects and online images for her work is something that I also incorporate into
my practice, for example when used in an attempt to more
clearly delineate the connection I feel to the quartz crystal from Untitled (Bronze Crystal Bust). The objects that I
choose might not be as native to the internet as N
 ovitskova’s,
but the very nature of their existence online establishes a
connection between myself and another author and a connection between that author and my a rtistic production.
Already through this gesture alone, the relational field

within my work is expanded and creates a commonality.

Creative Commons (CC) is the progeny of that dream. A
global non-profit organisation, CC enables “sharing and
reuse of creativity and knowledge through the provision of
free legal tools.”22 The CC licences provide a way to disperse digital goods for free while the creator can choose to
either be still fully legally protected, be somewhat protected, or waive any rights altogether. What I see CC as having
accomplished is crafting an easy-to-use and free system
that is so widely recognised and understood by digital denizens that licensing has become second nature in a lot of
the directories where people share digital creations. The CC
system has created an awareness of legal rights that has led
cultural practitioners to participate in file-sharing and engaged people politically simply by way of educating them.
In my estimation, knowingly waiving one’s licensing rights
signals a fairly clear position on capitalism’s place both in
net culture and in the world at large.

What are “the commons”? I view the commons in stark
opposition to restriction. To me, the commons is the communal, something shared. A place where we can meet each
other and freely deliberate, negotiate, and exchange. At the
very end of the 1990s, with access to the internet becoming

I use objects collected online when crafting my work. Not
exclusively or consequently, but consistently. When doing
this, I take part in an exchange: I both take and leave objects
on web directories. I choose those files that have waived
rights and do so with my own in kind.
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The artist Petros Moris addressed commonality in his 2016
solo show at Point Centre for Contemporary Art in Nicosia,
Cyprus, aptly named Transformation of Commons. The
show centred on the island nation of Cyprus and was the
culmination of two years of research conducted through
several visits to the island, developed in collaboration
with Point Centre as well as the Science and Technology in
Archaeology and Culture Research Center at the Cyprus
Institute, also located in Nicosia.23 The works on display
included photographs documenting natural, urban, and
archival materials, which the artist took during his multiple
visits. These were subsequently brought into three-dimensionality by way of photogrammetry, using the computational infrastructure available at the Cyprus Institute.24
Some of Moris’s works clearly depict their source objects,
while others are left much less recognisable. Face as Inter
face (2016) is easily deciphered as portraying the face of a
statue that continuously morphs, while the physical manifestation of Translating the Sun (2016) obscures its origins as a
solar panel to a much higher degree. As the artist explains:
“The [trees and the] metabolic mechanism of their leaves
incited the crystalline systems that digest the sun into electrical energy. Seen from above, cities look like mosaics.”25

Translating the Sun is a relief. A sculptural rendition of a
photograph of a nearly two-dimensional surface that both
absorbs and reflects light. No wonder the machine that was
asked to reiterate its likeness had trouble doing so, seeing
as a camera functions by the very registration of that same
light. The two locked in a battle for that ever important
natural resource. The solar panel itself is, as Moris so poet
ically conveys, a mechanism that at once absorbs and simultaneously expels a portion of energy into the electrical
grid, just as the sun gets both absorbed and reflected by the
surface of that same mechanism. But does the artwork then,
in that same way, both consume and create commonality?
Translating the Sun is a sculptural work made using poly
styrene extrusion. It was defined by a toolpath and manifested by a machine, much in the same way many of my own
works are made. Through the act of documentation and reanimation into physicality, the original functionality of this
subject has been left null and void, prompting me to ask:
What then, if anything, does this work produce?
The photogrammetry process used by Moris flattened the
surface information of its registration, leaving it its place
simply a monotone white as well as contours to communicate everything. Perhaps this unification and abandoning of
“skin tone” invites an examination of essence instead? That
is certainly something I am attempting to uncover when I
deliberate on the surface of my works. I find that generosity
in pictorial detail can often cloud what I actually want to
highlight. The commonality that I see in Translating the Sun
springs from the artist’s careful consideration of Cyprus as
a contained subject. The work relates to its cultural, archaeological, and educational institutions as well as to nature
and culture and the fundamental infrastructures of both.
It is not merely documentation but truly investigation.
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By bringing this investigation into the gallery—a different
space to the kind where an overtly scientific enquiry of this
sort would usually be dissected by experts—Moris made his
findings available to a wider audience than if he had exclusively presented it within academia. This is common space,
created as a consequence of situating the work in the field
of cultural production as much as that of scientific production. The gallery, whether it be a physical one or a digital
photo gallery, is a meeting point for individuals from all
walks of life, not just the well educated.
I think that considering the aesthetics of investigation—
which I suggest Moris has done with his query into Cyprus
—is something that benefits knowledge production in general, and certainly amplifies the mediation of the investigation’s subject matter.
The mediation of subjects is the essence of art production,
so I believe that considering this to be a fundamental part
of any investigation from the outset greatly enhances the
entire process. The basis for this opinion is rooted in, and
justified by, alchemical methodology.
When discussing autobiographical mythology, alchemy, and
shamanism in relation to art, you would be hard-pressed to
find another artist so intricately associated with that unison
as Joseph Beuys, who, in the wake of his involvement in
World War II, constructed for himself the persona of a shamanic artist, which he would go on to perpetuate throughout his career. His origin, as retold by himself, centres on
a tribe of Tartars that, if Beuys it to be believed, rescued
him after his airplane was shot down over Crimea. To heal
his wounds, the Tartars wrapped him in fat and felt—two
materials that would come to define his oeuvre.26
Beuys has formed the foundation for my artistic interest
in the supernatural. It was his work that led me to investigate spirituality as a strategy to enact change within the
self, as it seemed to have worked so splendidly for Beuys,
at first glance. However, Beuys was revealed as problematic
the instant his resurrection story was thoroughly debunked
by art historian Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, who launched a
scathing critique of the artist, calling him both anal retentive and messianic in his 1980 essay “Beuys: The Twilight
of the Idol.”
Buchloh uses published photographs of Beuys and the
artist’s own accounts of the circumstances surrounding
his plane crash to illustrate how both the visual evidence
and the recounted story clearly were falsified.27 Buchloh
further argues that Beuys did not acknowledge the artists
who paved the way for the strategies used in his sculptural
practice and accuses him of failing to understand the historical relevance and significance of the “theoretical position
of [Marcel] Duchamp and the lasting impact of his work.”28
However, it is undeniable that the world changed immensely during Beuys’s lifetime, and that he witnessed many
atrocities, defeats, and triumphs. Following 1945, his home
country of Germany—and, frankly, the entire world—had
to come to terms with World War II and its aftermath.
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Art theorist Nicola Foster has a different take on Beuys’s
approach to Duchamp and the postwar world than Buchloh
does, however:
Strangely, if Beuys were to have produced works that
simply responded to Duchamp, under [those] circumstances he would have rightly been seen as conservative, probably even by Buchloh. On the other hand, if
Beuys had produced works that sought to mourn those
who suffered, they would have been received with equal
difficulty, since in some form, he was part of the generation responsible for it all and, as such, implicated.29
Through his created persona, Beuys had the ability to channel agency into materials. Talking about his work is what
gave it meaning and energy, and while the origins of his persona might be fictitious, we know that “these days calling
something a lie doesn’t diminish its power.”30
While Beuys is best remembered as a sculptor, I think it’s
fair to say that his work is intrinsically tied to the narrative
of his personal life and his constant, vocal reinforcement of
his work’s meaning. Buchloh takes issue with this approach,
contending that “visual ideology immerses its viewers in
‘meaning’ as much as the discourses of religion and neurosis
do,” and that “everything within these beliefs have meaning.” He then compares Beuys’s approach to “commercial
movies … advertisements and product propaganda.”31 I don’t
find this comparison as problematic as Buchloh does, when
viewing this strategy from a contemporary perspective. In a
time when broadcasting equipment is right at your fingertips, using multimedia strategies for the production of art
seems very natural. Especially when considering Buchloh’s
own position on how the “functional structures of meaning
in art … are intricately bound into their historical context”
and “only inasmuch as they are dynamic and permanently
changing their field and form of meaning do they remain
functional, initiating cognitive processes.”32
Beuys famously declared everyone an artist, but I don’t
think he was able to truly attest to his postulation. He
always used himself as the conduit of power, which I think
is a deciding factor as to why he so easily embodied the role
of the shaman. As I see it, Beuys’s mistake with regard to
shamanism was declaring himself a shaman without admitting that he was not one in any legitimate religious sense.
His shamanic position was an aesthetic one at best. Beuys
claimed that the Tartars who supposedly saved his life invited him to stay with them and join their tribe. But Beuys
would not have become a shaman simply by encountering
a shamanic people—even if this meeting had happened in
the first place.
We have to be aware that Beuys’s entire programme and
modus operandi likely would not be successful if it were to
be enacted today. In a time when everyone is interconnected
and the majority of the world’s knowledge resides in your
pocket, basing your work’s legitimacy on autobiographical
fiction that you insist is factual—all while having a connection to the National Socialist German Workers’ Party—
would not be a strong position to take.

Joseph Beuys’s creation of a mythos around his art added
gravitas to his practice. By continually returning to the
same materials and reinvigorating them through storytelling as much as through fabrication,33 Beuys bolstered the
energetic potential of these materials with what we might
call spirituality. I think that, when detached from doctrine
as presented by a central authority figure, this approach
could be beneficial to consider when developing cultural
production in relation to the spiritual.
Autobiography can be a tricky thing to include in one’s
practice.
How could autobiography be relevant when talking about
spirituality? Why is my mother’s crystal so interesting as
to make a work about it? Can the work be detached from
the author and still have significance? What does the insertion of the artist themselves into the narrative say about the
artwork?
Having experienced a significant connection to the fundamental elements of Untitled (Bronze Crystal Bust), I am
forced to question the space within the work occupied by
the artist themselves, or by a character the artist portrays.
As I have tried illustrating, I think such objects possess the
potential to touch something spiritual within each of us,
and give us the ability to connect to and extract meaning
from them. What I think is important when approaching
autobiographical work is that the information provided be
eligible for scrutiny by the receiver. Falsifying or concealing
troublesome details about oneself when crafting a mythology for an artistic practice can lead to condemnation of that
same practice down the line. However, the ability to create
such a misleading mythology might have become a thing
of the past, with the widespread availability of the internet.
Where Petros Moris investigated Cyprus, I investigate
Christiania. Admittedly, the investigation of Christiania
was already a tendency decipherable in my previous work,
including one of the works discussed earlier in this text. I
was born and grew up in Christiania, the same place where
the rose quartz from my bronze sculpture was purchased by
my mother and then placed atop the TV in “the Opera”—
the name of the house where I was raised.
Remembering Moris’s “figurative narrative that eschews
the linear logic of genealogy and the strict divisions of scientific classifications in favor of an intuitive approach”34
makes his work seems almost alchemical and spiritual in
attitude, because it does not simply adhere to empirical observations but rather intermingles science and symbolism
intuitively. This alchemical “morphology that acts as both a
footprint of the past and a projection of the future” parallels an aesthetic methodology I currently subscribe to when
producing work.35
For my work Immortal Kindred Spirits, I created a template
for a customisable spiritual relic. The idea is simple. With
increased cultural connectivity, and if you are so inclined,
the internet affords an unparalleled wealth of spiritual practices to draw from. I think that the future of spirituality is
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emphatically linked to an individualisation of spiritual
practice, as each of us now has the ability to freely pick and
mix the rituals, iconography, and value systems that speak
to just us personally. This might seem counterintuitive
when, just a few paragraphs ago, I was discussing commonality—but if we do not simply look at it from an individual
standpoint, I think it actually makes a lot of sense. If each
of us is now free to choose aspects of spirituality that are
meaningful for us as an individual, and if all spirituality becomes structured thusly, it would universally negate fundamentalism and tribalism.
This standpoint is perhaps utopian and to some extent
libertarian, but in a perfect world, true spiritual freedom
would, in my opinion, come with a hefty dose of communal
responsibility and obligation. I think there exists a basis for
believing that such responsibility and obligation will occur
naturally, a concept we can understand by considering how
a resource like Wikipedia has been able to manifest itself
online. It is by way of its community and its relations and
interactions that the website persists. According to one scientific study investigating the dynamics between authors on
Wikipedia, that same website has:

key social mechanisms of the community: the importance of having forums for resolving conflicts and the
value of fast, efficient notification of changes to aid
surveillance.36

Immortal Kindred Spirits depicts an allegorical scene announcing the context of my latest group of artworks. The
work is a relief, combining the two-dimensionality of a painting and the three-dimensionality of a sculpture. Adorning
the relief are, from left to right, three circles stacked vertically, of which the bottom one is in fact a gilded-leaf alchemical
insignia; a three-breasted figurine elongated and misshapen
as if stretched; and, finally, a representation of the talisman
commonly referred to as the Venus of Willendorf, with a
rectangular protrusion from its chest, at the end of which
a flower garland hangs towards the ground, as if it is a pendulum. It is through the inclusion of the Venus figurine that
I most obviously make the effort to establish a connection
between the viewer and this work—a connection like the one
I have with the aforementioned rose quartz and its digital
mirror image. This talisman is generally assumed to be associated with fertility magic because of its pronounced f emale
anatomy, but no specific purpose has been conclusively
proven. That uncertainty simply makes it a blank canvas to
project ourselves onto and, so, into my work.
Like a solidified version of Moris’s morphing video works,
the constitutive elements of Immortal Kindred Spirits can
be read almost like an illustration of animation.

Images courtesy of the artist

surprisingly effective self-healing capabilities, [including] the variety of negotiation processes used in reaching consensus; the diversity of authorship, the bursty
rhythms of page editing, and the constant change in
page contents. In turn, these facts point to some of the
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Left: Benjamin A.H. Harpsøe, Pirene, 2020. Detail. Wood, stoneware, steel, PLA, honey, rubber tubing, pump. Dimensions variable
Middle: Benjamin A.H. Harpsøe, Nemesis, 2020. Gold, PLA, wood. Dimensions variable
Right: Benjamin A.H. Harpsøe, Prima Pyrex, 2020. Wood, PLA, borosilicate glass, red liquid, cork. Dimensions variable
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If the Venus represents fertility magic or the mother, then it
also addresses the question of one’s origins. The origin of
the mother morphs into my geographical origin, as represented by the three dots that are an analogy for Christiania,
through the misshapen three-breasted Venus.
The garland that hangs from the figurine is made of cut
flowers, and so it will inevitably wilt, as is the nature of
things, and as such represents a length of time. The flowers
are red and yellow, the colours of the Christiania flag. These
colours are a collective representation of the commune that
comprises Christiana: a symbol that articulates and embodies the collective beliefs, sentiments, and values of a social
group. The decay of the garland could then easily be taken
literally, and so could symbolise the decaying of the commune’s ideals in exchange for stability, and above all else
for comfort. This, I believe, is a valid critique of its current
condition.
Beyond their formal qualities and the alchemical symbolism of the single circle, the three circles together constitute
the flag and logo of the self-proclaimed social experiment
of Christiania. An inscription on the side of the metal frame
offers a poetic rewording of the Christiania anthem.37 Here
we are reminded of a major contribution that Christiania
spurred on in the form of cultural production. The story of
the immaculate conception goes as follows. The song was
written in a single night in 1976, by a handful of undeniably
culturally important Danish musicians, who willed it into
existence out of thin air as a way to capture the zeitgeist and
provide a struggling underdog with a tool to ensnare a population and generate support and goodwill. Without any
sense of irony over a capitalist agenda for a non-capitalist
social experiment, the resulting LP was peddled as wide and
as far as possible, and it still exists today as a central light
tower from which to navigate Christiania’s self-perpetuated
image. The album is thus at once both a strong historical cornerstone and a self-criticism of the current state of
affairs. The funds raised were eventually used to create a
charity foundation, which still holds the rights to the music,
which still generates revenue to this day.
A quick summary to define Christiania seems appropriate.
Christiania was, until 1971, a military base situated along
the old ramparts in central Copenhagen. After the area fell
into disuse and was virtually abandoned, and, as a result of
growing political unrest and a lack of affordable housing,
people living near to the base knocked down the fences that
fortified the area and took to using it. First it was a mere
playground, but later it became permanently settled. Eventually hippies, artists, squatters, homeless people, and drug
addicts all settled within its premises, in hopes of making a
life for themselves centred on freedom, creativity, and community. Christiania has had a tumultuous existence since
its establishment nearly half a century ago, including the
expulsion of hard drugs and their users, a war between competing biker gangs that ended in fatalities, and a balancing
of the commune’s ideology with an illegal cannabis market
that openly exists on its premises.

In Matthew Buckingham and Joachim Koester’s film S
 andra
of the Tuliphouse or How to Live in a Free State (2001),
Sandra ponders:
On March 11, 1971 those calling themselves the
“founders of Christiania” wrote that their objective
was “to build a self-governing society, where each individual has total personal freedom, while respecting
the community. This society shall be economically
self-contained, as a demonstration that psychological
and physiological pollution can be avoided through
collective effort. So formulated by Sven, Kim, Kim,
Ole and Jakob, with rights for improvement.” When
I first read this I wondered if both Kims who signed
were men—where were the female squatters when the
declaration was written?38
It is a funny sensation to suddenly look back critically at
something fundamental to oneself, recognising that you
have never done so before. Where were all the female squatters, indeed?
Watching Buckingham and Koester’s film initially filled
me with sensation different from the one I experience when
confronted with the rose quartz and its digital counterpart.
As the nostalgia dissipated, I found myself outside looking
in, becoming the other to the work’s titular Sandra and
Christiania’s subject and object. It makes me wonder if
Sandra of the Tuliphouse is the negative with which I mirror
my own work, in line with Anselm Franke’s historical definition of animism.
Koester’s series Day for Night, Christiania (1996) falls more
in line with where I see my own work. Like Moris’s project
about Cyprus, Koester’s series is relatable exactly because it
is aesthetically unified—Moris’s work through photogrammetry and Koester’s through photographic filter manipulation. The aesthetic unification I attempt in my own practice
alludes to and parallels the digital registration of Moris’s.
The subject I investigate, however, is the same as Koester’s,
both in his individual practice and paired with Buckingham.
But while Koester’s Day for Night, Christiania still stands
as a project to aspire to, the pair’s Sandra of the Tuliphouse
seems to have coagulated into its historical context exactly
as the Christiania anthem has. Both works are, at present,
still waiting for a return to a dynamic and permanently
changing condition.
In my own work, the interpretation of the lyrics to that most
important song for Christiania is meant to acknowledge the
anthem’s importance, but foregoing the literal quotation of
the song is also meant to indicate a distancing from that
same release and what it represents. Unwavering support
without open critical discourse does not benefit anyone—
it simply produces doctrine. This is a pitfall that I believe
Christiania has succumbed to. Christiania retains a uniquely potent cultural position in Denmark, and, to some extent,
in the world. It is a beacon for countercultural practice
simply by virtue of its presence in modern society. The commune, by way of its inhabitants, has certainly earned this
position historically speaking—but does it continue to do
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so? Christiania has gotten stuck in its historical definition,
despite in reality having given up its fight for political and
economic freedom. The commune cannot keep up appearances without actually continuing its ideological battles.
As Buchloh puts it: “Esthetic as well as political truths are
concrete phenomena. They manifest themselves in specific
reflections and acts, hardly in grandiose gesticulations and
global speculation.”39 When Christiania collectively purchased itself, it began its cultural coalescence with society
at large.
Christiania can be truly understood only if you take part in
it. But I believe it is time that the mythology of C
 hristiania
finds greener pastures to feed its ideological agenda. The
internet lends itself exceptionally well to discussing and
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interacting with others who share your interests. To me, this
seems like the obvious place to sow seeds of engagement.
Ultimately, in my artistic practice I am attempting to use
methodologies from esoteric spirituality, with precedents
taken from art history and cultural production, to develop
a mythology that can sustain the ideology associated with
Christiania.

“Highly suspicious, and in a warning tone he told me there
are three types of people in Christiania: sympathizers, dependents, and opportunists. Then he asked me: ‘Which are
you?’” 40
That might not be for me to say but rather for history to
decide. But I will attempt to be a contributor.
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Helen Haskakis, Penumbra, 2020. Oil on linen. 205 x 220 cm
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Almost Shadow

I find it frustrating that it is so difficult to speak of painting,
and to explain my relation to it. I should be able to do that:
it’s my medium, I handle it every day. But whenever I try
saying, “It’s like this,” I always find myself having to add,
“But, it’s also like this”—often to contradict whatever I just
said. I could explain what painting is like by saying: “When
I paint, I don’t think—my ego dissolves.” But instead, I say:
“When I paint, I attain a state of concentration and presence that I can never reach otherwise.” My paintings are the
most personal thing about me. My paintings are me. But,
also: when a painting is finished, it takes a while before I
can face looking at it again. When I finally do, I think: “Are
you what came out of all that work?” And: “How strange it
is that you came from me.”
Sometimes, I wonder how it happens, but I also worry that
an attempt to question it might disrupt something; I grow
superstitious, and fear that I might lose my capacity to become absorbed by painting. For a long time, I’ve thought
that paradoxes need to be resolved, so that the two opposites that constitute them can be unified into a definitive
answer. But now, as I endeavour to write about my work, I
find myself instead surrendering to paradox, admitting to
myself that it exists. Because if I don’t, I can’t write about
my painting.
In 1986, the philosopher Yves Michaud interviewed the
artist Joan Mitchell. It seems to me that what Mitchell
speaks of in their conversation is similar to what I’m describing here. Michaud refers to an earlier conversation of
theirs about Mitchell’s paintings of sunflowers, and how she
said at that time that she painted them because she could
feel them. Her answer in the 1986 interview confirmed this:
“Sunflowers are something I feel very intensely. They look
so wonderful when young and they are so very moving when
they are dying.”1 The interviewer went on to contend that
Mitchell was talking about feeling, and Mitchell responded
by describing the difference between existing and feeling.
She explained: “Existing is survival; it does not mean necessarily feeling … Feeling is something more: it’s feeling your
existence … Painting is a means of feeling ‘living.’”

However, later in the interview, when asked if she sees herself in her paintings and whether they are a part of her, she
answered like this:
I don’t know. I have often questioned, “Did I do that?”
on seeing a painting of mine unexpectedly in some
place. It has become disconnected. … A painting is not
part of me. Because when I do paint, I am not aware of
myself. As I said before, I am “no hands,” the painting
is telling me what to do. So it is not really a part of me
at all. It is part of something else. Communication is
very difficult.2
It seems to me that what she’s describing is also similar to
the experience I have whenever I catch sight of my reflection unexpectedly, and fail to realise that what I’m seeing
is myself. On occasions like that, the gap between who I am
and how I appear becomes apparent to me.
Rust
In “The Allegorical Impulse,” art critic Craig Owens writes
about how ruins share an affinity with allegories. According to Owens, allegories are drawn to the fragmentary and
incomplete, and a ruin can serve as a perfect symbol for
this, in that it is a manmade thing that has started to blend
into nature. It becomes a representation of the unstoppable
process of dissolution and decay that is history, or time, a
progressive distancing from its origin.3 Allegory, according
to Owens, takes on many meanings, which can often be contradictory and hard to interpret; thus, it demands decoding,
like a rune or hieroglyph.4
My earlier paintings often depict the facades of old industrial buildings and other abandoned places. What happens
to buildings that people no longer take care of is that they
enter into a state of constant change: the wood turns black,
the metal rusts. They become ruins.
When I moved from my hometown to Stockholm, I was
leaving a place to which I had a complicated relationship.
I believed that, by moving, I would be putting that past
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behind me. But, instead, it came to wash over me with such
force that I lost touch with myself. A need arose within me
to understand who I was, and what had gone on in the place
where my life had played out until then. That was the state
I was in when I began painting my hometown, paintings
of building fronts and structures that were very familiar to
me. The architecture that had been the backdrop for my
whole life. Two years later, when I moved from Stockholm
to Malmö, I was still working with images from my hometown, but I was also starting to take an interest in similar
pieces of architecture in Malmö. Since I didn’t know that
city very well, my focus shifted from exploring a past that
I shared with the place I was depicting to creating a fictional place within the painting. Facades with boarded-up
windows or mirror-glass windows that deny the gaze entry
became breeding grounds for my imagined notions of what
the places in question might be like.
A ruin carries time within itself. It points to the time that
has been, and, through its decay, it points to a time that
has yet to be. This is a romantic notion, and the works
I made at that time have a romantic streak to them. But I
was also preoccupied with the geometry and the repetition
of the architecture, with its arrangements of rectangles and
squares. I further took an interest in the way these buildings
were falling apart, how decay is expressed in an interplay of
matter and colour. In my paintings, the sections that depict
this decomposition became sources of freedom in otherwise
austere architecture. I used tape and rulers to capture the
geometry correctly. But I painted the rust and the mould as
though the paint was rusting or was mould and had taken on
the attributes of these phenomena. For example, I c reated
a mouldy wooden surface by adding small black dots to the
“wood” and then dragging them out with a brush to make
them grow together and spread. I made a dirty door by
first painting the door and then staining it with raw umber,
which I rubbed out with a dry brush to turn it into mud.
My interest eventually changed from exterior architecture
to the rooms inside, and this shift came about as a result of
some paintings I made of overgrown statues in greenhouses. I was visiting a garden centre when, by chance, I spotted
them. The shop consisted of a large greenhouse with several
smaller ones inside. In one of these stood two statues, the
kind you buy to use as garden decorations. The statues depicted women and mimicked classical sculpture, only smaller, and were moulded out of some cheap plastic material.
The other garden decorations were all lined up together on
shelves, but these two stood by themselves, filthy, crammed
in among wilting plants.
I made two paintings with the intention of depicting these
two statues. However, as I worked on them, I came to realise that my attention had shifted from the female figures
to the surrounding vegetation. Now I was working like I
had before, when painting mould, only on a larger scale.
I was painting as though the plants were growing into the
picture. The statues became less and less important as elements within the paintings, until they, instead of being the
main subjects, sunk and blended into their surroundings.
Eventually, one of them disappeared from the painting

entirely; all that remains is a reflection of its back, between
the plants and the architecture. The vegetation almost became an allegory of painting itself: it grows, wilts, reaches
for light or water, gets entangled, decays. Cobalt blue and
burnt sienna make black, black makes soil and decay; it gets
messy, blotchy.
When I compare my vegetation subjects to allegories of
painting, I mean that they point beyond themselves, to the
process of painting. As the painter Ola Billgren writes, “An
artist facing nature realizes … that what concerns him is not
the nature of the landscape but that of painting.”5 However,
according to Craig Owens, allegories consist of appropriated images and fragments deliberately arranged to take on
new meanings. In my works, there is no deliberate switching
of meanings or purposes—that kind of thing rather arises
when I reflect on the works after the fact. Perhaps, then, it’s
not the finished work so much as my method that verges on
the allegorical. Especially earlier on in my practice, when I
would work from multiple references, which I disassembled
and joined together in my paintings. Now my landscapes are
no longer based on references. They all start out as one or
more colours and take on subjects that emerge as I go about
the work. There is another aspect, though, which Owens
also defines as allegorical: accumulation and repetition.6
During a panel discussion sometime in the 1980s, Billgren
was corrected by a critic after using the word “invention”
in reference to (then) contemporary painting. Billgren conceded the point, in part; his choice of words had been careless. “It is,” Billgren writes, in reflection on this exchange,
“a little unrealistic to expect painting, after the long history
it has had, to have the potential for new invention; for the
production of something altogether novel.” However, he
continues, “I was a little wrong, but [the critic] was very
wrong,” and goes on to discuss what he refers to as “minor
technical innovations.”7 Minor technical innovations are
small, practical advancements that bring painting into dialogue with its visual environment, with friends and enemies
within art history. Billgren explains that what painting
wants is to regain its corporeality in an age dominated by a
different idea of imagery than the one that prevailed when
it first arose. He attaches these minor innovations to the
situation of working in the studio and of maintaining a
painterly awareness of the tension between time and image.
Being a painter means gathering and searching for visual
information. It happens constantly, automatically, but also
deliberately. I think of everything I see in terms of painting; I register whether it is something that might inform my
work, or simply consider how I would go about painting
it. A shadow on a building front is burnt umber plus ultramarine, rust is iron oxide red; this is the part that occurs
automatically. The deliberate searching involves turning
to art history or to other contemporary artists. Whenever
I’m looking for the solution to a painting-related problem,
the answer lies with vision, in directing the gaze, and in
straining it to grasp the different components of whatever
I’m seeing. Or, if I turn to another painter, I try to understand what it was they saw that enabled them to paint their
work. This is also why, when I say I no longer paint from
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references, the truth is actually more complicated than that.
Although I don’t work from references as such, I’m constantly influenced by the visual information that surrounds
me. After all, that’s what painting is: accumulated visual
knowledge, vision.
Repetition and time also play important roles in my work.
Allowing a painting to take its time, not just in terms of the
work itself, but also between painting sessions, can o
 ften
provide the solution to a problem in painting. If I find that
I can’t make any progress on a painting, and turn it to face
the wall, leaving it unseen while I work on other pieces, I’m
granting myself an opportunity to later see it with fresh
eyes. Repeating a subject helps me understand it better.
When I linger on a subject, going over it and working on
it in several different paintings, I find that I’m able to see
what happens, how it changes along the way. The painting
Contact, which I made in the spring of 2019, marks the first
appearance in my work of what I have since come to call the
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“threads.” I was imagining a collective vegetation-organism
that consists of threadlike spores and grows on and around
roots and leaves, and I painted it with thin strokes of zinc
white. This thready organism reappears, clearer this time,
in another painting. However, here the strands are heavier
and hang down across the canvas. From that point on, I can
trace their colonisation of the paintings that followed.
The Snake
“The bushes came slithering towards the stone on
their poisonous green bellies.
Then they came to a halt in front of a patch of
powder-dry twigs and the twigs opened up their belly
and revealed a grey reptile with a hissing tongue.
Snake, snake, snake.”
—Stig Dagerman, The Snake 8
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Helen Haskakis, Spunna trådar, 2019. Oil on linen. 185 x 185 cm

In June 2019, our class travelled to the Venice Biennale
together. While we were there, I saw Julie Mehretu’s large
abstract paintings for the first time. Their impact on me was
profound. Mehretu has described her works as “story maps
of no location.”9 However, they also speak of geopolitics,
migration, power, art history, and architecture. She bases
them on news and media images, often with a political
subtext. These images are manipulated in Photoshop before she abstracts them by means of painting, airbrushing,
and drawing.10 Mehretu’s approach to working with layers
appears to be symbiotic with the topics she explores, like
the way a landscape is politicised by the events that have
occurred there—a layer has been added. Mehretu has described this as a process in which the references provide the
painting’s DNA, to which she then responds. She says that
everything that happens in her life, whether political or personal, is in her paintings.
Several of the works Mehretu showed at the Venice Biennale
were based on photographs of demonstrations that have
been held in the US over the last few years. What captivated
me about these paintings was the pressure that exists within
them. Although I, as the viewer, could neither see nor pick
up on the references, a great sense of disquiet was communicated to me. The depth of the works, too, made a big impression on me. It is as though gossamers have been hung
up inside the paintings, and something is moving about behind them. I had to strain to see what was there. The way

she created this depth, by concealing—working in several
overlapping layers—adds a sense of motion to the works
and contributes to their mystery. In her painting Rubber
Gloves (2018), red and blue lines and gestures contrast with
a warm white background. Over these, shadowy, grey-black
stains cover the canvas in irregular patterns. The sense of
activity is particularly apparent here.
After our trip to Venice, I worked in cobalt green on a large
canvas. When I applied the brilliant green colour to the
painting, Mehretu’s works were on my mind. I wanted to
work in layers, but rather than opening up a depth in the
painting, I wanted to seal it off, to create a sense that the
viewer is inside the landscape, surrounded by it. I also wanted to retain the impression of light that had arisen when the
green paint came into contact with the white canvas, sun
seeping in through the foliage. At that point, the “threads”
emerged again, only thinner this time, and, to match the
frequency of the powerful cobalt green, I painted them in
pure iron oxide black, which is a heavy, almost sticky, paint.
The black threads grew to cover the canvas, from one side
to the other, until they got tangled up in themselves. Out
of this mess, a black snake emerged. I imagine the snake as
moving through the painting, and being seen at the precise
moment when it is at the centre. As the painting has no clear
foreground or background, and since the snake casts no
shadow, it almost seems to be hovering along, which raises the possibility that the whole painting might actually be
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an underwater landscape. Snakes, after all, can move both
across land and through water; they possess a dual nature in
that sense. This duality is further reinforced by the fact that
they are ectothermic, that is, their (inner) body temperature
adapts to the (external) temperature of whatever environment they are in. Because of this, snakes seem to me to be
sensitive, alert beings, who merge and entangle themselves
with their surroundings. But they are also incomprehensible, silent, and frightening, and their existence is coded into
our human DNA. Although I don’t have a fear of snakes
as such, I respond instinctively, shying away from snakelike
branches and roots when I’m in the forest. There is something special about this fear: it precludes my mind—the
body reacts before awareness occurs.
In Stig Dagerman’s The Snake, the animal becomes a symbol of fear and anxiety. It moves unnoticed through long
passages of the novel, but appears, climactically, when the
anxieties the characters are carrying around build up too
much and erupt. I think that, when faced with a depiction
of a snake, I, like many others, can’t help but think of what
the snake represents, rather than of the animal itself. The
snake’s strong symbolic connotations present the viewer
with a whole set of predefined meanings. In a Western context, the Garden of Eden and the Fall are obvious associations. But there are also relevant pagan stories, like that of
the king of snakes, the white snake, whose body possesses
magical powers that can be passed over to anyone who
catches him. Or, the snake as a symbol of medicine, as associated with Hippocrates and Asclepius.
Just like my other subjects, the snake emerged from the paint
itself, and the grain of the canvas became reptilian skin. Its
form was already there, in the threads and tangles I had
painted, but when it emerged from this mess and invaded
my painting fully, it gave me pause. When I had finished the
work with the black snake, I next painted a grey landscape,
from which another snake—white this time—emerged, and
I grew increasingly unnerved about the prospect of working with a subject matter that has this kind of baggage. I
had, without planning to, painted a black snake and then
a white snake—didn’t this run the risk of appearing trite,
overly symbolic? But there is something about the snake, as
a symbol or a projection surface, residing as it does right on
the edge of oversimplification, that appeals to me. This very
quality causes me to experience it as multifaceted and hard
to interpret. When I was painting the snakes, I was thinking
of their perspective, of how they move and live their lives
like root systems, hugging the ground, contained within the
landscape. I wanted to paint them in a snakelike manner.
I happened across the word “penumbra,” and this provided
the title for the painting of the white snake. “Penumbra”
means “partial shadow.” Neither light nor shadow, and thus
both; an in-between state, a grey area, an indefinite condition. The word appealed to me, as it also seems to speak
of something similar to the process of painting, of finding
your way through the paint. But it’s also a snaky kind of
word, in the sense that it relates to balance, and I imagine
the snake as moving around, looking for a place that is in
perfect balance—neither too hot nor too cold.
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My practice since I painted Penumbra (2020) has resulted,
among other things, in three large paintings, in which the
threads from the previous paintings have grown thicker,
now more reminiscent of dry undergrowth. In the first of
these, the undergrowth reaches up towards a silver-green,
semi-transparent background. The second is sooty, and the
branches (the undergrowth or tentacles) move around. The
light rises from beneath, a warm shade of cadmium yellow.
The third is a failed effort, with a horizon painted in cadmium red, cinnabar green, and iron oxide black. Below it,
there are far too many layers of paint, making it opaque
and muted. In this last one, the thickets (roots, antennae)
are a silvery grey. There are cobalt-blue smears in the darkest sections, but the darkness is too thick for them to be
discernible.
Border Dissolution
In Eye and Mind, philosopher of phenomenology Maurice
Merleau-Ponty writes that the world of the painter is a visible world. The way a body moves through this visible world
is an extension of its ability to see, of the movements its eyes
make. It is a part of the world, and sees itself as a part of
it—sees itself seeing. He writes:
The enigma derives from the fact that my body simultaneously sees and is seen. That which looks at all things
can also look at itself and recognizes in what it sees, the
“other side” of its power of looking. It sees itself seeing; it touches itself touching; it is visible and sensitive
for itself. It is a self, not by transparency, like thought,
which never thinks anything except by assimilating it,
constituting it, transforming it into thought—but a self
by confusion, narcissism, inherence of the see-er in the
seen, the toucher in the touched, the feeler in the felt—a
self, then, that is caught up in things, having a front and
back, a past and a future.11
Merleau-Ponty claims that, by acknowledging that seeing
and movement are two parts of a whole, we ought to be able
to move beyond experiencing what we see as resulting from
a thought about a representation of the world. Instead, we
can understand sight as a way of approaching the world and
opening ourselves up to it. When we see and are seen, the
boundary that separates the self from its surroundings is
dissolved; we are in the centre of the world, not before it.
This world consists of the same matter as our bodies; the
body is a thing among things. But what we see beyond ourselves is also within us, by virtue of the feelings it evokes
in us. In painting, then, we find traces of this inside, this
imagined world, a trace of the mind that has, through sight,
ventured beyond itself to wander among the things.12
In several places, Merleau-Ponty writes that the inside is
on the outside, and the outside on the inside. This reminds
me of a passage from Elena Ferrante’s Those Who Leave
and Those Who Stay. The novel’s protagonist witnesses her
friend succumb to a state that she describes as a “dissolution of boundaries.” Her friend tells her that people and
the contours of things are as fragile as thin threads; they
break easily. A man in a car becomes flesh and m
 etal blended into one. She explains that she can’t tell what anything
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is really like; she has to exert herself all the time just to keep
the contours of reality from disappearing and collapsing
in on themselves. When I read that, I thought to myself
that it was somehow related to painting. Or, perhaps, that
it was related to me, to why I paint. This recognition also
occurs when I read Eye and Mind. Because, although the
character’s dissolved boundaries in Ferrante’s novel are
about something else than Merleau-Ponty’s subject matter
in Eye and Mind, I feel that they share similarities. The girl
who suffers this dissolution of boundaries has to focus her
gaze to keep things from falling apart and revealing their
true nature—the nature that disgusts her and tastes to her
“like a rotten egg.”13 She goes to great pains to avoid seeing.
Merleau-Ponty, for his part, writes of how painters must
train their gaze to be able to see, and to grasp the true nature
of things; a gaze that teaches itself, the thing that prevents a
painting from being itself. But also, painters must learn to
see the non-objects that make objects appear (sometimes by
concealing something), such as light, shadows, and colours.
The gaze cannot be separated from the body; the inside
cannot be separated from the outside. Forgetting oneself
cannot be separated from being oneself. It’s hard to find
the contours of things; they are easier to discern in colour.
Julie Mehretu writes:
All suspended in transparency / in the medium / in paint
(desire) /
compression of
time / space / future / past / action / inaction.
Dualities and contradictions forced into one suspended
time /
moment.
Splicing them together=MUTANT.14
Contours
In sixteenth-century Italy, two competing approaches
to working with and thinking about painting emerged.
The Florentine school is often referred to as the disegno
(“design” or “drawing”) faction, while the Venetian school
is called the colore (“colour,” both as a tone and a material) faction. These two attitudes were not merely related
to method; they also exemplified two separate mindsets
regarding the role of the artist. Florentine painters worked
extensively with drawing and emphasised the importance of
mastering this technique. Carefully executed studies would
not merely improve the artist’s skills in practical terms, but
through a controlled, well-prepared drawing or design, the
artist could present his vision or idea. Almost two hundred
years later, this same debate re-emerged. This time, it occupied artists at the Académie royale de peinture et de sculpture in Paris, where the drawing faction claimed that the
ideal world exists in the mind, and thus was what ought to
be illustrated in art, and further, that this was to be done
through drawing. The colour faction, on the other hand,
claimed that the duty of art was to imitate nature, and that
this was best achieved through the use of colour.
For my earlier works, I would put a lot of serious effort
into making detailed sketches before I began to paint. I had

gotten the idea that this was how a painter was “supposed”
to go about making a good painting. However, that method
ended up causing me problems, as I tended to get stuck
working on the drawing. Rather than achieving what I
intended, where the sketch would be the initial stage that
would provide me with the direction and form I needed,
my experience was the opposite. I never understood the
image, never found my way inside the subject. Paradoxically
enough, sketching proved to be an obstacle for me. This was
also confirmed when I moved on to the painting step, and
inevitably had to abandon my sketch to make sense of the
painting’s own logic. It happened every time, no matter how
meticulously I had measured all the distances and drawn
up all the lines. Time after time, the paintings ended up as
something other than what I had planned.
The fact that I have abandoned the practice of initial
sketching, without even noticing when that happened, must
be the result of my ceasing to use references in the same
way as before. I still collect potential subjects by photographing different things I see. But, now, I spread out my
references around me on the studio floor, and I hardly ever
look at them. Nevertheless, I do see them: when I arrive at
the studio, while I work, when I change out of my painting clothes to go home. I step on them, spill oil, coffee, and
paint on them; occasionally, a photo catches on the wheels
of my chair and gets torn. But I no longer use them as actual
bases or references. For my most recent paintings, I used no
photographic references at all; the subjects simply emerged
in the course of working on them.
Merleau-Ponty writes about the function of lines: “There
are no lines visible in themselves, … neither the contour of
the apple nor the border between field and meadow is in
this place or that, … they are always on the near or the far
side of the point we look at.” That is to say, the lines and the
space between them (the negative) are what make the thing
(the positive) visible. The apple shapes itself in relation to
its surroundings.15
The fact that I don’t sketch before beginning to work
should not be taken to mean that I don’t plan or otherwise
use drawing as a technique when producing my works.
However, the planning occurs continuously, in response to
the brushstrokes, while the drawing takes place in the paint.
“Little by little as one paints, one draws,” Paul Cézanne
once said. “And the more harmonious the colors, the more
precise the drawing will be.”16
To know how and what to paint, I need to start out by
painting. The act of applying paint to a canvas opens a
window through which I am better able to see and think.
Cézanne also said that he sometimes envisioned colours as
“great noumenal entities, living ideas, creatures of pure reason. With whom we might correspond.”17 I recognise that
notion: thought resides within colour itself. However, I tend
to imagine this correspondence between myself and colour
as an echo that resounds back and forth between us. Sometimes, a painting takes its beginning when I cover the canvas with paint, until a sticky, mud-like surface arises. Other
times, I apply the paint in discrete blotches, to preserve the
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light of the white surface. When I take a step back and look
at the painting, I receive clues as to what it will become. It
is as though the traces that my brushwork leaves behind, in
combination with the different colours, guide me in a way
that drawing never could. When I’m given these clues, I can
respond to them with further brushstrokes. The paint that
I apply in that juncture and the brushstrokes that I make
present me with new choices and problems to react to, and
the correspondence continues.
A Few Words on Landscapes
and Being an Element of a Cycle
When my painting transitioned to depictions of plants and
animals, I thought of it as moving inwards, away from the
exteriors and inside to the statues, a place inhabited by a

variety of plants and other organisms. However, my paintings no longer reside in that particular place; they’re not
located “inside” in the way that the paintings of the statues
were. My approach to painting took another turn, and took
on the form of a kind of landscape.
Feminist theorist Donna Haraway has written about our
need, in this time of climate crisis, to shift our focus away
from an individualistic mindset to one in which human
beings start to think of themselves as being parts of an ecosystem. One of the thought models she uses is what she calls
“sympoiesis.”18 According to Haraway, sympoiesis refers to
the act of “collectively producing systems that do not have
self-defined spatial or temporal boundaries.”19 Nothing
creates itself out of itself; everything is part of a collective

Image courtesy of the artist
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act of making-with. I am me because I in part consist of
millions of bacteria and other microorganisms that ensure
the function of my body; what allows me to be me is the fact
that I am not me.
I feel that the term “sympoiesis” can be applied to painting and art history, too. I use it to explain my current preoccupation with painting tangly organisms, in the climate
emergency era. However, it is also a term that can be used
to relieve oneself of the burden of (internal) demands of
originality and individuality, and to rather think of one’s
role as being a single link in a long chain of artists. This has
nothing to do with simply repeating, plagiarising, or copy
ing someone else’s work. What I mean is that sympoiesis
offers a way of identifying one’s kin in art, both historically
and within the contemporary scene, and of regarding oneself as a node in a network, an ecosystem of painters who
move through and navigate a visible world.
Bosch
Hieronymus Bosch’s painting Christ Mocked (The Crowning with Thorns) knocks me off my feet. The first time
I saw it, I was sitting in my bed at home one evening, leafing through a book on Bosch. At first, this strange image
surprised me, a sensation that gradually turned into discomfort and an inability to stop looking at it. The painting
radiates presence, as though the event it depicts is occurring

before me in real time. The moments immediately preceding
and following that which it depicts are somehow included
in the picture.
There isn’t too much information available about Christ
Mocked, or about Bosch, for that matter. It is known that
he lived in ‘s-Hertogenbosch, which is in the present-day
Netherlands, all his life and that he died in 1516. Christ
Mocked is dated to around 1510 and depicts two scenes
from the story of the Passion: the mocking of Christ and the
crowning with thorns. The four men who surround Jesus
represent his tormentors.
At the centre of the composition is Jesus, a pale figure with
fiery-red hair. Four men stand around him, one in each
corner, their bodies and gazes all facing the figure of the
Christ. The five men’s bodies fill almost the whole surface
of the painting, and all we can glimpse between and over
their heads is a smooth pale-grey background.
Jesus is positioned in such a way that we view him from
straight ahead. His head leans to his right, and he looks
steadily out of the painting to face the viewer’s gaze. The
greyish blue of the background is repeated in his eyes. His
skin and his robes share the same cream-coloured hue. Pale,
bluish tones in his face and neck suggest the presence of
blood vessels under thin, fragile skin. Resting on his right
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shoulder is the hand—which is translucent—of a man who
is wearing a large, shaggy black hat and a wide, studded red
collar. The man leans his cheek in so close to Jesus that it
almost brushes against his red hair. Across from him, to the
left of Jesus, is a man wearing an iron gauntlet, and who,
with his jaw clenched, is lowering a crown of thorns down
onto Jesus’s head. The long thorns on the crown resemble
the studs on the other man’s collar, and they are both painted with the same, bright highlighting, as if they are sharpened knife blades.
Beneath these three men are the remaining two, who are
portrayed in profile from the right and the left, respectively. One of them reaches up to grab hold of Jesus’s clothes.
The other stares at Christ, his mouth slightly open. The
most powerful detail of all in this painting, for me, is with
this last figure: his hands. They touch the hands of Christ
so gently, like a tender caress. There is something magical
about them. I feel the sensation of touch, of touching, when
I view them. Over and over, I return to this picture, to look
at those hands.
Despite its religious subject, the painting awakens no religious sentiments in me. Nor does my attachment to it
revolve around some personal connection that I feel to
the story of Christ. The thing that pulls me into this painting, and makes me lose my footing, is its powerful sense of
presentness. Just like in Julie Mehretu’s works, it is the quality of motion that makes such a strong impression on me
here. Although I have looked at this painting many times
by now, and read about it and talked about the way it makes
me feel with my friends, it still remains as mysterious as ever
to me. My experience of its motion doesn’t seem to weaken
with repetition, either—in fact, it only seems to grow more
powerful each time I view the painting.
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Of course, it isn’t actually moving, but it seems to be moving; it happens. I experience it as a depiction of a moment
of absolute intensity, like the second before a disaster, when
everybody pauses and realises that something irreversible
is about to occur. The crown of thorns is almost on Jesus’s
head. One of the men has almost started tugging at Jesus’s
clothes. The man in the studded collar is almost about to
whisper something through his parted lips. Their facial expressions shift, they are overcome by conflicting emotions.
At times, Jesus seems to be regarding the viewer with forgiveness in his eyes, but moments later, I sometimes wonder
if he is accusing me. That is also where the motion lies: how
what follows this frozen moment is somehow encapsulated
within the painting.

“Motion is made still, like a fish trapped in ice.” 20
***
When I first read what Merleau-Ponty wrote about how we
don’t need to understand the inner workings of our nervous
system to be able to feel or see, it brought to mind how difficult it can be to accept something as it is, without wanting
to take it apart to find out exactly how it works. This is also
the source of the vulnerability one experiences in describing
one’s work, and particularly one’s process; painting, that
is. But it is also an aspect of the experience of viewing art.
I can feel my own hands when I view Bosch’s painting. This
experience is true in itself; I have no desire to dissect it to
find some logical explanation. I prefer to dwell in the realisation that a painting that was painted in another country,
hundreds of years ago, can touch me.
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A Gaze Aimed at Something Urgent That
Is Aimed in Various Directions

I will be separating this essay into three sections. In the first
section, I’ll write about distance and relationships. In the
second section, I’ll write about language and belief, and in
the third, about still lifes and the gaze. The distinctions between the three may not always be clear-cut, but this is a
way for me to structure and delineate.
1.

“We treat desire as a problem to be solved, address
what desire is for and focus on that something and how
to acquire it rather than on the nature and the sensation
of desire, though often it is the distance between us and
the object of desire that fills the space in between with
the blue of longing. I wonder sometimes whether with
a slight adjustment of perspective it could be cherished
as a sensation on its own terms, since it is as inherent to
the human condition as blue is to distance?”1

this as meaning that the mistake such a person is making
lies in imagining that the other—the object of the love—is
actually part of themselves, and failing to understand why
they remain separate. Why do they not do what I say and
think? Why do they not go left when I go left, and why do
they not allow themselves to be absorbed in me as I would
like to be united with them? Being absorbed in this sense
is impossible, but it’s also not desirable, as there would be
nothing to love in the absence of distance.
Weil’s ideas about distance as a prerequisite of love are
something I recognise in my own work, in which I often reflect on the distance between the subject and the individual
whom they direct themselves at and seek to approach. I feel
room exists here for both a reverence for distance (since it is
a condition for any relationship to exist at all) and a longing
to overcome that distance. That longing is constituted by a
desire to understand fully what something really is, and to
grasp the object of one’s fascination.

With this quote, then, I begin the first section, on distances
and relationships. The excerpt is taken from the book
A Field Guide to Getting Lost, written by Rebecca Solnit.
She describes the state of longing as a colour, and thus as
something that can be regarded from a distance rather than
something we simply fall into or are subjected to. Longing
is naturally connected to distance, as it resides in the very
space between the party experiencing it and its object. There
is a dynamic at work here that I’d like to address in relation
to my work. The relationship between the subject and the
object of their attention can be constituted by longing. It
could also be curiosity, desire, fascination, or love. My work
often explores the borderlands between various mediums,
but it always involves the relationship between the gaze of
the subject and the physical object, even in text or video
works.

In my practice, I mirror and reflect on the ways in which
we interpret and seek to understand the true nature of the
things that seem significant to us. My interest, then, lies
not in arriving at that insight (which is impossible as such)
but rather in our striving to reach this something. This
ambition is expressed through language, where the object
can be defined through interpretations and be contrasted
with something else in a dualism. Despite the approaches
inspired by this desire to understand, the distance remains
an integral part of the relationship between the object and
the subject. This becomes apparent in the insight that it is
subject to an infinity of interpretations, and how the same
thing can be regarded from many different perspectives and
points of view.

A note by philosopher and mystic Simone Weil goes: “Let
us love this distance, which is thoroughly woven with
friendship, since those who do not love each other are not
separated.”2 It was published in a biography of her by Francine du Plessix Gray. Most of Weil’s texts were published
posthumously, including the book Gravity and Grace.3
It includes a section on love and how it can be preserved,
assuming there is sufficient distance within a relationship,
and boundaries and spaces are respected.4 If one party mistakenly believes that they know the other so well that nothing remains to be discovered, they will grow blind to the
distance, and the love will be lost in that instant. I interpret

In my video work My still life from 2018, I explore various
interpretations of a still life. A static camera captures four
plaster objects that rest on a reflective surface. Each object
exhibits a varying degree of abstraction, and all are partially
cast and partially carved with a knife. One of the shapes
resembles a bottle—this is the only one that makes a direct
reference to the still life genre through its form. In the film,
a hand, which comes into view from above, moves about
the objects, and the unfolding events are commented on in
subtitles, the subject of which is assumed to be the person
moving the objects. “Let me tell you something. This is a
statement, did you know?” This is the first line of text, which
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appears after the objects have been moved only slightly.
It is followed by: “Most people do not know. Or do not
think about it.” The drama in this video is expressed in two
ways: on the one hand, through the moving of the objects
and the various constellations that are formed on the table;
and, on the other, through the statements of the narrator,
who makes a series of claims about what the viewer can see
on the screen. A statement, for example a state or a visual
balance. The last statement is: “This is an expression of
emotions. Can you see that? Can you describe how it feels?”
I felt that it was important to convey the significance of the
situation in which these plaster objects are being moved
around on the table. I wanted to make it apparent that the
hand’s gestures aren’t random, and that the statements are
not made casually; I wanted to show that every new situation that arises is significant to the person who is in control
of the proceedings.
Just as love depends on distance, I imagine that distance
depends on non-knowledge, as is made clear by the impossibility of getting close enough to something to understand
it fully, however strong one’s emotional attachment may
be. In her book Vibrant Matter, philosopher Jane Bennett
writes that we humans are stuck in our subjective, human
point of view, and that this makes it difficult for us to understand anything that is other-than-human.5 She challenges
the reader to think of the world’s organisms as more fluid,
existing in a state of constant interaction and transformation, rather than as distinctly divided into separate classes
of objects and organisms. Bennett claims that we would
take better care of our planet if we were able to exit our
anthropocentric worldview and realise that everything and
everyone is in constant motion, in a state of mutual dependence. Since we find it difficult to understand that which is
not human, we tend to want to objectivise and control it.
We dictate its meaning in human (subjective) terms.

I’m thinking here of how my video My still life exemplifies this through its stated desire for control over the still
life on the table. It comes across both in the overt control
over the narrative, which is constituted by the moving of the
objects, and in the definitions given in the subtitles, which
assign specific meanings to the various movements as they
are made. Like Bennett, I believe that it is difficult for us
to escape our subjectivity, and that this limitation gives
rise to a distance within us, between that which is our self
and that which is not. There is a risk (or opportunity) here
to control what we cannot access in terms of knowledge.
Bennett seeks to challenge the categorisation that different
organisms are subjected to and to bring into question an
entire system of thought that we have learned to take for
granted. This system teaches us to make sharp distinctions
between the human and the nonhuman. Bennett proposes
that we attempt to step outside of the human way of relating to the outside world, but I believe that this is difficult to do in a nonhuman way. By “human way,” I mean
taking as our starting point the subject and the relationship
one forms to the object that one approaches and seeks to
understand. In this relationship, non-knowledge can find a
home in an understanding that the other doesn’t function,
think, or behave as we do. However, I’m suggesting that
this u
 nderstanding does not equate to regarding something
objectively, beyond all subjectivity.
In my work, I explore questions related to how we seek to
understand the objects we give our attention to. For example, the way a single shape can be interpreted as a monumental sculpture, a character from a writing system, or
an abstract utility object, whether simultaneously and depending on its material or context. In art, we’re allowed to
question the definitions of and boundaries between objects,
without automatically committing ourselves to the formulation of some new truth. I think of art as a free zone, where
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I can explore a question without having to produce an answer. Instead, I can linger for a while in not knowing, but
wanting to understand and enjoy this as a state in its own
right.
Hedwig Houben is an artist who investigates and questions
different categorisations that are made in the course of
artistic work.6 The question of what it is that separates and
defines the self, the artist, and the artist’s creation is a recurring theme in her work. She regards these as distinct identities, which combine to give rise to the subject that takes the
central role in her work: the process. Houben is a contemporary Dutch artist who lives and works in Brussels. Her
work inhabits the borderlands between performance, sculpture, video, and installation, and she often films her own
performances in which she models sculptures. The objects
are usually made from Plasticine (a clay that does not dry),
and, thus, they always have the potential for a change of
expression. They are made and remade in her performances
and are sometimes even presented as sculptural works afterwards, as part of installations. In 2013, at the 1646 gallery
in The Hague, Houben gave a performance lecture titled
The Hand, the Eye and It. In the video documentation of
the work,7 she is shown sitting behind a table, on which a
large lump of clay, of a skin like beige colour, rests, holding
a replica of her own hand that is made from the same
material. The clay hand takes on the role of mediator between the artist’s gaze and the lump of clay on the table. She
refers to the lump as “it,” and says that it wants to become
a sculpture. Houben performs a monologue, in which she
begins by describing the clay object on the table, and then
proceeds to stroke it with the clay hand while describing
and discussing the different roles of the artist and the object.
I share Houben’s fascination with the relationship between
the gaze and the object, and with what is projected in the
moment we regard something. However, I do not share her
focus on the process and the role of the artist within it. For
me, the process of creating is a state in which I experience a
great sense of closeness with whatever I am making. Rather
than encountering an object, I see a malleable material as
an extension of my own will. It is when I stand before it
as already created, a fait accompli, that a true relationship
can be formed, and this distance is important. Only from a
distance can I harbour opinions, interpret, and project. I’m
happy with a work if it appears ambivalent to me—if I am
confronted by questions that I explored within the process,
but that remain unanswered by the finished piece.
To my mind, the experience of art always involves a dimension of ambivalence and speechlessness. I could discuss the
specific reasons why I find Thea Djordjadze’s installations
or Eva Lange’s forms appealing, from countless points of
view, but it still always starts and ends with a feeling. And
after that, a thought—a translation of that feeling: “This
appeals to me and awakens my curiosity. I want to be closer
to it.”
In the spring of 2016, I saw an exhibition of works by James
Richards at Bergen Kunsthall.8 Titled Crumb Mahogany,
the exhibition consisted of an installation of sound and
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video works. The video works were shown on screens, with
each screen displaying two sequences in parallel. The clips
come from various contexts, but they resemble one another
in terms of colour, form, or movement. Some of the footage
is abstract and some representational. Richards shot some
of it himself and found the rest. Basically, the exhibition was
a mixture of a variety of expressions, which, when taken together, formed a whole in each space. Here are the artist’s
own thoughts on the exhibition:
I want to assemble things that push and pull ones feelings, rather than sticking to single points or statements.
Moving from high drama to the erotic, from the violent
to the banal, it’s the specifics of these sensations that
I’m trying to tap, while working very precisely with the
shifts and interruptions, climaxes and anticlimaxes, as
well as the confusions and resolutions that can occur
when disparate elements convene over time.9
It seemed to me that the exhibition was about everything,
and also about nothing in particular. This may make it
sound as though it was expressing something universal—
but my experience was the opposite. It felt significant, but I
couldn’t quite say what I was being told. I felt a distance between the different sequences, in that they neither explained
nor confirmed each other. They weren’t incorporated into
any particular dramaturgy; instead, they played out in parallel, both on the individual screens and in a wider sense,
within the installation. This also gave rise to a distance between myself, the viewer, and the works in the exhibition. As
I wasn’t able to pick up on any specific narrative, there was
no way for me to “understand” what it was relaying to me.
Instead, I was left to simply take in the various emotional
expressions that were portrayed in parallel. It’s exciting to
me how different images can together produce a sense of
unity, by extending in different directions, and I’m inspired
by how this can be achieved by such simple means.
In my own practice, I use a different sort of framework.
Rather than working directly with emotions in various
types of images and movements, I always set out from physical objects and the sensations I experience from encountering them—the things the objects might represent, and
what goes on within that distance between the gaze and the
object. The space that opens up for interpretations, projections, and relationships.
2.

“The dream: to know a foreign (alien) language and
yet not to understand it: to perceive the difference in
it without that difference ever being recuperated by the
superficial sociality of discourse, communication or
vulgarity; to know, positively refracted in a new language, the impossibilities of our own; to learn the systematics of the inconceivable; to undo our own ‘reality’
under the effect of other formulations, other syntaxes;
to discover certain unsuspected positions of the subject
in utterance, to displace the subject’s topology.”10

This quote comes from philosopher Roland Barthes’s book
The Empire of Signs and starts off this next section, on
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language and belief. In his book, Barthes writes of his experiences in Japan, which was, from his Western point of view
as a Frenchman, a country with a language that he was able
to regard from a distance. Since he couldn’t read Japanese,
the writing system seemed to him to consist of a set of forms
that are repeated and combined in various constellations.
According to Barthes, encountering a situation where he
was able to regard a language from a distance also made
it easier for him to see his own language in the same way.
This new point of view allowed him to discover structures
and images, rather than simply using his language as some
invisible tool.
I’m interested in writing systems and symbols, which have
points of contact with sculpture and drawing by virtue of
their shapes and material aspects. From a certain point
of view, they are actually one and the same. I often reuse
shapes in different works, to establish a kind of visual logic
across the mediums of painting, sculpture, photography,
and video. A wooden sculpture from one project might
have a shape that reoccurs within a painting as well as in
a small bronze sculpture, which I then depict in a photograph along with other objects. By repeating shapes in a
variety of contexts, sizes, and materials, I seek to address
the questions of where representation begins and ends and
where the material (such as the body of the sculpture, or
the paint used in a painting) takes over. An ambivalence between what something is, in terms of its form, material, and
colour, and what something does, what it communicates.

The human urge to seek to understand what something
truly is and our ability to project definitions onto the things
we direct our attention towards becomes clear in relation to
the activity of interpreting objects as signs or writing. We
learn to define these shapes as objective truths, although
they are actually grounded in something entirely subjective.
I’m thinking here of the relationship between the subject’s
gaze and the object, and the distance between them. The letter
“A” has a sound, a shape, and a precise use. The symbol for
a restaurant in Sweden is a plate with a knife and a fork on
either side, and that’s not something that’s up for debate.
It can’t mean that throwing plates and cutlery around is
allowed in a certain location on one day, and then indicate
that there’s a restaurant nearby the next. It’s also not an
abstract image that allows for free association. It seems to
me that our ability to interpret shapes in this precise way
comes down to belief: it relies on our believing in language
and taking it as true, even though it’s really just a tool we’ve
created. The things that go on in language are open to question. New terms are coined, and then reformulated, and
signs and symbols can be changed from one time or place to
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Poetry in Plaster is the title of an artist book I made in 2019.
In that work, I explore objects and shapes by treating them
as potential writing characters. Scanned images of plaster
objects appear on each of the book’s twenty-three pages,
which combine to form a horizontal sequence of forms, or
similar characters.

Through this sequence of images, I want to produce a
rhythm, in which different shapes return and repeat themselves. Some of the depicted plaster objects are figurative,
while others are more abstract; what matters is that they be
experienced both as material (objects) and as representations (symbols or signs). The plaster objects are casts of
other objects. Some of them started out as full casts of objects, which I subsequently converted into hybrid versions
and then recast. For example, one shape in the book is a
cast of a stick, and another shape is a hybrid version of that
same object. My ambition was for these sticklike shapes to
belong together—as components of the same language—
but to communicate different things.
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the next. But in order for us to be able to practise language
as such, we have to believe in it, and take it as true. Some
types of belief leave room for doubt, but the kind of belief
I’m discussing here doesn’t. Philosopher and psychoanalyst Julia Kristeva writes in her book This Incredible Need
to Believe: “Whether I belong to a religion, whether I be
agnostic or atheist, when I say ‘I believe’ I mean ‘I hold as
true.’”11 In other words, belief is not something people are
born with; rather, it is something that comes part and parcel
with language. In discussing the notion that belief is universal, in the sense that it revolves around a quest for an identity and for meaning, Kristeva contends that “the speaking
being is a believing being.”12 Believing is, then, important
to us on both the personal and the social levels. We need
to agree on what something means and possess shared
aims. Kristeva writes that we must collectively believe in
humanity. I’m thinking here of how we learn to believe in
the languages that have been invented by human beings.
From marks scratched on stone to characters on a screen.
I’m fascinated by the various methods humans have used
to create visual languages, in different times and in differ
ent civilisations. How they were based on the material at
first, and how their design was subsequently adapted to
the materials at hand, whether stone, clay, wood, or palm
leaves. In The Story of Writing: Alphabets, Hieroglyphs
and Pictograms, I read about clay tokens.13 These are small
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clay objects, without inscriptions, that have been found in
different parts of the present-day Middle East, and which
are believed to date back as far as 8000 BCE. They display a
variety of shapes: some of them are spherical, and others are
discs or cones; some of the more recently found clay t okens
seem to have been punctured with an implement, while
others are engraved with stripes or crossed lines. To me,
they look like pieces of jewellery—medallions or earrings,
perhaps. If I didn’t know that they were small enough to fit
in the palm of my hand, I might mistake the photographs
of them to be documentation of large, abstract sculptures. I
wouldn’t have interpreted these shapes as parts of a writing
system, but that is what they seem to have been. According
to researchers, they were used in trade and were part of a
counting system similar to modern-day numbers.
Helen Marten’s work revolves around the connections between objects and language.14 Marten is a contemporary
British artist who creates installations by combining different objects. Her works can often appear chaotic, as they
involve the use of many different kinds of materials. She
also incorporates items of different sizes, symbols, found
objects, and handmade sculptures modelled from clay
or Jesmonite. There is a lot going on in Marten’s art, but
I also perceive a logic in it, one that seems obvious to me yet
also tricky to pin down. A spatial installation can seem like
the plot of a book or film. Different situations and voices
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communicate with one another, generating a dramaturgy of
sorts within the space. Marten often uses text in her works,
and I experience it as one of several physical elements in
her installations. That is, the text doesn’t carry any more
narrative content than a collage on the wall next to a podium displaying various sculptural objects. I can relate to the
way Marten approaches language; she says: “Language is
a system that we know very well how to exploit and wrap
around things. Words are communicating, but at the same
time they’re tumbling about themselves in a very knotty
chaos of pictures and images.”15
Marten has a way of dissolving definitions of what sculpture is or ought to be. In one installation, a rusty nail is
shown next to a large torso that has two sets of breasts and
a mural piece that consists of three-dimensional sculptural
objects and prints of birds.16 This work poses the question
of what a sculpture really is. I’m also thinking here of what
text becomes when Marten presents it as an object in her
installations. Her preoccupation with the ways we can interpret and approach objects based on various contexts and
situations is something that I relate to in my own practice.
However, I don’t use actual words, symbols, or found objects in my works. Rather, I want my artworks to exist in
a state of abstraction, in the sense that they don’t seek to
represent anything specific. I want them to instead refer to
different categories of things, such as monumental sculpture, characters, still lifes, symbols, or objects with religious
connotations. To achieve an ambivalence and raise questions about what visual language is and can be, I also want
my works to refer to each other. This also makes them figurative, in a way, as they repeat each other’s shapes.
Edmund de Waal is an artist who approaches language
through repetition of shapes,17 and he primarily works with
ceramics in installations. His works are often porcelain,
and most of his objects—which are small, thrown, vase-like
shapes—repeat one another in some way. Taken in isolation, they look like utility items that one might find in a
kitchen cupboard, but when they are brought together in
an installation, something else emerges. De Waal has said
about his work: “My installations are a bit like scores,
they have pulses and rhythm and repetitions and gaps.”18
He often installs his ceramic objects in display cabinets
or bookshelves, but I still don’t associate them with utility
objects. De Waal himself says that he experiences a shelf
as an “open sentence,” while a display cabinet is more like
a “page.”19 I think he manages to make his objects refer to
literature by virtue of his precision. Each shift of nuance
or shape in the ceramics is considered in relation to what it
communicates, and to the distances that exist between the
objects. The ceramics are often grouped together by colour,
either white or black. This causes me to think of black text
on a white background, or the opposite. The objects’ obvious kinship in terms of material, colour, and shape makes
me experience them as a single language, even though they
communicate different things.
I can relate to De Waal’s method of repeating shapes as a
means for creating structure and visualising language. However, I don’t share his exclusive dedication to one specific

material. De Waal’s interest in language is united with his
fascination for ceramics, and the repetition inherent to the
very process of throwing clay, whereas I, on the other hand,
want to switch up my materials. My interest lies in finding out whether something—be it a symbol, character, or
meaning—can cross between different mediums. I want to
see how the expression changes if I swap the context and
the materials.
3.

“I believe that nothing can be more abstract, more
unreal, than what we actually see.”20

This quote is from Giorgio Morandi, and I use it here to
introduce my section on still lifes and the gaze. Morandi
was an artist who is mainly recognised for his oil paintings
of still lifes.21 He was born in 1890 and worked in Bologna,
Italy, where he lived with his sisters. His subject matter was
kitchen objects, and he essentially painted the same set of
objects over and over again: vases, a jug, and some small
bowls. I saw an exhibition of Morandi’s work at Artipelag
in Gustavsberg in 2017.22 I found it very compelling. Before then, I had only seen documentation of his works, but
seeing them first-hand was an extraordinary sensation. The
materiality of the painting and the small size of the canvases
added another dimension to the intensity that I had previously sensed from the reproductions. I consider Morandi’s
still lifes to be almost abstract. They often present nothing
but simplified shapes of utility objects, and the spaces between them. Balance is a core element of his work, as is his
painterly approach. The brushstrokes make the i mages seem
to almost vibrate, and the colours are a blend of earthy hues
and pastel tints. Viewing Morandi’s paintings doesn’t make
me think of kitchen environments; rather, I find myself contemplating a presence that is independent of context. In this
case, a gaze was directed at objects within the home, but,
as it turns out, that gaze could be directed at anything and
anywhere there is a relationship in play. It seems to me that
what matters is that the objects be charged with emotion
and sufficiently interesting to merit continued viewing and
examination. The objects that Morandi depicts in his paintings were also, themselves, painted. Their main function,
then, was to be painted, as parts of a grander study of vision
and painting.
Morandi’s works have a simplicity and a genuineness that
I strive to achieve in my own practice. It’s a matter of
remaining faithful to the actual artwork, and giving it the
attention it requires, whether it be a sculpture, video, text,
or installation. I want to give the work integrity (distance),
as well as attention and care. My works have traces of
Morandi’s dull colours, and he has also inspired my quest
for composition and balance.
When I initiate a process, I have an idea of how I want the
final work to look and behave. My ambition is always for it
to possess a certain complexity—that there be an ambivalence in its expression that makes it difficult to pigeonhole
and define. It’s important to me to put care into my work,
and I strive to be meticulous and attentive in my process.
You could also call it intuition—the interaction between
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the self and the material that is processed—although it is
an intuition that occurs within a clearly delineated context.
I never start out somewhere and then follow along to see
where it will end up. My method involves allowing the idea
to precede the actual doing, and it’s almost always an immediate reaction to whatever project I’ve just finished. If
I’ve been working with a certain shape in an oil painting,
I might want to include that painting in a video work next.
Not in order to have the video work “describe the painting,”
but to provide a new context for it. This is due both to my
interest in language as a structure hinging on a repetition
of form and my ambition to infuse integrity into the work.
I think it’s more difficult to define a work when it exists in
different contexts and makes cameo appearances in other
works. As I work in multiple mediums, my process can vary,
even though it’s always in some way related to objects and
forms. I might go from writing a text piece in one project to
carrying out physical work in a carpentry workshop in the
next. Regardless of the manner of work involved, presence
is of the essence. Presence, and an attunement to the material I’m working with.

To me, still life is a genre that inherently requires presence.
It demands a concentrated gaze and a sincere attempt to
grasp what the thing you’re seeing truly is. The Swedish
word for still life, stilleben, comes from the Dutch stilleven,
which means “dead object” or “motionless nature.”23 Common still life subjects include jugs, flower bouquets, fruit,
and glassware—everyday objects portrayed in home environments. The genre is often used to train the eye and to
explore shape, light, and colour, first by arranging the composition and then by attempting to portray it. In art lessons
at school, I was taught to not paint or draw what I think
I’m seeing, but to instead concentrate on how it actually
appears to me. I’ve also been told to use my nondominant
hand sometimes, to get away from my learned habits of
painting and drawing. The idea is to escape being controlled
by the subjective gaze—but, of course, there is no way to
draw or paint besides subjectively. Despite the impossibility
of regarding a still life objectively, I find attempting to do
so an interesting aim in its own right. In my process, I’m
always trying to switch perspectives and find new avenues
of interpretation.
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Tove Storch’s work—as I experience it—deals with truly
seeing something, in a concentrated way, or not being able
to see anything at all, but trying to all the same. Storch is
a contemporary Danish artist who works with sculpture,
installation, and performance. In one of her performance
pieces, Reading Blue (2013), she had thirty-six people leaf
through twenty sheets of paper, each with a different shade
of blue printed on it.24 The participants were asked to sit on
chairs, holding identical stacks of papers in their hands. At
their own pace, each made their way through their stack,
sheet by sheet. The work was about seeing the complexity
of the colour blue and the different interpretations that
the viewers gave to the different shades. In another piece,
Untitled (2009), Storch presents an installation of several
large cubes with painted glass sides.25 Objects are visible
through the walls of the cubes, but it’s impossible to identify exactly what they consist of. In an interview she gave in
connection with Untitled, she said: “It is not interesting to
know what it is. The interesting thing is not knowing and
trying to see. Then, you are in a certain state of perception,
I think.”26
Storch isn’t seeking to express opinions through her art. She
claims that art communicates on a different level, one that
cannot be reduced to specific matters of fact. Any attempt
to do so is likely to result in misunderstandings. At the same
time, she is very preoccupied with the ways her works are interpreted. Regarding something intensely and being unable
to see are both important concepts. Another of Storch’s
works, also titled Untitled (2016),27 is similarly introverted:
part of the piece hides in itself. It is a sculpture shaped like
a tower, constructed out of stacked metal bars and sheets of
paper. You can’t make it out from a distance, but once you
get close, you can see drawings on the papers that were used
to make the sculpture. There’s no whole picture to be seen,
but it’s hinted at. About this work, Storch has said: “You
have to finish the work using your own imagination.”28
I feel a kinship with the interest Storch takes in the subjective gaze and its relation to the object, as well as with her
ideas about what an artwork can and can’t do. The difficulty that art faces in being specific, but also its potential for
complexity. My own wish is for my art to be interpretable
in several different ways, without being experienced as universal. I want plenty of leeway for interpretation to exist,
but I’m very particular about what that leeway should involve. Of course, I’m unable to control what somebody else
is going to see in an artwork, but I base my approach on
myself as a viewer.
Clear as a reflection, sharp as a thought
While working on my MFA graduation exhibition, I concerned myself with the three themes or points of entry that
I’ve used to structure this essay: distance and relationships,
language and belief, and still lifes and the gaze. The exhibition was titled Clear as a reflection, sharp as a thought and
was shown at KHM2 Gallery at Malmö Art Academy.
The first of the gallery’s two spaces was dark, with almost no
light sources. The space is big and airy, and behind a folding
wall, a TV screen was mounted on a pillar, showing a video

work that consists of a nearly still image of a person who
is gazing into a mirror. The person’s gaze doesn’t confront
the viewer; instead, it is directed back and to the side, to a
point where an abstract, rounded shape from a sculpture
was placed. Two plaster candlesticks were mounted on one
of the walls, leading the way to the second, smaller space.
I wanted the candlesticks to set a sacral mood and raise
certain expectations, making the viewer experience a sense
of reverence in the large space and increasing anticipation
as they passed through its length to reach the smaller room.
In the centre of the second space were five solid wooden
sculptures. Two mirrors hung in one corner, and a candlestick was placed in another. I wanted the small room to feel
like the “core” of the exhibition, even though there were
artworks (the video work and the candlesticks) in the large
room, too. I hoped that the sculptures would seem exalted
and independent, but also appear as receptacles, seeking to
be regarded and interpreted. I wanted their shapes to make
reference to characters or symbols.
All the sculptures except one had shapes that I had used
before in other works. One of them resembled a bottle, and
I wanted it to refer both to the still life genre and to the
video work My still life. I wanted the mirrors in the room
to clarify my intention that the sculptures should be viewed
collectively, as a still life or image. The mirrors also had the
purpose of making the viewer aware of their own position
within the space. The subjective gaze played an important
role, and I also wanted to express that aspect through the
video work in the large space. I was thinking of the impossibility of seeing something exactly as it is, because we reflect
everything through ourselves.
My idea was also that the candlesticks would refer to still
lifes. There, the connection was to older still lifes, which
were painted in the dim glow of candlelight, because there
was no electric light. It seems to me that candlelight possesses both intimate and homely qualities as well as religious
and ritualistic ones. The exhibition was shown without any
explanatory text, but there was a map of the space that gave
the titles of the pieces:

The Gaze (the video work)
The Candlesticks
The Mirrors
The Still Life (the sculptures)
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Notes on Protests

I’m sitting behind the editing table and I’m thinking …
thinking about images. Thinking about responsibility.
Thinking about weakness. Thinking about the language,
thinking about memory. About the dialectic of images in my
mind. Images between now, past, and future. I feel lonely,
I feel images drag me everywhere from my hometown to
Malmö. From Paris to Tehran. I’m running, I don’t know
where … but these images punctuate me in thousands of
points. It hurts me but there is no blood or scar. I want to
share it; maybe it could speak.
First Image: Unknown City and People (Memory)
I moved to Malmö. I left my safe zone, I left part of my
identity to maybe expand it. I left the language that I belong to, the people who are my heart, and the city that is
the landscape of all my memory. Now everything is a new
language that I’m supposed to express myself in and find
myself in. People who I should start to love and a city that
maybe is going to be a new home. Now my identity is my
memory. Every day, every moment I’m attacked by my
memory, everything reminds me of something that does not
exist anymore. But these circumstances involve an object
that is supposed to help me but I’m not sure if it’s helpful.
This object is my mobile phone. My mobile lets me keep
contact with people and know how they are, but in a fake
way, I believe. I hate this little screen, which should answer
all my love and concerns. But that’s all I have. Now all my
moments are attached to one word: “missing.” I’m getting
used to living with missing or the lack of something. My
mind starts to remember everything to survive. Remembers
images and sounds and tastes. I can’t even express my feeling through this new language. English is too direct for me,
without metaphor or a sense of humour. I began to find myself or build myself again in this new identity.
I start to walk through this city and I feel I’m invisible, nobody seeing me. I can’t understand anything when people
are speaking in the streets. This city is so ordered and structured and organised. And so empty. There are no crowds, no
traffic, no shouting, no breaking, no disorder. What should
I do? What is my project? Now I have a studio. I’ve never

had a studio before. It’s challenging, what is the studio? Is
it supposed to be a sort of home? Or my safe place? Or personal place? I just know one thing: this place expects a lot of
me. These white walls expect me to produce. But how am I
supposed to be productive? I’ve lost myself. I’m facing too
many new things that I have to find a definition for. Which
are now quite vague to me. These geopolitics and political
identities start to grow in different aspects of my life. For
the first time in my life, now I know what people mean when
they talk about race. Now I see what it means when we talk
about privilege and white supremacy. I’m feeling it, and I
feel the pain sometimes. The sort of pain that very slowly
hurts you, through an extremely polite sentence or just the
way they look at you. But one thing made me stronger, and
that’s the gender equality I feel. It is much less painful to
be a woman here. Now I’m learning, learning how patriarchy was a presence in all the moments of our world and
my life. It’s one big step for this new identity and artistic
character.
Second Image: People through Screens and Images
I’m hearing news from Iran. Some workers set themselves
on fire because their company didn’t pay their salaries for
a long time. So, the workers at Haft Tappeh Sugar Cane
Mill in Shush started to protest. These workers are from
one of the biggest factories in Iran, which now they protest
against due to their late salaries, and also because of how
the government is selling it and other companies to private
owners. One video went viral on social media, a speech by
this one man. It’s an amazing speech. It’s different from all
the speeches I’ve heard before for other strikes and protests
in Iran. The man speaking is a representative of the Haft
Tappeh workers and a member of the workers’ union Esmail Bakhshi, and he is making his speech on the fourth
day of the strike, on November 8, 2018. I listen to it several
times; his words, his body gestures amaze me. He doesn’t
talk about political parties or a specific person in government. He is talking about what a workers’ council is and
how they can practice collectivity. That might be a key. That
might be the part that we lost for a long time. Part of his
speech went:
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Our alternatives are councils and collectives. We are
not individualists; the individualists, and the nationalists, and the racists, the reactionaries, they’d better
not cling themselves to us. Our alternative is workers’
councils, meaning that we are going to determine our
own destiny collectively. We are going to issue a verdict
from below. Enough is enough with them hitting on
our heads from above. Now it is us who make the decisions. They plundered the company for three whole
years. The government was behind it in full force.
That’s enough! You all have taken the trouble to come
here, and I won’t take too much of your time. Let’s
practice the councils.
...
At stake in council activity are collective interests, not
individual ones. All for one another, not for one. Do
you hear me? Now it is up to you comrades! This is
the situation, after all. No more private down here! We
ourselves are going to decide the management of the
Haft Tappeh.1
I’m starting to walk through these images. It’s not only
Iran—day by day I’m hearing news about strikes and protests all over the world. France, Germany, Iraq, Lebanon,
Spain, Chile, Hong Kong … What is the protest? Why are
these people choosing this way to express themselves? Why
are police repressing them with that much brutality? Why is
this happening everywhere? What is common between these
demonstrations? Between these people? I start to collect

found footage and videos from people who have gone viral
on social media. There are lots of similarities among these
moments. Maybe I should call it the language of the moments that we face through power.
I feel these moments. I remember them. These images stay
with me for a long time. It’s like déjà vu. Why is it familiar?
Is it a reality? Is it a memory? What do I have in common
with these moments? Important questions that annoy me
the entire time I’m watching these scenes are: Who am I?
What can I do? What is my responsibility? What should my
reaction be? I guess I should call myself a spectator; I am
one of the viewers of these scenes. But I didn’t choose to be
a spectator. One day I found myself in the middle, watching … watching TV, social media, images, people, bodies,
gestures, power, suffering, chaos, mass. I call it staring at
screens, staring at lights … all of this brightness, all of this
darkness. What does this have to do with me?
I think there is a big difference between these images, these
spectacles, and the rest. We are not used to seeing these
moments. We’re used to seeing people, to seeing streets, but
in reality, we are used to seeing order, not disorder. Something unusual is happening. I don’t know what this aura is
coming from. Is it awakening my adrenaline? Is it making
me emotional? Am I afraid of this violence? But I know
these people, they are like us. They came out to the streets,
they are asking something. Look at them, listen to them.
But I’ve found a problem here. The problem is my passivity.
Why is being a spectator so passive? I’m just watching these
scenes. Nothing else, just watching. Watching, watching,
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watching … Is watching the opposite of knowing? Maybe
I can’t trust the reality around me. On the other hand, there
is no action in the act of seeing. I might feel that I know
what is happening, but I don’t.

“To be a spectator is to be separated from both the capacity
to know and the power to act.” 2
I should look at it further … I feel that “many of these
images are not grounded in historical truth. It tells a story
and says, ‘Now believe.’ But believe what? Whatever happens here we have a story which is different from the other
historical stories. Give it another place of its own in your
life. The image will come at the time of resurrection.”3
I start to collect the images that are connected to this context for me. First of all, they remind me of some drawings
by the nineteenth-century French printmaker Gustave
Doré. Some of his drawings that depict hell at first sight
remind me of demonstrations. Fire and tear gas in the air.
They repeat the gestures of people as they throw stones and
the positioning of God or Jesus is like us when we stare at
our screens, looking down from above. Watching from a
very safe zone. The light from heaven is like the light from
the screens, meant to give us information and to inform us.
I think it’s impossible to talk about the depiction of war
and revolutionary moments without mentioning Francisco
Goya’s drawings. In some of his works, he depicts the dark
side of history and inhumane behaviour. They are quite
strange and surreal. They look like nightmares:
In one drawing from 1797, Goya depicts a man with
his head on a table and on top of the picture he has
written “dreams.” We can guess the man is dreaming,
and underneath it says “ydioma universal,” meaning
“universal language.” This is an idea European intellectuals held at that time, which was the belief that if
we all speak in one language, we will understand each
other, and therefore there will be no war.4
In 1808, there was a war between Spain and France. Goya
depicted these catastrophes and terrifying moments. The
naked violence inside these paintings does not hide the vio
lence wrought in the name of honour, nationality, and religion. They show the brutal consequences of war. I feel attached to these sorts of drawings from throughout history,
from drawings by anonymous artists from the era of slavery
that show repression, violence, and resistance to photography that captures revolutionary moments from 1968, the
Vietnam War, and so on. I try to analyse these images to
find their similarity to maybe understand it. To undertake
this analysis, I decided to use William Forsythe’s method.
He is a choreographer who invented a technique for the
analysis of movement and gesture, which he describes in his
book Improvisation Technologies: A Tool for the Analytical Dance Eye.5 He conceives of elbows as dots and our
hands and feet as lines, and, in this way, moving through
space becomes like drawing. I started to draw these lines
and dots on the images I collected. It changed something;
now I feel movement, more drama.
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I think the history of images and our ways of seeing and
understanding the world through them is neither linear nor
unidirectional. Curator and art critic Marta Gili writes:
These are the sources of our fascination with images
that don’t tell everything they show and with images
affected by the vicissitudes of the human condition.
Photography, and images in general, represent not only
reality, but things that the human eye cannot see; like
us, photography is capable of concealing, denying and
sustaining. It is only waiting for someone to listen to its
joys and sorrows.6
We see images in the context of our own lives. A large
part of seeing depends on habit and convention. I should
go back to my memory. The speed of memory decreases,
always already seen.

“Memory is not an instrument for surviving the past but an
instrument for surviving the theatre of the past.”7
Third Image: Cities through Screens and Images
These moments happen in the city, in the street, in public
space. In places where people can gather together. This reminds me of the ancient Greek theatron: “a place for viewing.” And probably my verb, my role, is theaomai, which
means: “I view, I watch, I observe, I gaze.” But what is this
place for gathering together? Usually, protests and revolutions happen in public squares. And in roundabouts? And
in circles? The architect Eyal Weizman, in his book The
Roundabout Revolutions, addresses this question: “The sequence of roundabout revolutions evolved as acts of imitation, each building on its predecessors, each helping propel
the next. Roundabouts were of course not only exhilarating sites of protest and experiments in popular democracy,
but moreover, they were places where people gathered and
risked their life.”8 On this same topic, journalist Jonathan
Liu, in an essay for VICE, writes: “In all these cases, the
symbolism is almost jokingly obvious: what better place
to stage a revolution, after all, then one built for turning
around?”9 Weizman extends Liu’s observation: “What better
way to show solidarity across national borders than to stage
protests in analogous places? Why roundabouts? After all,
they are banal, utilitarian instruments of traffic management, and certainly not prone to inducing revolutionary
feelings.”10 Weizman then goes on to offer an answer:
Urban roundabouts are the intersection points of
large axes, which also puts them at the start or end of
processions.
Occupying a roundabout demonstrates the power of
tactical acupuncture: it blocks off all routes going in
and out. Congestions move outward like a wave, flowing down avenues and streets through large parts of the
city. By pressuring a single pivotal point within a networked infrastructure, an entire city can be put under
siege (a contemporary contradistinction to the medieval technique of surrounding the entire perimeter of
a city wall). Unlike public squares, which are designed
as sites for people to gather (therefore not interrupting
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the flow of vehicular traffic) and are usually monitored
and policed, roundabout islands are designed to keep
people away. The continuous flow of traffic around
them creates a wall of speeding vehicles that prohibits
access. While providing open spaces (in some cities the
only available open space) the islands are meant to be
seen but not used.
Another possible explanation is their symbolic power:
they often contain monuments that represent the exist
ing regime. … Leaders might have wished to believe
that circular movement around their monuments was
akin to a form of worship or consent.11
It reminds me of all the revolutionary photos that show
people climbing atop monuments and, in the end, we see
a group of people’s bodies instead of a statue. Honour and
live events happen in that moment, not in the historical
moment of their symbols. Weizman continues:
While roundabouts exercise a centripetal force, pulling
protestors into the city center, the police seek to generate movement in the opposite direction, out and away
from the center, and to break a collective into controllable individuals that can be handled and dispersed.
The most common of all centrifugal forces of urban
disorganization during protests is tear gas, a formless
cloud that drifts through space to disperse crowds. Para
doxically, international law disallows a tear gas as a
weapon of war even though, it is permitted for domestic use as “riot control.” During the Arab Spring, European companies sold huge quantities of tear gas to the
governments of Egypt, Bahrain, Yemen, and Tunisia,
and two years later to Turkey. Iran brought its stock
from South Korea. From Gwangju to Cairo, Manama
to Ramallah, hundreds of teargas canisters were used
largely exceeding permitted levels (the amount lawfully
permitted depends on the size of space) in an attempt
to evict protesters from public space.12
Editing Table: Telling the Story
I need a language to tell my story. Is it linear or not? Am
I the one telling the story or not? What kind of language
could explain the story of these people and these moments?
I need a frame. But there is already so much political art
that is quite problematic. Why is it problematic? I guess because white supremacy affects us so greatly and it’s in us,
and so a lot of this is self-surveillance. Our bodies cannot
speak freely as long as they are under surveillance, and it
is not just a matter of surveillance cameras—people have
internalised surveillance and act from that position on their
own. In any case, we all have embodied the white gaze. We
continuously play ourselves back to ourselves, a victimised
image of ourselves, and that’s our fascism. Move into the
frame to stand outside ourselves. I want to move forward.
I want to reframe this. How are you seeing what you see?13
Do I need a poetic language, something like spoken word?
I’m always fascinated by Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have
a Dream” speech, especially when he says:

I say to you today, my friends, so even though we face
the difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a
dream.
I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted, every hill and mountain shall be made low, the
rough places will be made plain, and the crooked places
will be made straight, and the glory of the Lord shall be
revealed, and all flesh shall see it together.
I’m familiar with this poetic language. It is the nature of
Farsi, a language from a land that has never seen the face
of peace and democracy. But we tell the story of years and
years of resistance through poetry. Poems that are at work
all the time, that show hope and resistance.
I want to now look at artists who have forms of resistance
and great storytelling in their work.
The core of Harun Farocki’s artistic practice is the confrontation of dominant representations through critical analysis. Wherever possible, his works observe the ways bodies
are attacked, trained, tamed, and voided by techniques of
control: mutilation formally characterised by simply putting sequences end to end, in series. His film Indoctrination
(1987), for example, portrays a seminar where company executives are learning persuasion techniques. How to Live in
the Federal Republic of Germany (1990) observes the ways
behaviour is standardised in different occupations, including police training, midwifery, and insurance. And in their
descriptions of mutilated administrative existences, The
Interview (1997) and The Creators of the Shopping World
(2001) are the ethnological films that the West, whether
capitalist or communist, deserves.
In Farocki’s documentary short Workers Leaving the F
 actory
(1995), a seminal image haunts the cinema. Starting with
three versions of the Lumière brother’s century-old film of
the same title, Farocki accumulates sequences that show
the permanence and evolution of the working-class theme.
Emerging from the factory, workers not only hurry off, but
they also fight, argue, obstruct each other, and sometimes
die. Analysing the sequencing and details of the Lumière
shots, Farocki detects in them the programmed oppressions and movements of resistance that would come to
structure the twentieth century. The terrain the Lumières
so blithely put their stamp on—and which has been crisscrossed since 1909 by philanthropist Albert Kahn’s cameramen, as they transformed the little artisanal factory’s
joyful, largely female group into a substantial, industrial
crowd—is dotted with the history of workers’ crusades, becoming in the process the bloodily symbolic locus not only
for class struggle and social control but also for sexual conflicts. Farocki’s compilation transforms cinema into visual
diagnosis.14
Another artist who works with resistance and storytelling is
Rabih Mroué, and in particular I want to look at his work
The Pixelated Revolution (2013). This video essay is about
the first year of the Syrian Revolution, and it shows specific
clips in which you can see eye contact between killers and
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victims. One victim is a Syrian protester who stands behind
a mobile phone equipped with a camera. The voice-over in
the video says: “Suddenly, the sniper sees the eye watching
him. For an instant the eyes of the men meet. Eye contact.
Then without the slightest hesitation, the sniper lifts his
gun and aims at the eye. He shoots and hits his target.” In
an interview, Mroué explained that the idea for this work
came from a sentence that he heard: “Syrian protesters are
recording their own deaths.” He doubts this, however; how
can someone shoot their own death? Mroué disagrees with
this sentiment because he thinks Syrian protesters never believed they were going to die; rather, they intended to record
what was happening around them, and death came accidentally. The artist goes on to explain how he thinks that too
many videos on the internet portray a sort of war against
the image, and that the Syrian regime fears the image, to
the point that any mobile phone equipped with a camera
becomes a target to track and take out. Mroué chose the
title The Pixelated Revolution because all these videos are
extremely pixelated and very low resolution, but the quality
of the images doesn’t matter. For him, the interesting thing
about these specific videos is rather how you can feel the
eye contact; and, here, the eye contact is with the lens, and
so that means it is with the viewer, with us as spectator. We
could say that the snipers are not only shooting the person
behind the camera, but also shooting us as spectator as well.
And when we see the camera fall to the ground, death and
violence is happening outside the image as well. Therefore,
we have to build everything else in our minds.15
The Last Scene, Actors Ready, Camera On, Ongoing Drama
Before starting the film I need to define for myself: Who is
the actor? On one side are the police, the government, and
the on other side are protesters, the people. On the stage, on
the public stage, ordinary people are representing ordinary
people. As Rancière puts it:
There is no theatre without the viewer. Whoever says
“theatre” also says “spectator.” Maybe we need another
word other than a “theatre.” Maybe “drama.” Drama
means action. This public stage, this historical stage,
needs a spectator, but a more active one, not a passive
one. every spectator is already an actor in her story,
every actor, every man of action, is the spectator of the
same story.16

“I know these bodies. Or believers? Or believer’s-bodies.” 17
I know these gestures. My body is an archive, my body remembers. All bodies know how to run, how to throw stones,
how to move. The crowd is moving, but what is moving the
crowd? An archive is a realist machine, a body of power and
knowledge, and it sustains itself through repetition. It seems
there is a language behind these bodies. The language of the
gesture. But what is the gesture? How do we understand
the gesture? How do we document or narrate the gesture?
Through the images? Images that are moving? Or the body
in the middle of moving? The sort of images that refer beyond themselves to the whole of which they are a part. In
the words of philosopher Giorgio Agamben: “When we talk
about the gesture we talk about the movement-image. Image

as psychic reality and movement as physical reality. The gesture is the exhibition of mediality, it is a process of making
a means visible as such. It shows us being-as-a-medium of
human beings and opens the ethical dimension for them.”18
Looking at images of gestures is always magical for me; they
show potentiality, they show the moment as a crystallisation
of historical memory; there is no single image for it. They are
a film still. They don’t show autonomous realities. Gestures
have no aim, no goal. Gestures give us pause, give us moments to imagine. Give us time to finish our film, but maybe
we never can finish it. Always in between. On the politics of
the archive, the artist and writer Hito Steyerl writes:
According to [Gilles] Deleuze, apart from the repetition of the same, which is based on habit, there is also
another form of repetition that repeats not the same
but the similar by repeating the things that have never
been. This form of repetition displaces the original; it
repeats but with a difference. It creates memory, which
relates to a present that has never been present. In
memory, events are repeated that never existed before
like in national memory, which is always based on a
fiction.19
What do you see when you look through these bodies? Do
you see a hero? Do you see an individual? Or just a mass
of bodies? This is our social choreography. When we see
protesters or politicians, sometimes we see single bodies, we
see heroes: a leader gesturing or the extreme of defence or
offence. But I see power, through the community, the power
of solidarity, invisibility. Community as a way of occupying
a place and a time, as the body in action as opposed to a
mere apparatus of laws; a set of perceptions, gestures, and
attitudes.
What about the police? They never appear as individuals. Always, we see a mass of police. When it comes to the
police, we never see only bodies or people. I see ideology,
law, violence, control, force. As Agamben puts it: “The
police—contrary to public opinion—are not merely an administrative function of law enforcement; rather, the police
are perhaps the place where the proximity and the almost
constitutive exchange between violence and right that characterizes the figure of the sovereign is shown more nakedly
and clearly than anywhere else.”20
How does the body face power? Throughout history, humans have documented the body, to try to understand it,
to decipher it, to control it, to transfer the body into a machine. When the body comes to the street, when the mass
of bodies come to the street, the whole story changes. Now
we see the resistance, we see the aim from these gestures, we
see action, we see the protest. Here, I return to the ideas of
Eyal Weizman:
These [roundabout] protests involved circulation in
more than one sense. Some commentators highlighted the role of technology and social media in their
fast propagation; others explained the outbursts by
the organizational power of existing unions and social
groups. It is more likely that all these infrastructural
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networks came together to produce the event. The protestors were linked by communication technologies as
well as by physical space, by the internet perhaps, but
also by an “internet of things,” a form of connectivity
that entangles organizations, individuals, material objects, and urban space such as roundabouts together:
sites and websites, proximity and distance, remote solidarity and physical corporality.21
Some spatial images are dreams of society. The moments
of equality, the moments of utopia, when the state becomes
the people. Rancière writes: “Equivalence between theatrical audience and community, gaze and passivity, exteriority
and separation, mediation, and simulacrum, oppositions
between the collective and the individual. The image and
living reality, activity, and passivity, self-ownership, and
alienation.”22
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Now, it’s my turn to become an actor, or performer or moderator, or, let’s say, storyteller. I went to the black room to
turn on the lights. Blue and red. They are the lights that
remind us of emergencies, the lights of the police or ambu
lances. I’m trying to set up this black room as memory,
as scene, as dark web, and to show all the images from different sources and of different qualities. Moments between
still images and moving ones. My mind or your mind is
supposed to montage this film, or complete it; this is a loop
from all these moments, from these people and bodies. One
projector shows us a screen recording of many videos, ranging from social media to historical photographs. The other
plays Handycam recordings of live moments, and there is
an old Praxiscope showing small cut bodies, which are separated from their contexts. From their movements. For, in
all these moments, in all these scenes, what is involved is
linking what one knows and what one doesn’t know.
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Escape Artists

A Fantasy (The Fear of Doing Nothing)
He made his way over there every day. First, down a hill.
Then, up an equally long one. Oscar lived on top of a “V.”
Today was the same day as yesterday. They had discovered
a game together. Divinatory drawing or—and more probably—serious doodling. Oscar always slept until late in the
day. His parents had to wake him when Oskar approached,
cycling up the hill. Today was no different.

They weren’t able to look one another in the eye, but, after a
while, they switched papers. Untangled each other’s chaos.
The rules of the game had developed quickly and evolved
into a dialogue that filled the whole room. The rules helped
the game break free. They no longer represented themselves. Who put down the rules, and when, neither of them
knew. But they existed and had to be followed; they both
knew that.

There was a box of paper on the floor between them.

After a couple of rotations, it was no longer possible to tell
who had done what, or when. He looked at his watch. Time
behaved strangely on these occasions.

“Do you think it’s going to work today?”
“Shhh! Don’t worry about it!”
“Okay.”
“Let’s just tear it open and find out!”
It was an invitation.
They handed each other a sheet of paper. It wasn’t complicated. They had both discovered that nothing was needed
for Something to result. Random lines were placed on the
paper, and then, out of the ensuing mess, by weaving lines
together and connecting dots, they could excavate what had
by then become a discernible image. The drawing became
something that happened. The real work lay in salvaging
the image from the mess, after which the message became
clear. With qualities far superior to those of their paltry,
but laboriously executed, drawings of castles, of bridges, of
towers. Basically, it turned out automatically good.
A frantic scrawling ensued. Unburdened by doubt. It spread
out from the centre of the paper, in spiral motions. Clockwise. Anticlockwise. The labyrinth had just begun to form.
“Your drawing is the agent of your soul,” one of them
mumbled, suddenly. The sound of his voice blended with
the noise of the radio in the next room.

He couldn’t remember. Thoughts were devoured, and those
that remained were warped in weird ways. But a moment
arrived when the drawing failed to become Something. A
day when the cacophony of lines refused to be woven together, and no viewing angle could coax even the tiniest of
subjects out of them. Imprecise spirals unfolded and folded
in on themselves, through broken lines, small, twisted dots,
noisy, contourless chunks, that stuck to the gaze, and black
lines drew up deep oceans through the wooden floor. Had
they been drawing with scalpels? But the paper was intact.
They were staring at something nameless, that much was
certain. Something was eluding them. Oscar was suddenly
upset, demanded to know. Why wasn’t Something revealing
itself? If that was really what they were looking at. But if it
wasn’t anything, then why were they talking about it?
“It’s not working.”
“Like before?”
“Maybe it’s a question,” Oskar attempted. “Lightning
strikes shaped like question marks.”
“What does it want, then?” He was getting more and more
torn apart. “If it’s a question mark.”
“To ask something?”

“What was that?”

“Maybe it will answer itself.”

“Nothing. It was nothing.”

“If we just keep drawing—” he began, but was abruptly
interrupted.

He didn’t know where the words had come from, anyway.

“More?” He stood up. “I don’t think it will make any
difference.”
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Where would he begin? It didn’t resemble anything—it was
Something. And yet, not. Deep inside, they both knew that
all their lives. It had been life. He tried to explain all this to
his parents that evening, but they just giggled at their son’s
awkward attempts at metaphysics. They agreed it was just a
phase he was going through. His friend, however, couldn’t
let it go. How could he? There was nothing for him to let
go of. But the next day, he didn’t feel like drawing. No more
games.
He couldn’t blame him for that.
***

“Only later would I know that I’d seen; only later, when I
saw the secret, would I realize I’d already seen it.” 1
***
The Thing (Finish What?)
1982. John Carpenter releases The Thing, the first instalment of his Apocalypse Trilogy. The film is set in Antarctica. A group of American researchers are attempting to find
out what has happened to their Norwegian colleagues. What
seems at first to have been a delirious act of suicide soon
proves to be something far more ominous. The Norwegians
had encountered “a thing”; words fail us when we need to
give a name to the nameless, an entity that passes through,
assimilates, and takes over any other organism it comes
across. The members of the research team soon realise that
they have to try to stop this unthinkable, abstracting thing,
this life form, from moving on to somewhere else. “Maybe
every part of him was a whole,” the protagonist of the film,
MacReady, proposes. This thing is nothing but a cut-up delirium, but reasonable enough to function, and with man
as the warmest place to hide, this whole situation becomes
a perfect catalyst for a state of absolute paranoia. When
continuity and scale turn into a mess, identity is shredded
to bits, until something crawls away. All that remains is a
confused question: “Is it you all the way through? Or are
you in collusion, do you want to be … if it’s possible?” Its
camouflage is a perfectly spotless imitation, but how good
of an actor are you … even the secreted thoughts are …
psst, it’s a part of the camouflage (that you don’t know). It
simply permits a thin layer of autonomy, a shred of veiling
autobiography. The thing is convincing is life is a series of
viral explosions.
Several times, as the film progresses, we witness it being interrupted in mid-assimilation, at some point in an ongoing
metamorphosis. Almost glimpses of a stage of abstraction.
And when this happens, even the thing screams. But in a
voice, as yet incomplete, alien even to itself—the drawn-out
mortal cry of the victim stuck in an endless loop. Could this
be a model of abstraction in painting? What it ought to be?
Not so much a thing as an operation, in which abstracting processes are what progresses through the painting, but
which must continue to be re-established as a movement
away from. This path seems, rather, to be stuck in a stiff
model of identification, between figurative and abstract,
taking turns at being the dominant tendency, in quick

succession, and, occasionally, being brought together in a
tastefully polite mix. To contrast with this, I’m trying to
produce a counterimage —giving abstraction back some
of its teeth—through a pair of fictional outings. In which,
rather than squeezing out the internal, visualising a subconscious, or indulging in stultifying, medium-specific reduction, I will attempt a survey of an abstraction that seeks to
free itself. Constantly. This is the horror of The Thing; that
it does its thing, which pleases nobody—just keeps on going. Aimlessly. With no end in sight. But, as Dante so kindly
reminds us outside the gate: you simply must abandon all
hope before entering.
***

Painting. I’m using egg tempera for this one. But with lots
of white around it. The subject is a book cover: some grass,
two birches, forest, and mountains. It’s a healing book, or
so the claim printed along the bottom edge of the cover
promises—six million readers are grateful. Like an invasion
from the surrounding whiteness, I sketch a book-devouring
Ezekiel. He wants to fill his belly with something sweet, like
honey. He can’t help himself. I whip up the tempera, but
then I stop at the birch: the colour is too beautiful, how
could I resist. I give it no bark. And then, I skip the forest.
The mountains. Ezekiel, too. Nothing but some permanent
green and titanium buff. For a brief moment, consumed by
my own painting. Is this “Freedom,” as the cover claims,
“from a life of Hell”? Six million readers are grateful.
Painting. My best subject from last year, painted on a bedsheet my grandmother gave me, is being eaten away by
oil and solvent. It’s all fading into yellow. The sheet was
probably old, worn out, before I even began. But it became
an unusually successful rag after I used it to wipe clean my
palette knife. I repaint it on a well-primed cotton canvas,
using a photo as a reference. Accidental paint stains, painted with the greatest deliberation, I suppose. Despite my full
attention, or perhaps because of it, it doesn’t turn out too
great. An all too impossible transformation. Something to
do with my head.
***
Puppet Show (A Droll Detour by Way of Balzac)
Our next fictional enactment of abstraction is from Honoré
de Balzac’s short story “The Unknown Masterpiece.” It’s
a cold morning in December 1612, and threadbare Nicolas
Poussin is new in town. He’s an “ignorant dauber” and is
currently summoning the courage to knock on the door
of the much more established artist and academic hack
Porbus. Instead, his gaze is met by old Frenhofer, whose demonic head Balzac describes as perched atop a thin, slender
body, over sharp lace neckwear, lending us the impression
that this head is almost ready to separate and take off on
its own. As expected, Porbus later explains that Frenhofer,
the depraved animal,2 thinks too much: “A painter should
philosophize only with a brush in his hand.” But Frenhofer
is nothing less than an old master, a painter’s painter, who
is in the process of synthesising a new species of art. Locked
away in his studio, mumbling, he drives himself mad before
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Left: Oskar Persson, HH21, 2019. Oil stains on bed sheets. 155 x 110 cm
Right: Oskar Persson, HH13, 2019. Oil stains on bed sheets. 155 x 125 cm

his canvas. Pygmalion was the first to make a sculpture
that came to life (they subsequently married and had children), and Frenhofer is attempting something along the
same lines. Poussin is given a quick demonstration. After a
critical rundown of the flaws displayed by one of Porbus’s
canvases—“where is the blood … it has congealed, all the
tones mixed in advance on your palette … are you filling in
an anatomical outline”—he proceeds to work on the canvas
himself. “You now suppose you’re wonderful artists! Ha
ha!” Frenhofer bellows, before snatching Porbus’s palette
to show them how to “spread the butter.” The ambiguities
need to be sorted out; so far there has been no sight of either
dry German stillness or passionate Italian excess.
The narrative thus re-enacts the pictorial battle that raged
in Balzac’s time between the so-called Poussinists and
Rubenists, Ingres and Delacroix, the ancients and the moderns, drawing versus colour. Despite this simple division,
which is clearly hinted at (“drawing accounts for the skeleton, colour supplies life, but life without a skeleton …” etc.),
the characters’ positions on it aren’t too easy to make out.
Poussin (the fictional one) finds himself intrigued by this
demonic master. Frenhofer, who appears to be siding with
the Rubenists, still complains about “mountains of Flemish
meat” and seems rather to be seeking to blend these rival
approaches, and to assimilate all of art into a single work.
And Porbus—what’s he looking for … mediocre harmony,
perhaps?

Maybe it is a matter of practice. How a work that is intended to execute life’s spontaneous growth, becoming, and
motion might be considered accomplished through an eternal form that, ultimately, transcends reality. But painting,
as always, has reversed its way into the future through a
forward motion into its past, and Frenhofer (the old), who,
by synthesising old matters of contention seeks to break on
through to something new, illustrates this movement perfectly. Frenhofer’s practice, the painting he’s been working
on in seclusion for ten years, progresses by way of negation, as we can tell from his admonitions regarding what
not to do. He is not seeking to make headway through some
reductive negation, but rather through excess. Too much
paint, too much freedom, too many systems—that is how
he hopes to liberate that which eludes any actualised form.
Although Frenhofer’s actual position within the pictorial
conflict may be difficult to pin down, there are at least no
doubts as to what he has unleashed.
Perhaps it was somewhere around this point, in this crisis of
ambivalent doubt, that Mephistopheles entered the studio.
The Faustian pact is ever-present as an unseen theme,
throughout the narrative. A destabilising intelligence strikes
like lightning, a thought that kills. Another theme that Balzac
has woven into the story is the notion of the market and the
interchangeability of the world as a corruptive, fragmenting force. This feeds us interesting clues to the posthumous
reality of the unknown masterpiece within the dynamic
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entropic trio of modernity, capital, and abstraction, where
Frenhofer appears as the typical modernist transgressor,
kick-starting a vitriolic revolution that sets painting on
an accelerating terminal course, headed for meltdown.
However, we’re not quite there yet: Frenhofer has still not
opened the door, although it stands ajar.
Before we step inside—why resort to fiction to define abstraction in painting? Abstraction, in the sense of an image
that appears by disappearing, is very difficult to represent
visually. This (evasive “image”) dual notion of seeing it
while being aware that you are not seeing it is perhaps best
captured by the indirect character of literature.3 Impossible
to imagine, yet presented through suggestions, suspensions,
glitches, and gaps in the description; the schismical zones
that abstraction seeks to subtract into existence. Whatever
fills these abstract zones will inevitably have been tortured,
deformed, destabilised by this—blank—but nonetheless, it
will not be a representation of abstraction. It couldn’t possibly. You see it and you don’t see it, for it, abstraction itself,
remains hidden, beyond the darkness. Which also happens
to be the noumenal space in which we find our nameless
horror. Without a monster to be seen.
Impossible, or unknown. Eventually, Frenhofer invites the
two artists to enter, and they hurl themselves over his doorstep. At first, their eyes fix themselves on a wall of paintings.
“These are my mistakes,” exclaims Frenhofer—that’s not
what they came for. But, “Well, here it is!” The old man
has to nudge them along. For how could they possibly tell

air from air. They are both in a state of future shock, blinded by the sun. “Where’s the art? Gone, vanished!” And, so,
the painting gradually appears. However, it turns out not
to be the rite of passage, the initiation into the mystery of
painting, that they had expected. What follows is a series
of confused statements, cementing the misunderstanding.
And how could we possibly understand strange lines, vague
shadings, incoherent mists, a wall made from a chaos of colours. But then, from one corner, a brilliant shard emerges:
a foot that has escaped the demon. As they stand, struck
dumb by this “Venus rising out of the ruins of a city burned
to ashes,” it begins to dawn on them what has happened.
Poussin is the one who breaks the silence: “But sooner
or later he’ll notice that there’s nothing on his canvas!”
Frenhofer mumbles:
“Nothing, nothing!”
(Somewhere in the cosmos, Kurtz gives off an echoing
howl.) 4
“I’ve created nothing!”
But the tears of Frenhofer resharpen his gaze—the silent
language, which utters nothing but liquid truth. During the
night that follows, he and his canvas both burn up, burn
out, burn away.5

“Farewell, my little friends!” 6
***
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As you may already have guessed—I am Frenhofer … c’est
moi. How could it be any other way. Frenhofer’s death, his
ashes, and his work, commingled in a whirlwind, are distributed into a world that receives them through open pores. I
drink it down, get drunk as a mystic, which also means—
I have tasted death. Or, death has devoured me. Frenhofer,
the old man, haunts the practice of every superstitious
painter. His face may be burned, but the attraction remains.
And why not give a name to this demon, who plays such a
huge role in an artist’s works, this impersonal excess that
lurks behind every lazy description—behind every lobotomised studio visit I give.

Open communication is the way to go.7
***
Alongside Frenhofer and his method of paradoxical, excessive negation, we might place somebody like the Swedish
painter Erland Cullberg. He, who dubbed himself an “Overpainter”; one part Nietzschean mythmaker, and another
part—this one far more literal—a person who, when not
denied the canvas, embraced the risk of having new subjects
slip in over the previous one, in continuous overwritings,
“as beautiful as boundless grass,” as he himself put it.8 The
Frenhoferian motif of the buried Venus is plainly visible in
his Trädet i parken (Tree in the park, 1979), in which a pair
of cut-off legs protrude, haunting the overdone image. The
process is fuelled by love. If you possess that capacity, how
could you then bid a living image adieu. Lovingly painting over it with colours “softer than silver and harder than
asphalt,”9 permitting figures to dissolve into a smoke from
which others emerge. Will I ever see you again? With an
Overpainter like that … I doubt it. Not in this river.
In Radio Sweden’s programme about the painter Torsten
Andersson, this rigorous self-critique takes on an even more
extinguishing expression. “I had a fire burning out here just
now,” Torsten says to open the show.10 An exhibition at the
Louisiana11 has been removed from the chronology. Just
like the stripping of a sports medal after a doping scandal
cannot impact the experience itself, but merely rewrites it
from a future point in time, we witness here the privilege of
the puppetmaster. Always getting the last word. What a luxury. A gluttonous excess that can be curbed only through
sacrifice. “Destroying paintings is difficult; achieving them
is not,” says Torsten. It’s better than good, the fire makes
this evident—as does time, “because a good painting is
every bit as mysterious as nothing at all.”12
Agnes Martin, another painter who made the same move.
Repurchased her past production, and destroyed it. You
don’t want to leave any traces behind. You’d rather just
withdraw. Strangely enough, painting is specifically for you.
***

Painting. Is there anything left to extract from this sentence?
A few letters, words made of ink, spilling over their edge. Is
it misspelled? Not quite, but the ink escapes, out, into something illegible. There is a diagonal that traces the road to
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wordlessness; that same abstract passage can be followed in
the opposite direction. I’ve seen it happen several times in
the manuscripts of painter Carl Fredrik Hill—raging words,
transitioning into asemic convolutions. I find and abuse a
digital tool, to fill empty white spaces around the text with
the visual excess of the letters. Most letters can be bled anew
this way, and be tapped for new content, but this time, I had
cut into a specific sentence. From a film. The protagonist
is tasked with finding a missing author, and in the meantime the author’s readers are losing it, his books have the
power—as it is explained to the protagonist—to induce paranoia in “less stable readers.” Naturally, our protagonist is
sucked into this maelstrom, and before long, he realises that
he is not in control of his life at all; rather, he is a character
within the author’s horror fiction. This is all bad enough,
but as the narrative unfolds a little further, it is revealed that
the author’s text, in turn, is being written through him, by
otherworldly entities. Before the author tears open a portal
through his own face, he gives me this sentence: “For years
I thought I was making all this up. But they were telling me
what to write.”13 If this painting had a plot, this is where it
is lost . Digging through your past proved to be an exhumation of your mind. The pen stops scrawling, and the hand
freezes. I suppose this is what they call a twist.
The fiction is decoupled, and spreading itself, Frenhofer is
finding his way into every impossible open-ended ending,
haunting the practitioners of painting. An infected Pablo
Picasso felt haunted. He bought and moved into what he
believed to be Frenhofer’s old studio. Where it all began.
Not real exactly, but with a certain, real impact, meaning
that nobody really needed to remind him that this particular fiction was a falsehood. They move so fast, anyway;
they’ve already moved on, mutating along the way.
***
A Mazing Vacancy (In Mind)
A series of paintings forms a line as you swipe your way
forwards (yet) backwards. A line made from densified
points—if we should choose to regard the thought as an
event. It happens to artists, who open themselves to external invasions and proceed from event to action. We can
understand this as abandoned, taut points, which nonetheless resemble a line from a distance. Is this how we ought to
understand Martin Kippenberger’s expansion of painting
into the social dimension (the lifeline as an accumulation
of remnants). The artist must first and foremost act as bait,
since the work is dispersed, spaghetti-like, over the edge of
the canvas. When the art critic Isabelle Graw writes about
Cologne’s painting scene in the late 1980s and early ’90s, in
which Kippenberger played a central role, she mentions the
fetishisation of Haltung (“posture” or “attitude”),14 which
he and his circle indulged in. The cultivation of a persona
of sorts, at least as important as the works themselves—an
active element within the works, in fact. But when public behaviour is accentuated in this way, and the emphasis shifts
to the life of the artist, the result is a spectacle that puts
that life at stake. Takes it over. The distinction was blurry
from the very start. However, the conflation has become
frighteningly unquestionable today, so Kippenberger was
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definitely on to something when, in an interview with fellow
artist Jutta Koether, he pointed out that each part of the
network is equally important. The spaghetti, too. All things
Haltung. Artworks that require constant feeding, by a lifestyle that involves rapidly escalating feedback mechanisms.
It ends up being paid off, at a cost of sorts, the bioeconomy
consumes the life (“If that’s what I wanted I’d have to give
up making art”15) that you enact. By investing in the fiction, you set a trap for yourself. Eventually, when all you
can do is impersonate your own voice, you’ll know that the
distinctions will take a mess of work to sort out. This is the
price, as Graw puts it, that painting has to pay for placing
its emphasis on life.
But what kind of life seeks instead to avoid complete
ensnarement? What kind of line could plot out the contours of a figure such as that, who chooses the path of least
suffering, gouging a hole out of themself—as some kind of
protection.
Writer, dramatist, pataphysicist, and ether-sipper Alfred
Jarry would often, towards the end of his life—which was a
brief one—carry two large pistols by his sides when he went
about his nightly wanderings. This relation is described by
surrealist figurehead André Breton as an “unshakable alliance between Jarry and the pistol,” which added a certain
punctuated, comical timing to his gait.16 It was, in many
ways, a disarming encounter. This mocking of the function
of the pistol gives Jarry a highly impersonal mode of gesticulation. Something he held fast to even on his deathbed,
where, as his final wish, he politely asked for a toothpick.
In his fictional museum, Marcel Broodthaers replaced the
paintings with packing crates of the kind used for transporting and circulating works of art. The empty promise of a
painting under the boards, on which the word “painting”
was printed, suggested something about the empty content
of painting, and Broodthaers, the painter who was also the
originator of these absent paintings, became the absence
of a painter.17 An active draining of meaning—replacing
a painting with an object full of emptiness—ultimately
becomes nothing more than the art of being an absentee
painter.
A rather ridiculous object, and the capacity for turning
oneself into an object. To Kippenberger, it was his assistant
Michael Krebber who had fully mastered the cultivation of
a persona: “He already has a history of his own, art just
comes right out of him, without his doing anything, without
sending objects into the world. All in all, he’s made no more
than about twenty objects.”18 Fictional viruses, carried
on the wind. Before the internet had kicked into full gear,
word was already getting around. It means everything, and
nothing. I’ve never seen his paintings with my own eyes, as
you say, but nobody has ever seen Krebber’s works without
having been reached by him first. That is, by his reputation.
Whispers. The hesitant suggestion that there is more to the
interrupted brushstroke than you could ever imagine. The
brushstroke that is “unfinished too soon,”19 like the hastened
endings of Daniil Kharms’s micro-stories:

“And that was that.”  20
“And then we all went home.”  21
“Seemingly, they were run over by a car.”  22
“That’s all.”  23
With that much white on the canvas, you might expect
that there was room for more than paint. Room above,
below, and outside. For summoning the outside, the weave
of external references—where most things happen. All the
baggage that demands consideration. Each painting heavy,
loaded with the weight of absence. In this way, you could
say that the first encounter is suspended, and will remain so.
For there is always more, will always be more. Whispered
rumours are as ephemeral as fluttering clouds of nighttime breath. During a smoke break, someone says: “You’ve
heard of Bartleby, I presume?”
He shows up out of nowhere. The infamous scrivener whose
mystical formula (“I would prefer not to”) renders the people around him responseless, paralysed before his actively passive resistance. In Herman Melville’s short story, a
lawyer, a man of the law, narrates to us the tale of how he,
in the face of a growing workload, took on an additional
scribe named Bartleby. At first, things proceed smoothly
and m
 ethodically: the gaunt young man is a hard-working
copyist, who despatches documents at a terrific rate from
his rarely absented seat at the legal office. However, things
take a difficult turn when Bartleby is asked to perform the
simplest of tasks: review a document in collaboration with
his employer. Crawling from the depth of his hideaway,
hidden from sight, but audible, Bartleby’s strange response
emerges: “I would prefer not to.” This becomes the engine
of the story, which brings the whole machine to a grinding
halt and spreads like a virus until Bartleby no longer does
anything he does not “prefer to” do—which turns out to
be nothing. I’ll hurry the story along a little, and speed to
death: the legal practice is forced to move—how else could
they get rid of Bartleby—and the new owners who move in
are less tentative about the situation. They take the eccentric scrivener to prison, where he starves, or, more specifically, “prefers not to dine,” which brings the narrator—his
employer, the lawyer, the man of the law—to end the short
story on a mournful cry: “Ah, Bartleby! Ah, humanity!”
Bartleby’s response to requests, which constitutes neither
a negation nor an affirmation, uses a formula that lends
him the mysterious ability to postpone his own necessity.
Suspension into an unclear zone, “between yes and no …
between the potential to be (or do) and the potential not
to be (or do).”24 The phrase confuses the issue, loops back
on itself, opens a trap door through which Bartleby is free
to fall, dragging everyone along with him in his descent. “I
would prefer not to prefer not to prefer not toooo …” echoes
through the office, and none of the lawyers are equipped to
resolve the situation. That is the problem. Which solves all
problems, and opens new doors, new emergency exits by
virtue of the destructive force of the formula.
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In Bartleby, philosopher and political theorist Giorgio
Agamben sees the extreme embodiment of Nothing, who
persists, immovably, in claiming this Nothing to be a pure,
absolute potentiality.25 This is Agamben’s attempt to think
of resistance as internal to the act. The potentiality that is
released by this creative act along its passage to actuality
must, according to Agamben, be internal to the act. It can
be exerted, or not exerted—potentiality to do is at the same
time potentiality not to do, and this also saves it from being
limited to existing in action alone. Instead, potentiality is
essentiality defined by its possibility of not being exerted. If
it weren’t for that, potentiality would always already have
passed over into actuality, and it would be impossible to
separate the two. This is, as he says, the “cardinal secret” of
potentiality—possessing potentiality in the mode of impotentiality, in relation to one’s own privation. Bartleby, the
copyist, then, fully displays mastery of the art of writing
only in the moments when he refrains from writing (by becoming his blank sheet of paper), and follows through by
settling into this abyss of potentiality, its impotentiality. The
lawyer tries to pull Bartleby out of these depths, like the
pitying father he is, by turning his response into a question
of morality: “You will not?” Bartleby insists, and specifies:
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“I prefer not.” Transcending will and necessity (everybody’s) by being capable (and not being capable), without
wanting it in the slightest. Here, through Agamben, we begin to see the irreducibility of his formula—not responding
while also not not responding, in his responses. Simply put:
it’s in the way he doesn’t say it. It’s not that he wouldn’t like
to copy, leave the office, or any of the other tasks that are
asked of him, it’s just that he prefers not to. In a v iolently
comical gesture, all the more comical for being violent, he
eliminates every opportunity to attempt constructing some
kind of relationship between having the capacity to and
wanting to. Instead, we receive the formula for potentiality. Only something so twisted, so entangled in itself, could
know how to rid itself of its own will. Loopy, I know. But all
the shinier for it.
What would happen if we were to apply this to the concept
of “bad painting.” What is “bad painting”? Being able to
paint well, but choosing to paint badly. Painting so b
 adly
it turns out good. Being the punk rocker, whose lack of
mastery of their instrument makes them good (bad). Or:
painting so incredibly well that it turns out bad?
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If one insists on painting, that is … Bartleby has escaped
his eternal copying, he is the scrivener who no longer writes.
Who has ceased to write. “I do not believe that I can invent
something new in art or painting because whatever I would
want to invent already exists,” Michael Krebber said once
in an interview.26 So, he carries on by not carrying on. Perhaps this can also help us understand the famous advice he
gave to his students: to stop painting. Settle in the abyss
of potentiality. Not an easy request for young “hungry”
art students to accommodate. Become the white canvas!
Like the copyist who spun himself around so fast that he
became imperceptible. Spinning oneself into obscurity. To
the point where you have to google yourself to catch sight
of your works. So, apparently, Krebber did produce a few
paintings—after all, he wanted to be an artist (more than
anything), and as Michel Houellebecq writes, it is necessary
to produce a minimal output, lest one lose out on one’s
own posterity.27 Ragnar Sandberg, when he was a teacher at
Mejan,28 is also said to have encouraged his students, after
spending five years painting in thin layers on cheap wooden panels, to wait for another seven years after graduating
before exhibiting their works. Rather than having the newly
graduated students confront what they want to do, or must
do, instead confront them with what they can do, and can
therefore not do.
***

Painting. I put a board riddled with holes against a stretched
canvas—as a stencil—and then I spray black paint through
the holes. It turned out to be a dark shade of brown. Which
is OK. I can’t decide if this is zombie formalism or the boring joke at the expense of the undead that I intended it to
be. I’m sure I’ve heard the joke before. Confused, I ponder
whether the undead have already begun to sense a stench
of some sort, and therefore, in full consciousness, are accelerating towards some kind of collapse, out of the ashes of
which a new manner of painting might arise. But, then, isn’t
a zombie just a person whose will has disappeared, beyond
all control. What gains control when you lose it. Would it
help if I added some pink. Or maybe that’s what it wants?
Life is stuck—xeroxed into massive editions.
In philosopher Gilles Deleuze’s reading of “Bartleby, the
Scrivener,” the humble copyist becomes a diagnostician
of a sick America.29 This is America after the post-revolution birth of democracy has been crushed, and the E
 nglish
father
ly function has reterritorialised the fragmentary
process with cement. Deleuze offers the less-than-intuitive
image of a long wall made out of individual stones, the gaps
between which have now, once more, been filled. That’s
what Bartleby has to work with. Are we here, again, dealing
with an evasive painter, one who prefers not to paint but
who travels to New York to diagnose the failed project of
painting and its apathetic decrepitude. Ought we then call
the painterly traces of the roller a foreign language within
language, correct in themselves but anomalous in context?
Muting stop marks, certainly, but inevitably reintroduced
within the walls of the white cubical. The emptying appropriations enacted on other painters become a diagnosis of the new cement that ever looms. The exhibition that

consisted of nothing but pictures of fictional exhibitions,
fluttering rumours, dandyistic eccentricities, all fragmentary flight paths escaping along the horizon, despite and
“even in the midst of its failure.”30 This strained analysis
soon feels like far too much—an overdose before I even got
started. Unlike in Melville’s story, there is no machine that
will break down as a result of a painter’s formula-block—if
there even is such a thing. When the formula replicates itself, like Bartleby’s, you’ll know that the machine is up and
running. All that remains is to bloody your head by bashing
it against the wall. At least liquid can escape.
***

“Once when Merwan was banging his head on the floor at
home, his mother heard a thudding sound coming from his
room. … Merwan had blood all over his face. Crying, she
asked, ‘Merog, have you gone mad? Are you insane?’
“Wiping the blood off with a towel, he said, ‘I am not mad!
I have become something else!’”  31
I’m still painting postcards. At night, in between work(s).
Let’s call it leakage. Leaking fluid has to go between things.
Into the cracks and gaps, filling the spaces between the white
keys on my computer keyboard, writing this thing. Actually,
the keys are black, but as everybody knows, painters don’t
start from a white canvas—it’s always blackened by clichés.
But the postcards have nothing to do with this. Because I’m
too tired to think, there’s nothing left but enthusiasm doing
its work … It’s 3 am … nothing left to think about … I’m
drunk, and there’s nothing left to think about—today.
***
“Anything you look forward to will destroy you, as it already has.” This quote is attributed to the Schopenhauerian
self-help teacher Vernon Howard. Whether he ever actually
said it is of lesser importance. For I have already heard it.
The school’s studio is filled to the brim with my painted
canvases, so I have to stop painting. I must put a stop to
it. I’m nauseous, tired, and I’ll take any emergency exit
I can find. My formula was so devilishly simple: I would
only work on canvases with a height of 155 cm. This was
the final door to the studio that had to be shut. How and
when to stop, once I had turned it on, was the last decision
I had to make. Quantity can become a quality in its own
right—an excuse that’s often given in art. But I kept hoping
that something would turn up—in the end—out of nowhere. Disperse all the foolish thoughts that were clustered
in my mind in one fell swoop. This sudden encounter would
tell me, “How fortunate it is that you waited.”32 And while
I waited, I painted. My most recent painting had already
started to stink; I might as well start on another. Perhaps
the constant intoxication made me forget where I was. So,
I start over. Over and over. There comes a point when you
begin to suspect that you might never manage to fill this
blind spot, which sullies your production with mediocrity.
Frenhofer stays distant, quick as a turtle, leaving me behind.
With hackneyed gestures and half-chewed ideas.

Oskar Persson
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I’m nauseous, and tired, here comes my emergency exit.
Since the school’s studio is stuffed, and I can’t paint
another painting, what I could have done—should have
done—remains a secret. It’s impossible, because I can’t do
it, and mysteriously perfect—because I never received it.
Perhaps this blind spot can be filled by ending blind production. If I have to be able to see its absence to keep from
falling into that trap, because you only ever stumble over
that which you cannot see,33 then the opportunity finally
presents itself so that I might introduce a third variety of
potentiality. Apotentiality.34 If “potentiality is the power
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to do something, and impotentiality is the power to positively not do something,” then apotentiality is something
as uncommon, and laughably simple to accomplish, as a
negative miracle: doing what you cannot by not doing it.35
Not quite as convoluted as Agamben’s poetic act, and perhaps not as heroic, but also, therefore, so much easier. So, I
stop working in the studio, where I’ve been waiting for the
miracle I can’t achieve and, instead, less imitably, do what
I cannot by not doing it. In the end, I surrender all ideas,
including this one, and move towards places where nobody
can follow—least of all myself. Into deafening silence. Loud
enough for someone to notice.
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Unsung Heroes

We’re nearing the end of 2019, and I am breathing for two.
One breath for myself, and one for the little human growing
inside of me. This amazing phenomenon is creating maternal feelings in me while I’m working on a very dark subject
for my graduation show.
It is all about life. Here, I will be giving birth to an innocent,
pure human. In other parts of the world, authoritarians are
taking the lives of innocent people, just because they are
searching or struggling for a better life. To take back their
rights as citizens, to be able to live peacefully.
What these regimes want—or rather need—is to keep
people, the citizens, uneducated, passive, or just busy surviving. They are voracious and feed on power and money.
The country I come from is just one example.
A single person with absolute power and the highest authority in the state. With the final say in all matters—national
planning, education curriculum, foreign policy, the economy, environment, and so on. Ruling over the armed forces,
the judicial system, the media … The result is a dictatorship.
It should come as no surprise that people who live under
such circumstances—in particular those who are aware and
in opposition to them—are under great pressure. Regimes
keep people in a constant state of suffocating from fear as a
means to maintain power over them, even to expand it. But
sometimes—or perhaps it’s better to say recently—some
people are increasingly so fed up that they don’t mind putting their lives at risk to stand in opposition to this sort of
absolute power. A feeling that there’s nothing left to lose.
But perhaps the repression and abuse by the powers that be
will come to an end before everything has been devoured.
We must live with hope.

One of my favourite works by Jinoos Taghizadeh is the
dual-channel video Fatness upon Fatness – 100.1 It was created after the presidential election protests in Iran in 2009
and first exhibited at Tehran’s Aaran Gallery in 2010. In
this work, the artist excellently and sarcastically expresses
precisely that voracity of the ruling power that I’m talking
about. The first of its two videos begins by showing what
seems to be the urban landscape of Tehran. Then we under
stand that the landscape is actually a cake. A person is
eating the cake with a fork while talking about how much
weight she gained last year. She is explaining why she gained
weight, about her depression, how she loves showing off her
power, and how it eventually destroys her. The monologue
conveys a feeling of disgust, yet there are no explicit references to the regime; Taghizadeh’s work follows a tradition
of self-censoring in order to be able to express anything at
all. The other video of Fatness is a duplication of the first
one, but played backwards, evoking the construction of a
new city.
To explain her work, Taghizadeh quotes a poem by Garous
Abdolmalekian:
They Devour, consume and get fat; fatter and fatter …
nobody likes them … they want more and more. They
have to stay strong, they have to devour, they need
to satisfy their appetite. They are short of breath and
are breathing heavily. They are tired but they are still
devouring like a sick person, they consume. We are
alike: this city and I. We grow up together, we reach
everywhere together, we devour all that surrounds us
together and lie down but there is no tranquility.2
□
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Samaneh Roghani, Left: For the Forgotten, 2020. Photo installation, analogue print self-portraits on ceramic tiles coated with liquid emulsion, natural fiber ropes.
Dimensions variable. Right: For the Silenced, 2019. Photo installation, analogue print self-portraits on ceramic tiles coated with liquid emulsion, glass, water, ink.
150 x 80 x 113 cm. Installation view from Charlottenborg Spring Exhibition, Kunsthal Charlottenborg, 2020
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I am now a mother. I am obliged to provide peace for the
little one who only just separated from me and my body.
Like I separated from her body. A separation that is hard
for us both to take in. For me, this separation highlights the
importance of providing the very best for my daughter. To
provide the best conditions for a long life, and a life without
fear.
I am reminded of a video installation by Israeli artist
Smadar Dreyfus that I identify with—both as a mother and
as a daughter, separated by geography and certain circumstances from my own mother. In Mother’s Day (2006 – 08),3
Dreyfus records the voices of children and mothers who
mingle across a politically enforced geographic divide. The
children of Druze mothers from the Golan Heights, who are
living and studying in Damascus, travel to Shouting Hill.
The hill is located a few hundred metres from the town of
Majdal Shams, which lies across the cease-fire line in Israeli-
controlled Golan. On the hill, a sound system has been set
up so that messages can be shouted across the cease-fire
line. On the other side, the mothers who have been left behind use megaphones to return their words of affection.
When watching this video work, my tears begin to fall, unconsciously. I think about all kinds of forced separation.
Mostly I think about those women who are imprisoned and
not allowed to see their children. The reason they are in
prison is their children, our children, ourselves.
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In Dreyfus’s video, we see neither the mothers nor their
children. There is only a misty landscape and the e motional
words of longing carried across the divide. Messages of
love, care, and comfort, as well as news and tidbits from
daily life.4
I believe that, in countries like the one I come from, women
are becoming more aware of how the regimes are limiting
their rights in order to maintain control of society. The regime knows that if women have the freedom to live any way
they want, and have access to knowledge and an awareness
of their rights, then that could result in a society that would
not put up with these injustices. Many women are struggling to attain these rights today, dedicating their lives to
this revolutionary movement.
I want to name these female makers of history. They who
are demanding equality, freedom, and human rights by
spreading their knowledge, being activists, carrying out acts
of civil disobedience, or just being active and participating
in society.
Take, for example, the Afghan performance artist Kubra
Khademi. For Armor (2015), she created an armour piece
—a suit of iron that covers breasts and buttocks—and
walked through the streets of Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, while wearing it.5 Khademi has been a victim of sexual
harassment throughout her life, and she is not alone. In this
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performance, she expressed her frustration over society’s
silence on the issue, over being told to keep quiet about this
violence.

Fear of being violently suppressed, fear of ending up in
 rison like countless others in this struggle. A struggle that
p
can even lead to death.

There are many examples of women who didn’t stay silent
and didn’t keep their anger inside. Many of them met tragic
ends. But some of them are still actively fighting for the
right to live the way they want, and to improve the situation
for other women.

We should also understand that this fear is actually mutual,
shared between citizens and the regime, if perhaps of different characters. The regime in Iran currently fears us, the
citizens, more than ever before. This is expressed through
more and more mass arrests. I believe that now is the time
to talk about the oppression and violence that the government uses against its subjects, and perhaps in particular it is
time to talk about all those who are imprisoned and can no
longer be the voices of the people.

These tireless fighters include Vida Movahed, who, in late
December 2017, took off her veil in the middle of a busy
street in downtown Tehran. She was arrested and ended
up in prison. With her action, a movement began that has
been labelled Girls of Enghelab (Revolution) Street.6 Many
women who identified with Movahed followed her example
and carried on her method of protesting alone in the street.
I also identify with these women, and I wish I had been
there and had the courage to repeat the action. Instead,
I ended up creating a work dedicated to the movement,
a video installation titled Reenactment (2018).7
Another young woman, Sahar Khodayari, became known
as Blue Girl, after the colours of the football club she
supported. Since women are banned from most sporting
events in Iran, she tried to enter a stadium disguised as a
man, but was caught. In protest of an expected six-month
prison sentence, she set herself on fire in front of the Revolutionary Court in Tehran, and later passed away from the
burns. A month after her death, women were allowed to
attend a football match for the first time in forty years.8
I think these women who I’m bringing up as examples, and
women in Iran in general, are not necessarily familiar with
the various women-led movements in the West, and probably don’t follow any particular traditions or practices from
there. But they have surely become aware of the injustices
they are facing, and that when they demand their rights,
they face suppression.
They may also not expect or know that when expressing
their resentments and protesting, they might be founding
new movements that will cause change. They can give hope
to other women, and they may end up becoming activists
without having any such intention from the beginning.
The list of citizens who strive for peace and justice, risking
their lives in doing so, is long.
Many of those who have fought for and defended our rights
are now behind bars, are living in bad conditions, or have
been tortured or disappeared. The fight for rights that the
regime took away, from citizens that they now fear.
□
Fear is a feeling that I myself have lived with ever since
I learned my rights as a human being. Ever since I understood that achieving and keeping these rights is a struggle.
Especially for us citizens who live where these rights can’t
be taken for granted, and in particular for the women.

One of my inspirations is Blessing upon the Land of My
Love (2011), an installation work by the Pakistani a rtist
Imran Qureshi, which I first came across in a lecture I
attended in Vienna in 2019.9 At first glance from a distance,
the courtyard of Bait Al Serkal at the 2011 Sharjah B
 iennial
appears to be covered in large splashes of blood. But upon
looking more carefully, the “blood” turns out to be elaborately painted flowers and foliage, in a style inspired by
miniatures created by seventeenth-century artists in the
Basohli Hills in Kashmir.
The whole courtyard looks like the scene of a massacre, or
at least it does to me in photographs of the work. But this
is very much the kind of work that people take in differently, depending on their previous experiences and memories,
perhaps of war and violence.
For me, just looking at photos of this painting that spreads
across the courtyard evokes memories of different peaceful
demonstrations in Iran that turned violent because of the
state’s actions against the people. The most recent bloody
crackdown came in November 2019, when approximately
fifteen hundred people were killed and several thousand
arrested.10 So now the prisons in Iran are full of yet more
innocent people, incarcerated alongside all the activists
and journalists who were already there. But they are not
giving up.
The people will overcome their fear again, and continue
striving towards democracy. I think this is the only way forward, the only way to put an end to more than four decades
of dictatorship. As the American political scientist Gene
Sharp writes:
Resistance, not negotiations, is essential for change
in conflicts where fundamental issues are at stake. In
nearly all cases, resistance must continue to drive dictators out of power. Success is most often determined
not by negotiating a settlement but through the wise
use of the most appropriate and powerful means of resistance available. … Political defiance, or nonviolent
struggle, is the most powerful means available to those
struggling for freedom.11
□
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150 x 80 x 113 cm. Installation view from Charlottenborg Spring Exhibition, Kunsthal Charlottenborg, 2020

In the country I come from, politics reaches deep into the
lives of its citizens. Politics plays a very prominent role in
people’s private lives, to the extent that it may be hard to
understand if you have not lived in it yourself. Our private
lives are entwined with the politics of the time, overtly,
for example through laws, but also in more subtle ways,
through customs and traditions. Certainly, many laws also
stem from interpretations of different religious traditions.
One particularly awful practice that persists to this day, and
that is codified in law, is that underage children can be married off by their parents. Despite public debate and activism
on this issue, the law is still in effect. State television also
plays a large role in maintaining the status quo, by both
directly and indirectly advertising this practice.
This is how any decision, any action, and any mere uttering that politicians make affects people’s very private and
personal lives. The effect of these laws is often to limit
particular citizens’ freedoms. So I’d say that we are even
unconsciously breathing politics.
I believe that the consequences of policies of this kind on
private life can even be at the root of domestic violence and

other types of violence against women. As mentioned before, the fear that the system instils in women encourages
the creation of all sorts of laws that have the sole purpose of
suppressing women, and they can also be an incentive that
sparks violence.
In September 2019, I visited Istanbul to be able to meet
my mother. This was at the time of the Istanbul Biennial.
While walking through one neighbourhood, we came across
a monumental work that drew my attention. It was a huge
installation by Turkish artist Vahit Tuna,12 made in honour
of female victims of domestic violence. Tuna mounted 440
black high-heel shoes on the concrete wall of a tall building.
Each pair represented a woman who had been murdered by
her husband in Turkey the year before, in 2018. The huge
wall was impossible to miss, and the number of shoes—or
rather women killed—was shocking to behold. Where does
this violence come from?
But it is no wonder that harassment, abuse, and violence
against women is ongoing when and where lawmakers are
still enforcing inequalities. Just to keep themselves and their
regimes in power. Even from the judicial institutions, from
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Samaneh Roghani, For the Forgotten, 2020. Photo installation, analogue print self-portraits on ceramic tiles coated with liquid emulsion, natural fibre ropes.
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prisons and other state facilities, we hear about violence
directed towards women and men alike, of rape and t orture.
If we really care, how can it be that we’re not acting against
this?
In the West, in some democratic countries, people’s minds
are not constantly busy with worry about what the politicians are doing. They elect their government and have at
least some amount of trust in them. Of course, criticism and
opposition is still part of such citizens’ lives, and rightly
so—democracy requires dialogue.
But, over there, where regimes are in charge, people of any
gender, any age, are unconsciously drowning in the mess
that the state and that politics create. In these places, there
is a strong pressure on artists from all fields, on authors and
musicians and visual artists. As a practitioner of the arts,
it is nearly impossible to render your work completely devoid of any political connotations. Either you incorporate
them unconsciously or, at the very least, they will be present
through the eye of the state censor.
□

As someone who grew up in this environment, my practice
has evolved to intentionally weave not just politics but also
my own personal stories and experiences into my works.
I say “intentionally,” because I’m aware of how very difficult it is to avoid that anyway.
This way of exposing the personal in my works, sometimes
explicitly and at other times more subtly, has even worked
as a process for me to deal with my own issues related to the
struggle of living in such a society.
My latest work is about all those innocent people whose
lives are being wasted away in prisons; I have talked about
them before. But it is also about me. If I were still in Iran,
would I be spending my life in prison by now? I know I
would not be able to keep silent. And I must not be silent
here.
I began to imagine myself in a prison. My studio became
a space that I could lock myself into, could imagine myself
as being unjustly locked up in. I think time passed as usual
there, but it felt different.
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I started making tiles from clay, carving notes, and marking
the days on them. Each tile represents a person, but also a
part of the prison wall. Writing poems on them calmed me
down, and it felt like I was communicating with the people
outside. One of the poems I inscribed on them, an excerpt
from Ahmad Shamlou’s “Hejrani,” goes:
Let my sunlight
be my dress
And my sky,
the worn away robe.

.
.

Let me stand on my land,
on a ground of diamond chips and tremors of pain.
Let me feel my land
under my steps.
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Meanwhile, I spent almost a year taking self-portraits every
week. Time passed, and every day I became a new person.
The overall idea of the installation with the clay tiles and
my self-portraits, titled For the Silenced (2019) and For the
Forgotten (2020), is to create an atmosphere that conveys
the choking feeling of being stuck, psychologically and
physically. Feelings of uneasiness and anxiety, of fear in the
present, and a foreboding of horrors to come. My intention
with exposing the audience to all this is to provoke thoughts
and understanding regarding the conditions of our various
contemporary societies.
For this work, each self-portrait does not hang on the
gallery wall but is instead printed on one of the tiles. Each
tile with its own photo, representing a different person.
Some tiles hang from ropes from the ceiling and represent
prisoners. Those who have been imprisoned for a long time,
serving life sentences or similar, and who may even have
been forgotten. Those whose future is uncertain. In this part
of the installation, my eyes are open in every portrait.
Other tiles, ones on which my eyes are closed, are fitted
around a large pool filled with a red liquid. They stand for
those who have been detained, and eventually executed or
disappeared.
While working on my MFA exhibition, a research project
that had a strong emotional effect on me was Torture in
Saydnaya Prison (2011 – ).14 In collaboration with Amnesty International, the research group Forensic Architecture
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conducted an investigation into the conditions of Saydnaya
Prison in Syria by interviewing survivors and reconstructing the prison’s facilities using architectural and acoustic
modelling. The result of this reconstruction is a grim video
work that takes you into a dark prison, where you listen to
violence against humans. We begin to understand the extent
of the inhumane treatment that took place there. From instilling fear and silencing people through the use of torture,
to large-scale executions—Forensic Architecture’s project
presents the tools of a repressive regime.
□
In many ways, I now live my life the way I want to. I have
indeed tasted freedom, in a manner that I never had before.
But freedom still feels like a privilege to me. It is something
precious that needs constant nurturing and care. I am not
afraid, but I continue to carry some fears with me. These
are fears that I’ll still have to overcome. But I want to take
advantage of the freedoms that I’ve gained.
I want to be a voice for those who are fighting against injustices, and who are ending up in prison for demanding
their rights.
For those who never escaped from those dark prisons.
For those whose eyes will never again see the light of day.
For those who are locked up, but who never give up. Who,
despite everything, still keep the hope of eventually seeing
the fruits of their labour.

Jinoos Taghizadeh, Fatness upon Fatness – 100, 2010, video, 20:00.
Taghizadeh, Fatness upon Fatness – 100.
Smadar Dreyfus, Mother’s Day, 2006 – 08, video, 15:00, in the collection of CaixaForum, Madrid.
Here I am referencing Smadar Dreyfus’s solo exhibition at Magasin 3, Stockholm, September 11 – December 13, 2009.
“Pavilion Politics,” ArtAsiaPacific, May – June 2015, 32.
Mahsa Alimardani, “The ‘Girls of Enghelab Street’ Protest Iran’s Compulsory Hijab Laws,” Global Voices, January 30, 2018, https://globalvoices.
org/2018/01/30/the-girls-of-enghelab-street-protest-irans-compulsory-hijab-laws.
Samaneh Roghani, Reenactment, 2018, video installation, 2:23. For more on this work, see https://samanehroghani.com/reenactment.
Harriet Marsden, “‘This Is Not What We Fought For’: The Battle to End Iran’s Ban on Female Football Fans,” Independent (UK), October 11, 2019,
https://www.independent.co.uk/independentpremium/long-reads/iran-football-fifa-qatar-world-cup-2022-blue-girl-women-a9150456.html.
Imran Qureshi, “Kunst in Pakistan?” (lecture, Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien, May 23, 2019).
Reuters staff, “Special Report: Iran’s Leader Ordered Crackdown on Unrest—‘Do Whatever It Takes to End It,’” Reuters, December 23, 2019, https://
reut.rs/396od0v.
Gene Sharp, From Dictatorship to Democracy, 4th ed. (Boston: Albert Einstein Institution, 2010), 13 – 14.
Vahit Tuna, İsimsiz [Untitled], 2019, site-specific installation, Yanköşe, Meclis-i Mebusan Caddesi, Istanbul.
Ahmad Shamlou, “Hejrani” [Separation], in Taraneha-ye Kuchak-e Ghorbat [Small songs of exile] (Tehran: Maziar, 1980). Translated by Negar Zojaji.
“Torture in Saydnaya Prison,” Forensic Architecture, last updated May 15, 2017, https://forensic-architecture.org/investigation/saydnaya.
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Jiffy

From Given to Being Made, from Flower to Electric Flower. How Marcel Duchamp Got It Right, But. If Even i
Is a Bride? On the Real and the Imagined Reality. Concerning Speed and the Potential Nude.

1.
When I think of the beginning, I think of a butterfly.
A b
 utterfly’s flight is so jerky, its wings flicker like film
frames. When a butterfly flies, its time is different than that
of the flowers it flies between. But if I am to start over, from
the beginning this time, perhaps I ought to write about the
flowers.
Flowers are eyes, but they can also be likened to hair. When
Edvard Munch makes his pictures, he often pins them up
using hair. He attaches the subjects in the picture by strands
of hair. The hair runs, like a continuous thread, from the
head on which it grows, and descends along the contours
of the human body, the strand of hair winding itself into
the eyes of the subject.1 Then on to the other bodies, to the
tree trunks, to the rocks, to the moon. This is how the seeing
subject extends into the world. When we see a strand of hair,
and how it falls to the ground, how it presents itself in its
state of falling to the ground, we see how it is transformed.2
How it becomes a figure, matted on the floor.
But if we might return to the eyes. Or, possibly, to the sockets
that hold the eyes. I made a painting that depicts Munch’s
Omega,3 but I painted her without eyes. And why painting
is important is because, in painting, a picture is made without being seen by a camera. The painted picture is directly
connected to my hands and to my eyes. In the picture that
I painted of Omega, she has not yet had time to run around
on the island where she and Alpha live; she hasn’t wandered
around, bored and fed up, crying and screaming over being
unable to possess all the animals. But she sits in the grass,
and when she beholds her lovers, her eyes shift from blue
to black with dashes of crimson red, and then it might so
happen that she veils her mouth behind a bloom.4
2.
In certain circumstances, eyes can appear red when they are
lit up by a flash that is close to the camera lens. The way this
happens is that the light reaches the eye so quickly that the
pupil never has time to contract, and the light enters the eye,
through the eyeball, hitting the retina, where it is reflected
back before the pupil can seal it in.

In my film Red Light (2020), the camera scans the empty
shop windows of brothels. We see them from a distance at
first. The scenes all follow in the order in which I approached
them, between five and six o’clock in the morning. The shot
of the windows suddenly dissolves into blazing fields of red.
That’s what happens when you let light into the body of
the camera from the rear. It might seem as though the red
light from the shop windows had entered the camera and
penetrated the film, usurping the image. In the next take,
I go closer, looking in through the pane of glass, into the
light. Blue fluorescent lighting, red, a T-shirt in plastic wrap.
The camera detects abstract shapes formed from pink light.
And then the sequence with the red room follows. I shot a
whole reel in that room. The camera scans the space, over
and over. There’s nobody there—it is an empty scene; hand
disinfectant, a door, a bar stool resting on a table. There are
fluorescent lights on the ceiling, and butterflies on the wall.
In the material of the film, the red light becomes an object,
the light and the film become one.
The red light shines there to remind us of the conditions of
life, of how boundaries are drawn in our society. Because
if we are to speak of the red in Omega’s eyes, the red that
glistens in her eyes when she looks at her lovers, we will
no longer be talking about flowers. The light that gives this
place its name transforms those who present themselves in
the shop windows. In that red or blue light, the people it
illuminates become images of themselves. Being illuminated
by the symbolic light, being transformed and gazed at by
hungry eyes, is a tangible, material reality for the sex worker
in the red-light district.
Omega’s eyes turn red when she gazes at her lovers.5
3.
Glass is a solid material, but its molecular structure is completely disordered, allowing us to see through it. Sometimes,
we need glass to see better, more clearly. This is exemplified
by window panes, eyeglasses, magnifying glasses, and so on.
The camera also belongs to this category, as does the computer we edit digital imagery on. When film is edited, what
results is something that makes us see things differently.
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Film is a kind of eyeglass. It is a manner of seeing that is so
strongly reminiscent of an experience, or a memory, that it
becomes an experience, a memory. In film, there is another
being within being. The impact that moving pictures have
on us can open us up to new modes of thinking and being.
Seeing the images, my body ceases to be mine; I dissolve
into the picture. It is in this that the freedom to become
anything lies. To be freed of yourself, momentarily.
When I saw the sun break free of the eclipse in Tacita Dean’s
film work Antigone (2018), I cried. Because, suddenly, after
minutes of darkness, it was looking at me again. Tears evict
mascara from the eyelash, imprinting the emotion onto the
cheek. In the make-up that reshapes the face, and transforms
the eye that beholds it, the face becomes a picture. This picture can take on many different appearances, it shifts from
season to season, perhaps returning a few years later. In a
specific style of make-up, a specific character appears.
On stage, on the lawn, in my video 6 (2020), two characters
wearing make-up come into view. The face paint expresses
an expressive face; they look like a pair of miming silent-film
divas. But they can speak; they count from one to six. Their
script is taken from the manual for the Super 8 camera. It
lays out the best practices for filming: don’t make the takes
too short, or too long—six seconds is usually about right. In
counting to six, in the countdown to the clip’s end or continuation, an expectation arises and is crushed. What happens in this work is a repetition, to some extent, but it never
happens in the exact same way. The video moves through
time, and what brings about this movement is not simply
the medium itself—it is also the behaviour of the characters.
They move constantly between pictures, their roles flapping
loosely, only remaining in place for a brief moment before
being replaced. The work reveals itself in the transitions
between poses, between the potential still images. One two
three four five six. This is where the work happens. Eventually, the exercise becomes the performance, tristesse trespassed. One of the figures blows bubbles from their saliva,
like a cherub blowing the bubbles of life in a vanitas. The
mosquitoes buzz, and bite, and they are important in that
they disrupt the whole performance. Their insistent behaviour makes them part of the choreography of the piece. In
this play, the mosquitoes’ role is that of what we once referred to as nature, and its irritating presence. Their view
on what is happening, the invasion from without, reveals to
us that the scene is the world. Their bites remind us of the
fragility and resistance of the body, but blood is capitalised
on, too, and there is no longer anything alive that can avoid
being incorporated into the economic system.6
I mean that the light in the red-light districts shines within
me. The boundaries of which the red light speaks, the conditions from which the light emanates, and the things the
light signals are all readily apparent in every aspect of this
society. In the red light, that which is constantly present,
and significant for our condition, but which we often conceal or hide away, is made obvious and clearly signalled.
All creatures as measurable and replaceable, subjects and
time translated into numbers. In the exhibition space, Red
Light casts light on 6, the real place casting its light on the

imaginary one. But what are these works, if their realities
are not interchangeable. Both 6 and Red Light seek, and
wait for, a gradual disrobing—for the sixth second and the
blooming of the Bride.
4.
When I think of film, I think of it as having a strand of
hair running through it. The hair of film is no line or contour—it behaves differently. The hair of film arises between
whoever is filmed and whoever films. It is a light, artificial-
natural light, which projects from the person who is filmed.
This light is summoned by the person behind the camera;
it emerges from their desire to capture this moment. The
light of the one who is filmed—voluntarily filmed, that is—
that light that springs forth from someone who wishes to
be seen can be captured on film. When the light of the eyes,
the electricity that flows between both parties, is captured
in a s equence of frames, this hair takes form. The hair, the
charge, can be cut up later on, it can be separated, transformed, or reinforced when the film is edited.
Meaning resides not in the meaning of the different images in isolation but rather in the interactions an image
enters into with the images around it, with time, and with
the space it is in. A butterfly is time; its wings make cuts.
Cutting something up inserts interruptions, and from these
interruptions, the unexpected can emerge. Grammar regulates the sentence and its meaning, and the sentence has to
do with how society is put together.7
Materialist films deconstruct meaning. The material of film
tends to give rise to illusions, and it is through illusion that
it is able to present another reality—one that can appear
more real to us than the usual one. This is the illusion that
materialist film shatters. It seeks to make the material visible, and constantly present in the mind of the viewer.
When the hailstorm blows in over the Siberian beach in
Rachel Rose’s video A Minute Ago (2014), the whole artwork falls to pieces. Rose has constructed it in such a way
that the force of the wind we see in the found YouTube clip
shatters the rotoscoped VHS footage of architect Philip
Johnson giving a tour of his Glass House (1948 – 49), in the
same way that real wind can shatter a windowpane. The
components of the video blow apart, the images slip away
from one another, dissolving into fragments, shattering into
pixels. The editing software that was used to make the video
is made visible. The illusion is broken, and the structure is
exposed. Or rather, appears to be exposed, for it remains
fully controlled. A digital image is never what it appears to
be. It looks like, but it never truly is.
Digital technology conducts signals and codes, which produce digital images that we can see and interact with. Sensors allow the technology to respond to the signals of our
bodies—our gazes, our voices, and our touch. The signalling system used in this technology resembles that of the
nervous systems of organic bodies;8 they are reminiscent of
how we think and react. Our daily contact with digital technology has shaped our view of the reality that exists beyond
it. It brings about the awareness that any moment could
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become a picture, made available for viewing by many
gazes at once, from all kinds of positions. Our interactions
with digital technology affect our attention and our perception of time. Similarly, it affects our view of our own bodies.
Having a phone with a camera and an internet connection
in your pocket at all times is to be constantly subjected to an
imagined, external gaze. Our gestures take form within the
digital material, and the digital reality shapes our thoughts.
Thus, the digital material resides inside our bodies to the
same extent that it resides outside of them, and, as such,
the digital materiality can be observed within the gestures
of the body. The body prepares itself, in every moment, for
potentially becoming an image.

“Maker or model … Why make material at all? She asked.
Have we not passed bodies? This is the narrative of the
disembodied painter! About longing for touch, about the
fear of an eye disease! I perform camera, I perform p
 ainter
painting. It is about light and how it makes things look
different. Her paintings depicted continuation. She was OK
with that.”  9
Because digital technology is conductive, the digital image
appears as immaterial. The metal, the plastic, and the glass
—the physical materials—do not represent anything; all
they do is pass on instructions and reproduce information.10
Behind the software is the hardware, and the chemicals,
but the image does not reside in them. As we can’t touch
the images produced by digital technology, we experience
the digital material as ephemeral and infinite. A picture on
the internet could potentially exist forever, as long as the
servers are maintained, or it could do nothing of the sort.
A digital image is light; we can see it, but we can’t touch it.
It is always behind a pane of glass.
5.
In Leslie Thornton’s Have a Nice Day Alone (2002),11 a
digital effect vibrates, overlaid on the black-and-white film
footage. The effect resembles a digital rendering of the
dance of light on the surface of water and is layered on top
of the cinematic image, like a filter. The effect flickers, and
the way it moves makes it resemble a loudspeaker membrane. In the filter, the following is written in a sans-serif
font: “have a nice day.” Also, below that: “Gesture reflects
the word choice before the word itself is available.” This
flickering filter with its static legend is superimposed on the
frame. Sound clips from a German feature film, in which
a conversation breaks down into hysterical laughter and
pandemonium, are played back. Appalachian folk music
accompanies the sounds of the wrestling match, and the
filter goes on flickering. The hypnotic filter, in time with the
music, begins to congeal, erratically, into a still image.
The image starts vibrating again, and a new text appears:
“A number of subjects gazed continually into the light.”
This transitions to a clip of Peggy, which is overlaid with a
digital filter that resembles a grid. A computer-synthesised
voice, seemingly coming from within the work itself, asks:
“Don’t you understand me?” Another clip shows Fred, lying
on the couch, explaining to somebody that they have to
speak more slowly, or he won’t be able to hear what they are

saying. The recipient of his message is not shown; perhaps
his request is directed at Peggy, or the synthesised voice, or
maybe Leslie Thornton herself, something he’s said in the
context of the real-world shoot. A digital effect inflates the
picture like a soap bubble and, behind it, the same clip appears, inside itself. The work’s gaze moves back and forth
constantly between the realities of the analogue and the
digital materials. The presence within the piece shifts from
staying at the surface of the footage to falling into the role
of an observer of an event. These shifts of attention cause
my position as viewer to coincide with that of the image
itself. My subjectivity dissolves; I become the material. The
synthesised voice offers a scientifically observational point
of view, before it begins to lag and stops entirely. Peggy and
Fred are playing, and the camera zooms in on Peggy’s ear.
This is an experiment, and the two children turn into receptors of their observing, mediating surroundings.

“very low and very high can be like a change of pressure,
and our ears pick up on this when there is a noise that
sounds different.
even if the noise is listening to a very timid breeze of air.
people can hear very high frequencies.. they just don’t hear
it directly from their ears.
instead, it feels like it changes their emotions.. as if their
body is saying ‘HELLO can you hear that?’
low frequencies are more like ‘hello.. are you ready for
that?’
but
lowest frequencies aren’t heard, especially if there is no
pressure associated with the frequency.
like...
0.5 hz might be a timid breeze of air
or even 0.1 hz would be some air
but 0.001 without any pressure? not likely
it gets to a point where you stop listening with your ears and
you start listening with your hair.
simply a matter of being aware of your surroundings.”  12
I found the preceding quote in an online forum, in a thread
about whether low-frequency sounds can cause hearing
loss. The text seems to describe the human body as s erving
as a membrane, picking up on the outside world. This image
of the effects that vibrations can have on our minds reminds
me of novelist Nathalie Sarraute’s concept of “human tropisms.” Sarraute borrows this term from a phenomenon
generally observed in the way plants adapt to their surroundings. For instance, the way that certain flowers turn
to face the sun. She uses the term as a descriptor for the
internal movements that prescript and prepare our words
and our actions, on the cusp of consciousness.13 I think of
artworks as amplifiers for vibrations; they constitute points
of contact between the viewer and the world. The world is
contact.
I have very sensitive hair. If somebody looks at it intently,
I can feel it.
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6.
Making a film involves trusting in the viewer to remember.
The images in a film don’t necessarily follow one another
in an order that will offer an explanation to the viewer. In
any sequence of images, the viewer will remember the ones
that came first, and as a result of the distance in time between the first image and the last, a tension arises, one that
hinges entirely on the viewer’s ability to recall the entire
sequence of events. Time does not so much pass as carry on.
It is through memory that we attach the past to the present,
making film appear as vivid as reality, a place in which the
self can experience the potential for its own becoming.14 In
film, the world can present itself as it is.15 It is in memory
that film truly happens.

Isa Genzken’s works are both receptors and amplifiers.
In her sculpture series Weltempfänger (World Receivers)
(1988 – 89), the abstract concrete shapes express the concept of radio through their antennae and their title, and in
the photo series Ohr (Ear) (1980), which features women’s
ears, the association is obvious. The ear is a musical instrument. However, this quality is also present in pieces like
Camera (1990) and Spiegel (Mirror) (1991), public artworks
in which Genzken uses steel structures to delimit sections
of the surrounding space or to alter our experience of it.
The mirror-like form of Spiegel conceptually reflects the
architecture of the Stadthalle Bielefeld, which it faces.
Here, Genzken is using the gestures of modernism, minimalism, and conceptual art to make the cultural heritage
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of which her work is a continuation visible to itself. Her
works direct the gaze to our gaze, and point to tendencies
within our material present. The perspective widens and
the situation expands. The works play on the viewer’s associations, because it is through these associations that an
art object can come alive. Genzken describes her works as
cinematographic, in the sense that the viewer, when moving
around the object, sees different scenes evolving over time.
Individually, the works behave like film scenes, and when
one passes them by one after another in an exhibition space,
they become like a series of film scenes viewed in sequence.
As though the viewer were a camera.
The camera may seem invisible when it remains off-screen,
but it is never neutral. I always want the presence of the
camera to be felt in my works, because the fact that the
scene is filmed—the very act of filming something—affects
whatever it is that’s being filmed. My own subject in the
role of filmmaker, my eyes, my hand, and my breath, are
all obvious presences within my video 6, and by seeing the
work from the maker’s point of view, the viewer becomes
me at the location where the scene was shot, and experiences something like being there when it happened. Partaking
of the structure of the work within the work is a way of
suspending it in a state of constant becoming. This is how
the work is actualised within itself. It is by presenting its
own moment of creation that the work can gaze back
at the viewer and bring the viewer’s position into focus.
By confronting the viewer’s projections into the work with
a deconstruction of itself, the work can take the form of
a mirror, held up to give the viewer a glimpse of their own
position. In 6, the jewellery in the actors’ pierced nose and
ears sparkles. Their eyes sparkle, too; their gazes reach
through the camera, through the technology, to become the
video that we are watching. This is how they view us.
7.
				
“Kind of Sub-Title
			 Delay in Glass
Use ‘delay’ instead of ‘picture’ or
‘painting’; ‘picture on glass’ becomes
‘delay in glass’——but ‘delay in
glass’ does not mean ‘picture
on glass’——
			 It’s merely a way
of succeeding in no longer thinking
that the thing in question is
a picture——to make a ‘delay’ of it
in the most general way possible,
not so much in the different meanings
in which ‘delay’ can be taken, but
rather in their indecisive reunion
‘delay’——a ‘delay in glass’
			 as you would say a ‘poem in prose’
				
or a spittoon in silver”
—Marcel Duchamp 16
When seen through glass, reality becomes an image, yet remains unchanged. Marcel Duchamp’s The Bride Stripped
Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The Large Glass) (1915 – 23),
presents the Bride’s domain and the Bachelors’ domain
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as separated from each other by three layers of glass. The
subject, which is simultaneously figurative and abstract,
resembles a technical blueprint for a machine. In the apparatus—specifically in the dynamic arising from the sparks
of the desire-magneto and the artificial sparks produced by
the electric stripping—the Bride undergoes her cinematic
blossoming. By using colours we can’t see (and dust), and
by plotting out the parts of the machine in the Italian perspective that we have grown accustomed to seeing objects
depicted in, Duchamp makes the subject invisible to our
eyes. Rather than presenting a picture to the retina, he seeks
to stimulate our grey matter: “What the viewer sees on the
Glass is the eye and even the brain in the process of composing its objects.”17
A “jiffy” is a unit of time, which denotes an unspecified
short period. The word itself means “moment”: a flash,
a brief period, a very short time. Apart from its usage in
everyday speech, it has specific meanings in electronics,
computer programming, and physics, meanings that differ
from one domain to the next. In quantum physics, a jiffy
corresponds to the time it takes for light to travel a specific
distance. In artworks, a state can be drawn out; moments
can be extended through the material.
Duchamp describes The Large Glass as an ongoing, unfinished delay—a delay in glass. The glass, which by virtue of
its transparency can divide a space without altering it, is not
a painting, but it resides within the idea of painting. The
movements and the time that are presented in painting are
not the same as the time and the change that we attach to
moving pictures. In a painting, the state is constant: even
if it might appear to us to be shifting, the painted image
is, so to speak, standing still. Duchamp presents The Large
Glass as a cinematographic process; the image is still, but in
his refusal to depict anything, what he has made is, rather, a
representation of the viewer’s projections onto the subject.
The work, the machine, is set into motion within the viewer.
The Bride is in a constant state of undressing. The philosopher Jean-François Lyotard interprets Duchamp’s work
through the transformative potential of gestures. It is by
means of a relocation of energy, motion, and dynamism that
an artwork can rest in a state of continuous genesis before
the viewer, and thus achieve its transformative potential.
A potential that reaches beyond any preconceived concepts.
There is nothing to solve, as there is no problem!
8.
Flashes of light. The power that can bring us to commit
atrocities and miracles alike, the devilish urges that make
us do things we never thought ourselves capable of, is
the subject of Charles Baudelaire’s prose poem “The Bad
Glazier.”18 “Make life beautiful! Make life beautiful!,” the
narrator exclaims, after dropping a flower pot from his
balcony, onto the glazier, shattering all his panes of glass.
Madness is the light.
When I start to work on something, I need to find my way
back to the light, while forgetting the idea. Sometimes
I make things difficult for myself; sometimes I attach myself
to an idea for far too long. I cling to ideas because they
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go well together with words, and words are a comfortable
means for communicating with others. Ideas belong to the
initial stages, but they must be abandoned along the way.
They can never follow the work all the way to the end, because the work must always expand beyond thought. I need
to abandon the idea in order to see. The light is clear, and
I know it well. For it is through seeing that the work comes
about. It is always that way. It is by following the images,
and their rhythm, that I can bring the work into being.
To paint is to practise seeing. I have painted Munch’s moon,
a recurring i. Edvard Munch developed a set of signs, like the
shadow and the moon, that he used to connect his images
to sensory and emotional experiences. In this way, he turned
the painting into a surface existing between the imaginary
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world and the real world. It is a transfer of energy, in which
the connection between the painter and the viewer of the
painting is made immediate. It is like a gaze and a touch
in one. Like when you become one with another, becoming
one and the same with another. Have become the same as
the one you look at, touch (you touched my heart).
The Bride models in Munch’s world of symbols, and a ppears
as the motivational force for sight within Duchamp’s machinery. For it is in the Bride that the desires of the painter
and the viewer are joined. It is the eye-catcher, the point
beyond time. The Bride is an image for what is ongoing, she
is the driving force; in Baudelaire’s case, she is an intoxicating moon, eyes sparkling, black sun.19 She is the evasive, the
unattainable, she is the other sealed behind glass.
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The act of filming the light in the red-light district, and then
projecting the film, reflects that same light back onto the
viewer. When the light from the film illuminates me, when
I see the film and immerse myself in it, I expand. The film
shatters the glass that separates the domain of the Bachelors
from the Bride; the shots are fired, and this time, they hit
their target!
It is an insane light that shatters the glass. Through motion
and intensity, I seek to see what it is that moves within me.
What intensity is, what insisting on existing is. Insisting on
intensity, on attention. The image before and the image
after is never exactly the same in film, as listening and hearing is never repetition.20 (This was before materialist film.)
It is through destruction that industrial perfection can be
outdone. It is in dirt, dust, cracks, cuts, and departures that
the machinery changes direction.
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9.
I feel strongly that the artistic process progresses backwards
through time. By backwards, I mean that the first words, or
the first images, already contain within them all that will
follow. As though it is pre-existent, but I have not yet succeeded in reaching it. I feel strongly that what emerges from
the process has actually existed all along. When the work is
finished, I have arrived at its beginning.
One night, I dreamed that I was completely electric,
everything was electric. When I first began to paint, I painted a lamp. A lamp made of glass, which was shaped like a
flower. When I painted that electric flower of glass, I realised immediately: this is me. This is my own cinematic blossoming, I am an optical witness, and you are my Bride. The
cracks in the glass were no accident.
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Broken

There is a line in Friedrich Hölderlin’s hymn “Der Rhein”
that reads: “Ein Rätsel ist Reinentsprungenes.” This line
is not an easy one to translate, and some different English
versions are: “A riddle, the pure of source”; “A riddle is
that which originated purely”; “Pure source is a riddle”; “A
riddle is the purely originated”; “A riddle, what is purely
arisen,” and so on. When reading the hymns of Hölderlin
(in Swedish), this line (“En gåta är rena källan”) struck me.
What struck me was its curious form—a sentence that speaks
about a riddle itself becoming a riddle. “Auch / Der Gesang
kaum darf es enthullen,” the poem continues, which could
be translated as: “Which / Even songs may scarce disclose.”
The poem will not be able to reveal itself, hence retaining
its obscure form. Philosopher Theodor W. A
 dorno picks up
on this line when, in his Aesthetic Theory, he writes, “Der
Rätselcharakter ist ein Entsprungenes”—thus adding “charakter” (character) but removing an “R” so that the word
“rein” (pure) no longer remains. The English translation of
this sentence reads: “This enigmaticalness emerged out of
a historical process.”1 However, a more literal translation
would be something like: “The riddle character is something
that has sprung forth” (or, perhaps: “something that originated”). By washing away the pure and ahistorical aspect
of Hölderlin’s line, Adorno situates the riddle (or the riddle
character of art) in a historical context as well as transposes
it into a philosophical context. The riddle character (its
enigmaticalness) has, according to Adorno, sprung forth
since the work of art lost its magical or cultic function; it has
gone from being for something to becoming an element of
being-in-itself. The pureness, the r(h)ein, that sets the poem
in motion articulates a longing for a lost transcendence. The
character of the riddle is that which is obscure but reveals a
truth, which could also be said for God—being an enigma
and truth at the same time. However, since the work of art
is cut from being transcendent, the poem gives expression
to what it wants to be: the poem becomes enigmatic (the
word “enigma” comes from Greek, meaning “to speak in
riddles”) since it isn’t a m
 ystery (that is, it isn’t connected
to a religious truth). But let’s not plunge into this river of
confusion and instead return to Adorno. A couple of pages
before the amended riddle, he writes:
The better an artwork is understood, the more it is
unpuzzled on one level and the more obscure its constitutive enigmaticalness becomes. It only emerges demonstratively in the profoundest experience of art. If a
work opens itself completely, it reveals itself as a question and demands reflection; then the work vanishes
into the distance, only to return to those who thought
they understood it, overwhelming them for a second
time with the question “What is it?”2

To me this sounds like a description of Trisha Donnelly’s
work. Donnelly is an artist whose practice is often described
in terms of being indecipherable, enigmatic, obscure, ambiguous, and so on. Usually offering no press releases or texts
of any sort during her exhibitions, Donnelly does not resort
to easy readings. Her oeuvre encompasses everything from
performance (or, as she calls them, demonstrations), video,
and photography to sound works, drawing, and sculpture.
I myself have had the fortune to see only three of her works,
in three different places, as part of three different group exhibitions. All were video works and all were, if I remember
correctly, untitled, and if you looked carefully at the works’
descriptions, you would also notice that the lengths of the
videos, as described on paper, did not seem to correspond
with the actual loops, opening up for another sense of time.
To try and further describe these works v isually, beyond
saying that they are loops of digitally processed abstract
“patterns,” goes beyond my writing capacity. The question
“What is it?” would perhaps be the most accurate description for these brief encounters. Everything in Donnelly’s
works occurs on the surface, whether the work is a digitally processed video loop, a carved stone slab, a drawing,
or a photograph. Donnelly thus avoids an obsessive focus
on content, and thereby suggests—in what resembles the
interpretative modes of Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud,
and which philosopher Slavoj Žižek has pointed out3—
that there isn’t a “hidden kernel” that lies underneath the
form but rather that it is the form itself that constructs the
“secret.” The structure of a dream, for example, is threefold:
the manifest content (what is immediately apprehended),
the latent content (the hidden meaning), and the unconscious desire (the subject matter). The unconscious desire
does not, however, lie beneath the latent content but instead
somewhere between the manifest and latent content. If you
therefore solely focus on uncovering the hidden meaning
of the dream, you miss what the dream is actually about,
since there is nothing unconscious about the latent content.
The essence of the dream is not the hidden meaning but the
dream itself: its form. The form is the riddle, the riddle is
the form. The same thing is true for the commodity. For
Marx, the relative and discernible varying value of the commodity hides the magnitude of value in a product that is
determined by labour time. But even if one were to uncover
the magnitude of value, as in the classical political economy that Marx is critiquing, one still doesn’t consider “why
this content has assumed that particular form, that is to say,
why labour is expressed in value, and why the measurement
of labour by its duration is expressed in the magnitude of
the value of the product.”4 The way of analysing the form,
then, is not to unveil something that supposedly lies underneath but to ask why the form has taken the shape that it
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has. However, if we are to follow Adorno, the analysis of
an artwork differs from the analysis of a dream or a commodity, since the artwork is ultimately defined by its emblematic quality and therefore can never be fully resolved
or confined to a single meaning; he poetically explains: “If
one seeks to get a closer look at a rainbow, it disappears.”5
But to pursue a more accessible route, asking why a work
of art has a certain shape could also be understood within
the tradition of cultural materialism—the precursor to the
philosophy of Žižek but which Adorno lay the foundation
for. In that tradition, an artwork is analysed in the context
of its historical emergence, where contemporary forms of
power structures, ideology, and the economic situation are
taken into account in order to form a critical understanding
of the production process of a work of art; in other words,
to grasp its social function. Anyway, back to Donnelly.
In 2002, Donnelly had her first solo show, at
the New York gallery Casey Kaplan. In a now notorious
demonstration on the show’s opening night, the artist,
dressed as a Napoleonic soldier, rode into the gallery on a
white horse, declaring the emperor’s defeat:
Be still and hear me.
I am a courier. I am only a courier. But I come with
news of destruction. I come to declare his end. If it need
be termed surrender then let it be so. For he has surrendered in word not in will. He has said, “My fall will be
great but at least useful.” The emperor has fallen and
he rests his weight upon your mind and mine. And with
this I am electric. I am electric.6

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih

And then she rode out.

As far as I can tell, it’s one of the more startling entrances into the so-called art world. Donnelly’s demonstration
echoes another historical event, which emerged out of the
glamorous celebrity culture of the United States. What I’m
thinking of is the fable of Bianca Jagger riding into legendary New York nightclub Studio 54 on a white stallion in
1977.7 Through this connection, Donnelly’s gesture takes up
a commentary approach towards the artist-as-celebrity, not
least with regard to avid Studio 54 – goer Andy Warhol, but
also since Donnelly’s nonconformist way of dealing with
the artist persona has, to a great extent, come to shape the
way in which her work is read. Not only does the demonstration refer to a history of glamorous spectacle but it also
staged what would itself become a new fable. In any case,
I wonder still: What does she mean by “electric”? Perhaps
the electricity could be read as the performative invocation
of a historical event, a travelling through time and space
only to end up in another context, radiating its energy of the
past through the artist’s unexpected gesture, electrifying the
space of the exhibition (and supposedly the crowd as well).
The idea of the messenger (the artist) thus becomes crucial,
since they are the one forwarding the message and the one
who becomes electric through the message—an electricity
seemingly without purpose or clear direction. “I am electric” summarises the whole of a performative act: I perform
in front of you and therefore I am electric (and you become
so, too)—that is the whole idea of being “live” and what
Donnelly’s demonstration demonstrates.
Donnelly uses a similar strategy towards the
repurposing of text, which we encountered previously with
Adorno. Whereas Adorno uses Hölderlin to repurpose the
literary text as a philosophical demonstration, Donnelly
used the historical event of Napoleon Bonaparte’s fall to

Albin Skaghammar, Door, 2020. Door, axe. 210 x 90 cm. Installation view, MFA exhibition, KHM2 Gallery, Malmö, 2020
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Left: Albin Skaghammar, Angora (poster 4), 2020. Digital print. 175 x 118.5 cm
Right: Albin Skaghammar, Angora, 2020. Still. UHD video, 07:36 min

repurpose it as the ideological context of the gallery space.
She therefore also, to some extent, unsettled the current
mode of discourse through the work, by taking into consideration the framework in which it was situated. Even
though Donnelly’s practice definitely distinguishes itself as
a counterweight to today’s obsession with accessible explanations, it would be undesirable to read her works as a purely Duchampian chess game with expectation—presenting
unannounced demonstrations, creating video works that
operate within inconceivable time frames, refusing descriptive texts of her work, and so on—since it would require
overlooking the actual work of Trisha Donnelly and completely focusing on the artist-function of Trisha Donnelly. In
the end, her practice favours a beyond-language encounter
with a focus on the vitalist aspect of her work, which indeed
often brings forth notions of electricity, energy, force, and
the like. Donnelly’s works are executed as sharply as a cut
from a samurai sword, and they require an equal amount
of attention and meditation to let them sink in beneath the
skin. It’s about receiving: “The receiver. All in all an electric
word. The receipt of return is invited. Radiated out from
positions harvested from bodiless bodies. R.E.C.E.I.V.E.R.
Spanned over eight weeks. A blinking guide. Receiver.”8
This reception is possible without there necessarily being an explanation for it, and therefore it excludes
a fixed meaning, consequently exempting the work from a
utilitarian purpose, but without, for that matter, alluding
to a purely aesthetic or sensuous reading, since the work
fundamentally emerges out of a conceptual framework. If
conceptual art’s critique of aesthetics falls under its own
pictorial dimension, then Donnelly weaves together the
aesthetic material with the works conceptuality within the
given situation. Take, for example, an untitled drawing

described by Donnelly: “This drawing is of an extinct object, which is this specific act of unlatching on a leg. It’s
an action that is extinct because people don’t know how to
put them on or take them off anymore because they are not
worn. Every time somebody would ask at the place where it
was shown, ‘What is that?’ the person who works there has
to show them: ‘it is …’”9 Like the black page in Tristram
Shandy, the work takes shapes where words fall short, an
effect dependent on a situational foundation; its context.
Or, in Adorno’s words:
No art is about itself; its symbolic meaning cannot arise
as an abstraction separate from its material realization.
In its very origin the meaning is inseparably connected
to the realization, and the two only ever come apart
when faced with history. Over the course of history the
work of art reveals its different contents, and it is only
when we are done with the work that it exists for itself.10
I visited New York for the first time last year, and while there
I had my first real encounter with the work of the late Lutz
Bacher. The work on display was Swingers (2011 – 13), which
consists of reprinted ads from swingers magazines that are
seeking sexual partners. The clippings feature pornographic amateur self-portraits together with the text of the ad.
Swingers is a rather typical work for Bacher, whose pieces
often comprise found material that brings together text and
images, as well as objects, video, photography, drawing,
sound, and performance, and reflect matters like obsession,
violence, sexuality, and power structures in mass-media
consumer culture. Again, in a way similar to the previous
examples of Adorno and Donnelly, Bacher strategically
repurposes material—in her case, primarily material from
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American popular culture—to reframe it in another situation, transferring objects from one value system to another,
expanding the material’s original enclosure in its specificity.
Such a strategy, in the case of Bacher, who practised during
the same period as the Pictures Generation, also could be
read as a critique against art’s supposed autonomy. Lutz
Bacher (a famously adopted name) was an artist who, like
Donnelly (a former student of hers at the University of
California, Los Angeles), sought to find other, more unconventional ways of structuring an artistic practice or career
as a critique of the prevailing art system—the pseudonym
perhaps being the most obvious one. The artist-function of
Lutz Bacher has also been the subject of works such as Do
You Love Me? (1994), a video that runs eleven and a half
hours and in which an unseen Bacher asks questions about
herself to friends and colleagues, and also Bingo (Or the
Year I Was Born) (2008), a bingo sign programmed to light
up in a random sequence. Leafing through the publication
Snow (2013), which compiles her work from 1975 to 2013,
laughter gets stuck in my throat at every turn. Like the piece
Angels (2013), which consists simply of a broken mirror,
her fragmented body of work come to reflect a shattered
reality. And her works indeed display ambiguous, murky
qualities, such as Huge Uterus (1989), a six-hour video of
an invasive surgery the artist underwent to remove tumours
from her uterus, displayed on a TV monitor lying down on
the floor together with an audio relaxation tape for surgery
patients; Who Did This to You? (1992), where an “anatomically correct” Caucasian male doll—used when interviewing children believed to have been sexually abused—sits in
a corner watching a videotape made by a law firm instructing clients how to protect themselves against child-abuse
charges; Jackie and Me (1989), consisting of stalker photographs of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis taken by p
 aparazzo
Ron Galella, together with added captions; Menstrual
Extraction Kit (1991), a homemade abortion device; and
My Penis (1992), a video loop of televised material from
the trial of John F. Kennedy’s nephew William Kennedy
Smith—who was charged with rape (and later acquitted)—
in which his statement, “I did have my penis,” is repeated
over and over.
Following the death of her New York art dealer
Pat Hearn in 2000, Bacher completed her work Closed
Circuit (1997 – 2000):

Closed Circuit is the 40-minute digital animation of
video stills taken from a year of time lapse video recordings which show a fixed camera perspective of the
office of my NY art dealer, Pat Hearn. In the autumn
of the year the animation unfolds in narrative-like
sequences around the working interactions of the

woman at the centre of the universe of her small office.
Into the winter and spring this orderly and legible context is transformed by a changeable light source and
disrupted by the rapidly accelerating montage. Finally,
in the heat of the summer our main protagonist and the
space in which she now fleetingly appears have transmuted to a suspension of glowing translucent images
which are no longer animated by nor anchored to the
former reality—where we began—40 minutes ago—a
year ago.11
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According to the gallerist Lia Gangitano, Bacher during
the making of Closed Circuit was filling her notebooks
with quotes from Adorno’s Aesthetic Theory, “particularly
ideas about organic / inorganic imagery, technical imperfection and issues of transparency.”12 Bacher, in relation to
the second half of Closed Circuit, also referenced a passage
from the novel Paris Peasant by the surrealist poet Louis
Aragon: “The whole useless body was invaded by transparency. Gradually the body turned into light. The blood, rays.
The limbs, in the throes of an incomprehensible gesture,
grew rigid. And the man was no longer anything but a sign
among the constellations.”13 This same quote a twenty-fiveyear-old Adorno used as the preface for a 1928 essay on
composer Franz Schubert. One year younger, but no less of
a bright shining star, James Dean on September 30, 1955,
crashed his Porsche 550 Spyder at the junction of California
State Route 46 and Route 41, and died. In Bacher’s piece
James Dean (1986), Dean (not so surprisingly) stands as
the subject of enquiry; or, rather, the image of him does.
The work consists of a video slideshow of sixteen paired
slides shown on two monitors, with publicity shots of the
renowned actor. Dean looks in all directions as one pair of
slides fades into the next. The images that contributed to
the construction of the cultural icon James Dean are put
into a new, more obscure orbit, slowly taking a new shape;
the meaning of the icon shifts into something liquid, a liquid that perhaps was already there from the start, but which
now gives rise to momentary sun glitter. Through this new
set of relations into which these images have been inserted,
the making of an icon—the process of a body becoming
illuminated—becomes visible and yet remains unclear. You
start to wonder what the images are about. That which was
previously a given has become questionable.
“Terror itself peers out of the eyes of beauty as the coercion
that emanates from form; the concept of the blinding glare
of beauty articulates this experience.”14
After completing my video work Angora (2020), I decided
to print some stills in order to advertise it. I ordered four
posters from a website that provides “expo material” and
offers European sizing (that is, prints the size of European
bus stop advertisements). The stills picture the faces of the
four models featured in the video, albeit photoshopped so
that they look overexposed, or perhaps sun bleached, making the large, youthful faces seem to almost perish and fade
into the white walls when hung in a brightly lit exhibition
space. The idea of youth and youth’s decay—its fellowship
with death—is that death comes to signify something other
than what is usually understood. Death is not what occurs
when your heart stops beating and your body d
 ecomposes,
but rather it occurs when you reach a certain age. All teenage
culture is structured around the idea of burning out before
being completely immersed in the life of modern adulthood
(i.e., wage slavery), which is as good as being dead—and this
is what the death of James Dean illustrates so well. “The
affinity of all beauty with death has its nexus in the idea
of pure form that art imposes on the diversity of the living
and that is extinguished in it,”15 Adorno writes in Aesthetic
Theory. A sentence that doesn’t sound very contemporary
but that seems perhaps more accurate if you exchange the
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word “art” for “fashion.” Although fashion and art are not
interchangeable—neither in Adorno’s time nor now—they
have, historically, through the concept of beauty, shared the
idea of eternal life and constant renewal. The poet Charles
Baudelaire formulated the concept as such: “Beauty is made
up of an eternal invariable element, whose quantity is excessively difficult to determine, and of a relative, circumstantial
element, which will be, if you like, whether severally or all at
once, the age, its fashions, its morals, its emotions.”16 It is in
the interface between the first-mentioned aspect—beauty’s
eternal element—and the later relative aspects, which are
ever changing, that a kinship with death is assembled, since
beauty’s eternal life creates an awareness of the transient
nature of beauty in the living.

“FASHION: I’m Fashion, your sister.
DEATH: My sister?
FASHION: Yes. Don’t you remember that we are both
Caducity’s daughters?
DEATH: What can I remember, I who am memory’s
greatest enemy?
FASHION: But I remember well; and I know that you and
I together keep undoing and changing things down here on
earth, although you go about it one way and I another.” 17
Youth and its decay is an ever recurring theme throughout
art history, not least in William Shakespeare’s Sonnets. A
large part of the sonnets (numbers 1 through 126 of 154
total) are dedicated to the “Fair Youth,” a much desired
handsome young man. “A liquid prisoner pent in walls of
glass,” reads a line from “Sonnet 5”—the liquid prisoner in
this case being perfume. “Beauty’s effect with beauty were
bereft, / Nor it nor no remembrance what it was,” the poem
goes on. The only way for a flower’s beauty to be preserved
is by being distilled and becoming perfume. In other words,
the poet urges the Fair Youth to have children so that his
beauty might live on when his own is lost. I took the liberty
of using that first-quoted line of “Sonnet 5” in a work titled
Mirror (2020). The sentence was rewritten as red lipstick
on a mirror. While making the work, I thought a lot about
something I read in the preface to the Swedish edition of
philosopher Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punish: when
the author of that preface, Sune Sunesson, was reading the
first chapter of Foucault’s book, he couldn’t stop thinking
about the formulation “the soul is the prison of the body”
and how much that could illuminate things. The soul is the
instrument that exercises power over the body, a soul that
is itself ultimately imprisoned. Through this claustrophobic
description, a sense emerged in me of how one is stuck in
the image of oneself, an image that in many ways is deeply
alien to us. “The mirror is the place where we discover that
we have an image and, at the same time, that this image can
be separate from us,” writes another philosopher, Giorgio
Agamben.18 There is a strange sensation that occurs while
staring at yourself in the mirror for too long. The reflection
begins to detach itself from what you thought was you, it
becomes animated and starts staring back, and you hastily
turn your eyes away in fright at the thought that the reflection might reach out to you from the other side. The
image is evil; this is dark magic. And this is also what Freud
famously discovered in a wagon-lit compartment: there is

surely something suspicious about this double.19 Naturally
the question arises: “Why do you look at yourself in the
mirror, since you can’t see your reflection with anything but
displeasure?”20
The stills that became posters were extracted,
as mentioned earlier, from the video Angora. The video is
structured around an execution, a scene based on a segment
from a Swedish feature film featuring a crime reconstruction—which is a re-enactment of a video tape, which is a
recording of a crime reconstruction, which is a reconstruction based on a real event and ultimately a memory. As
described above, the actors cast in Angora are all young
models and the scene is set in a photo studio. The work is an
almost shot-for-shot remake of the film scene upon which
Angora is based; however, each shot is extended in length,
so that the models are made to hold poses instead of acting
in a more natural way. The video is silent and made in a
vertical format (portrait mode) to look like a moving-image
advertisement. It is a seamless loop and, similar to an industrialised product, it’s defined by its ability to endlessly repeat—forever able to retain its beauty. The models are posing to highlight their picturesque appearance, since posing
shapes you into an image before the actual picture is taken.
Art critic Craig Owens perhaps puts it more eloquently:
“What do I do when I pose for a photograph? … I freeze,
as if anticipating the still I am about to become; mimicking its opacity, its still-ness; inscribing, across the surface
of my body, photography’s ‘mortification’ of the flesh.”21
The mortification, the deathlike quality, of the photograph
is enhanced in the work by the photo studio being a site for
murder. Owens further writes: “Posing then, is a form of
mimicry; … mimicry entails a certain kind of splitting of the
subject: the entire body detaches itself from itself, becomes
a picture, a semblance.”21
***
There’s a gap that bisects Friedrich Hölderlin’s life: a gap
that Hölderlin fell into. The gap is called mental illness,
and it split his life into two equal parts of thirty-six years
each. Hölderlin spent his youth in Tübingen and Jena,
Germany, where he studied theology and philosophy and
met with other prolific writers and thinkers of his time,
such as Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Friedrich Wilhelm
Joseph Schelling, Friedrich Schiller, Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe, and Novalis. After his studies, Hölderlin moved
to Frankfurt, where he was employed by the banker Jacob
Gontard, whose wife, Susette, he fell in love with. However,
their relationship came to an abrupt end when their affair
was discovered, ending in Hölderlin running off to the spa
town of Homburg. Susette and Hölderlin continued to meet
in secret. During this time, he began to show symptoms of
“nervous hypochondrias” (schizophrenia), which is said to
have gotten worse after his final meeting with Susette in
1800. The year after, Hölderlin set out on foot to S
 outhern
France, where he was to work as a private tutor in the
household of a German consul in Bordeaux. In late 1802,
Hölderlin, “pale as a corpse,” arrived back at his home in
Nürtingen, where he learned that Susette had died from
influenza approximately at the same time as his arrival. He
continued to live with his mother in Nürtingen until 1806,
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when he, at age thirty-six, fell ill for good. He lived the rest
of his life in a tower room with a view over the river Neckar,
back in Tübingen, where he, after some months of unsuccessful treatment at a clinic, was, in consultation with his
doctor, taken care of by the master carpenter Ernst Zimmer
(who was an admirer of Hölderlin’s work) and his family.
In her book The Ontology of the Accident,
philosopher Catherine Malabou describes life, in consonance with Hölderlin, as following the path of a river.23 A
path in which the successive transformations of the body
and the soul strengthen the permanence of one’s identity
—fix it. In the end, you become who you are and nothing
else than who you are. In some cases, however, because of
a mere coincidence, an accident, the path is split and a new
personality emerges. This new personality lives side by side
with the old one, to, in the end, take its place. Malabou
calls this phenomenon “destructive plasticity.” The new self
is characterised through its indifference. To describe why
this is, Malabou borrows a term from philosopher Baruch
Spinoza: “conatus.” Conatus is the striving of all things to
endeavour to remain in their being, which is regulated by
affects. Happiness increases the conatus (or drives one’s
will to live), and sorrow decreases it. Therefore, Malabou
argues, you cannot exist without affects. Thinking and reasoning cannot develop or make use of their normal functions
without being carried by affect. For one to be able to think,
desire, and understand, things need to have consistency, a
value; otherwise, thought is replaced by emotional indifference, which erases all differences of perspective. When a
trauma occurs, it affects the whole affective potential, and
the person experiencing the trauma moves beyond sorrow
and becomes indifferent to their own survival as well as that
of others. This, Malabou writes, is the only way to explain
indifference to murder. Emotional indifference is thus the
symptom of an already destroyed life, a potential outcome
inscribed in our being. Since our identities are already from
the beginning changeable, the destructive plasticity—to die
without dying—exists as a virtual threat to each one of us.

“For life without life’s joys / Is living death.” 24
“The fragment is the central philosophical concept of early
German romanticism,” writes philosopher Peter Osborne in
Anywhere or Not at All.25 Osborne argues that the fragment
was an artistic solution to a philosophical problem, namely
that of the impossibility of a total system through which the
whole can be known; in other words: truth. The fragment,
says Osborne, inhabits a certain dialectic quality of complete / incomplete. On the one hand, the fragment is partial
or incomplete, but at the same time, it encompasses its own
totality; in its independence, it is self-sufficient. The fragment has the capacity to emit a flash of understanding, and
therefore also a philosophical insight. Furthermore, there
is never a single fragment but always a plurality of fragments—fragments through which the method of the montage can constitute a new unity. However, as Osborne points
out, the collection of parts cannot make up for its own
partiality (although there is also of course the speculative
idea of the totality of all possible fragments). Anything can
become an object of philosophical enquiry if it is grasped
as a fragment—grasped as its own unity with reference to
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the infinite. This also means that if an artwork is viewed as
a fragment, it carries a metaphysical meaning: “In short,
philosophically, the fragment is the work of art.”26 And
since the fragment “is an ideal form” (and therefore philosophical),27 the work of art inevitably becomes, for the Jena
romantics, an ideal form.
Not only have these ideas concerning the fragment been used by other German thinkers, such as Friedrich
Nietzsche and later Walter Benjamin as well as Adorno, but
Osborne also draws a direct line between the Jena romantics and Sol LeWitt’s text “Sentences on Conceptual Art.”
To be able to make this stretch, Osborne stresses the mystical ingredient in LeWitt’s “Sentences” (the “leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach”), but also writes: “The
way Sentences acquires this fragmentary status is by participating, equally, in the potentially infinite openness but
actual finite closure of an exhibited part of a series.”28 For
Osborne, it is in the infinite openness of conceptual art’s
idea of the series, which opens up for an endless becoming,
that the “Sentences” come closest to romantic poetry. To
certify this, he points towards a well-known segment from
Friedrich Schlegel’s Athenaeum Fragments: “The romantic
kind of poetry is still in the state of becoming; that, in fact,
is its real essence: that it should forever be becoming and
never be perfected.”29
***

CUTs (1986 – 96) is the title of a group of works made by
the German artist Astrid Klein and consists of large-scale
collages on transparent film. While visiting the airy Berlin
gallery space where the CUTs are on display, I find myself
circling round and round, moving back and forth across the
room, and every time I encounter one of the works, something new has ascended to appear on the pale-coloured surface. Bits of text and images merge together and create the
sense of an elusive memory, emphasised through the works’
transparency. Some of the fragments are more recognisable
than others, such as the faces of punk icon Johnny Rotten
and mid-century actress Romy Schneider, while other parts
are almost completely abstract or present things I can’t
trace. The quotes from literature and the use of newspaper
fragments together with pictures from popular culture
appear to compile a social memory from the period of the
artist’s life. By not using direct, outspoken irony or apparent humour—which is so present in Lutz Bacher’s work—
Klein’s CUTs produce an even greater sense of obscurity
and bring forth a different poetic sensibility. That which
otherwise might seem flat or banal in the CUTs comes
to signify something different. Writer and philosopher
Georges Bataille has (with the help of Freud)30 described
this effect rather handsomely:
If poetry introduces the strange, it does so by means
of the familiar. The poetic is the familiar dissolving
into the strange, and ourselves with it. It never dispossesses us entirely, for the words, the images (once dissolved) are charged with emotions already experienced,
attached to objects which link them to the known.31
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I now try to recollect the details of the works, but my
memory is dim. At home, a free poster reproducing CUT
II that I took with me from the exhibition hangs above the
sofa. On it, I see the face of actress Monica Vitti in what it
appears to be a still from L’Avventura (1960), looking as
though it has been taped onto a wall, making it clear that
it is a photographed photograph. Underneath the picture,
one can read the word “years” in a bold font, and, looking
closer, a vague typewritten text emerges: “lost time because
I remember emotionally selectively I remember in order
to be happy unhappy not in order to understand.” To the
right are large rectangular forms of what look like enlarged
photographs, or perhaps sheets of paper, but it is difficult to
make out. Easier to distinguish, however, is another typewritten text: “I have nothing to offer anybody except my
own confusion.” A quick Google search reveals the sentence
to be a quote from beat writer Jack Kerouac. In this way, the
CUTs distribute material traces, some of which’s origins are
easy to derive, while others remain obscure. Not only do the
works address a certain historical representation through
the use of popular images or news fragments, but their collective effect is fundamentally psychological. By changing
the way in which the material is normally perceived, Klein
constructs a complex collage through which the act of perception become visible. While viewing CUTs in the gallery,
I feel myself being seduced, and through noticing this feeling, I become aware that the works are seducing me. Thus,
the CUTs create a consciousness of how these fragments
come to affect my emotions, and by including stereotypical
images, they also point towards how visual culture—with
all its images that I’m subjected to every day—is able to
influence my psyche in the most insidious ways.
***
Traces or clues stand as a central theme of historian C
 arlo
Ginzburg’s seminal text “Morelli, Freud and Sherlock
Holmes: Clues and Scientific Method.” Although relatively
short, the article is a tour de force and goes through a vast
number of topics—from the invention of writing to the
origins of the fingerprint—and ranges in time from the
Neolithic period, through the Renaissance, into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Its main focus, however, is
the history of knowledge. Through examining how people
see the world, Ginzburg analyses how knowledge is constructed, understood, and implemented, as well as shows
how the organisation of information is affected by the
social structures in which that information exists. A crucial
point in this history is the period between the late sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries, when science went from being understood in general terms to gaining a more specific
meaning, which still frames how we understand it today. In
this transformation, knowledge based on everyday experience and careful observation—where the observer was able
to gain an understanding that exceeded the immediately visible—had to step aside to allow another form of scientific
knowledge, as developed by Galileo Galilei and others, to
take its place. This new paradigm required evidence to be
observed directly and held that scientific truth lies in that
which is repeatable. The former understanding of knowledge is what Ginzburg calls “conjectural” or “divinatory.”

This form of knowledge has, since the subsequent scientific
revolution, been disparaged; however, Ginzburg traces a recurrence of an established form of conjectural knowledge
in the late nineteenth century. By way of example, he begins his text by writing about three different people: the art
historian Giovanni Morelli, the father of psychoanalysis
Sigmund Freud, and the fictional master detective Sherlock
Holmes. He characterises each’s method of discovery as
conjectural, as they all base their knowledge on the interpretation of signs or symptoms.
Morelli was a late nineteenth-century Italian
art historian who came up with a method to distinguish
copies of paintings from their originals. To do this, M
 orelli
did not look at the more obvious or general characteristics of a certain painter, which could be easily imitated;
instead, he observed the less significant details, such as
earlobes, fingernails, and the shape of toes and fingers—
in other words, unconscious traits that were more unlikely to be d
 irectly imitated. In “Morelli, Freud and Sherlock
Holmes,” Ginzburg compares Morelli’s method of analysing details to reveal a painting’s maker to the analytic method of Holmes, who gains his understanding of crime scenes
through meticulous attention towards his surroundings,
and lastly to the psychoanalytic method of Freud (who,
Ginzburg shows, was directly inspired by Morelli), who employed a method based on detecting unconscious conflicts
through a p
 atient’s speech, which can be revealed through
seemingly insignificant remarks. By examining marginal
details, Morelli could reveal the true author of a certain
painting, Holmes the perpetrator of a crime, and Freud the
workings of the unconscious. These three cases all invoke
medical semiotics, which is a discipline that permits diagnosis on the basis of superficial symptoms or signs, even
though the disease cannot be directly observed (significantly, Morelli studied medicine, and both Freud and Holme’s
creator Arthur Conan Doyle had a Doctor of Medicine).
The detail or fragment becomes key to understanding something about the larger picture. In accordance with the Jena
romantics, Ginzburg poses the fragment as an alternative
way to gain knowledge against the idea of the total system
but without rejecting the thought of totality:
In a social structure of ever-increasing complexity like
that of advanced capitalism, befogged by ideological
murk, any claim to systematic knowledge appears as
a flight of foolish fancy. To acknowledge this is not to
abandon the idea of totality. On the contrary; the existence of a deep connection which explains superficial
phenomena can be confirmed when it is acknowledged
that direct knowledge of such a connection is impossible. Reality is opaque; but there are certain points—
clues, signs—which allow us to decipher it.32
I was reading about a much covered murder case on the
internet, and different details emerged from the articles
that caught my attention. My interest in these particulars
came out of a curiosity regarding how carefully chosen they
seemed, and how they in turn became used by the sensationalist journalism that surrounded the case. These details
have taken a successive line of shifts, from existing in a
domestic or personal space, to becoming evidence or clues,
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Left: Albin Skaghammar, Mirror, 2020. Mirror, lipstick. 82 x 32 cm
Right: Albin Skaghammar, Single white male, 33, 5’11” and 175 lbs with dark hair and blue eyes, 2020. Detail. Record player, LP record, poster,
wardrobe, framed inkjet print. Dimensions variable

to standing as details in newspaper articles, which, after
being consumed, are thrown away and turned into trash.
However, picking up the trash and the clues came to found
the basis for my work Single white male, 33, 5’11’’ and 175
lbs with dark hair and blue eyes (2020), and thus they shifted again, into art objects (or, more specifically, props in an
exhibition space). The objects that the work consists of are
a record player, New Order’s 12’’ single “True Faith” (sleeve
design by Peter Saville), a Casablanca poster (designed by
Bill Gold), and a wardrobe with a framed inkjet print hanging on the inside. The print is of a found image, a digital
photograph taken at the crime scene that depicts the inside
of a closet where the perpetrator scribbled in red ink: “IF
YOU DONt like the ReflectioN. DONt look IN the Mirror.
I DONt Care.” The work in some sense suggests a dialectic
approach towards appearance and disguise. In one way, the
objects come to paint a portrait, but, at the same time, the
objects are standing in for a subject and therefore simultaneously conceal what they present—thus reflecting the
quote’s impossibility of trying to escape the image of oneself or trying not to care when it’s the only thing you really
(obviously) can think about. The Casablanca poster marks
the idea of appearance as well, in the sense that it is produced to announce or invite, basically to create an interest
in the form of a single image—just like the function of a record sleeve. Together, the two covers signal different senses
of nostalgia, glamour, danger, romance, momentary beauty,
and fragility, among many other things. Likewise, the use
of New Order’s song “True Faith” in the film A
 merican
Psycho suggests a more disturbing interpretation. In any
case, the components of the work are intended to create a
network of these different aspects that reflect the original
event, both concealing it while at the same time explicitly
referencing it. It thus further reflects how journalism sometimes tends to shy away from the real event and instead
takes up a narrative governed by spectacle that, in the end,
has little to do with reality, similar to the commodity form,
becoming a symptom of its ideological circumstances.

But do these objects, then, through this installation, come to signify something else or even transcend the
commodity form? Or is it perhaps all just the same? In the
age of global capitalism, can the artwork escape the market
structure? The short answer to this question is: no. The art
historian Dorothea von Hantelmann even goes as far as to
suggest:
The very notion of “product” is mirrored in and at the
same time ennobled by the conception of the artwork.
Market societies derive their wealth from the production of material objects and their circulation through
commerce, and the visual art field is engaged in the
exact same process. Visual art does not only reiterate these basic components of Western societies but,
through the museum, even constructs an entire ritual
designed to dignify them by removing their objects
from a sphere of practice and use, elevating them to a
seemingly higher realm in which meaning and subjectivity are produced.33
According to this mode of reasoning, the museum comes
to occupy the position of the church in secular market society. But this equation of “consumer product = artwork”
seems, just like the equation “church = museum,” perhaps
a bit too simplistic. As Hannah Arendt, among other philosophers, had already pointed out many, many years ago,
the artwork is not made to be consumed in the way other
products are (i.e., destroyed), but rather made to last and
outlive the era of its construction.34 Interestingly, this removal from capitalism’s chain of production and consumption becomes, for von Hantelmann, the sign of art’s status
as a sort of “superproduct,” whereas for the philosopher
Boris Groys, the removal instead comes to signify art as an
“anti-commodity.”35 These different conclusions thus lead
to different strategies for cultural production. For Groys,
the museum becomes the site for critical engagement with
the past. Through the “defunctionalisation” of past cultural
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Left: Albin Skaghammar, Bone, 2017. Bone, 12 x 32 x 12 cm
Right: Albin Skaghammar, La Belle et la Bête, 2020. Still. Video, 29:33 min

objects we are, according to Groys, able to get hold of previous imaginaries. Furthermore, if we are capable of viewing
our own society as already dead, we are able to compare
these different ways of thinking. In other words, through
a historical process the artwork gains status as a metaobject, since it has been defunctionalised and therefore offers
a metaposition. Artists today could, then, invoke previous
avant-garde strategies and place ourselves into a revolutionary tradition, and in that sense become mediators between
an artistic tradition and our contemporary society. Thus,
the metaposition is something that originates not in an individual subject but rather through a historical process.
Von Hantelmann takes another course of direction in her book How to Do Things with Art. In it, she
discusses Daniel Buren, James Coleman, Jeff Koons, and
Tino Sehgal as artists who she thinks acknowledge the
role that the artwork has in coproducing conventions, and
who, instead of merely taking a critical stance, rethink the
structures that they’re operating within. Using the theory
of performativity as developed by John Langshaw Austin
and Judith Butler, von Hantelmann describes how singular expressive acts can never be efficacious, since the model
of performativity always operates within conventions. She
quite crudely singles out “performance art” as a producer of
these singular expressive acts, since such artworks appear as
though acting outside of convention even though, according to von Hantelmann, there is no thing such as an outside.
Similarly, one could argue, like Marxist philosopher Rosa
Luxemburg does, against political movements such as anarchism and syndicalism that see “social revolution merely as
an external and inessential characteristic” and not as part of
a historical process.36 It is through showing how artworks,
history, and institutions produce convention that the possibility to change them can occur.
Either way—whether focusing on the actual
work of art or on the institutional framework—what these
strategies are getting at is ultimately that we should recognise that contemporary subjects, institutions, and art are all
products of current social, historical, and economic structures, which fundamentally are bound to today’s global capitalism and very much govern how we make, see, and think
about art. It is then through this recognition of the ruling
ideological hegemony that an act of countercultural activity
can take place, either by making “anti-commodities” and
continuing an artistic tradition or by using the performative
frameworks of a certain institution or medium to alter those
frameworks. In any case, this presupposes in some sense the

hope that both cultural production and the exhibition space
can be sites for building new discursive platforms that are
not solely ruled by contemporary capitalism—even though
it is difficult, or perhaps impossible, to completely get away
from.
Through a historical process, art has come to
occupy a curious position where it is perceived as though
existing outside and inside society simultaneously. While
being assigned an autonomous role, it has been torn from
its previous (pre – French Revolution) societal functions,
and the market became the new social basis for art. Consequently, it was through the market that art’s status became
autonomous. This does not mean, however, that the work of
art can be equated with a product that has been produced
for the market, such as products of the culture industry (or
any other type of product), since the artwork only circulates as a commodity but is not produced as a commodity.
Looking at art that has been and continues to be produced,
one discovers that art is inevitably heterogeneous, since it is
made by different people in different contexts from different parts of society, as well as the fact that it isn’t produced
for a utilitarian purpose. In this way, art can be seen as
carrying a utopian promise, because it exists together in its
difference. But this also means that art inhabits divergence,
and if you thus think of art as reflecting the context in which
it is being produced, then art unconsciously embodies a society’s contradictions as well. Therefore, art is able to use
its alienation as a social critique through its form—which
means that the “critical” aspect of an artwork does not lie
in a certain morally justifiable message that the work brings
forth. As artist Josephine Pryde once mentioned in an interview: “This word ‘critical’ is made to work very hard in art.
My new theory is that a lot of the art that says it is critical
is actually more like failed journalism. Journalism with the
actuality or force of the story taken out, shipped around the
world and treated as art.”37
***
An artist who for me has provoked discussions around
some of the above-mentioned issues is Anne Imhof. There
is a tendency when viewing Imhof’s works to feel threatened or neglected by the ever-so-cool-looking performers.
Thus it may seem as though you, a member of the audience,
are in a vulnerable position. However, the power relations
are of course the reverse. In the choreography of Imhof’s
performance works (which could be described as sort of
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Gesamtkunstwerke with music, stage design, props, people,
and sometimes even animals), the imaginary rebels—carefully chosen for their Instagram-friendly appearance—are
transformed into images. However threatening the performers might seem, their bodies ultimately end up as objects for
consumption, for viewers to stare at, and even though they
might be staring back, they are to some extent performing
within the realm of the zoo. Borrowing tropes from BDSM
and Berlin club culture, these Gesamtkunstwerke situate
themselves as mediations on a certain form of urban under
ground existence. Although critiques against her works
contend that they merely become “another chance for the
bourgeoisie to gawp at more marginal forms of existence
under the sign of ‘culture’”38 and that they fail to reach beyond that mode, I think Imhof’s works succeed in, and perhaps thanks to, their seeming banality. The performers are
conformed to fit the institution and thus bring to the surface the complex situation of critiquing institutions while
being part of them. As von Hantelmann points out in How
to Do Things with Art: “Critique promotes the questioning
of conventions and at the same time constitutes a convention itself.”39 The works thus become a form of meta-institutional critique—a critique that fails to critique anything
at all, where all gestures and symbols are emptied out of
their edgy or provocative qualities. Everything in Imhof’s
works—from the performers to the objects and images—is
fetishised. The symbolic revolutionary message of an Antifa
flag becomes lost and is instead transformed into a decorative object. In that sense, Imhof’s works are the ultimate
embodiment of “radical chic.” In her book, von Hantelmann also discusses the impotence of a critique that bases
itself on the same ground as what it wants to critique. She
borrows two terms from the philosopher Ian MacKenzie
to describe this phenomenon: “impure critique” and “pure
critique.” Impure critique is a form of critique that is closely
attached to what it wants to criticise or is merely a critical
attitude. Pure critique is critique that instead attempts to
build another foundation. When reading von Hantelmann’s
book, I’m again reminded of Luxemburg and her thoughts
on the role of the trade union, as developed in her influential pamphlet The Mass Strike, the Political Party and the
Trade Unions.40 The trade union, Luxemburg argues, can
never be a real tool for social revolution, since it only operates within the frameworks provided by the market economy and employers’ organisations. It can improve workers’
rights and increase people’s living standards, which is an
important task, but it can never be the instrument for the
abolishment of wage slavery, since it ultimately accepts the
premises of the current economic system.
Most Western youth cultures and subcultures
that have existed as a form of opposition, as a counterculture, have consequently become rendered harmless
by capitalist society. The capitalist industry not only subsumes subcultures but also has a part in constructing them.
A notable example being the immense impact on punk
that fashion designer Vivienne Westwood and Sex Pistols
manager M
 alcolm McLaren had with their boutique SEX.
This pre-subscription to a certain fashion is an integrated
part of Imhof’s works, whereby some of her performers
also work as models for big fashion agencies. Her enduring
performances dwell in a subcultural self-destruction, which,
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as fellow artist Mike Kelley pointed out, has been the only
form of empowerment that Western youth culture has deployed against society.41 Even though Imhof signals the idea
of empowerment through self-destruction by using bongs,
drug scales, needles, beer cans, and whatnot as props in her
Gesamtkunstwerke, it is the becoming-image that stands out
as the primary form of violence. Today’s narcissistic selfie
culture plays an important role in her works, from the performers getting instructions on WhatsApp to the crowd’s
never-ending posting on Instagram. What Imhof’s works
are doing is pointing out that however much we would like
to think of her performers as youthful, nihilistic, decadent,
beautiful, fashionable activists who are “occupying space,”
the institution is always superior. In the end, their bodies are
merely objectified, commodified, cold images made to stare
at in a grand institution or high-end gallery. Imhof clearly
comes to operate within the economic structure of the art
institution and its need for spectacle. And a spectacle is, as
is known, impossible without an audience, whose ways of
acting in the space become almost as compelling as those of
the performers. As if being placed inside a spaghetti western
shootout, viewers notice themselves watching as they’re being observed by others—and each move counts in this social
duel. Imhof is an artist of our time, articulating the posture
that contemporary culture is so dependent upon—using a
flat dimension to reflect a banal culture. Quite remarkably,
Imhof has succeeded in drawing back the age-old subject
of youth and beauty into the exhibition space, as commercially produced and manufactured through the fashion industry. It is filterless, without irony or Koonsian kitsch, and
hence her work draws attention to a never-ending historical
obsession that continues to flourish—which reminds me of
Frances Stark’s encounter with a quote by another artist,
Lee Lozano:
When Dan Graham told her, “Beauty is Dead,” she
responded in a page of her notebook, “I do not agree
with this statement. In fact ’twas beauty that killed the
beast and ’tis beauty that’ll save the plan-it (the plan-it
earth).”42

Beauty and the Beast was written by Gabrielle-Suzanne
Barbot de Villeneuve and was published in 1740. In 1756,
the 362-page book was abridged and published by Jeanne-
Marie Leprince de Beaumont, which is the version best
known today. It was printed in a young women’s magazine
and had the structure of a moral tale intending to guide a
young female audience through the conduct of marriage.
Beaumont’s version is, therefore, a much more neat story
with many of the more explicit sexual references present
in Villeneuve’s original tidied away. Like most fairy tales,
Beauty and the Beast is an endlessly dissectible story and
hence an abundance of interpretations are available. Desire
is of course a central theme,43 where the Beast is the desiring subject and Beauty the desired object, acting as the
exchangeable good between her father and the Beast. The
story thus displays woman’s role as commodity in a patriarchal society, not owning her own body and gaining value
only as a mediating object between men. Things get difficult, however, when the Beast gets neglected by Beauty. It
seems that the Beast’s looks prevent him from gaining his
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desired object. Neither his gentlemanly manners nor his
wealth appears to be of any help. At the end of the story,
when he thinks Beauty has left him for good, he tries to
starve himself (perhaps after looking at too many fashion
magazines). However, his benevolent behaviour towards
Beauty has indeed made her feel for him, too. While the
Beast is lying helpless on the lawn, Beauty acknowledge her
affection for him, whereby he is transformed into a beautiful prince. The spell is broken—but it still leaves you perhaps wondering about the Beast’s ulterior motive. But what
about Beauty? Through her constant sacrifice of her own
desire, Beauty embodies the role of the moral subject who
is rewarded in the end because of her intelligence, honesty,
and diligence—contrary to her self-obsessed, greedy, envious, and evil sisters, who are cruelly punished. Much like
real-life patriarchy, women are pitted against each other
and are the ones exposed to violence instead of the real
villains of the story. In the end, both versions of the tale
acknowledge the prevailing ideological and economic structures of patriarchal society and advise their young female
audience to make a wise decision to be as little exploited as
possible.
I had Léon read the story in front of a webcam (La Belle et la Bête, 2020). I only met Léon once at
a party in Paris last summer. It was June 21, the night of
Swedish Midsummer, which happened to coincide with the
Fête de la musique, an annual music celebration during
which citizens are allowed, and urged, to play music out on
the streets. Since it coincided with Midsummer’s night, it
also meant it was a Friday, and so the city was packed with
people. The party we went to was a large queer rave in some
suburb outside Paris. There I met Léon. He was eighteen,
charming, and had just graduated from the lycée. He was
hanging around with his friends and had, over the course of
the night, consumed doses of speed, cocaine, ketamine, and
some more stuff of which I’ve forgotten. He told me he was
an actor and that his favourite play was Bérénice by Jean
Racine. Anyway, he read the story (in French) while sitting
in his bedroom smoking. The smoke gets in my eyes.
***
Peter Osborne argues that the enigmatic quality of an artwork comes from its (illusory) ability to autonomously
produce meaning, and thus its ability to act like a human subject. The human subject, the individual bourgeois subject, is
opaque, concealing its subjectivity. The artwork constantly
demonstrates its objecthood, its opaqueness, and therefore
also the opaqueness of the human subject itself and its illusory distinction between the subject and the object (that is,
that the subject is not an object). Osborne e xplains: “The
dialectical transformation of the object into a subject that
is the work of the artwork is matched, epistemologically, by
a dialectical reversal of the human subject into an object,
which renders subjectivity, in itself, opaque.”44 But, he continues, although the meaning production of the individual
work of art is autonomous, meaning is ultimately collective:
“The work of art must thus mediate its ontological individuality with the collectivity of its (potential) meanings.”45
And mediation is enabled through form.

The form of La Belle et la Bête is that of a webcam recording. It’s a medium primarily used for broadcasting yourself from the intimate space of your bedroom out
to an unidentifiable audience. Like the surface of a pool of
water, giving rise to a vulnerable image, of glitch and bad
quality. And when he starts recording,
he stares again,
again at the twin stars that are his eyes;
at his fair hair, which can compare with
Bacchus’ or with Apollo’s; at his beardless
cheeks
and at his ivory neck, his splendid mouth, the
pink blush on a face as white as snow; in sum,
he now is struck with wonder by what’s
wonderful in him. Unwittingly,
he wants himself; he praises, but his praise is
for himself; he is the seeker and the sought, the
longed-for and the one who longs; he is the
arsonist—and is the scorched.46
The selfie camera generates a feedback loop. And while
transmitting the image into the multitude, one sees oneself.
Although, as mentioned above, self-reflection often has a
tendency to produce feelings of discomfort, it can just as
well be the site of endless obsession and a sad, sad love. And
so he wanders on:
Your gaze is fond and promising; I stretch
my arms to you, and you reach back in turn. I smile
and you smile, too.47
This is not, however, a pool of water, and the speech is not
only directed towards its reflection; so, who is the voice
talking to? Technical narcissism is not the same kind of
narcissism that Narcissus gave name to. The beautiful
young Narcissus dismisses everyone who falls in love with
him and finds love only in his own reflection, regardless of
what anyone else thinks of him. The narcissism of the selfie,
however, is not bound exclusively to oneself but depends on
the reactions of others; through others’ approval (the more
the merrier) of my reflection I allow myself to fall in love
with myself. The Narcissus of the screen is, in other words,
an exhibitionist. Acting in the sphere of social media, the
webcam posits itself as medium of communication—or perhaps, more correctly, of miscommunication. Because not
only does the webcam give rise to problems because of its
technical (mal)function, but perhaps communication in itself is always a miscommunication. An idea cannot be fully
transferred, and thus never completely transparent, being
constantly open to multiple ways of interpretation. Just as
with the Beast’s ulterior motives, which he isn’t allowed to
articulate, the intention remains hidden through its communication. The story, with all its different themes, has
been recontextualised. The surface of the image, the form
of the work, the presentation of the text, and the context in
which it is presented construct a web where the potential
meanings become limited. Even though the communication
perhaps seems a bit unclear, something will hopefully be
able to shine through. As Adorno paradoxically proposes:
“The enigmaticalness of artworks is not all there is to them;
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rather, every authentic work also suggests the solution to
its unsolvable enigma.”48 But as the smokescreen clears,
a question is formulated: “What is it?” And Echo replies:
“It?”
***
The other day, my friend held a screening of films by
Gunvor Nelson. One of the last films we watched was called
Time Being (1991). It depicts Nelson’s dying mother lying in
a hospital bed. She rests with her mouth open, and at first
it is hard to determine whether she is alive or not; however,
the blinking of an eyelid reveals the answer. The film is very
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short and contains only two handheld shots. The first one
is a close-up of her mother’s face, and the second one is
taken further back in the room, so that you see the whole
of her mother’s bed and the two large windows behind it.
The image is overexposed, so when the sun lights up the
room, it appears as though the film is about to dissolve. The
materiality of the mother is merged with the materiality of
the film, expanding towards the immateriality of light—the
source that enabled both these materialities to be born. It
all ends abruptly with Nelson lowering the camera to show
her feet. There is a sense of urgency as we are transported back into the mundane reality of the everyday. The film
ends. And that’s it.
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Other Shield

It’s summer and I’m sitting with my mother in an air-
conditioned auditorium. We’re going to listen to author
Shahrnush Parsipur speak about her novella Women Without Men, which appeared in 1988 and was recently translated into Danish as Kvinder uden mænd. In her book, one
of the protagonists, Mahdokht, is transformed into a tree.
She plants herself in the earth. Mahdokht wants to plant
seeds and be spread all over the globe: “An entire forest of
Mahdokht would arise.”1 She’s longing to get away from
being a human being among human beings; she wants to
change and to become part of something larger than her
own skin-bound body. As my mother and I are walking
out of the auditorium, I realise that Parsipur’s hoarse and
almost subterranean voice has caught hold of me. I’ve got
a sensation of being pulled around her voice in such a way
that it has made a conjunction with something inside myself
that I’ve been longing to touch. When I, in the following
days, get busy reading Kvinder uden mænd, it is as if my
body is standing in a progressively clumsier relationship
with my surroundings, and, like Mahdokht, I feel like moving out beyond my boundaries, towards something more
earthly.
The question of the earthly has been following me around
me for quite some time. I’m not sure what I mean, exactly,
when I am speaking of the earthly, but I feel like being
drawn into the question. I understand it partly in a planetary way, that is, as that which is linked to—and encompassed—by planet Earth. And partly also in a form-related
and scale-oriented way, that is to say, planet Earth seen
from the outside, as a body with specific characteristics like
curvatures and ellipsoidal transformations. It could also be
said that I am trying to address the globe as a container,
within which I myself am contained—just like everything
else that’s terrestrial—but also as a specific body, one that
can be contemplated as though from a satellite or by a celestial bird. Philosopher and sociologist Bruno Latour writes,
“The terrestrial is linked up to the Earth and to the soil, but
it’s also a way of worlding, understood in the sense that it
does not take any boundary as frame, and in the sense that
it transgresses each and every identity.”2
There are aspects of Parsipur’s Women Without Men
that remind me of the body of work of another writer,
Clarice Lispector. The Danish comparative literature
scholar Elisabeth Friis has said that Lispector writes “an

anti-anthropocentric literature, which is nevertheless written with the (female) body”3—something that I believe can
also be said about Parsipur. In Lispector’s The Passion
According to G.H., it is the meeting between the main character, an upper-class Brazilian woman, and a cockroach
that triggers a transformation.4 G.H. winds up eating the
cockroach. In doing so, she makes contact with the insect.
As opposed to what happens, for example, in Franz Kafka’s
The Metamorphosis, in Lispector’s novel the transformation does not happen suddenly overnight. Instead, it is a
slow, cognitive metamorphosis. As is the case in Parsipur’s
work, it’s a matter of going beyond oneself and of becoming one with something that lies outside categories like
“woman” and “person,” but which, at the same time, cannot be separated from these categories. The transgression
is inextricably linked to the point of departure, that is, to
that which is being transgressed. But, at the same time, it is
something new, that is to say, something other.
My studio has started to coalesce with the 3D-print workshop at my school. The sculpture I am busy printing calls
to mind the Parsipur lecture presented in the auditorium: a
hand that is touching a foot, which is resting on a rock. The
structures in the print material run across the surface like
growth rings and make the sculpture look like a tree root.
As soon as the print stands ready on the machine’s glass
plate, it has changed in character and has become something remote from what I had envisioned. I lift it up and
carry it gingerly around the school’s rooms. I place it on a
concrete floor, on a leftover MDF plinth, on a mint-green
piece of polyethylene. One of my fellow students asks me
about this plastic piece of wood. I tell her that the sculpture
is a reproduction of an isolated section of a Eurydice figure
created by the sculptor Jean-François Legendre-Héral, a
work that dates from 1821,5 a fragment of an image of body
contact that captivates me.
There’s something about Isa Genzken’s Ellipsoids (1976–
82) that I cannot grab hold of, something in my understanding of them that flows back and forth between abstraction
and concretion.6 The Ellipsoids are tapered, spike-like
pieces of wood, painted in various clear hues. I once saw
them being exhibited together with her photographs of
women’s ears. As the scalar relationships between sculptures and photographs collapsed, my body felt expansively
shrivelled up. When I saw the Ellipsoids, I had an urge to
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lie down next to their oblong wooden bodies. Their forms
were drawn and constructed by an early computer and,
according to Genzken, the Ellipsoids obtain their curvature
from the shape of the globe. She has also been working with
other planets’ curvatures, for example, Venus, in a scale of
1:40,000.7 The process of combining a well-known material
like wood with heavenly bodies gives rise to a space that,
to me, is not representational but rather material. Here,
Genzken manages to bring forth a new world.

The awareness of distinct nonhuman sensory universes is
articulated by the Estonian German biologist Jakob von
Uexküll in his book Instinctive Behavior, published in 1934,
in which he offers, among other things, an account of the
tick’s subjectivity and surroundings.9 By mapping out the
tick’s reductive desire, Uexküll describes how this species is
not bereft of sensory capacity, because it is capable of designating distinctive values, and thus capable of creating a
kind of judgement. This, Uexküll maintains, implies subjectivity in the tick.
In her collection of poems Nervernes Adresse (The nerves’
address) from 2014, Lea Marie Løppenthin writes from the
perspective of a porous body’s meeting with the surrounding

Image courtesy of the artist

With her notion of “onto-sympathy,” political theorist Jane
Bennett offers her take on how a person in the recognition of another species—in Bennett’s example, of plant life
—apprehends something human.8 Through the feeling of
being akin to the nonhuman, one can dismantle the conception of humans and nonhumans as being separated. Bennett says that people will always only be able to perceive the
world on the basis of their measuring devices, and the act
of asserting how it must be for another species to experience the world is thus an instrumentalisation. However, she

writes, on the other hand, as long as one treats this recognition cautiously, it possesses an onto-sympathetic potential:
as soon as you start looking for similarities, they become
endless. By way of example, a twisting branch can lead the
mind towards a tuft of curly hair.

Marie Vedel, I PRESS MY TONGUE TOWARDS THE HEMISPHERES HARD, 2020. Green oral hydral gel. 600 cm x 40 cm. MFA exhibition,
NYMPH_TICK_AND_THE_SICK_SINGER_, photo rendered in SketchUp by Marie Vedel

Image courtesy of the artist
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Marie Vedel, Eurydice’s self touch, 2020. Pencil drawing on paper. 21 cm x 29.7 cm. MFA Exhibition, NYMPH_TICK_AND_THE_SICK_SINGER_, photo
rendered in SketchUp by Marie Vedel

world.10 The book’s metaphoric device is saturated with
the body as a geographical entity: “They know that the
body is a landscape / that’s what I’m always forgetting / my
legs have retained their former lengths / on a globe, the
wrinkles signify mountains.”11 Løppenthin is asking where
a body begins and where it ends. She writes how she finds
ticks sympathetic “because they do not recognise people’s
private sphere as a boundary.”12
In my artworks, I am carrying various digital analyses of
bodies around with me. Close-up biological and medical
photographs have regularly been, for a number of years,
constituent parts of my working process. In my studio,
I continue looking at a photograph of parts of a tick’s mouth
taken with a super-macro lens. I’ve printed this image
across six A4-size pieces of paper and stuck these together

with tape. The printout reminds me of the cactus that sits in
my windowsill. The parts of the mouth look menacing, with
little spikes jutting out. I look at the photograph and know
this is a tick’s mouth: that’s what it looks like. This is not
an organ for speech, but it can bore its way through human
skin in a swimming mode.
A few years ago, I took my mother along to an artist’s workshop on Zealand. I was planning to make a cast of her back.
I had seen tutorials on YouTube about how to makes casts
of human bodies: A two-component silicone specifically
developed for applying onto the human body gets stirred
together. A bucket of pink and a bucket of blue. The purple
mass is applied, with a spatula, directly onto the person’s
skin, and what results is a negative of the surface. During
my childhood, my mother would constantly check her skin,
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which has a fair number of moles. Every now and then, one
of these moles was lanced off and sent off to a laboratory.
As I was smearing the silicone onto my mother’s back,
I started to have doubts about what we were doing there.
Something was telling me that what I had been thinking
was the beginning of an artwork was in fact an action,
a gesture, which had now already come into realisation, in
this exchange between my mother and me.

“Whatever functions as the ‘supposed centre’ is actually to
be found at the periphery.”13
In his book from 1974, The Skin Ego, the French psycho
analyst Didier Anzieu describes how the skin delineates
an interface between interior and exterior and serves as
the basis for the relation between the containing and the
contained in the ego. Anzieu’s term “skin ego” denotes
the child’s fundamental experience of their body’s surface,
which allows and enables the child to imagine themselves as
a receptacle with a mental content. Unlike Sigmund Freud,
who assigns a privileged position to the castration fantasy
in the formation of gender identity, Anzieu lays stress on the
child’s fantasies about a shared skin, which it shares with
the mother: a shared skin that simultaneously reinforces
the child’s feeling of being safe from harm and contains the
impending and inevitable separation from the mother. In
Anzieu’s way of thinking, it is, then, the skin that holds the
subject together, and, accordingly, the skin ego is a subject
that is defined from and with its skin, rather than by some
“inner core.”
The artist Shahryar Nashat typically covers the windows in
his exhibitions with a transparent pink foil. It acts as a filter
between an inside and an outside, which imbues me with a
feeling of being both engulfed and trapped inside a carnal
universe. In Nashat’s work with sculpture, photography, and
video, he continuously circles around the question of what a
body is. In his film Present Sore (2016), the images alternate
between close-ups of human bodies, prosthetic devices, and
sculptural objects.14 Nashat’s scrupulously chosen camera
positions and macro shots attract me and, at the same time,
they come off as being chilly. His artworks evoke thoughts
of machinery and of intimacy. The organic and manmade
properties can be described as humanoid—for example, a
texture that might be said to look like skin, the bending of
a material that accordingly appears animated, a mechanical
gesture that seems to be human but is not, or, conversely,
a human gesture that appears mechanical.
“Why should our bodies end at the skin?,” asks Donna
 araway in her “A Cyborg Manifesto,” published in 1983.15
H
The enhanced intimacy that I experience in Nashat’s films
reminds me of Nairy Baghramian’s works. Zooming in on
a part of the body part and the act of externalising one part
of the body—an isolated movement or a dental enamel—is
something the two artists’ oeuvres have in common.
In February 2020, I attended a talk at Moderna Museet in
Malmö, where the filmmaker James Richards discussed
close-up techniques in film and talked about drawing so
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near to things that they become abstract.16 I understood
what Richards meant when he said that nearsightedness is
something that underlies his practice, not as a verbalised
dogma and not as something that needs to be justified, but
rather as “something that’s just there.” I believe that the
zooming in has to do with cleaving a picture away from its
original context and allowing it to become associated with
new contexts. There is, accordingly, potential for the picture
to turn into something else.
The first time I encountered Baghramian’s sculpture installation Retainer (2014) was in 2015, in a photograph that
art historian Mikkel Bogh displayed during a talk on intimacy at Kunsthal Charlottenborg in Copenhagen. Retainer
consists of seventeen sculpture bodies that stand upright
on thin metal legs. I recognised them immediately as anthropomorphic creatures. As Bogh was explaining that
the design of the sculptures stems from oral cavities, I was
struck by a sensation situated somewhere between euphoria and shame. The private oral space, which is typically
hidden, had become enlarged and put on display. I s tarted
to feel overexposed and shy on behalf of the sculptures.
I felt like a perceptive membrane had opened itself up inside
me and that a stream of unspecified forms was penetrating its way through this membrane. There was a sensation
that my body was taking on a form that was external to
itself.
A few years later, I wrote the participatory stage piece u
 nder
tungen en halvkugle (under the tongue a hemisphere, 2018),
which was subsequently printed and presented at an exhibition venue in Malmö in 2018. The work, which has no
lines to speak, was played by three people at a time; as participants, they both performed and were spectators of the
other participants’ tongue choreography. The ambition was
to turn the intimate and musty oral cavity into a scene for
shared contact:
Oral cavity 1 is looking for the egresses on its salivary
glands.
Oral cavity 3 is looking for the ingresses into its salivary
glands.17
Texts authored by cultural and gender theorist Astrida
Neimanis unfold themselves in the cross-disciplinary space
situated between biology and gender studies. In her book
Bodies of Water, Neimanis enters into dialogue with people
like the feminists Hélène Cixous and Luce Irigaray, both of
whom have been criticised by other feminist thinkers for
propagating an essentialist feminism that reduces w
 oman to
her (reproductive) biology.18 Cixous, for example, urgently
encourages others, in The Laugh of the Medusa from 1975,
to write on the basis of a female body.19 Neimanis asks
whether it is necessarily problematic to write on the basis
of biological characteristics. She is on the hunt for new
feminist possibilities seated in writing from the biological,
which leads her to make use of the physical idea of fluid
ity as a way of thinking about connections and relationships among genders, species, and terrestrial phenomena
like the sea.
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Building on the idea of f luidity, Neimanis describes what she
calls a “membrane logic.” She writes that an ocular-centric
culture breeds an illusory notion of membranes as being
impenetrable—membranes like human skin. However, she
maintains, we sweat, urinate, ingest, ejaculate, m
 enstruate,
lactate, cry, and breathe.20 The human body’s membranes
are thus not impervious, but rather are susceptible to being
penetrated. And the same thing can be said about membranes in other, nonhuman organisms. For Neimanis,
what arises via membrane logic is a continuity between the
human body and recognisable membranes external to the
human body. New feminism, according to Neimanis, thus
has to be transgender and transbodily. She writes:
We take the world in, selectively, and send it streaming
out again. … The selection traverses other more discrete membranes—those that are either too transient
or too monumental to be noticed by us, as being such,
but as choreographers, [this also touches on] our ways
of being in relation to a gravity threshold, a weather
front, a wall of grief, a line on a map, equinox, a winter
coat, death.21
Last winter, everything was left open. I had been through an
operation on my stomach and was stitched up with plastic
thread. A cyst, an inherently harmless vacuole filled with
water, had grown too large inside my uterus. It had grown
to the size of a plum and was pressing on the surrounding
organs. I remember the first image I saw of it during an
ultrasound scan. On the screen, it stood out as a white celestial body. Seeing this free-floating object made me feel dizzy.
I had heaven in my stomach. When I woke up after the surgery, I learned that a pale yellow map had been sketched
onto my body, starting from my pubis bone and extending
as far up as my stomach; it was from this map that the surgeon had navigated the procedure. I was high on anaesthesia for quite some time after they opened me up, and I lay
like this in the hospital bed in the recovery room and wept
soundlessly for two hours. My body felt flat and liquid.
A few days later, I exhibited a metal sign at the exhibition
(s), held at Carlsbergbyen in Copenhagen. In the field of
physics, (s) denotes substances that have taken on a firm
form: the solid. I exhibited a tin cast that could be said to
resemble a fragment of a gyroscope: you got the feeling that
a piece of the cast could continue along the wall. The work
was about the thickness of a finger. The metal was cast in
an MDF plate, inside of which I had furrowed out a shape
that stemmed from a few illustrations of a wound-healing
process. If you looked closely, you could see machine trails
in the tin, left behind by the milling machine. I penned an
accompanying caption: words that were lying inside me
as a physicality and geography that I was longing for. The
caption reads:
A shape drawn in the earthen floor by my friend Kate
as she was trying to recall a diagram of a wound and
she traced a circle inside a circle inside a circle in which
she drew the lines of the wound creating an ellipse at
Boesdal Kalkbrud, where she, Niels, and I went on the
29th of January to see the old limestone depository.22

For many years, I have felt a sense of dread when confronted with pictures of the globe. Google Earth causes me to
look away from the screen and breathe more rapidly. It feels
like some kind of vertigo. I don’t know what it’s about, but
I’ve kept trying to understand this distorted relationship
between picture and scale. I’m struck by a sense of disorientation, or perhaps by a sense of being hurled out into nothingness. In 2018, I showed my work Deflated Globe (2017)
in connection with a school exhibition. It is a graphic print,
the motif of which finds its origins in a 3D scan of a deflated
beach ball that depicts a globe. The graphic elements captured during the scanning from the light-reflective plastic
material were sorted, by a 3D programme’s algorithm, onto
a textile card. The print looks like an archive collection of
stones. Colourful pieces of stone-like material have been
arranged according to a logic that belongs to the machine.
I placed the print on a plate positioned a few centimetres
above the floor. This is how the print is supposed to look:
a horizontally arranged assortment of the globe map’s
graphic elements.
It is, in fact, the globe that is the first picture in Jon Rafman’s
video You, the World and I, from 2010. In the six-minute
film, the first-person narrator recounts his attempts to find
a picture of his former girlfriend. Through Google Earth,
the narrator visits a number of different tourist attractions
where the two previously spent time together. The gaze is
partially placed outside the terrestrial and human perspective, inasmuch as the images are cross-clipped between
photographs taken from a satellite and photographs taken
from a car. The film is a paraphrase of the Orpheus myth.
In the original myth, Eurydice is married to Orpheus, who
is extolled for his musicianship on the lyre. Eurydice is a
beautiful dryad who is being pursued by the god Aristaeus,
and while attempting to flee from him, she steps on a viper.
Orpheus, all because of his talent, gets permission to go and
fetch her back from the underworld on the condition that he
will not turn around and look back at Eurydice. Despite this
prohibition, he cannot help turning around and looking at
her; as soon as his eyes meet Eurydice’s, she’s gone.
On You, the World and I, Rafman says:
The detached gaze of a satellite image or an automatic
Street View camera confronts a human consciousness
whose ability to seek connectedness and meaning has
already been compromised. Contemporary technological tools simultaneously open and close vistas on our
inner and outer worlds.23
The narrator in Rafman’s work identifies with Orpheus. As
soon as he finds the picture of his ex-girlfriend, he’s hit with
the hard realisation that she has disappeared from his life.
In the low-quality, pixelated image he’s found, she’s standing naked at the edge of the Adriatic Sea. I have a hard
time positioning myself as a spectator in this work. While
feeling a sense of sympathy for the first-person narrator’s
search, the perspective I’m being forced into is a traditional,
romantic, and masculine gaze. What interests me first

and foremost about the artwork is rather the negotiation
that’s taking place between imaging technology, scale, and
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Marie Vedel, The singer’s tongue (1-7), 2020. earth wax (ceresin), 90 cm x 60 cm x 50 cm, MFA exhibition, NYMPH_TICK_AND_THE_SICK_SINGER_, photo
rendered in SketchUp by Marie Vedel
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affect. Orpheus’s gaze has been treated countless times in
cultural history—for example, by the psychologist Jacques
Lacan and the writer Maurice Blanchot—as a myth that
thematises and problematises longing and borderline states
of mind. My own interest in the myth is focused equally
on Eurydice, who gets bitten and becomes sullied by the
earthly, symbolised in this case by the chthonian figure of
the viper.

Jelinek imagines an underworld where women are not
staged as women and where Orpheus cannot revive Eurydice with his song only to kill her off again with his gaze.28
Her description of a “flat state of being” speaks to me. I recognise this almost ontological sense of being flat, of being
like a map or a surface—or of disappearing into the map,
the surface. This is both a feeling of dread and an inclination within me.

It is from subterranean space that the monologue-delivering voice in Elfriede Jelinek’s theatre work Shadow. Eurydice Says speaks.24 In the underworld, Jelinek’s Eurydice
is an angry, shopaholic shadow who delights in having
wrested herself free from Orpheus’s nauseating bel canto
and megalomaniacal self-image and world view, which positions Eurydice as a mute object that inhabits a second-rank
existence. Jelinek’s Eurydice describes her life this way:
“My being has become transformed into that which encases
it, into its holster, and it is flat; without me, it’s flat.”25

I am scrolling my way through the internet in order to find
sculptural representations of Eurydice. In the statues, she
is dressed in draped fabric and holds on to her viper-bitten
ankle in various positions. In most of these sculptures,
Eurydice seems a little too relaxed to have just been bitten
by a viper. It’s more like she’s scanning and probing. I cannot let go of the notion that she’s busy checking herself for
ticks. A 3D model of one of the sculptures, which comes
from an art museum in Lyon,29 has been made available
online for free use. I move the Eurydice figure around my
computer screen so that I can see it from every angle and
ask my friend, who is a choreographer, whether she will
clutch her own ankle as if she has just been bitten by a viper.
We’re discussing the position that can be seen on the 3D
model. “Nobody would ever clutch her ankle in this way,”
says my friend, affirming my notion that the pose looks
more like a posture of searching than it does the shock of a
bite. We start to test how one might touch oneself if a snake
really had just bitten you. In short order, this experiment
evolves into a longer choreography of self-touching. We are
investigating how one checks one’s own skin for ticks: in

Image courtesy of the artist

According to the writer Lilian Munk Rösing, the image of
Eurydice as a riverbed, which is a common trope in depictions of her, has been borrowed from Rainer Maria Rilke’s
poem “Orpheus. Eurydice. Hermes.” It belongs to the reser
voir of patriarchal metaphors for woman that Jelinek inscribes her—and Eurydice’s—way into, and through, and
out from.26 I open up Rilke’s poem, and read: “She was no
longer the blond woman who sometimes echoed in the
poet’s songs, no longer the fragrance, the island of their
wide bed, and no longer the man’s to possess.”27

Marie Vedel, a smooth surface, a lost love, an image of the smallest thing, 2020. Video 07:00 min, wooden projector screen. MFA exhibition, NYMPH_TICK_
AND_THE_SICK_SINGER_, photo rendered in SketchUp by Marie Vedel
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Marie Vedel, a smooth surface, a lost love, an image of the smallest thing, 2020. Video 07:00 min, wooden projector screen. MFA exhibition,
NYMPH_TICK_AND_THE_SICK_SINGER_, photo rendered in SketchUp by Marie Vedel

the ankle, in the hollow of the knee, in the groin, and in the
armpit. If you’re alone, how, then, do you get into all the
body’s corners, when there’s nobody else’s gaze to examine
behind your back, around your neck, atop your scalp, and
behind your ears?
My fingers are moving around my cell phone screen and
I zoom in on a picture of a female tick and see its inflated
and ellipsoid body. Its skin is grey and has tiny folds on its
surface. I feel like opening each of the folds with my eyes.
The tick can neither see nor hear. Its outer skeleton receives
stimuli; this is how the tick navigates and finds its way up
to the tip of a blade of grass. I am suddenly taken aback by
the very naming of the tick. In my native Danish, the word
for “tick”: flåt, is a cognate of the Danish word for “flat.”30
A word has been conferred on the creature that follows the
form it assumes when it has not yet consumed any blood.
The title of this text, “Other Shield,” comes from the word
“alloscutum,” which is the name for the female tick’s receptacle for blood. This word consists of the Greek allo,
which means “other,” and the Latin scutum, which means
“shield.”31 When I think of the word “shield,” I think of
something that is impenetrable and hard. A riot shield, a
coat of arms. But what about a wooden shelter for accommodating an overnight stay in the woods? What about the
ozone layer surrounding the globe, which is permeated by
gases, satellites and rocks, human beings and space dogs?
What about the skin? A shield protects or defends, but an
other shield could be a receiving and widening shield. It
could be a shield that not only delimits but also opens up
that which it protects.

“All I can tell you is that we are fluid, luminous beings
made of fibres.” 32

The philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari have
developed several concepts around the French verb devenir,
which can be translated as “becoming.” Two of their crucial concepts are becoming-animal and becoming-woman.
“Becoming” is to be understood, on a micro-ontological
level, as a multitudinous and particular process by which
matter is constantly being defiled and shaped and modelled.
The body is to be understood not as a stratified and concentrated entity but rather as a multiplicity of molecules
and vibrations, which are always entering into new relations and impacts. The formation—for example, becoming-
animal—is not a phantasmagorical conception, but just the
opposite: a concrete, materially occurring event. Becoming
is not a matter of imitating something or somebody; it does
not have to do with identifying with something or anyone,
Deleuze and Guattari explain.33 There is, accordingly, no
matter of an analogue relation in the formation. Rather, it
can be regarded as a “proximity” or “approach” principle,
which is consummately particular and productive.

“We know nothing about a body until we know what it can
do.”34
Central to the formation process—and particularly with
reference to becoming-animal processes—stands Deleuze
and Guattari’s notion of “infection.” This must be regarded,
at a primary level, as an antithesis to filiative production
or hereditary reproduction. The difference is that where
hereditary reproduction is always something that’s created
between sexes within the same species, and with small modifications running across generations, infection puts hetero
geneous elements into play (“We know that many beings
pass between a man and a woman”)35—becoming infected
by an animal or a virus; becoming infected by a vampire;
becoming infected by microorganisms; becoming infected
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by a tick’s bite. In the work of Deleuze and Guattari, infection is effective in becoming-animal sequences: a human being becomes affected by, for example, a mosquito bite, with
the consequence that the body starts to swell and itch and
buzz, just like the mosquito itself; or how the bat suddenly
allows, via the human body, the vampire to come into being.
Think of Gregor, when he wakes up as an insect.36 This pose
is Eurydice as she, like some flea-bitten cat, is busy scanning
her body for ticks.

Image courtesy of the artist

A few years ago, at the Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlin, I
saw a wax vase holding delicate plants. This is the strongest
memory I have from a period of a few months when I was
constantly feeling dizzy. On that day, I punched in a note on
my telephone:

The artwork in front of me is made of wax. It’s a
vase-like receptacle that represents the playwright and
political activist Olympe de Gouges.37 The wax head
coalesces with a wax bowl that looks like a funnel
one would use in cire perdue casts: the wax is burned
away from the plaster-and-brick mass, leaving behind
a hollow cavity that the metal can be poured into. In
the Gouges vase, plants appear to be sort of sprouting
out from the top of her head. It’s standing alongside
other vases with recognisable faces, including one of
Einstein and one of Marx. I have an urge to take the
plants and present them to another museum visitor.
I’ve got an urge to touch the sculptures, to grope them.
Maybe my fingerprints would rub off in the wax. But
just this—the fact that I can do it—is also a part of
reality. The potential movements are expanding. They
could spread out. They could be everything.

Marie Vedel, a smooth surface, a lost love, an image of the smallest thing, 2020. Video 07:00 min, wooden projector screen. MFA exhibition, NYMPH_TICK_
AND_THE_SICK_SINGER_, photo rendered in SketchUp by Marie Vedel
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Marie Vedel, Eurydice’s self touch, 2020. Pencil drawing on paper. 21 cm x 29.7 cm. MFA Exhibition, NYMPH_TICK_AND_THE_SICK_SINGER_, photo
rendered in SketchUp by Marie Vedel
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With Golden Eyes, a Recognised Surprise

This Text
I’m taking notes outside.1 As I write, the rain bleeds out the
letters. What is behind language and when does transformation happen?2
Something remains and something fades. Yes, the fog is
very thick today, we say “thick” when it is thick like this,
says Daniel,3 as we watch the fog roll in and envelop the
city. Inside the fog, everything, in its fragmentary multitude,
becomes unity, and here you finally get to merge with your
surroundings.
I am thinking that my work gathers itself as symbols—and
that behind the work, there is a complex history of visible
and invisible experiences and perceptions before it becomes
the work.
I don’t know whether I am writing the subsequent sentence,
which I am going to set in italics, to you the reader or to
myself, but I understand that trust in the work is essential.
Otherwise, we / I cannot move our way into it and make it
become visible.
The people I meet appear in and are essential to my work.
Some meetings happen only once. Others reoccur, and
we build up relationships. The people I film with do not
know each other, but they’ve all got something in common.
Through the film work, I learn from them: wisdom that
I can apply in my further work with video and drawing.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Throughout this text, there are sentences that have been
uttered by—and narratives issuing from—people I have
filmed. Over time, I experience all the voices of the people
I have filmed as becoming one voice; it is this voice that
speaks in my work.
There’s a frog mask hanging in Daniel’s kitchen. Daniel says
the man he bought it from, in Alert Bay, Canada, told him
that the frog is a strong symbol because it can only hop forward. It’s good to be ready for changes, says Daniel.
In working with video and drawing, I expect a lot, but I
place myself where I cannot foresee anything.

“I respond to the perceptual solicitations of a world outside
the description we have learned to call reality.”  4
Drawing before Drawing
I’m drawing outside.5 In my work, there’s a lot that takes
place before drawing. Sensations and physical movements
my body was part of integrate as experience and put me
into a rhythm that opens up to and results in drawing. This
rhythm has to constantly be kept alive.
In her kitchen, Suzanna has three clocks that are ticking at
the same time.6 I love listening to clocks, I listen to all the
clocks, three clocks at the same time, she says. Two of the
clocks are adorned with birds that emit different bird sounds
every hour so that she knows what time it is.7 Suzanna says,

November 15, 2019.
I’m thinking.
Personal conversation with Daniel, February 1, 2020. Daniel is one of the people I’ve been working with on video works. I met him at a dance workshop
led by Anna Halprin. He’s a nursery school teacher and was staying at home with his children while his wife was at work.
Carlos Castaneda, Rejsen til Ixtlan [Journey to Ixtland] (Copenhagen: Rhodos, 1989), 14.
January 30, 2020.
January 31, 2020. In 2017, I met Suzanna at a farmers’ market, where she plays guitar and sings. She’s blind and she sings in different languages,
including some languages that she cannot speak. She’s learned to sing songs by listening to different channels on her Victor Reader Stream device.
When we meet, we go for walks on the beach or in the area close to where Suzanna lives. I often work with Suzanna on videos.
“The phases of time are merely expressions of stages of a movement. Every second of the movement inherently contains the continuation. If you, with
all the powers of your soul and your mind, embrace and live through your own moment, then you are taking part in the new.” Paul La Cour, fragmenter
af en dagbog [fragments of a diary] (Copenhagen: Gyldendal 1948), 169.
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There are two things I would love to see if I could see. The
first is to go to the museum and see art, and the second is to
look through a telescope and see the stars and the planets.
That sounds just magnificent.
“You must not collect yourself around anything. You’ve
got to open yourself up to something. Don’t you think that
opening oneself up is an act?”  8
I have learned that if I want to look for something, I have
to look a bit “next to.” I have to look at the world with soft
eyes. I tread into a deeper awareness, where I perceive with
my whole system. It’s more like the senses that birds use to
find their way, guided by Earth’s magnetic fields.
In what follows, I describe examples of my research and the
activation of the power that opens existence and results in
drawing.

I walk into what used to be a church. It’s empty inside, but
in a corner near the altar, a woman is sitting. Her shadow
is enormous because of the spotlight shining behind her, so
that she can see what she’s doing as she’s busy, with her
brush, restoring. The white hair’s shadow is moving in time

Image courtesy of the artist

I open my mouth and taste the air with my tongue. I’m
passing a series of benches. On one of them, someone is
sitting and smiling at everybody who walks past. Another
person comes by and is looking up into the sky, with light
and many clouds, then wipes off the bench, places raspberries and a newspaper on it, and has blood on the corner of
his mouth. It’s not blood; it’s raspberry. I see the pebbles
here beside the lake, merging into unity, and the water’s surface vibrating. Why are you shaking? What are you reading?, asks a passing woman, and she looks over towards me,
as well. Do you actually think I’m going to answer that?,
he replies with blood—no, it’s raspberry—now on his chin.
The woman sits down with closed eyes and opens them up,
afterwards, into the sky with light and clouds.

It has become evening. I walk on, further, and pass someone
who, in the moment that we pass each other, winks at me.
A symbolic and internal wink filled up with the future.
This is the same street where I found the Von Chaos und
Ordnung der Seele book seven years ago.9 What exists deep
down in the earth on this stretch? Magnets or earth spirits?
(If you listen carefully, they whisper poems and telepathically emit symbols to you.) I am thinking that this particular evening is somewhere between empty and full. I turn at
the corner and walk up a hill. In front of a shop that’s closed
on Sundays, sitting on a bench, is a person dressed in dark
clothes who has brought his legs up onto the bench and, in
the cold, is staring impassively at a blank piece of A4 paper,
which is lying on the table in front of him. I turn to enter the
park and, here, an elderly gentleman wearing a long coat is
moving around with his hands folded behind his back. Bent
over the ground, he appears to be looking for something.
He stops and feels around with his feet, stamping down
onto the November soil. Looking to see whether there’s
any
thing, he moves along, stoops over, needs to gather
something up, but does not. He moves around in this manner across almost the whole area of the park. As he’s feeling
the ground with his stamping feet—between the trees in the
park, including one whose branches are hanging down and
whose top looks like a naked curved human back that has
been lifted up above the ground’s surface in its c urvature—
his movement looks like a dance.

Left: Frederikke Jul Vedelsby, Really Awake, 2020. Oil pastel on paper. 42 x 43 cm
Right: Frederikke Jul Vedelsby, Really Awake, 2020. Oil pastel on paper. 40 x 40 cm
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with the radio’s voices, which are speaking in the background, while her delicate hand tries to recreate something
that used to be whole.
Another woman enters the church and moves towards me
with a faded scrap of thick white cardboard, with remnants
of tape on its edges, and I can tell that this piece has been
hanging for, perhaps, twenty years, with script I cannot
decipher, and she asks me whether I know this address.
Suzanna talks about a recurring dream she’s been h
 aving,
where she takes an elevator down and gets out, and s uddenly
she’s someplace else, she doesn’t know where.

Lost.
I understand this “lost,” but we are also found. Lost and
found at the same time.
This reminds me of a postscript I received from a love one
time, which has planted itself in my memory: “P.S. I read
your letter as soon as you left my house. I began to weep
after the first paragraph. No one has ever said I was beautiful in my entire life … To me, it means a lot to say that.
I was so sad you were gone … but so happy as well! But you
know what? I think that is good. I think that happy and sad
took me at the same time, and although I was crying, I was
also smiling.”10
Something remains and something fades.
It was people I had met that resulted in the video work.
Video
I experience the video work as a collaboration. I stage a
meeting with no rules, where we can spend time together
and film. The people I film often come up with ideas as well.
It feels like a connection when we’re filming. Those whom
I film do not know each other, but they fit together in the
project. They all deviate from a traditional linear logic, and
all of them are in and go along with transformation.11
Many of them exist in a way, in certain states of being,
where they do not have any chance to foresee what they’re
going to need to do, or what position they’re going to take.
However, they are always clear and clear in their gaze.
I find that working together continuously brings with it an
important coherence and flow, a sense of intuitive trust, and
a connection between those I film and me.

8
9
10
11
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15
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At Gropius Bau in Berlin I see the exhibition There is no
nonviolent way to look at somebody by the film and performance artist Wu Tsang. In their artist statement, Tsang
asks: “What if the camera was not an omniscient eye or
master narrator—but instead just another element of the
entanglement?”12
One work included in the exhibition, We hold where study
(2017), is a video in five parts projected on a two-panelled
screen with two dancers appearing in each part.13 The video
is transformative, both for those who made it and for those
who watch it. I’m thinking that the video reflects instead of
dictates. The performers’ eyes and bodies, as I watch the
video, become my eyes and body, and I get the urge to stay
in them.
“Study is not understood in the sense of diligently working in isolation, but instead as being ‘in common,’” says
Tsang.14 Here, “study” is something that people do together,
and the camera exists as an element in the meeting.
In connection with the exhibition, Tsang and critical theorist Fred Moten are having a conversation.15
I now head back to WangShui’s exhibition at the Julia
Stoschek Collection,16 to view the video From Its Mouth
Came a River of High-End Residential Appliances (2018)
once more.
It is the artist who speaks in the video, as a camera mounted
on a drone, hovers, approaches, and flies through holes in
the skyscrapers in Hong Kong, through which dragons also
fly, to find water to drink. The voice says:
In a city where residential real estate can fetch up to
$200,000 per square foot, it was impressive to me that
millions of dollars of square footage could be displaced
by Feng Shui. The Hong Kong skyline is perforated
by the escaping holes designed as gates through which
dragons can fly through to drink from the sea. This design approach, stemming from the ancient art of geomancy, prioritises the proper flow of energy between
the natural and built environment. The practice of
Feng Shui was banned in 1949 after the founding of the
People’s Republic of China. During the Cultural Revolution, it was further suppressed, as the practitioners
were beaten and their work burned by the Red Guards.
I was immediately drawn to the holes because to me
they represented an ideological resistance, resistance

La Cour, fragmenter af en dagbog, 162.
Otto Benkert and Peter Gorsen, eds., Von Chaos und Ordnung der Seele: Ein interdisziplinärer Dialog über Psychiatrie und moderne Kunst [About
chaos and order in the soul: An interdisciplinary dialogue on psychiatry and modern art] (Berlin: Springer, 1990).
Email, July 1, 2011.
December 13, 2016. I wrote to Jonathan that I felt empty and unworthy: “Do you know what I can do to remain in my life’s rhythm?” On January 7,
2017, he replied: “For me, such periods are often thresholds for breakthroughs and ‘calls’ from my soul inciting me to grab hold of my attention.
If I try to push the feelings down, depression continues. However, if I work with them, breakthroughs will appear. I hope that you’ll forgive me for
being so inept at replying. I’m looking forward to hearing from you again.”
Wu Tsang, exhibition booklet for There is no nonviolent way to look at somebody, Gropius Bau, Berlin September 4, 2019 – January 12, 2020.
Every now and then, the two screens fuse into one another and there is music by Bendik Giske (from the 2018 album Surrender) and titles for each
of the video’s different parts.
Tsang, exhibition booklet for There is no nonviolent way to look at somebody, 22.
Held November 11, 2019, at Gropius Bau.
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towards the Chinese government, but also to Western
rational thought. Anti-monuments that oppose authoritarianism and monumentalize by comfortably assuming the form of voids.
He (Hercules) asked me why I wanted to fly drones
through these buildings. I explained to him that this
was the only way I could become who I wanted to be.
...
After meeting with as many Feng Shui practitioners in
Hong Kong as I could. Filming them, getting read by
them, I still don’t know what it is. I don’t want to know
what it is. I don’t want to know what I am or where
I am or whether or not this is cinema.
In parallel with the camera’s movement through the holes
in the skyscrapers, WangShui is moving through their own
existence.
I want a practice where branches find their way to a tree
trunk, whose cells are moving constantly in a spiral, with
origins in the act of creation itself.17
In the video, WangShui continues:
I haven’t had anal sex in years, because I refuse to accept that my physical body must dictate how I have
sex and who I have sex with or that I should trust my
highly suspect sexual desires that are still propagating
a Eurocentric hierarchy of desire. Even though I don’t
even want to be male, anymore, anyway.
I don’t want to know.
What I do want to know is how to push beyond … suspiciously stable identities, beyond impossibly positive
energies. Beyond fulfilling your pathetic prophecies.
Beyond you. Towards something deep, dark and dirty.
Towards me.
In the classics of mountain and seas … foxes have 9 tails,
creatures are polymorphic human-eaters … [and] have
names like cry spiral, fish wife, and terrace, and they eat
jade-grease on a mountain named Feather. Mulberry
trees everywhere. Why wouldn’t I … go there?18
Why Wouldn’t I Go There? (Drawing)
“The image is not imitation. It is, in itself, a world.”19

“The steady, monotonous beat of the drum acts like a
carrier wave, first to help the shaman enter the SSC (Shamanic State of Consciousness), and then sustain him on his
journey.”20
“You can wear a stone, a piece of jewellery or a hat, or
something that reminds you of the connection to that which
is larger than the human being, infinity. This is not something in itself, but it’s something that you carry around,
with that meaning which reminds you of that connection.”21

The drawings become rituals. How many of them I make,
and where I make them, becomes important.
When Suzanna was out swimming, she swam out into the
multitude of seaweed that sways in the water’s rhythm. She
moved in sync with it like a mermaid, she says. Tattooed on
her arms, she’s got mermaids, starfish, fairies, and seahorses, as well as a large dragonfly on her chest. While we’re
sitting in a taxicab, on our way to the beach to take a walk,
Suzanna says, I like the morning and the night. I love the
night, quiet, and nature is able to fix itself before we mess
it up again.22
The painter Agnes Martin writes: “In the night inspiration
falls on the world like rain and penetrates our mind when
we are asleep. It is because of this that we are so eager, so
desperate for sleep. It penetrates all clear minds.”23

“‘this daisy in my
mouth,’ Frank says
‘is a snorkel
breathing
another
dimension’”24
In describing their “rituals for poetry,” CAConrad says:
“Writing as fast as I can. I am trusting the body in the space
where I am at extreme present. Beyond the thinking, magical attitude, I get into where the language for the poems
comes from.”25

“Everything is sign and will present you with knowledge.”26
The drawings are all the eyes, mouths, the sleep, and the
song placed on paper.
I want to move (to “places”) in drawing. I register, recognise, something resonates. I lose control and take hold, lose
control and take hold again.
Drawing is physical. I make oil pastels myself. I’ve made
reds, yellows, whites, and greens, but mostly black ones.
The ingredients melt together into a reflective mass and
then this mass becomes solid soft pastels.
The oil pastels become softer in the warmth of my hands,
and I continue until the drawing is ready. The drawings are
weavings with patterned information that arrives in the
form of monuments—different layers that constitute a vibrating unity of glints and ingresses. I perceive all the drawings as a part of the same work, as a continuous experience
that might never be brought to an end. You can see one, ten,
thirty-seven,27 or one hundred drawings, and they’ll all represent the same continuous, investigative, transformative
information. Throughout the larger whole of the practice,
you can pull fragments out and look at them, put them back
and then pull out a new one. Like tarot cards or tea-leaf
predictions that speak of an occurrence.
It is as if the drawings want something.
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Frederikke Jul Vedelsby, Really Awake, 2020. Oil pastel on paper. 36 x 36 cm
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WangShui, Horizontal Vertigo, Julia Stoschek Collection, Berlin, September 12, 2019 – December 15, 2019.
As I film Daniel, on February 1, 2020, he’s turning around in circles, again and again, and he’s saying: “I think I was doing a lot of turning, you know,
and I asked myself: What is this about? And I said, well, it sort of … it is like your life … your life is unravelling a thread, from the spool of creation.
Your life is unravelling a thread … you know you think of a spool … you know like a round thing that you have threaded … when you’re sewing—
a spool. So that I was thinking … The idea about why I was making a lot of round turning around in circles a lot … Your life is unravelling a thread
from the spool of creation.”
WangShui, From Its Mouth Came a River of High-End Residential Appliances, 2018.
La Cour, fragmenter af en dagbog, 36.
David Lewis-Williams, The Mind in the Cave: Consciousness and the Origins of Art (London: Thames & Hudson, 2002), 225. “Calling a drum a boat
is also more than an expression of figurative language. Mythical images or metaphoric expressions are often understood as a real manifestation of
the signified. The drum-boat, for example, can be visualised and sensed as a real object in visions and shaman songs.”
Says Gitte, on June 23, 2013.
February 7, 2020.
Agnes Martin, “What We Do Not See If We Do Not See,” in Writings, ed. Dieter Schwarz (Stuttgart: Cantz, 1992), 118.
CAConrad, The Book of Frank (Seattle: Wave Books, 2010), 13.
CAConrad, “Rituals for Poetry,” video, 32:28, Louisiana Channel, posted September 27, 2018, https://channel.louisiana.dk/video/caconrad-rituals-
for-poetry.
La Cour, Fragmenter af en dagbog, 36.
My MFA exhibition included thirty-seven drawings.

Image courtesy of the artist
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Left: Frederikke Jul Vedelsby, Holger, Really Awake, 2020. 16 mm film transferred to video, 1,36 min
Right: Frederikke Jul Vedelsby, Suzanna, Really Awake, 2020. 35 mm photograph

They’re carrying a message. The warmth of the hands dispenses information that they, as if they are tentacles, have
gathered and collected, and this melts into—and becomes
engulfed by—the drawings. It’s not words or language as
we know it, but it is the drawings’ own language that wants
to communicate to you and your body. They are physical
and look like they are moving, but they are placed on the
paper for you to communicate with.
Someone asks me,28 after she’s viewed my large drawings
at Malmö Art Academy’s Annual Exhibition in 2019, how
I move when I draw. She says that she imagines that I move
like Denis Lavant in the final scene of the movie Beau
Travail. 29
The drawings are their own logic. They want to unlock and
fill you up.
Are the drawings anti-authoritarian?
Agnes Martin tells us:
The idea of leadership is another stumbling block
to freedom. You must see through leadership to its
non-existence. A leader exists only in the mind of his
followers. Some leaders keep their followers from
changing their minds by the use of fear. In reality there
are no leaders or followers. Everyone is on his own
private line.

The first step in giving up the ideas of power and
leadership is to give up wanting them for yourself. It
sounds easy but your condition has been that power
and leadership lead to freedom regardless of the inherent contradiction in that statement. What is our happy
conclusion. It is that we have plenty of energy and we
enjoy action. There is a purpose in our lives and it is
in operation every minute. When we are right on the
track we are rewarded with joy. We can know the whole
truth with a request to our minds. If we are completely
without direction we can withdraw and our minds will
tell us the next step to take.30
The drawings and videos present themselves together as an
environment you can enter.
Video and Drawing
Suzanna doesn’t know where she has put her eyes.31 As an
infant, she had eyes, but soon lost them to cancer. Ever since
then, she has had different eyes and even more different perceptual solicitations. 32 She told me that she’s often experienced that something, before it’s actually happened, has
already made its way to her.
Suzanna is going to have new eyes. The man who makes
her eyes is a highly appreciated eye maker, with a great reputation, she says. On her new eyes, she wants him to paint
in some gold, because she loves gold. He says he cannot
do this, and that doing so would tarnish his reputation.

Frederikke Jul Vedelsby
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She says that, if anybody asks, she can avoid disclosing
that he’s the one who made them. In any event, he refuses,
and says that he can make them yellow-green if she wants
him to. She’s thinking that, after all, it’s her eyes, it’s she
who’s going to be wearing them, but she lets him make them
yellow-green, anyway, for now.33

“The voids or ‘holes’ in the works get me thinking that
there’s something invisible behind the drawings or that
something has been removed. The geometric formations in
the image also function to give rise to the sensation that the
image lives and changes form all the time. The drawings feel
like they are gathering around ‘something.’
“When I think about your films, I come to think the holes
feel interesting, as well … as though the films are a continuation or are lying as a layer beneath the drawings. The
films might be, figuratively speaking, the small voids that
are removed from the drawings but have been translated
into another medium?” 34
“My friend always ran into trouble. She dreamt that a
mirror broke. And that same night, in the middle of the
night, she was woken up by her mirror falling down from
the wall, and breaking. She didn’t sleep the rest of that
night. The next morning, she got up and glued all the pieces
together.”35
Every piece of the mirror (now representing my drawings
and video clips) represents perceptual solicitations.
“Tahata … the fact of being this, of being thus of being so;
tat means that in Sanskrit and suggests the gesture of the
child pointing his finger at something and saying: That,
there it is. Lo!”36
Holger, who is a carpenter I filmed in H.C. Ørsted Park in
Copenhagen, often waves the camera and me over to him,
with an insistent rhythmic movement of his hand. Come
here! Get over here! There’s something I need to show you.
Daniel also does this in a video where we’re up on a hilltop
and you can see the city behind him as a vibrating, blurry
coulisse. Come here! Get over here, Freddy! 37

The stars would be first and then the city would be second,
says Fanny,38 referring to a dream she’s had where the city
and the stars flip and change places.
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Where does all this come from, she asks, as a commentary
on her own dream.
How does that work? You can’t understand it, you can’t!
It’s just amazing, says Suzanna about the synchronicity
she’s experiencing: people who speak the same sentence
at the same time but in different conversations; reading
words in her book in the café while the woman at the next
table repeats the very same thing; the train that pulls into
the station and starts, on the platform, to whistle with the
very same tone that she’s just played on her guitar; the way
her boyfriend’s voice and name were already within her before she met him. Did you know it was him when you met
him?, I ask. Yes …! I mean, maybe not right away, but when
I thought about it, yes, I knew—it was him!
I continue reading Agnes Martin:
Art work is a celebration of the reality of the positive.
A positive response to life (which we call happiness) is
not a single response. It is infinitely various and goes
far beyond what we are able to bear.
We cannot reproduce reality or represent it concretely.
It is ineffable.
In art work we represent our own happiness because of
our awareness of the infinite sublimity of reality.39
My work opens itself up to an assortment of patterns of the
people I meet. The drawings find their way to the paper as
part of this. Codes in bodies, and on paper.
They
One summer’s night,40 on three large trampolines installed
on the asphalt near the water’s edge in the harbour area
of Copenhagen, two friends and I run into a man. He clearly
works out a lot and is hopping in an incessant motion
across all the trampolines, winding up on the other side,
and he’s saying: You can do anything you set your mind
to, man.
I discovered that some people are keys, and that complex
keys to complex locks can crop up when these people meet
each other: for example, in videos. They meet each other
and stand with their keys inside the work, and unlock.

Her name is Amina; she’s a dancer.
Beau Travail, feature film, directed by Claire Denis (France: La Sept-Arte, Pathe Television, S.M. Films, Tanaïs Productions, 1999).
Agnes Martin, “What Is Real?,” in Writings, 98 – 99.
February 2020.
Spheres with hand-painted irises and pupils.
February 7, 2020.
Nina Roos, email to me, October 10, 2019.
Says Suzanna, February 2020.
Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography (London: Vintage, 2000), 5.
February 1, 2020.
A woman whom I have met and worked with, again and again, in my work with video.
Martin, “What We Do Not See If We Do Not See,” 113.
August 11, 2019.
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Frederikke Jul Vedelsby, Really Awake, 2020. Oil pastel on paper. 42 x 46 cm

People turned up and told me unexpected things that got
me to understand.41 People who know more than they
understand, and people who are not necessarily doing that
which has been told just because it was told.
It’s not always the case that they talk so much. I mean, some
of them do, but information often streams out from them in
another way. I am thankful that we met. They are like fresh
running water, really awake, with golden eyes, seeing things
really clear.
I shouldn’t be calling them “they,” because they are not
“they”; they are themselves.
For the oil pastels, I want to learn how to make pigments
myself. I want to explore intuitive processes and approaches to this, to develop the work. Intuitive sensation and
resonance.

I want to overcome fear.

“You will find the fear that we have been taught is not just
one fear but many different fears. When you discover what
they are they will be overcome. Most people have never
been alone enough to feel these fears. But even without the
experience of them they dread them.”42
I’m constantly searching and doing different things to get
closer to the work, and I have a plan. The plan is found in
the rhythm. Face the rhythm to face the work.
From a Spool of Creation
“It’s still hovering. It is motionless, at rest, and not making
any ripples. It is desolate and the heavenly vault is empty.
Here are the first words, the first narrative. There are no
people, no animals—no birds, fish, crabs, trees, rocks, caves,
canyons, grasses, forests. There’s only the sky in itself … .

Frederikke Jul Vedelsby
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“… there’s nothing that has been put together. Nothing is
moving or vibrating or making any sounds in the sky … .
“Then the word came into being. Attained ‘Power’ and
‘Feathered Serpent’ out there in the darkness, in the night.
It spoke to ‘Power’ and ‘Feathered Serpent,’ and they
talked with each other. They thought, they ruminated, they
found themselves. Then they put their words and thoughts
together.
“The first light and mankind emerged in their thoughts.”43
“It’s the morning of my life,”44 I like that idea, says Daniel.
He says that he’s not like his father. He does not like to perform in the same way as his father does. He’s a caring man,
he says. And throughout the course of his life, he’s been
doing work where he’s been practising care. He yearned to
find a figure he could look up to. It has been hard for him
to find this, but then he runs into a God who is a man with
breasts that give milk. This makes him feel happy and safe.
Our inspirations come as a surprise to us.
Following them our lives are fresh and unpredictable.
But if in disobedience we imitate the lives of others or
follow concepts or precepts our lives will be dull and
unsatisfying and predictable.
The unfolding potential in obedience to inspiration is
happiness in which we move forward.
Disobedience is unhappiness and moving toward
unconsciousness.
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Suzanna gives me a bunch of sheets of paper. This is a newsletter from the library, for people who are blind. It is made
of square pieces of paper embossed with the small dots that
make up Braille and with a staple in the corner. It’s blank,
and she suggests that maybe I can make a drawing on it.47
When I get home to the house at the top of the hill, with a
wood stove and a roof that you can walk on, a place that
I call “home” whenever I’m here, I divide the paper into
strips, and put them together again to make a drawing.
When I see Suzanna next, after a long day when she’s been
singing at a farmers’ market in Burlingame, I show her the
drawing.48

Ah, you changed the order of the letters, which makes it
even more interesting, she says. I ask whether she wants to
read the drawing and she moves her fingers over it and the
tiny dots and she says:
It’s a collage of words … and letters, some of them are
upside down but it doesn’t matter, because you know,
now it has become something different—here it says
… programmes, I see the word “programmes.” Here
it says … “interesting” … here it says “musician.” Oh,
here is the word “brought” B-R-O-U-G-H-T … Into
… brought into. Here is the number 10.30 and here is
an “N.” And here it says “shake,” or—“make,” it says
“make.” Here it says N-R like “number.” Its lovely, very
interesting. Oh, here’s the word “your” Y-O-U-R. It becomes something different. I wish I could see it. Here—
we would have to turn it around—it says “friends.”

Happiness is self sought. It is life.45

“The white fathers told us: I think therefore I am. The
Black mother within each of us—the poet—whispers in
our dreams: I feel, therefore I can be free. Poetry coins
the language to express and charter this revolutionary demand, the implementation of that freedom. … For within
living structures defined by profit, by linear power, by
institutional dehumanization, our feelings are not meant
to survive. Kept around as unavoidable adjuncts or pleasant pastimes, feelings were expected to kneel to thoughts as
women were expected to kneel for men. But women have
survived. As poets.”46

41
42
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In the sense of gaining access to another logic. Aha! A code.
Martin, “What We Do Not See If We Do Not See,” 117.
Ib Michael, Det rygende spejl, indianske sange og tekster (om skabelse og intetheden. Det tyste) [The smoking mirror, Indigenous songs and texts
(about creation and nothingness. The silence)] (Copenhagen: Forlaget Arabesk, 2016), 52.
Nina Simone, “In the Morning,” Angel of the Morning: The Best of Nina Simone, Sony Music, 2009.
Martin, “What We Do Not See If We Do Not See,” 116.
Audre Lorde, “Poetry Is Not a Luxury,” in Sister Outsider (Trumansburg, NY: Crossing, 1984), 36 – 39.
January 31, 2020.
February 2, 2020.
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From top: Sofie Amalie Andersen, Glass, Glass (hand), Glass (car phone holder), Glass (cat), 2020
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Sophie Amalie Andersen

From top: Sofie Amalie Andersen, Glass (hand), Glass (hand), Glass (car phone holder), Glass (earplugs headphones), 2020
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My way of dealing with time had been disrupted. So, I started searching, for a new measurement of time. Each morning after
breakfast new formations of porridge lumps appeared in the kitchen sink strainer. I drew them with ink, and as the amount of
drawings grew, they became a part of my surroundings. The space of the drawings became an extension of my space, and so, my
new measurement of time.
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Anne Gammelgaard

Anne Gammelgaard, guest, 2020. Ink drawing and text, 60 x 75 cm
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Louise Hammer

Louise Hammer. Those words were the cue for the actor to leave, 2020. Digital scan
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Olle Helin, Pripps blå himmel, 2020. Digital photography

Olle Helin
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Olle Helin, Openings, 2017–2020. Cutouts from collected exhibition pamphlets assembled on paper. 29.6 x 21 cm

Fanny Hellgren, Embedded, 2019. Handmade paper and reinforcement net.

Images courtesy of the artist
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Ulf Johnny Höglund, Untitled, 2020. Acrylic on canvas. 170 x 140
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Karl Eivind Jørgensen

Karl Eivind Jørgensen, Moments From a Withered Branch, 2020. Analog photograph of an architectural rendering posted outside
a mall in Malmö / Digital installation
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Dagmar Kestner, Slur, Sour Grapes, 2020. Stills from digital video work in process
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Dagmar Kestner
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Dag Kewenter, Half Sigma, 2020. Usb hub, sd cards, tracklog, transducer, cologne, plexiglass. Dimensions variable.
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Dag Kewenter

Dag Kewenter, The Splinter in Your Eye, 2020. C-print. 28 x 43 cm.
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Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir

Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir, Dear John, 2020. Text and 27 b/w photographs. Interactive work made for an online platform.
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Rebecca Lindsmyr, Untitled, 2019. Process details. Oil on canvas and metal.
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Øystein Sølberg, The Contacts. Contour gauges. Sculpture series. Dimensions variable. Installation view from the exhibition As We Speak, DELFI,
Malmö, 2019
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Elísabet Birta Sveinsdóttir

Elísabet Birta Sveinsdóttir, Death Presence, 2020. Video 16:9, 11:45 minutes
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Filip Vest, My cherry lips have often kissed thy stones, 2019. Performance. 30 minutes
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Linn Hvid, SOMA, 2020. Sound installation with video: 00:01:19, loop (colour), Sound: 00:44:46, loop, BFA exhibition, KHM Gallery, 2020

Linn Hvid, SOMA, 2020. Sound installation with video: 00:01:19, loop (colour), Sound: 00:44:46, loop, BFA exhibition, KHM Gallery, 2020
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SOMA

“No tree, it is said, can grow to heaven unless its roots reach down to hell.”
— Carl Jung 1

As a child, I loved fishing in my
grandmother and grandfather’s
rainwater tank. The tank was placed
amid the garden’s shade. I only
came down to that end of the garden
so I could lower my bamboo stick,
with its string of twine, down into
the dark and tranquil water. As soon
as it was a few centimetres down,
the string would be swallowed
up by the black water, and a peculiar
calm — along with the disquieting
sensation of an unknown and
absorbing loss of control, something
ferocious and unpredictable — would
bound me to the large green barrel,
with its mystical world, for hours
on end.

being pushed out all at once, and
a specific something arises within
me. Like, for example, the time
I was looking at Ian McKeever’s
almost monochrome black paintings.2
I was closed in a little bit, and also
pushed out a little. I got no answers,
and the questions arose almost
imperceptibly, albeit powerfully,
within me. I got hints and an insistence: I experienced an intensity
and something that I wasn’t able
to grasp. I experienced a shifting
of my position, so as to have
come a little bit closer to something.
I learned something about myself,
about my life, about being human,
in a fundamental sense.

In my practice, I am preoccupied
with human darkness and longing,
loss and pain, by our indomitable
capacity and urge to continue,
to move, and to seek. I am always
impressed by human beings’ per
severance, in the face of misfortune,
decay, sorrow, and pain.

The philosopher Søren Kierkegaard
defines “religiosity” as an inner
urge inside the human being to
search for meaning, to understand
what the meaning of life is, and
to u
 nderstand what the meaning
of being human is, as an individual
and as part of a species. This urge
lies steadfastly inside the person
and cannot be waived. Even if
one is a nihilist, such a stance still
constitutes an attempt to satisfy
that which is an inherent urge inside
the human being for meaning.3

I’m not trying to come up with
answers but rather to pose questions, and when I find myself drawn
into a nother person’s work, it’s
like I am being pulled in and

The assumption that the urge for
meaning and the search for meaning
exist as essential invariable qualities
inside the human being is a notion
I subscribe to. It does not have to
be created; it is just there. Maybe
it has to be awakened. Maybe it needs
to be rearranged and befuddled and
shaken. Maybe it has to be stimulated,
without answers and without words,
just like a ripple undulating inside
one’s innermost being. But it is there,
and it is on the basis of this assumption that I take my starting point in
my practice.
I do not regard Andrei Tarkovsky’s
film Solaris as a sci-fi movie.4
I’m not reading Kurt Vonnegut’s
Slaughterhouse-Five as a sci-fi novel.5
I regard them both as a search
for meaning within the meaningless:
inside the grief, inside the trauma,
inside the longing, and inside
the missing.
My father’s death made me feel
— notwithstanding its morbidity —
reassured when it comes to difficult
feelings. These are spaces that I dare
to step into. What doesn’t interest
me is trying to provoke. Provocation
for the sake of provocation is not a
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place where I want to spend my
time. Looking for pain and darkness
as a goal in itself simply does not
interest me.
The difficult, the complex, and
the dark can be found in a successful work as an underlying unrest,
as something that one can sense,
a stream, an insistence. But delving down into the tragic in itself
is bereft of value for me. Doing so
becomes empty and inconsequential.
It becomes trivial. Caricatured and
transparent. Especially for those
who do know the darkness from
within. An example I always come
back to, as context for my practice,
is the fate of the protagonists in
Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar,6 in Knut
Hamsun’s Hunger,7 and in Thomas
Mann’s Doctor Faustus.8
The absolute tragedy sneaks its
way in profoundly, deeply — all the
way into my urge to find meaning
in life. In there, in my search, without
bombastic gestures or caricatured
darkness, it nudges me a little
bit closer to a hint of a direction,
of a meaning for the whole thing.
Aristotle describes tragedy as
catharsis for the human being.9
He gives it a raison d’être. He explains
its place in theatre. What it has to
do. What it can do. Why it is needed.
I also find this something in Simone
de Beauvoir’s novel All Men Are Mortal.10
Short sentences flurrying about here
and there. Small analogies for one
person’s tragedy become silhouetted
as pillars upon which an intimation,
a suggestion, is raised, and this is,
supposedly, the closest we can ever
come.
In both the works of Emil Westman
Herzt11 and in Viennese Actionism,
I encounter, in many different ways,
the same thing: a sense of wonder,
a quest, a longing, and, in the final
analysis, a powerful impotence in the

face of the cruelty of humanity. I am
looking over there, where the
impassable landscape spreads itself
out like a path for me. The darkness
that I meet and that I am attracted
by is two sided. The darkness is
the unknown land. The darkness
is solace. Meaning.
I can sense that I’m getting braver.
That I am daring more and more
to make my approach. I want to get
better, to become more courageous,
more subtle and delicately balanced.
I dare to enter. All the way. And
there is a need for that. I believe this
is so. This is my driving force.
To make my approach to the larger
questions, I’ve got to ask the smaller
ones. I delineate them through
states of being of a kind, which
I am busy exploring. If I asked the
question, “What is the meaning of
life?,” then I would, in all likelihood,
be producing something inferior.
No, this is a question that I do
not want to ask and that I do not
want to answer, and thus I instead
entertain hopes of maybe asking
a question situated in a peripheral
region, and maybe being able to offer
a space for reflection. This is something I can do, successfully, when the
artwork is “good enough.” Whether
the work is good, whether it has
been successful, are questions that
nobody and everyone can answer.
My method is to ask a question
from a small place, to start in a corner.
To come forth with an example —
I am fascinated by the systems that
we are constantly surrounding
ourselves with and I am fascinated
by their contradictions.12 Chaos and
order. Standstill and mess. Small
grids that we place over everything,
in an attempt to control what is
uncontrollable.
When I, as a child, was living for
some time in Guinea-Bissau, in West
Africa, and, later on in Jerusalem,

Israel/Palæstina, I experienced
mankind’s absurdity in widely
different ways. In Guinea-Bissau, I
experienced extreme poverty and
totally meaning-less hardship: I saw
lepers and I saw heaps of corpses
being driven away in open trucks.
What I experienced in Jerusalem
was an internal darkness and an inner
delusion. In Jerusalem, I would wake
up, night after night, and hammer
on the wall that I thought had been
built up through the course of the
night in the corner of the apartment
where my bed was placed, and which
was therefore closing me in. I remember quite distinctly the sensation
of pounding on a cold, solid surface
without so much as a vibration or
a sound penetrating through it.
Nor did my words issue any sound,
and I would scream and scream
without the words being able to
leave my lips. And if they could have
done so, nobody would have been
able to hear them, anyway, behind
the monstrous wall that only existed
inside my mind.
Maybe that’s why I’m always asking
what the reason is for a specific darkness. Why does the essayist Georges
Bataille write as he does?13 Why is
violence and oppression portrayed
in movies? What am going to I do
with the darkness that I am being
presented with? What does it want
from me, when it comes to an artwork — is the sender able to master
this darkness, just like any other
material? It’s most often the case
that I wind up feeling disappointed.
But when this darkness functions
properly, it stays with me forever.
I have been changed, a little bit.
When in Doctor Faustus the composer
Adrian Leverkühn loses his mind
and is made a laughing stock in
front of the guests at the vicarage,
there’s a reason for this. My world
is expanding a little bit. I have
come a little bit closer to this.
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In a handwritten note to herself,
jotted down on the first page
of her copy of The Divided Self, by
the psychiatrist Ronald David Laing,
my mother asks, “What IS One?”14
I’m constantly asking myself the
same question. I never get an answer.
But that’s not the goal, either.
In the very beautiful piece of
music Chaconne for Violin and Organ,
composed by Tomaso Antonio
Vitali and played by Eugene Fodor,15
who subsequently died of alcoholism
and drug addiction, this same
question is posed without words.
Without questions. It arises within
me as if arising on its own. It may
be the c losest that anybody can get
to a perfect work of art. An autonomous place for making one’s own
reflection. Not foisted upon us.
In its own distinctive fashion, this
piece of music is not dependent
on meaning. It exists; it can be used;

or it can be rejected by its beholder.
In this piece of music, I draw nearer
and nearer to that darkness that
contains infinite nuances and adumbrations. Here, there is short-term
solace for the soul, for the human
grief and pain that are part and parcel
of a life lived. Not only because it is
a sad piece but also because of something else. Something rare. Something
that arises through the synergy of
many connections and correlations.
Is it the performer’s own tragedy
that induces this something? Or is it
the listener’s? Or is it something else?
In Iannis Xenakis’s Metastasis and in
Anne Gillis’s “Thalibilis,” I experience
something of the same. The same
longing. The same search.
Perhaps one can, in a somewhat
oversimplified way, ask the question
of whether one finds, upon the loss
of a loved one, something so absolutely

beyond any person’s capacity to
comprehend, something so mean
ingless that no words can reach
or encompass one — some form
of coherence within the difficult,
in the so-called avant-garde: that
which cannot, or will not, or must
not, be set into a system. A kind
of perspicacity in the impassable.
A form of authenticity. A place,
like few, without pretence.
I once watched a video of an interview with a well-known Swedish
painter. The painter is sitting and
contemplating her own painting
while telling us that she wishes
she had experienced genuine pain,
something genuinely difficult, like
having a bad childhood or something
like that. In the painting that is
placed in front of her, you can see
some tracks in the snow, which suddenly break off, winding up in nothing. The interview is insufferable.16
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I don’t know. I never did manage
to catch anything inside the
green barrel in my grandparents’
backyard. But that wasn’t the
point, either.
But nothing really happens, anyway,
my friend chimes in, about
Tarkovsky’s film.
Well, I say. EVERYTHING is happening.
In harsh noise wall,17 everything
happens.
And nothing.
If I ever stop casting the fishing
line down into the dark black water
of the barrel, then I’m lost. Then
I am just like those people that
Kierkegaard insists on waking.18

Once, after I had performed a noise
concert, I bumped into a woman
standing at the bar. She was eyeing
me with a mix of inquisitiveness
and something almost resentful.
She said, “You made me feel something. It was gloomy, your universe.
It was uncomfortable. I could sense
something that I didn’t want to get
in touch with.” Then she hugged
me and smiled.

The uneasiness of Shūji Terayama’s
avant-garde and somewhat disturbing short film The Labyrinth Tale,
released in 1975, constantly offers
me a speck of something to hold on
to and then removes it, within an
instant. As if I were lying on the cold
and almost metallic surface of the
still water in the barrel in my grand
parents’ backyard. At first, it might
just feel uncomfortable and cold,
and I immediately want to discard
it, to leave it behind, but I stay. I let
myself sink in deeper, allow my face
to get covered up completely, covered
in what I don’t understand, in what
I can’t comprehend; in there, where
I cannot follow any defined path,
inside of what I cannot see, or feel,
or touch, or smell, or put into any
system.
“Wherever we turn in the storm
of roses, the night is lit up by thorns.”
— Ingeborg Bachmann

Image courtesy of the artist

I want to dare to let go, more and
more, of my human penchant for
systems. I seek to delve deeper
down, to become more courageous:
I am immersing myself in composer
Daphne Oram’s mystical and

slightly eerie sound universe.19
I am immersing myself in Carl
Theodor Dreyer’s film The Passion
of Joan of Arc,20 in her face, which is
far, far too close. In the actor’s
personal tragedy, in the words
of theatre maker Antonin Artaud,21
in Kurt Kren’s filming of the work,
Self-Mutilation (1965). I want to
get closer. I want to understand that
which I know can never be understood;
to get closer to human beings’
tragedy and darkness, closer to
Aristotle’s catharsis.

Linn Hvid, SOMA, 2020. Sound installation with video: 00:01:19, loop (colour), Sound: 00:44:46, loop, video still
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A BFA Applicant’s Forest Story

While on the verge of finishing my
Bachelor of Fine Arts, let me just start
by plunging right into a retrospective
reference. Because, how did I get here?
“Sound is an essential part of my work.
It b ecame such from the first time I held an
Olympus recorder plugged into my headphones. I went for a long walk in the forest,
where I recorded everything. Never before
had the forest seemed so present and big as
that day. It is that presence and extrasensory
approach I try to involve my work with.”
The quote comes from my application
to the bachelor program in 2016.
Rereading the first written words
of what might be called the baby
steps towards an art practice, I can’t
restrain the blushing feeling in my
cheeks and ears. Nevertheless, the
memory of that experience to this
day still fills my chest with an overwhelming warm presence, and in
that presence I realise the depth
of the romantic gesture within this
meeting. The enhanced sense of
hearing gifted to me by the recording
device imbued the experience with
a powerful animist sensation, altering
my situation of utter aloneness
and retreat to what is called nature.
A sensation I wouldn’t hesitate
comparing to my avatar experience
as a teenager, nailed to my seat in the
dark movie theatre, equipped with
3D glasses, totally absorbed into the
colourful world of Pandora.1
In the forest, I hear the wind in the
leaves as whispering voices trying
to tell me something that I can now
hear for the first time ever. I hear the
gentle weeping of the hidden brook

in the forest floor. I hear different
bird calls and get the feeling that
I am being observed from high above
and far away. I hear my swallowing
throat and the breaking twigs under
my slightly moving feet, despite my
tense muscles and catlike attempt
to move unmoving. I feel like an alien
guest. As audibly alienated as when
listening to Chris Watson’s soundscape “Warrigal Night” (2004) or
Hildegard Westerkamp’s “Beneath
the Forest Floor” (1996). Then I hear
the intrusive sounds of airplanes,
cars, dogs, and lawn mowers in
the far distance, and my carefully
visioned forest kingdom disappears
in sync with the sound of my breathing. The bursting feeling of grandeur
in my chest dissolves, and I assume
a more human like position from
my tense stalking-cat starting point.
A slightly nervous and shaking
disappointment pins itself into my
gut and leads to a confusing state
of mind. My inner escapist has been
denuded, and I almost feel stupid
and deceived, as in the case of Agent
Deckard when he realises that his
toad of a souvenir from the deserted
land of the “out there,” instead of
being a natural holy grail, is nothing
but a fabricated imitation of what
could have been the missing part
in his heart.2 I trace these emotions
of stupidity and of being deceived
to the feeling of childish naivety.
Still overwhelmed by my first direct
encounter with the great forest,
my inner wanderer above the sea
of fog finds it hard to let go of this
grand feeling. Because why should he?

A sonic image so large, vivid,
and multifaceted it must be worth
a thousand pictures and a million
words. Even so, despite the experience
of grand nature being spoiled by
humming and infernal machine-
generated sounds, I still feel excitement, the confusing feeling sticking
to it. I leave the forest along with
the melancholy that has now been
planted in it.
Time passes and little by little,
I start to understand the depth of
this r omantic feeling, and why I felt it.
Sadly, I come to realise that the idea
of the forest, the first impression I
got of the forest, the romantic togetherness with God’s grand creation, is
slowly fading away. It is fading away
with my adjustment to my own listening, and my understanding of what
I’m listening to. Younger me thought
that, through a device, he would
find the encounter with real nature.
And, for a short time, he strongly
believed he had found it, and that it
was his feeling to preserve. Younger
me did experience something extra
ordinary, but it was not nature. He
was a child to believe in the first place
that nature was something to grasp.
He was a child to believe that nature
is a thing to be found. And he defi
nitely was a child to believe that if
it were to be found, it could be found
in a planted and controlled forest
in northern Jutland. Instead, he encountered something else. Something
bigger and much more complex and
real. Something that hides behind
the Fata Morgana of nature — the
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Anthropocene, and in this particular
case, the unrelenting sounds of the
Anthropocenic era. Because the
more one experiences of the world,
the more one finds out the level
of ambiguity and interconnectedness
of human habitation. The more one
gets to experience and know about
so-called nature, the more unnatural
it seems. Younger me would learn
that the confusing sticky feeling, like
gum caught in Goldilocks’s locks,
would eventually turn dystopian
nasty, hence the level of Gaia’s ever
expanding interconnectedness.3
With this text being a bachelor’s
thesis in fine arts, some kind of
self-definition of what kind of artist
I am is surely expected. But, to be
honest, at the moment I’d much rather
be as undefined an artist as possible.
To define oneself artistically seems
claustrophobic and too rushed. It
does so because I have an enormous
respect for the idea of an art practice.
It seems to me that Forrest Gump
should do his great run at least a
couple of times before anyone with
a right sense of self is able to claim
the nature of their art practice — and
the idea of an “oeuvre” is certainly
out of the question. A lot of metaphors to describe an art practice are
sure to be found. But the best example
I have right now is the practice of
psychoanalysis, or, rather, psycho
analytic treatment. Some days ago
in a friture smelling skiing centre
in Norway, I talked to a friend studying psychology who wants to pursue
psychoanalysis for her PhD, despite
its loony label in today’s modern
world of psychology. She explained
that the process of treatment is,
in comparison to other forms of
psychological treatment, immensely
slow, since every person is perceived
as a unique individual, instead of
a more depersonalised patient who
is put into a certain category of treatment. To me, it sounds like another
way of addressing an answer that is to
be found through time and nurturing,

instead of finding the most “fitting”
definitions that can be immediately
dealt with here and now. So, for
now, I honestly rather like the idea
of being a nobody. Because it feels
like every attempt at idealistic
self-definition will end up in total
failure, since the world to me seems
naturally hypocritical and contradictive. Therefore, I’d rather be an
admitted hypocrite than deal with
a self-proclaimed rightness and clean
conscience. Note that I don’t believe
admitted hypocrisy is easier to deal
with than the unaddressed version
of it. If one chooses not to sweep
the dirt under the carpet, then one
certainly has to deal with the dirt.
If you, dear reader, think it weak
to avoid the attempt to live harmoniously with one’s conscience, then
I’ll agree. But the misunderstood
attempt to live with a clean conscience as a human being surely
balances between insane self-denial
and dangerous ignorance. If you
might be having trouble with the
hypocrisy issue, you could instead
turn to Socrates: “I know that I
know nothing.” The ideas are not
the same, but both somehow tend
to abate an anxiety around proclaiming one’s self-definition. Personally,
I’ll take them both, since everything
seems better with a bit of existential realisation and humbleness. The
latter is what I get from the Socrates
quote, personally. And what I mean
by “personally” is that the quote
hung for years in my childhood home.
My mother surely didn’t hang it there
because of her love for philosophy,
and neither because of an admiration
for a sneaky Socrates-style, midwife-
like way of arguing. She hung it
on the corkboard because she, by
upbringing, is humble. My grandmother is the toughest and most
hard-working woman I know, and
she never complains. My grandfather
was the wisest and — as I learned
at his funeral — the most well-liked
man that I ever knew. Never would

he have the need to put himself
in the spotlight, but rather ask
humble and sincerely interested
questions. To me, these attributes
are, on a very personal level, the
most admirable ones I can imagine.
This might also — for good or bad —
be why I’d much rather like to leave
space open for questions, instead
of closing it down through definitions.
This outlook surely also explains
my lack of interest in being labelled
as a specific type of artist, such
as being called a sound artist, which
has happened on several occasions.
So if I at some point in the future
am unable to refuse giving the seemingly obligatory elevator pitch and
I find myself in need of a defining
label, I’ll be much happier to settle
with this description: an artist interested in space, and therefore also in
sound. Because even though I would
claim to be profoundly interested
in sound works, I’ll have to admit
that the idea of ambience, a defining
presence in space, or Umwelt is even
more interesting to me.
Images, sculptures, movements,
light, smells, everything that e ngages
in all of Aristotle’s accounted-for
senses will in space have a presence.4
I believe especially sound has an
incredible significance among any
of the ambience-addressing ways of
expression, since there, beyond any
aural perception, lies a photographic
notation and memory, which I believe
can be traced to imagination and
psychic reflection. I guess mastering
this sense of ambience, in my opinion,
is what makes a great artwork —
what makes a Fabrice-like diamond
that hasn’t lost anything in the cutting.5 On my first day of preparatory
art school, a Ten Commandments–like
paper was handed out by my teacher
— an artist I have great respect for,
because of his consciousness of aural
forces and respect for fauna and other
nonhuman matter. The most valuable pieces of advice on the list were,
firstly, that of exploring and listening.
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Like dear Henry David Thoreau
says: “We need to be provoked, —
goaded like oxen, as we are, into a
trot.”6 And I believe nothing is more
true. When guided into ways of
exploring, a person at some point
enters the way of listening and
then of representation and creation.
Philosopher Timothy Morton has
a fantastic phrase for a particular
process of luring an audience into
such a trot: ecomimesis.7 Ecomimesis
becomes an initiator for sensing
and representing the world and
phenomena through an authentic
product of the explorer’s environment that is delivered to an audience.
I believe that ways of expressing of
course vary, from Olafur Eliasson’s
pragmatic, and in my opinion, slightly
banal, mirroring of natural geography
in Riverbed (2014) to Mark Leckey’s
empathetic and to some extent also
sympathetic depiction of a post-

apocalyptic landscape, He Thrusts
His Fists against the Posts but Still Insists
He Sees the Ghosts (2017). In between
the two examples of e comimesis, a
third can be found in Pierre Huyghe’s
work Les Grands Ensembles (2001)8
and in the first sequence of his
Streamside Day (2003).9 In Les Grands
Ensembles, models of large buildings
are portrayed in a gold and foggy
evening landscape. The lights from
the apartment windows create a
rhythmic light show, in sync with
the score of electronic music. In the
Streamside Day sequence, the viewer
encounters a re-enactment of Disney’s
Bambi (1942), a still-life picture of
pure idealised romantic nature.
Later, sweet little baby Bambi finds
his way into a human environment,
and his engagement in that world of
empty newly built houses and roads is
portrayed. In both cases, we deal with
human interference with the natural

elements and fauna and vice versa.
The distinction between natural
and artificial are challenged, and
the fundamental life-giving powers
of nature are revealed as constructed
and interchangeable. If you, dear
reader, are still with me, and somehow are desperately longing for any
lead of artistic standpoint from my
side, I’d say that this balance of
a constructed distinction between
natural and artificial, along with
the spaces it inhabits, is what I feel
an urgency to involve myself with.
To do so in the name of realism and
object-oriented ontology (OOO)
would seem to be the most noble
thing in the world. A way by which
humans can be removed from the pedestal of universe rulers and brought
down into a more harmonious and
anarchistic ecological hierarchy. Such
a work should address the complete
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utopia of the natural and stand as
a mediating oracle between humans
and nonhuman beings. This work,
of course, would be offering a dangerously contradictory thought, and
as philosopher Graham Harman
admits in his lecture titled “Morton’s
Hyperobjects and the Anthropocene,”
10
the notion of art becomes prob
lematic in an OOO way of thinking.
Any attempt to claim the label
of an OOO-advocating artist, more
or less naturally and objectively
disguised, would indeed be nothing
but another typical Anthropocenic
gesture. But is there a way to escape
this foul self-centred chameleon
of a creature? I don’t think so. Why?
Because I am a human. Not a stone,
not a tree, not a fish, neither an ant.
I am an eradicating, top-of-thefood-chain human, and as a human,
as the rest of all other creatures,
I think inside the patterns of my
given species. This species happens
to be a highly communicative one.
We, as a species, although some
individuals more than others, think
in existentialist terms. Hence the
reason for art, and the reason as to
why I want to do art — and now

we’re back to communication and
ecomimesis. Because art to me is first
and foremost communication. And
within the field of art, one communicates with society and the world,
through one’s own inner, self-invented
language: a subjective filter — this
being the second really valuable piece
of advice of the Ten Commandments–
like paper from preparatory art school.
Sometimes, this inner, self-invented
language is not as invented as one
might think; it is more learned and
copied than any muse-stricken genius
of a highly praised, heaven-sent artist
would like to admit. The first dis
covery of just that reality can, for a
young artist, and certainly in my own
case, turn out to be quite a bummer
of a feeling. But the mechanisms
of copied and learned language aren’t
really all that bad, as it turns out.
Because if one’s language isn’t clear
to other people, communication dies,
the conversation is over. Therefore,
it would be dangerous to let go of the
notion of animal narratives and nature
constructivism, since I believe that
the key for the salvation of ecosystems
and the state of the planet partially
and potentially could also lie here.

Sure, it lies first and foremost in the
objectivity of science, which OOO
arguably leans towards more than
Cartesian philosophy can be said to.
But one can’t simply — except if you’re
Ace Ventura, of course — claim as a
human to be able to, through a flat
hierarchical, objective discourse, advocate on behalf of nonhuman beings,
to a human audience. Any artistic
attempt or claim to do so would be,
as already mentioned, ridiculously
contradictory. Sadly, even this
immensely beautiful attempt by the
Pantheistic father of eco-writing,
Thoreau, can’t escape the present’s
sticky anthropocentric odour:
When other birds are still the
screech owls take up the strain,
like mourning women their
ancient “u-lu-lu.” Their dismal
scream is truly Ben Jonsonian.
Wise midnight hags! It is no
honest and blunt tu-whit tu-who
of the poets, but, without jesting,
a most solemn graveyard ditty,
the mutual consolations of suicide
lovers remembering the pangs
and the delights of supernal love
in the infernal groves. Yet I love
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to hear their wailing, their
doleful responses, trilled along
the wood-side; reminding me
sometimes of music and singing
birds; as if it were the dark and
tearful side of music, the regrets
and sighs that would fain be
sung. They are the spirits,
the low spirits and melancholy
forebodings, of fallen souls that
once in human shape nightwalked
the earth and did the deeds of
darkness, now expiating their
sins with their wailing hymns or
threnodies in the scenery of their
transgressions. They give me
a new sense of the variety and
capacity of that nature which is
our common dwelling. “Oh-o-o-o-o
that I never had been bor-r-r-r-n!”
sighs one on this side of the pond,
and circles with the restlessness
of despair to some new perch
on the gray oaks. Then — “that I
never had been bor-r-r-r-n!” echoes
another on the farther side with
tremulous sincerity, and —  “borr-r-r-n!” comes faintly from far
in the Lincoln woods.11

Let it be mentioned that Thoreau
surely wouldn’t attempt to advocate
for “nature” through a flat hierarchical
discourse. Why should he in the first
place? Would he, in his enlightened
state, be more interested in dealing
with lessened emotional capacities
than with the capacities of humans?
I strongly doubt it, since it would
seem that sometimes not even human
emotional and intellectual capacity
would lead him to satisfaction. One
can create narratives around stones,
trees, fish, or ants, or, as in the above
case, owls. But the narrative will
always belong to the human and its
most defining capacity: the emotional
— a capacity far more defining than
our capacity for reason. In the case
of Thoreau’s owls, the reader will
never be able to reason with them.
So why would Thoreau make any
attempt to do so? Does he not have
any other choice than to reach out
to owls through his emotions? He
doesn’t, and that is why he relies on
his emotional capacity, and hence
why the communication seems to be
immensely strong. Natural historian

David Attenborough and the
whole team behind BBC’s Blue Planet
documentary series would surely
agree with this. It is through the
audience’s emotions, their empathic
capacity, that Blue Planet tries to appeal
to our capacity for reason. Through
beautifully constructed narratives,
and thereby empathy, we are told
of the planetary crisis of manmade
pollution and global warming, which
is destroying the planet’s most valuable ecosystems. Rationally — and
if we were to actually listen to almost
every scientist on the planet — we
should surely all be terrified by the
state of the planet. Rationally, we
shouldn’t need Blue Planet or Lars
Von Trier’s Melancholia (2011) to ring
the alarm bells before actual reactions
are triggered. Rationally, we know
the situation is bad, but in our
emotions lies the triggering key
reaction to recognising doom. One
can agree with environmentalist
composer R. Murray Schafer’s beautiful argument that “birds, like poems,
should not mean, but be,”12 that we
should gaze at the world objectively,
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instead of through the periscopes
of our limited imagination. A feeling
of deep truth lies behind this idea.
But the depth seems practically
endless and impossible to grasp
without an almost higher religious
dedication, as that of Buddhism’s
complete letting go of the self.
With such enormous demanded
efforts to cause a changed perception,
it would be hazardous to ignore
how deep the roots of our cultural
foundation goes. That I truly believe,
since it surely would be easier to
realise the latter than to reach the
superhuman example of letting
go of the self. Speaking in concrete
symbolism, there is no way that
the fire-ravaged Notre Dame de Paris
will be demolished in order to make
space for a new building. The architect must build his new visions
on top of the old heritage. However
unstable and old-fashioned it
may be.
So, what would happen if we chose
not to unveil the transparent wall
of human existentialism placed before
nonhuman creatures and habitats?
If we stayed put and stubbornly
locked our jaws around our narcissistic and romantic ideas of nature?
We would skip Timothy Morton’s
almost indigestible Morpheus-
prescribed blue pill13 of a journey
through the multilayered self-realising
eco-chocolate of bitterness, alienation, self-pitying, fright, anger,
self-reprehension, guilt, and depression.14 We would avoid any broken
hearts on our way home, after we’ve
fallen in love and danced ecstatically
through the night of a burning
world. We would avoid scraping
through the ashes, looking for a phoenix that will never rise. Cinderella
wouldn’t have to find that her pesticide-ridden pumpkin coach had been
sold to the lowest bidder, and that
she’d have to make her way across
the January parking lot and into
the forenoon U-Bahn all barefooted.
Let us stay here with nature and

with another Disney princess, and
let Pocahontas paint with all the
colours of the wind before us. Let
her teach John Smith and the rest
of his imperialistic comrades that it
is perfectly possible to communicate
with trees, and that a bear with
cubs is a human-friendly creature
after all. Why worry over that sort
of conflict? Just look where it brought
Hugh Glass!15 Let us dwell in the
“beautiful soul syndrome”16 and
aesthetic value of the wildlife fantasy
that permeates BBC’s entertaining
and highly popular Blue Planet series.
Let Cinderella withdraw from a
threatening reality of doom into the
pulsating pleasure dome of a desiring
machine, whose function is to serve
us all our fix of totally harmonious
eco-utopia.17 Let the lion sleep tonight18 and let the Victorian illustrator Kate Greenaway19 teach us that
a rose stands for “love,” and that
an Austrian rose tells us “thou art
all that is lovely,” that the bridal rose
speaks of “happy love,” the burgundy
rose of “unconscious beauty,” that
the cabbage rose is an “ambassador
of love,” that the campion rose
tells one of who “only deserves my
love,” that “love is dangerous” by
the C
 arolina rose, that a China rose
stands for a “beauty always new,”
of the Christmas rose, which is to
“tranquilize my anxiety,” of the
daily rose, which “thy smile I aspire
to,” that a Damask rose stands for
“brilliant complexion,” a deep-red
rose for “bashful shame,” a dog rose
for “pleasure and pain,” a guelder
rose for “winter and age,” a hundredleaved rose for “pride,” a Japanese
rose for “beauty that is your only
attraction,” a maiden blush rose,
which tells one that “if you love me,
you will find it out,” that a multiflora
rose speaks of “grace,” a muni rose
of “variety,” that one is “charming”
by the musk cluster rose, and that
a single rose addresses “simplicity,”
a thornless rose “early attachment,”
and of the unique rose’s demanding
statement: “call me not beautiful,”

the white rose’s hint of that “I am
worthy of you,” that the withered
white rose tells of “transient impressions,” the yellow rose of “a decrease
of love and jealousy,” the York and
Lancaster roses of “war,” the fullbloomed rose placed over two buds
talks of “secrecy,” the combination
of white and red roses of “unity,” the
crown of roses as a “reward of virtue,”
that one is “pure and lovely” by the
red rosebud, that a white rosebud
is for “girlhood,” and that the moos
rosebud is for “a confession of love.”
Red pill or blue pill? Take them
both, as long as the patient survives.
And if no sign of respiratory reaction
seems to happen, let the bombardment of red and blue pills begin.
Let it be consistent and merciless.
Let all cosmic vibrations be felt.
Let the resignation of the utopian
idea of the world begin, and bury
the possible nihilism that could
follow such an action. Let the ghost
of Bambi’s mother haunt every global
warming denier. Let the darkness
in the woods belong to the depth
of our imaginative minds, but also to
the woods itself. Let the loud be more
violent than loud, more ferocious than
any known storm, more outrageous
than any clap of thunder,20 and let
Major21 in her dive be absorbed in the
all-dominating and all-enveloping
silence, and let her “feel fear, anxiety,
isolation, and darkness,” and sometimes hope.22 Let that same anxious
silence of nothingness terrorise our
never really fully present distributed
presence. Let us lie down and stare
into a blue winter January sky in
Norway, and let the experience be
austere, celestially spacious, and
lonely. And let it all happen without
constantly initialising any prescriptive stream of thought. But do put into
motion an indirect-communicative
way of instant response to the rooted
sensitivity of our interconnected
planet.
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Velvet Haze 1

She’s running through the terrain.
Through the damp marsh and in zigzag
movements between the pine trees. She
reaches the valley hidden in mist, where
she has agreed to meet with the others.
They take a moment of rest in the gaps
between the straight rows of pine trees
and put on more wool, because it’s
getting colder as they proceed further
and further into the forest. She’s got her
r unning shoes on. She’s one of the runners.
She is carrying information with her
about the path systems and the root
networks in the forest. She has drawn
a map so that the others can quickly
navigate their way into the unknown
world. The flock has gone out there
in order to gather material that they’re
going to need to survive.2
I do not think that the world
can be divided up into moving or
inert, dead or alive, but that it is,
instead, full of dynamic material.
The division between the material
and us is no longer functional, but
instead has to be rethought as a
network and a collaboration between
human and nonhuman actors.3

The human being is not an autonomous entity but consists, rather,
of many different materials and
is influenced by its surroundings.
I am interested in our relationship to
these nonhuman actors. H
 umankind’s
consumption habits and need for
ownership are related to the way
we see ourselves in the world. Our
earth-destroying actions ought to be
regarded in light of our relationship
to the earth. The political philosopher Jane Bennett writes that we,
with our current gaze, are preventing
ourselves “from detecting (seeing,
hearing, smelling, tasting, feeling) a
fuller range of the non-human powers
circulating around and with human
bodies.” 4 Central to Bennett’s philosophy is her ontological view of materiality. Material itself is a vibrating,
sputtering, and negotiating force
that has the capacity to produce both
large and small effects. She believes
recognising this knowledge can give
a push towards a more responsible
ecological policy. One concept
she introduces is “onto-sympathy.” 5
This is communication between

imprecise copies, a resonance that
runs across different species, where
things commit themselves to the back
ground of an affinity among forms.
For me, it’s a matter of generating
a sense of awareness about all
the not-only-human relationships
of which we consist and with which
we are in contact. I am trying to
work from an understanding that
these actors are neither exclusively
helpful nor exclusively destructive.
The solution is not for us to glorify
the world we are living in but
rather to see ourselves within the
network of expanding, deactivating,
inconvenient, and strange forces.
It’s a matter of meeting with our
interlocutors and accepting that
they are not always human beings.
Designing fictions and working as
a world builder are the foundational
methods for the way I work. That
is, my art practice is world building.
The world can be described as a blueprint and the artworks as artefacts
from this sphere. My world is placed
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within a network of thousands
of others. It cannot be described
adequately in words because it
has been created in images, scents,
movements, colours, and forms.

new stories. New stories told by
a lternative storytellers. I believe it
is high time to talk about other and
different ways of being with the
world.

My world is neither a utopia nor
a dystopia. It is a visual rebellion and
an attempt to present the p
 ossibility
of other worlds. One of the other
possible worlds that I am inspired
by was created by the artist Leonora
Carrington. Her surrealist paintings
are, for me, neither utopian nor the
opposite. They are peculiar, full of
fantasies and resounding clichés.
They are inhabited by plant-human-
animal actors who live behind a veil
of spirits, wings, and fog. Carrington
blurs the boundary between human
and nonhuman, between fantasy
and reality, between life and death.
She is a storyteller, both in her paintings and in her texts. Her works are
a visualisation of her viewpoint.

My manuscript is based on, among
other things, my interest in live-
action role-play (LARP). LARP
can be described as a “total theatre
without spectators, where the actors
themselves determine their roles,
and the manuscript is created
along with the forward progression
of the play.” 7 The initial story and
setting for the LARP is created by
a gamemaster. It is they who design
the frame for the game — the background story, the place, the rules,
and so forth. As soon as the game is
set in motion, it operates independently of the gamemaster and develops
according to the players’ agency and
actions. What is so thrilling about
LARP, for me, is the idea of designing
a world. In world making, the game
master, via one X-factor, can change
the world’s tissue. It can be adjusting
a physical law, a historical detail, or
a change in the landscape. Nothing is
predetermined; accordingly, nothing
is taken for granted.

The story that ushered in the
present text is the opening section
of a manuscript written for a performance that I created. The story
deals with a persona I have been
working with for quite some time:
a woman who is training to become
a warrior. The story takes place
in an abandoned industrial forest,
where a group of people have woken
up after a deep sleep.
For me, narrative is central. I believe
in its potential. Alternative narratives
create alternative conversations and
with the help of these, we can rock
and shake away previously rooted
standpoints. Cultural theorist Donna
Haraway writes, “It matters what
matters we use to think other matters
with; it matters what stories we tell
to tell other stories with; it m
 atters
what knots knot knots, what thoughts
think thoughts, what descriptions
describe descriptions, what ties tie
ties. It matters what stories make
worlds, what worlds make stories.” 6
I believe that there is a need for

The act of mirroring reality while
twisting and editing it a bit when
it comes to making its portrait is,
as I see it, what Anne Imhof is doing
in her works. Her performances
mirror our contemporary time
as it is transpiring. To the viewer,
the world is recognisable but nevertheless different. It is being pushed
to its extremes and simplified, so
that its structures come into view.
At the same time as Imhof makes
use of iPhones for communication
and Balenciaga pieces as costumes,
she also casts lines back to opera,
to myth, and to epic drama. Our
contemporary time is thus set into
a new context, and this makes it
possible to discuss it from another
perspective. To me, Imhof is a
perpetual source of inspiration.

An artist who is constantly pushing
the ways of working with art.
Persona
She sees with the ears. Moving the head
from side to side, like a deer that’s listening.
Something else is moving around her. Her
hair is braided tautly and stands as a symbol
of her practical femininity. She smells of
cedar, and winding around her arm are
long “grasping arms” from a twining plant.
She is a body in transformation towards
becoming a landscape. She is practising to
become a warrior.8
Designing a persona and working
around my warrior character
has been part of my project since
the very outset of my investigations.
These investigations find their
beginnings in my fascination with
the warrior, especially her strength
and her spear. She became a character with dreams, braids, and guilty
pleasures. Since then, she has grown
out beyond her own body and is
now also the objects that surround
her. I have been working from the
questions: Can the warrior’s strength
be constructive, sympathetic, and
something to be discussed? Can one
fight in solitude and retain the pro
pelling force of the warrior?
The character is a dream. She is the
sum of my fantasies. She was, and
she still is. For starters, she plays
out the romantic notion of a warrior
woman in the wilderness. The further
along I came in my work with her,
the messier and less infallible she
became. The city and its pathways
have slowly woven their way into
the character work. She understands
that cross-species-like meetings
also take place in cities, because she
was born into this collective. The
philosopher Bruno Latour writes,
“Humans, for millions of years, have
extended their social relations to
other actants with which, with whom,
they have swapped many properties,
and with which, with whom, they
form collectives.”9 The city is one
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of the collectives where people,
pigeons, cars, and particles of smoke
live side by side.

for a certain time. The performer
is in the process of becoming the
other.

The character work is bodily. I work,
among other things, on the basis of
the concepts developed by theatre
practitioner Konstantin Stanislavski,
where you work from the inside and
out into a role. The performers are
supposed to attain their feelings from
the unconscious. Stanislavski believes
that the unconscious cannot be controlled, and that one must therefore
work around this fact, by filling in
all the aspects of the character’s story
and by constantly giving oneself
explanations about the circumstances — the “magic if.” 10 Stanislavski’s
approach to theatre is naturalistic.
Whatever is happening on stage
should be as true to reality as possible. “Worlding” can be described as
fiction and is accordingly situated far
away from Stanislavski’s naturalism.
Even so, making use of his system
and his insistence on authenticity
in my character work makes sense to
me. I think of the character work as
an extension of the performers’ lives,

Dance is one of the gazes that I
make use of when I’m working on
choreographies for my performances.
I am inspired by choreographer
Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker’s
manner of using repetition and
geometry. In her 1976 work Rain,
created for Steve Reich’s composition
Music for 18 Musicians, the dancers
move on and between lines delineated
with masking tape on the floor.
They use the lines to follow and
to break s ymmetry. In an interview,
Keersmaeker explained that the
choreography can be described as
circular, but that she prefers to use
the spiral as an image. Unlike the
circle, the spiral is in constant motion.
It opens and closes up around itself.11
The spiral structure is present in
the rhythms and in the symmetry
and in the break with it. In Rain,
the music and movements are
woven into one another, so that
seeds of doubt are sown about
what is directing what.

Implement
She scans the area with squinting eyes.
In the blurry view, her eyes are struck
by a gleam of light. From the trees
hang silver-coloured traces from others.
They know they are no longer alone
here. The objects are made of metal.
There are five of them. They look like
letters from some unknown language
that has been written with spirals and
twisted spears. They hang securely from
the trees with meticulously tied ropes
of different colours.12
The implements in my performances
are most often made of metal and
fabric. The metal is bent, twisted,
and tapered. The fabric is knitted,
embroidered, sewn, and dyed using
plants. It takes time to do this, and
learning a craft is difficult. This is
knowledge passed on from other
hands that have learned their know
ledge from even earlier hands. For
me, craft is correlated to a fascination
involving ideas about pre-industrial
approaches to and uses of resources.
A knitted wool sweater would be used
until it was threadbare, and after that
it was altered to be something else.
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Resources were used to their
full potential. The value lay in the
material itself.
The function of an ornament
revolves around glossing over the
world and slowly giving it more
nooks and crannies in which to hide
away. In relation to worlding, I use
ornaments to point towards other
worlds. According to the poet Inger
Christensen, “The ornament is a
symbol of cosmic activity. It signifies
the way out of chaos. The ornament
imitates the water’s, the air’s, the fire’s
and the earth’s movements.” 13 The
ornament is a stylisation of reality.
A pattern with a start and an end.
It can be likened to narrative, which
is also a reflection of reality. In their
form, the ornament and the narrative
are always going to be animated,
because reality has neither a starting
nor an end point.
The implements are extensions of
the performers and operate as props
that are instrumental to executing
actions. In their inherent potential
for movement, implements function
as traces of the action in the per
formance: they are a physical story
line. The objects and movements
are equally important and, together,
they create the artwork. Between
them exist sensations and ambiences,
which are the magic element: it is
there where the energy is strongest.

I also regard objects as independent
entities that act on their own. The
works of Rebecca Horn’s sculpture
series Body Extension (1960s – 70s)
possess the duality of being both
props and sculptures. Although they
are sculptures, they are exhibited,
for the most part, as extensions
of a body, either through pictures
or with metal constructions.
Landscape
They’re walking together in the dense
forest when they see a clearing up ahead.
They still don’t know where they are,
but they are situated in Barre, the Sacred
Grove, with a warm breeze. The trees
are different here. They are much older
than the trees that were passed earlier
on. The bark is so thick that the depths
of its cracks cannot be reached, and they
bear witness to age-old memories. The
grove is the first arena. The game has
begun.14
My process typically starts out
with stills representing bodies that
are moving around environments.
The environments are imaginary
spaces that I have built up around
hybridised ideas about earlier times’
ways of being in the world, around
myths, and around my own life.
The stage for the performance
is a vivid landscape of bodies and
objects. As soon as the performance
is underway, a certain mood arises

in the room. The ambience is the
resonance among objects, performers,
viewers, eye contact, and attention.
It is collective. The objects are either
placed on stage in advance or arrive
with the performers.
The arena in particular is a space
that continues to draw my interest.
This kind of space is known from all
the way back in ancient Roman times,
when it was a sand-covered circular
space in the centre of an amphitheatre that was used for gladiator
and animal battles. The sand made
it easier to drain away the blood that
was shed during combat. For me, it
is the intensity of these early battles
in the arena that is so interesting.
These bloody scenes are still part
of this space’s history, but today the
word “arena” is also used to describe
the setting for concerts, sporting
events, and entertainment. Just like
way back then, the arena is a scene
for performative actions.
Cultivating and honouring the
earth is ostensibly one of the oldest and most widespread religious
customs.15 At present, I am especially
interested in the sacred grove as a
performative scene. The concept of
the “sacred grove” also comes from
all the way back in Greco-Roman
antiquity, and describes a place where
nature is particularly beautiful. The
open space of the sacred grove was
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used for rituals like sacrifices.16
Since the grove was sacred, it
was, accordingly, left pristine and
untouched during ancient times.
While Christians destroyed many
of these groves during the Refor
mation, present-day biologists
can nonetheless detect species
in these areas that are otherwise
hard to find.
In addition to the arena and
the grove, I am also inspired by
the digitally constructed spaces
of computer games. The computer
game is detached from the physical laws to which we are otherwise subjected. It is an animated
fiction within which you can take
action and it is also an animated
fiction that you can change.
The practice of the American
artist Ian Cheng includes creating
simulations and working with
worlding as such. He describes
worlding as “the u
 nnatural art
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of creating an infinite game by
choosing a present, storytelling
its past, simulating its futures,
and nurturing its change.”17 I find
inspiration in his virtual ecosystems.
They resemble computer games
but cannot be played by anybody.
Instead, they transpire according
to the agency of the game itself.
As soon as a simulation is set
in motion, not even Cheng knows
what is going to happen. Notwithstanding their animated origins,
these s imulations operate, then,
as autonomous organisms.
“The world is a mystery … and it’s not
at all like you imagined it … well, yes
indeed, it’s also as you imagined it but,
in saying so, you’re not finished with this
world; it contains much more, still.” 18
In the book Journey to Ixtlan by
Carlos Castaneda, which the above
quote is from, the sorcerer believes
that the reality that all of us know

describes only one of infinite worlds.19
I look at other artists, and at how
they create new worlds, but I, for
my own part, work on my own.
I believe in the potential of worlding.
Alternative stories supply hope.
We need to change our relationship
to our fellow-world actors, with
whom we are connected in a network.
Worlds are not like ornaments,
with a start and an end, but always
continuing and impossibly difficult
to deal with. My work is like a
spiral, where every pathway leading
to the middle is a touch different
from the previous one, and therefore
has to be retraced again, over and
over. In the performative space,
there’s a resonance that emerges,
for a certain span of time, among
the objects, the performers, the
viewers, the eye contact, and the
attention. This resonance is what
I call mood.
translated by Dan A. Marmorstein
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“In Greco-Roman antiquity, there were so-called ‘sacred groves’, where nature’s numen — the deity’s powerful active power, as it’s called
in the language of the past — was sensed as being especially present, and for this reason, the place was revered and sanctified.” Haaning,
Middelalderens naturfilosofi, 13.
Ian Cheng, Emissaries Guide to Worlding (Cologne: Koenig Books; London: Serpentine Galleries, 2018), 7.
Carlos Castaneda, Rejsen til Ixtlan - samtaler med Don Juan [The Journey to Ixtlan: The Lessons of Don Juan] (Copenhagen: Bibliotek Rhodos, 1973),
209.
Castaneda, Rejsen til Ixtlan, 8.
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The Meaning of Photography

I’ve always had a hard time recalling
my childhood. I seem to go blank
whenever I try to envision it in my
mind. I listen to my mum tell me
about it, but I still can’t see a thing.
That’s when she gets her photo
albums out, like she always does,
with the pasted-in prints and her
little annotations. Aided by the
photographs, I’m able to remember
more than I ever thought possible.
Memories wash over me, and I forget
the danger of falling ill and being
emptied.
I understand the power of photo
graphy, but I also understand its
deceitful nature. A photograph never
tells the truth. A photograph is
a representation, but it is somehow
more durable than a memory. It is
physical, a moment frozen in time,
while a memory is mutable and
evolves or devolves each time it
is brought out to be experienced.
However, a memory is never r eally
about precisely remembering
a particular moment — it’s about
having something to hold on to,
so you won’t have to worry about
losing it entirely. Since I was a
teenager, I’ve always taken pictures;
in part, I’ve done it as a way to
remember or hold on to a moment,
a place, or a person. Sometimes, a
vague sense of panic comes over me
when I realise that a moment I’m
experiencing will never happen again,
and that’s when I take photographs.
One early winter, at the farm I grew
up on, the grass was frosty, and the reeds
at the edge of the river were shimmering

grey with ice. The river flowed strong,
as always, so the fresh water was there,
but the boat sat still next to the jetty,
resting itself for spring. I expended
an entire thirty-six-frame roll on this
moment, because I knew that it would
be gone forever as soon as I turned
my back on it.
One important encounter with
a photograph was with a picture
of my paternal grandmother, Kerstin,
which my dad showed me once.
It’s a black-and-white photo print,
approximately the size of the palm
of a hand. The photographer was
lying in the grass, viewing her from
beneath, at an angle. Perhaps the
picture was taken by one of my
grandmother’s siblings. She’s holding a camera in her hands, and she’s
looking down at it in a state of
great concentration. She’s dressed
in white and has a certain angelic
air about her. The only visible
background is the sky. Maybe she
wasn’t quite sure how to operate
the camera — she was more of a writer
than a photographer, as I have since
learned. I wrote a series of letters
to her after seeing that photograph,
because of the special kinship I felt
with her. I never got to meet her when
she was alive, as she died when my
dad was still just a child.
She lived, and she wrote. She wrote,
and she took her own life. For me,
she became a role model of sorts,
and, eventually, this caused a degree
of anxiety in me. Idolising a deeply
mournful person like her can be a
dangerous thing to do.

The darkness within her was somehow in me as well, and it emerged
more and more as my relationship
to her grew deeper. Despite this,
I wrote to her, and she responded
through me. In a way, this was
a monologue, but the answers
I received were rerouted through
her; I’m entirely convinced of that.
I was writing letters to myself,
but when the letters returned to
me, they carried a part of her with
them. In the end, I could feel her
hand touch my cheek.
This written correspondence developed into a conversation, as part
of a video installation titled Letters
to a graveyard (2019) in which two
films speak to one another. Among
other footage, the videos include
images of the house that appears in
some of the photographs of my grandmother, and which I have visited in
more recent years. The yellow wooden
house, on Öland. The films respond
to each other’s longing, but they also
possess a certain sombreness, and
a harsh admonition to stop wasting
time on the dead. They go back and
forth on this subject, and, meanwhile,
a story is told about a time before and
after Kerstin’s death, which I wrote
based on the photographs.
Through this work, I discovered
that I held a fascination for a kind
of poetic genealogy, which wasn’t
something I had ever cared about
before. Finding out everything I
could about her became an obsession
of mine. In this, I was motivated by
my failure to identify with other 

Images courtesy of the artist
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members of my family as well
as by the c onnection I felt when
I discovered Kerstin, which
was unlike anything I had ever
experienced.
Later on, I came to realise that
this connection was more or less
fabricated, as she had been all mine,
to rule over as I saw fit, from the
very start. Because she had never
been a presence in my life up to
that point, I was free to invent her
however I wanted her to be. I could
apply anything at all to her, and
I could construct her almost from

the ground up, with just a dozen
photographs, some writings,
and some conversations with her
siblings as my source materials.
She was, in every respect, my
creation.
This realisation that my idealised
version of her might not be true
didn’t make her any less real to me.
Kerstin was created for me for a
reason: I need her. And we have each
other. Although she was actually a
completely different person during
her own lifetime, she is incredibly
important to me right now.

A Soft Murder
For a full year, I photographed
myself, taking one picture each
day. It was a mode of brooding, you
might say. Most of the time, I found
it frustrating to be so obsessively
self-attentive. Sometimes, though,
I found it liberating, as it resulted
in something that was related to
controlling the self. My body ended
up in a conversation with space,
with the world. A collection of
pictures of myself could easily end
up amounting to nothing more than
a source of narcissism, but, instead,
it became a way for me to keep
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looking around, like I’ve always
done when walking the streets.
A constant state of seeking, which
pushed me onward. I chose to use
an analogue camera, because I found
freedom in not seeing the results
immediately; a way of evading some
of our learned self-criticism. I’ve
always dreamed of walking around
with an exposed roll of film in my
coat pocket, like the street photo
grapher Vivian Maier did.
The pictures are in there; it’s an
absolute certainty. They are in there,
still invisible, but chemistry will
allow me to see them. There is an
element of mystery to this particular
symbolism. A closed coffin in my
pocket. I kept my pictures all lined
up like a school class, tucked in
behind some poetry by Anne Sexton.
My ambition was to take one picture
every day. But on some days I failed
to, and an empty, black space would
appear in my collection. However,
these gaps are not without sig
nificance. A black picture is also a
picture. A clear sign — perhaps even

more expressive than an exposed
photograph of a face. Most of the
time, I managed to get it done, and
although it got monotonous at times,
there was something important
about successfully carrying out
a plan. So, I kept going, all the same.
I started to develop the pictures,
and as time passed, more and more
interesting ones started to turn up,
and I ended up approaching the
whole thing as a method for producing good photographs. Coercion
can be a most successful strategy
at times. The principle of never
discarding anything entails valuing
a potentially important picture
even before it becomes important.
I can never rely on my first impressions. Time can reveal a picture
to be very special, and in order to
let that h
 appen, you have to commit
to stockpiling things.
I was thinking of many different
photographers’ work while I took
those pictures. Francesca Woodman’s
black-and-white, meticulous self-
portraits, Wolfgang Tillmans’s
bright, colourful snapshots, and

Nan Goldin’s bare, almost theatrical
yet somehow honest, self-portraits.
Of course, I also thought of the
filmmaker and theorist Susan
Sontag. In On Photography, Sontag
likens the camera to a weapon.
She writes:
To photograph people is to
violate them, by seeing them
as they never see themselves,
by having knowledge of them
they can never have; it turns
people into objects that can
be symbolically possessed. Just
as the camera is a sublimation
of the gun, to photograph someone is a sublimated murder
— a soft murder, appropriate
to a sad frightened time.1
I wonder: If the act of taking a
photograph is itself an act of violence,
does that make a self-portrait a form
of self-destructive behaviour? A way
of forcing yourself to see yourself.
Or could it actually be a source of
salvation? A way of taking control
of how you’re depicted.

Image courtesy of the artist
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Each Word a Sword
I had my first real encounter with
literature when I was in my first
year of preparatory art school.
Somehow, I’d never before been
able to concentrate sufficiently
to read, whereas my sister, who
is two years my senior, would
sit around in a trance-like state,
devouring every book she could
get her hands on. I never quite
understood the power she was
experiencing. Much later, though,
I found it, too. It happened when
I read Sara Stridsberg’s novel
Drömfakulteten (Valerie; or The Faculty

of Dreams: A Novel).2 It seems to me
that it could only ever have been
Stridsberg who would be the one
to take my hand and lead me through
her b
 eautiful, filthy worlds. I began
to read everything I could come
by that had passed through her,
and when I devoured her translation
of Valerie Solanas’s SCUM Manifesto,3
my rage piled up high inside me.
The sense of freedom I had in that
moment has since proved difficult
for me to find my way back to.
Discovering a rage of that kind
was most relevant to me at the time;
I needed it to lean against. Curses

turned into names in my notebooks.
These names would eventually
grow into letters, texts, and poems.
I knew that I had discovered
something that would turn out
to be very important.
“Each word a sword
Each sentence the

future’s

tool”4

The Image Is Imagined
The imagery of surrealism has interested me for a long time. I often think
to myself that it is a world realer
than our own, because everything
is possible there. An unbounded
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f reedom, worth striving for in a world
of limitations. This free world makes
an appearance in a film I’ve been
working on. While I was conceptualizing it, all the scenes felt so clear
to me. A cranium turns into an angel.
The sun casts shadows over a face,
and a mirror reflects the sunlight
right into the lens, burning the whole
image out. Bumblebees lie dead on
a beach, and everything turns into
spirals. When I allow this type of free
association to happen, I realise that
I’m not just a kind of human being
or a kind of artist. In the freedom that
is surrealism, anything can happen.
When things are transformed,
or blended together, no questions
remain to be asked. It is a genuine
form of magic.
The mirror has played a significant
role in my work for some time. It has
been exactly what it is — a reflection.
It has been an extension into the
world, or an impression within me.
I’ve given a lot of thought as to why
the mirror is such a frequently recurring theme in art history. What makes
it so interesting to so many artists?5
It is an extension of space. An image
within an image. Perhaps the mirror
is ever present in this way because
of the way it can serve as an additional
space or pathway; it is an entrance
into something else. You hold a
mirror up to yourself, and you see
yourself as others see you. However,
this image is distorted, imagined. It
is literally a mirror image. You stand
there, l ooking at yourself, as though
you are outside your own body.
In the short film Meshes of the Afternoon
(1943) by Maya Deren, this magic
takes centre stage. Here, the mirror

1
2
3
4
5

appears as a face. The mirror-face
looks at the woman in the film, but
what the woman sees could simply
be herself, as reflected in the face
of the other. The mirror turns into
a space, which extends into the body.
In another scene, the woman takes
a key from her mouth, and the key
turns into a knife, and then back to
a key again, and although it’s all just
a film, you can feel every moment.

she is speaking to everyone. In one
of her films, this form appears in the
sand on a beach. The water and the
waves do what they do — consuming
more and more of the form each
time a new wave hurls itself at the
beach. Eventually, the form is erased
completely.

The Transient Nature of the Body
In 2018, E and I went to Berlin to
see a big exhibition of works by Ana
Mendieta at Gropius Bau. Mendieta’s
films possess a quality that, although
contrasting with that of Deren’s,
seems equally important to me. There
is a sincerity to her films. They are
raw, and rough, and I believe the
things her images tell me. This is
a different kind of reality than the
one that Deren conjures up. I don’t
feel that these two worlds cancel
one another out; rather, they complete each other. They intensify one
another, like a pair of complementary
colours.

I’m Too Sad to Tell You
Conceptual artist Bas Jan Ader
is visible in front of the camera,
where he remains, weeping, for three
minutes and twenty-one seconds.
He wipes his tears away with one
hand. He composes himself, adjusts
his fringe, only to burst into tears
again. He has a sense of guilt about
him, and he only manages to face
the gaze of the camera a few times.
He’s trying to say something, but
he can’t. It’s like riding a rollercoaster.
In some moments, he almost looks
like he’s laughing, but I recognise
that feeling: it’s not laughter; it’s
a kind of desperation. And just
as it seems that I’m finally going
to find out what he’s trying to say,
he sinks back into his despair.

The trademark image that Mendieta
uses in many of her films and photographs is the organic shape of a body.
She often used her own body, locating
it in nature, or a shape reminiscent
of an archetypal female body, which
she would construct out of a few
shapes in the sand or the grass. I find
her determination admirable; she
discovered a form, and then stuck
with it and truly believed in it. A form
with many dimensions. The body as
object, as statement, or, simply, as
body. The body is universal. Anybody
who sees her films has a body, which
means that when she uses that form,

The first time I saw I’m Too Sad to
Tell You (1971), which was about
seven years ago, it seemed to me
that I had come to understand
something about art. Art can be
this, and I want it to be like this
always. You can stand in front
of a camera and weep; you can do
anything you like. Getting so close
to art that you make it a part of you
— that’s what it takes to make a
piece like this one. You could never
stage it; it has to be genuine. To
me, it’s essential to stay that close,
and that’s exactly where I want
and am supposed to be.

Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Anchor Books, 1990), 14 – 15.
Sara Stridsberg, Drömfakulteten [Valerie; or The Faculty of Dreams: A Novel] (Stockholm: Albert Bonniers Förlag, 2006). Of particular
importance to me is the section from page 102 to 106.
Valerie Solanas, SCUM Manifesto: Society for Cutting Up Men (New York: Olympia, 1968).
Kerstin Gustafsson (1937 – 1966); quote found among my grandmother’s notes.
Such as, for example, Francesca Woodman, Cindy Sherman, Claude Cahun, Vivian Maier, and Ylva Snöfrid.
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Ivan Nylander
Towards a Decisively Hesitant Comedy

I can walk. I can walk upright.
I can walk upright on two legs.
I can walk upright on two legs and
make a happy face. I can walk upright
on two legs and make a happy face
and blink rapidly. I can walk upright
on two legs and make a happy face
and blink rapidly and tilt my head
to one side. The third sentence above
was actually the first, but to present
a chronology that made sense, I
started from the potential origin.
I was sitting down before. In other
words, I intend to attempt to write
my way out of my silence by deliberately seeking to answer the question
of why I do what I do. The reader
should note that I use my body both
as a tool and as a means of expression.

The beginning of an act should have
something convincingly uncertain
about it. I’m thinking of the closing
sketch from Rowan Atkinson’s live
show: the one where he walks on
carrying a broom and starts sweeping
the stage, as though the show is
already over and the audience no
longer in the room, before discovering
an invisible drum kit and a pair of
“drumsticks” and proceeding to enact
a coordinated routine with an audio
track.1 I’m not sure that the clothes
he wears are the most janitorial
that could be imagined, but be that
as it may, Atkinson’s performance
implies that he’s the wrong person,
perhaps not in the wrong place, but
at the wrong time. The audience,
however, knows who he is.

Enters.
(hums Gabriella Gullin’s musical setting
of Pär Lagerkvist’s poem.) “Silent
is
the room
”
Although I have already arrived
at my main point, by detour of blunt,
detached singing, and left out “and
then,” this remains the way there:
if I were to trip and fall on my way
to the centre of the stage, I can only
hope that somebody would have their
phone out and catch it all on video.
If that’s the case, I can at least make
sure to be well dressed, to give myself
the longest possible fall.

“The principal characters … took their
stand upon the stage very quietly, very
calmly. There was something almost humanly
rational about them, so that they seemed
to differ very little from the decent folk
in the audience. The breath of the marvellous
which was so soon to set them in motion,
had not yet touched their brains.”2
I’ve been sitting in silence for a
long time now, asking myself what
it is that I’ve opened this text with.
Reading it over and over, trying
to l isten for the next passage of text.
What comes next? The continuation
keeps me waiting. But I think that

this forthright indecisiveness is the
thing that I want to say something
about. To my mind, there’s something
extremely funny about anything
that manages to be simultaneously
decisive and hesitant. I also think
that I have a certain taste for failure,
but I hesitate to share any more
about that.
Enters again.
I am searching for a springboard.
However, if I could find one,
I wouldn’t use it to jump far; I’d
pretend that my feet had been
glued to the board. Its springiness
would make its way to my knees,
and from there, the vibrations would
spread like wildfire, throughout
my body, causing me to tremble
violently all over until something
broke. Then, finally, my feet would
come loose and I’d be able to walk
on without a care in the world.
I worry that I might be getting
ahead of myself. My point here isn’t
to advocate a rushed stage performance. As though a punchline is
supposed to precede its own set-up?
I would rather dwell on the moment
before firing off. I can still have a
presumed reaction in mind. Suppose
the reaction I’m after is laughter.
A stifled laugh would sound good,
but a guffaw would look better.
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Ideally, nobody would laugh, but
everybody would still acknowledge
the comedy of it.
I would like to propose that the
upbeat to the punchline possesses
a certain poetic charge. Rather
than punctuating it with two
drums and a cymbal falling off a
cliff (ba-dum tss!),3 I’m trying to get
a whole drum kit to balance on the
edge. This balancing act is a way
of drawing out the tension that
resides in the choice between doing
nothing and refraining from doing
nothing. The tension arises from the
realisation that two paths are open
to you. The difference between two
presumed outcomes is the comic
potential.

Acting in a consistently comedic
fashion means rejecting the violent
punchline. Personally, I put more
stock in silent protest. However,
portraying a non-action is a contradictory act of resistance. A silent
naysayer is less violent, but does not
remain static.4 A carefully orchestrated flop is a deliberately incomplete
backwards somersault.

As I see it, then, recognising comedy
is a matter of refraining from following up on every invitation to close
the deal. A joke is an act of a ggression.

And yet, it is the realisation of
failure that makes the rigidity of the
ground on which I stand palpable.
Failure, when defined as a starting

The consistently comic appears
to be similarly jerky. In a performance
Kippenberger did with Georg Herold,
he hardly manages to elicit a laugh
from me; I find myself staring intently
at his presentation instead.5 Just
like Wayne Koestenbaum studied
the cinematic exploits of Harpo
Marx with such great focus,6
I watch Kippenberger’s serial “jests”
and find in them the same kind of
abstract comedy that I find in Harpo.
I see a wholehearted commitment
to even the least profitable of o ptions.
It’s as though Kippenberger is under
mining his punchlines, either by
continually pointing them out or by
wearing his ever mischievous smile.
Many half-finished things equal many
unbaited fishhooks. Learning what
it is to shudder is not the same thing
as being exposed to ice-cold water.7
Rather, it is a matter of being able
to lie down on the floor like a dead

Image courtesy of Malthe Møhr Johnsen

Although I’m comfortable with
laughter as a reward, and thus also
content to label myself an e ntertainer,
my fixation on the prelude to the
possible punchline is a way to create
an opening for something else,
something that doesn’t result in
laughter.

I will admit that an unfinished
gesture can seem nonchalant. It’s
irreverent in that it parodies the
anticlimactic joke, which is at least
as aggressive as it would have been
if it were a punchline. Expressing
yourself carelessly is a way to use
failure in order to succeed. I believe
that Martin Kippenberger, with
his feigned dilettantism, exemplifies
this. What the suit does, however,
is disturb the sequence. I am com
fortable in a suit, but I also realise
that it is a disguise: a parody based
on dishonesty. This dishonesty
makes the starting point an ambiguous success. Failure, then, in turn,
becomes something indefinite.

point rather than as an encountered
setback, extorts an impulse that
did not originate with the springboard. The impulse, when regarded
in relation to the uncompromising
ground, is a contrasting motion, reminiscent of the way a fish out of water
wriggles about. Failure gives rise
to a macabre, jerky motion.

Ivan Nylander, Project for a Recital, 2020. Performance on opening night, BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2020

Image courtesy of the artist
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fish, in the full knowledge that you’re
not a fish. What is it to be funny?
To fool yourself, perhaps, while
also being in on the joke.
I think Johannes Brahms must have
had a knack for fooling himself.8
And so, I’m sitting still again.
The gazillionth recap. Writing the
way I do involves waiting intently.
I’m so tempted to strike the keys
in time with the music. However,
I will not permit myself to be misled
by simulated writing. A fast tempo
is treacherously seductive, and
conducive to triteness. When I am
done listening, I’m going to see if
I can find a more precise phrasing
without disconnecting it from what

went before. Whether waiting can
be discerned from an aphorism,
I can’t say.
So … let’s return to the decisively
hesitant. The consistently comic
is polyrhythmic and hinges on
an expectation of the unexpected.
There, jerkiness serves as a build-up
to the unexpected. The unexpected
is the previously rejected punchline. Or, at least, traces of it. The
brand of comedy that I’m trying
to define here is a paradoxical one:
it rejects, but it cannot go without.
For this reason, the punchline
cannot be fully eradicated. A
reminiscence of the punchline is
one of the insistent rhythms that
ensures that the upbeat won’t

merely serve to underline what
is to come. No(!), this reminiscence
is the very main theme that is 
orbited by the various rhythms.
It is the invisible drum kit.
There is something transformative
about the moment in which premo
nition and actuality become one.
In it, the cliché can prove appealing,
after all. Like playing Johann
Pachelbel’s Canon in D during the
procession at a church wedding.9
The appearance of something already
familiar. Perfection is expected, but
rarely achieved. This is either because
there is too much at stake or because
the joy of rediscovery clouds our
focus. And then, even the insignificant
will be heard. Then, a kaleidoscope
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of insignificances emerges from
the pews, breaking the continuity
of the wedding entrance: a poorly
timed clearing of a throat, or a
bad tie knot.
The whole point of the church
aisle is its forward orientation.
The opening of the concert is the
most titillating part. The entrance
never makes itself out to be anything
more than a passage through, but
all the same, it covets memorability,
as is revealed by its play for artifici
ality. The unwanted insignificances
can’t generally fit into the framework
of artificiality, because an entrance
that needs to fragment itself will
make itself longer than a passage.
The entrance marks out its beauty,
not by being played back but by being
played through. Song and dance man
Andy Kaufman demonstrated this
very thing by integrating his costume
changes into his act.10 The entrance
can be regarded as the bridge to
the final chorus. The bridge is the
best, but also the most fleeting,
moment of a song. It’s worth lingering
on, but if it’s stretched too thin, it
will lose its elasticity and its impact.
The entrance is a threshold you can
either walk through, stumble over,
or — if you’re willing to accept the risk
of falling over — toe dance on. I note
an increasing degree of cynicism in
my account of the concert situation.
That was never really my intention.
However, I suppose it was also
inevitable.
Marcel Broodthaers. Belgian.
I tried explaining to another Belgian
about the comedy of the decisively
hesitant. We agreed that Broodthaers
worked in this area. Broodthaers
began his career as an artist by
embedding his last work as a poet
in plaster.
The threshold is coated with
ice. Therefore, nerves are not the
main reason for trembling hands
and legs giving way. The hands

f oreshadow the slipperiness of the
surface. The legs give way because
the feet do not belong to the present-
day body. The feet are hidden inside
the shoes. The toes have important
information to divulge about the
true capacity for motion. The lack
of immediate contact gives rise
to m
 isunderstandings and difficult,
vague comedy. Having shed the
punchline, I’m perhaps a comic
stumbling through darkness, but
in the confident garb I wear, it seems
more likely that I would present as
a cautious clown, one who possesses
great certainty about the imminent
blow.
A comedy that is decisively hesitant
is persistent. If a joke is c haracterised
by the final instant in which the
humorous payoff occurs, a decisively
hesitant comedy would, rather,
accumulate elements of humour
and create new rhythmic configurations by using them as percussive
instruments.11 The comic is, unlike
the joke, lasting. A comic approach,
then, involves remaining neutral
to success or the lack thereof.
The consistently comic is a
particular way of walking. It’s all
in the knees. It’s a rapid succession
of time signatures and a super
imposition of rhythms. However,
you don’t have to walk in time. On
the contrary: nodding your head
or shaking your hips in accordance
with an absent, yet parallel, meter is
something to strive for. For instance,
note how Steve Lukather occasionally
behaves contrarily to the expression
of his own guitar playing during
Toto’s performance of “Caught
in the Balance” in the 2008 concert
film Falling in Between Live.12 While
the music is performed, largely
driven by the rhythm and melody
of his guitar playing, Lukather’s
personal expressions occur separate
from it. He and the music are moving
along parallel trajectories. However,
Lukather is also logging in and out,

as though he is indifferent to the
product of his own creativity. This
indifference manifests as its opposite,
too: sudden enthusiasm about the
situation. It appears as a rush
of bliss, which also breaks free from
the base tempo. This parallelism
offers a commitment that is distanced
at times. The groove remains the
same and must be kept going to
maintain interest. Brief moments of
unfocused spectating, though, serve
as b
 reathing holes in what is otherwise
a densely written orchestral piece.
If the p
 arallelism were an instruction,
it would probably be directed at
both the performer and the spectator.
Imagine: joyous discoveries along
the aisle, or water skiing behind
a motorboat. The rhythm appears
to be b
 roken, but it holds together
all the same. The melody is followed
so closely that it is almost tripped
over. Sounds like scratches in
a record. But this doesn’t cause it
to appear fragmented, as it retains
its forward momentum.
The silent
room
is a room
full of reverberation. Gullin’s first
tyst
(“silent”) sounds like it is
followed by a silent question mark.13
I want to turn the silent room into
a metaphor for the way I work. It
is in silence that I recall how much
I actually love music. I hum so as
not to forget, and when I’m on my
way somewhere. The reverberation,
however, dies down as time goes
on. And I begin to think: only a calm
gaze can interpret invisible sound.
The eyes are able to reach further,
but inside the walls of the silent room,
the gaze ends up close to the body
instead, exposing ear noise. Silence is
an empty catwalk, where the vanishing point is the gate to silence. Silence
runs the risk of growing eternal, as
it represents a kind of feedback and
can induce apathy. The threshold
has become a trampoline without
a mat. The moment before the silence
might be broken is a moment of hope,
and panic. It’s when the plane would
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have left the ground. An alternative
that is open to me is to opt for
impropriety and mimic an airplane
taking off (krrrrshhhhhhheuuurrrrrRRRRRRRnyeeeeaaauurrRRRRrrrrummm).
Only fiery gazes allow me to glimpse
any other way out of the silence
than an ocean that remains enclosed.
Silence is more than punctuation;
it is an insistent gust. A line break
is a physical leap,
an attempt to evade the silence.14
Silence is interesting (to a great
extent because it both suggests
something that is not and invites
anything and everything to fill the
“empty” space), but even though
I find it difficult to get things
done, I don’t want to disappear
into silence. I’d rather emerge from
silence. That’s how I enter the stage:
as an impossible beginning, with
silence my overture.
“To be joyful out on 70,000 fathoms of
water, many, many miles from all human
help — yes, that is something great!”15

Bas Jan Ader. Dutch artist. I went
to the Netherlands. To Amsterdam.
On this pilgrimage, I sought out
the canal where Ader cycled into
the water.16 Upon arriving, I hung
my jacket over the water, on a
tree root that protruded from between the bricks. I suppose this was
an homage; there is a photograph.
I had meant to stage something
else: perhaps I intended to stand
right on the edge of the canal, with
my bicycle in front of me, on its
way into the water, with me after it;
there is a sketch.

I have a habit of announcing 
victories prematurely, spending too
long on making the art often means
that it will never get made at all,
but if it comes out as ill-conceived,
I end up being disappointed, and
so prefer to leave it unmade. I think
I need to lie a little to get anywhere,
act as though I know what’s what.
I think I’m confusing myself here.
No matter how badly I seem to
want to convince myself — to project
myself as, almost — that I am striving
to act out the comic as something
consistent, I think that I’m still
striving towards the goal of a still
image. Vaguely reminiscent of the
peculiarity of a “film still,” the
decisively hesitant is an accelerating deceleration.17 After I press the
shutter button, I have ten seconds to
run in front of the camera and strike
a deliberately indecisive pose. I’m
impatient, but I also enjoy taking my
time. Dare I think of that still image
as a compromise? That being said,
I’m not seeking to freeze a moment;
rather, I want to map out a kind
of choreographic stagnation. Any
remembrance of a sequence of events
will nonetheless house some uncertainty, without necessarily indicating
how each footstep will lead to an
uncertain future.

Image courtesy of the artist

When thought turns visual, it picks
up speed. That’s when I try to make
my musings sound like undeflectable
one-liners. Like the quote above
from Søren Kierkegaard, they were
made to be turned into animated

GIFs. But the more noise you
add to the image you’re using as
an example, the more dysfunctional
the line will seem. In my attempts
to go back over this text and make
edits, I’ve mainly succeeded only
in adding stuff to it. I regard this
text as an attempt to translate
my way of making art. My way of
writing is to issue a rejection before
my fingers even reach the keys.
Just as a continuation that fails to
arrive is a punchline that fails to
conclude, the starting point is merely
a hope that it will get going. Acting
in the hope of achieving a result
is to constantly remain in a state
of procrastination.

Ivan Nylander, Fall – Bas Jan Ader, Artist’s Book, Paged Through, 2020. Video still, HD video, color, silent, 00:31 min

Image courtesy of the artist
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Ivan Nylander, DSC_0033, 2019. Digital photography
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See “A Final Bash” on the DVD version (AB Svensk Filmindustri, 2007) of the live show in Boston in 1991 on Rowan Atkinson Live,
performance film, directed by Thomas Schlamme (UK: Pola Jones, Tiger Television, 1992).
Charles Baudelaire, “The Essence of Laughter,” in The Essence of Laughter and Other Essays, Journals, and Letters, ed. Peter Quennell, trans.
Gerard Hopkins (New York: Meridian Books, 1956), 126 – 27.
An onomatopoeic reference to the short musical phrase played by a drummer to punctuate a joke (referred to as a percussive “sting”).
For instance, in Franz Kafka’s short story “First Sorrow,” a trapeze artist wants to remain on his trapeze at all times and never come
down to the ground. Although he is occasionally forced to travel between shows, he does so on top of the luggage rack in train compartments in a kind of persistent protest, which makes itself heard as an unspecified complaint. Despite its inarticulate nature, the quiet
refusal is a grand and paradoxical gesture. It is contradictory because the trapeze artist is trying to stay away from that which pulls
him towards it. I imagine him to be in the process of becoming a cartoon character. When he is no longer aware of the space between
the trapeze and the ground, gravity will cease to affect him. See Franz Kafka, “First Sorrow,” in The Complete Stories, ed. Nahum N.
Glatzer, trans. Willa and Edwin Muir (New York: Schocken Books, 1995), 446 – 48.
See Martin Kippenberger und Co – Ein Dokument. Ich kann mir nicht jeden Tag ein Ohr abschneiden [Martin Kippenberger and co. – A document.
I can’t cut off an ear every day], documentary, directed by Jacqueline Kaess-Farquet (Germany: Independent Artfilms, 1985/2010).
See cultural critic Wayne Koestenbaum’s detailed account of Harpo Marx’s physical movements as captured on screen in The Anatomy
of Harpo Marx (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012).
“All Mickey Mouse films are founded on the motif of leaving home in order to learn what fear is.” Walter Benjamin, “Mickey Mouse,”
in Selected Writings, vol. 2, 1927 – 1934, trans. Rodney Livingstone (Cambridge, MA: Belknap, 2001), 545 – 46. Benjamin is referring here to
a fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm. This tale ends with the protagonist having a bucketful of cold water poured over him, which makes
him exclaim that he finally knows what it is to shudder.
Brahms’s music is characterised by rhythmic irregularity and metrical displacement, i.e., a frequent independence from the notated
bar line.
Pachelbel wrote Canon and Gigue for 3 Violins and Basso Continuo possibly in the year 1680. A 1968 arrangement and recording of the piece
by the Jean-François Paillard Chamber Orchestra gained tremendous popularity. This distinctively lush reading of the canon was
aggressively marketed and copied. In January 1982, Paillard’s Pachelbel’s Canon reached number one on the US Billboard classical charts.
Deemed inescapable as background music and considered “one of the biggest clichés in classical music,” contemporary subjects still
choose to include the canon in their daily routines and feature it at milestone moments in their lives. See Robert Fink, “Prisoners
of Pachelbel,” in Zwischen «U» und «E», ed. Friedrich Geiger and Frank Hentschel (Bern: Peter Lang, 2011), 91 – 93.
In one of his routines, Andy Kaufman would appear on stage as his character Foreign Man and tell a few jokes before closing with
a series of painfully bad impersonations. Announcing that he “would like to imitate Elvis Presley,” he turns around, takes his jacket off,
slicks his hair back, and launches into a surprisingly great rendition of Presley. See, for example, “Impersonations” on the DVD version
(Sony Music Entertainment, 2000) of Andy Kaufman: The Midnight Special, television performance, directed by Tom Trbovich (US: Burt
Sugarman Productions, 1981).
Walter Benjamin recognised the percussive aspect of Charlie Chaplin’s gestures: “Each single movement he makes is composed
of a succession of staccato bits of movement.” See Walter Benjamin, “The Formula in Which the Dialectical Structure of Film Finds
Expression,” in Selected Writings, vol. 3, 1935 – 1938, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 2002), 94.
Toto: Falling in Between Live, concert film, directed by Blue Leach (UK: Eagle Rock Entertainment, 2008).
See Gabriella Gullin, “Tyst är det rum” [Silent is the room], in Tre miniatyrer [Three miniatures] (Stockholm: Gehrmans Musikförlag, 2005).
Compare this with artist Michael Portnoy’s highly abstract jokes in his performance 100 Beautiful Jokes at the Stedelijk Museum,
Amsterdam, in 2014, where he imagined the joke to be a thing of complicated beauty. Also consider the concept of romantic irony, as
conceived by literary critic Friedrich Schlegel, wherein the poet remains fully aware, even in moments of pathos, of the unreality of their
creations and laughs at the reader as they are drawn into the game and also at themselves for devoting their life to playing. See Luigi
Pirandello, On Humor, trans. Antonio Illiano and Daniel P. Testa (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1974), 8.
Søren Kierkegaard, Stages on Life’s Way, ed. and trans. Howard V. Hong and Edna H. Hong (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1988), 470.
I am referring here to Ader’s work Fall 2, Amsterdam, 1970, 16 mm film, 00:19. The name of the canal is Reguliersgracht and it is the prettiest
of Amsterdam’s canals according to the Lonely Planet guidebook. The locals call it the “canal with seven bridges,” and the bridge that can
be seen in Ader’s film is located at the crossing of Reguliersgracht and Kerkstraat.
On the film still as a kind of photographic tableau and its inherent oddness, see David Campany, “Posing, Acting, Photography,”
in Stillness and Time: Photography and the Moving Image, ed. David Green and Joanna Lowry (Brighton, UK: Photoworks, 2006), 98 – 108.
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Mot en självsäkert tveksam komik

Jag kan gå. Jag kan gå upprätt.
Jag kan gå upprätt på två ben.
Jag kan gå upprätt på två ben med
en glad min. Jag kan gå upprätt på
två ben med en glad min och blinka
fort med ögonen. Jag kan gå upprätt
på två ben med en glad min och
blinka fort med ögonen och luta
huvudet på sned. Den tredje meningen var egentligen den första, men
för kronologins skull började jag
vid det möjliga ursprunget. Jag satt
ner förut. Med andra ord ska jag
försöka skriva mig ut ur tystnaden
genom att målmedvetet pröva ge
svar på varför jag gör som jag gör.
Läsningen ska ske mot bakgrund
av att jag använder min kropp både
som verktyg och uttrycksmedel.
Gör entré.
(nynnar på Gabriella Gullins tonsättning
av Pär Lagerkvists dikt.) ”Tyst
är
det rum
”
Även om jag redan här, med ett
rytmiskt korthugget sångnummer,
är framme vid huvudsaken, har
utelämnat ”och sedan”, så är trots
allt vägen dit: skulle jag snubbla
på vägen fram till mitten av scenen
kan jag bara hoppas att någon hade
framme sin mobiltelefon och fångade
det på film. I så fall kan jag åtminstone se till att vara välklädd för att
maximera fallhöjden.

Början på en akt bör ha något
säkert ovisst över sig. Jag tänker
på den sista sketchen ur Rowan
Atkinsons liveshow: den där han
kliver in med en kvast och sopar
rent scenen som om föreställningen
var slut och publiken har lämnat
salen, innan han upptäcker ett
osynligt trumset samt ett par “trumpinnar” och inleder ett koordinerat
samspel med ett ljudspår. Jag är
inte säker på att kläderna han har
på sig är de mest vaktmästartypiska,
hursomhelst ger Atkinsons agerande sken av att han är fel person,
kanske inte på fel plats, men vid
fel tidpunkt. Publiken vet däremot
vem han är.
“The principal characters … took their
stand upon the stage very quietly, very
calmly. There was something almost humanly
rational about them, so that they seemed
to differ very little from the decent folk
in the audience. The breath of the marvellous
which was so soon to set them in motion,
had not yet touched their brains.”
Länge har jag nu suttit tyst och
undrat över vad det är jag har öppnat
med. Läst det om igen och försökt
att lyssna efter nästa stycke text.
Vad kommer sen? Fortsättningen
låter vänta på sig. Men det är denna
rättframma villrådighet som jag nog
vill säga något om. Jag tycker att
det finns något oerhört roligt med

det som är samtidigt självsäkert
som tveksamt. Jag tror även att jag
har smak för misslyckande, men jag
tvekar inför att berätta mer om det.
Gör entré på nytt.
Jag söker efter en språngbräda.
Om jag kunde finna en skulle jag
dock inte använda den till att hoppa
långt. Jag skulle låtsas att mina fötter
var fastklistrade i brädan. Svikten
i brädan skulle sprida sig till knäna
och därifrån skulle vibrationerna
breda ut sig som en löpeld genom
min kropp så att hela jag började
skaka häftigt tills någonting gick
sönder. Då skulle äntligen fötterna
lossna och jag kunde obekymrat
gå vidare.
Jag är rädd att jag går händelserna
i förväg. Ett förhastat scenförlopp
är inte min poäng. Som att poängen
skulle komma före skämtet? Jag
stannar hellre vid ögonblicket precis
innan avfyrning. Jag kan fortfarande
ha en presumtiv reaktion i åtanke.
Ponera att skratt är reaktionen jag
vill ha. Ett kvävt skratt skulle låta
bra, fast ett gapskratt ser bättre
ut. Idealet vore att ingen skrattar,
men ändå erkänner komiken.
Jag vill föreslå att det finns en
poetisk laddning i upptakten till
slutpoängen. Istället för att sätta
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punkt med att två trummor och
en cymbal faller ner för en klippa
(ba-dum tss!), så försöker jag få ett
helt trumset att balansera på randen.
Balansakten är ett sätt att dra ut
på spänningen som finns i valet
mellan att göra någonting och att
inte göra någonting. Spänningen
uppstår i och med upptäckten
av att det finns två vägar att gå.
Skillnaden mellan två presumtiva
utfall är den komiska potentialen.
Samtidigt som jag värderar skratt
som belöning, och således även trivs
med att definiera mig själv som underhållare, är fixeringen vid preludiet
till den tänkbara slutpoängen ett
sätt att öppna upp för något annat
som inte slutar i skratt.
För mig handlar därför erkännandet av komiken om att låta bli att
följa upp varje invit till att avsluta
affären. Ett skämt är en aggression.
Att agera konsekvent komiskt
är att neka den våldsamma slut
klämmen. Jag har större förtroende
för den tysta protesten. Porträtte
ringen av icke-handling är emellertid
en motstridig motståndshandling.
En tystlåten nej-sägare är mindre
våldsam, men står inte orörlig.
En grundligt genomförd flopp
är en medvetet utförd halvfärdig
bakåtkullerbytta.
Jag medger att den halvfärdiga
gesten kan se nonchalant ut. Den
är retsam eftersom den parodierar
det antiklimaktiska skämtet som
är minst lika aggressivt som vore
det slutklämmen. Att uttrycka
sig hafsigt är att använda misslyckandet för att lyckas. Jag tänker att
Martin Kippenberger med sin spelade
dilettantism är ett exempel på det.
Vad kostymen gör är dock att rubba
den ordningsföljden. Jag trivs i kostym, men inser att det är en utklädnad:
en oärligt grundad parodi. Detta
gör att utgångspunkten blir till en
tvetydig succé. Misslyckandet blir
då i sin tur till något obestämt.

Ändå är det genom att inse ett
misslyckande, som gör stumheten
i marken jag står på förnimbar.
Misslyckandet, definierat som ett
utgångsläge istället för ett påträffat
bakslag, tvingar fram en impuls
som inte härrör från språngbrädan.
Impulsen är, sett i relation till
markens stumhet, en kontrasterande
kroppsrörelse som påminner om
en sprattlande fisk på land. Miss
lyckandet frammanar en makaber
och ryckig rörelse.
Det konsekvent komiska förefaller
också ryckigt. I en performance
tillsammans med Georg Herold
lyckas Kippenberger knappt locka
mig till skratt, istället stirrar jag
stint på hans agerande. På samma
sätt som Wayne Koestenbaum koncentrerat studerar Harpo Marx film
äventyr tittar jag på Kippenbergers
seriellt framförda ”hyss” och noterar
samma slags abstrakta komik som
hos Harpo. Jag ser ett helhjärtat
engagemang även för det mest olönsamma. Det är som att Kippenberger
undergräver slutpoängen antingen
genom att kontinuerligt poängtera
eller genom sitt ständigt finurliga
leende. Många halvfärdiga ting är
många beteslösa fiskekrokar. Att lära
sig vad det är att rysa är inte att h
 amna
i kontakt med iskallt vatten. Det
handlar snarare om att kunna lägga
sig ner på golvet som en död fisk,
väl medveten om att du inte är en
fisk. Vad betyder det att vara rolig?
Att lura sig själv, kanske, fast sam
tidigt som du är med på skämtet.
Jag tror att Johannes Brahms
var en hejare på att lura sig själv.
Så är jag stillasittande igen.
Femtioelfte resumén. Att skriva som
jag gör, är att vänta uppmärksamt.
Jag har sån lust att slå på tangenterna
i takt med musiken. Men jag tänker
inte låta mig vilseledas av ett simulerat s krivande. Ett högt tempo är
förrädiskt lockande och riskerar att
åstadkomma floskler. När jag lyssnat

färdigt ska jag se om jag kan hitta
en vassare formulering, som fort
farande knyter det förra an. Huruvida
väntan kan skönjas i en aforism,
vet jag inte.
Så … tillbaka till det självsäkert
tveksamma. Det konsekvent komiska
är polyrytmiskt och väntar sig det
oväntade. Ryckigheten fungerar
som uppladdning inför det oväntade.
Det oväntade är den tidigare nekade
slutklämmen. Åtminstone spår
av den. Den typ av komik som jag
försöker formulera är paradoxal.
Den nekar, men kan samtidigt inte
vara utan. En total utplåning av
slutklämmen är därför inte möjlig.
En reminiscens av slutklämmen
är en av de pockande rytmerna som
rycker bort upptakten från att tjäna
endast det som komma skall, nej(!),
reminiscensen är själva huvudlinjen
kring vilken olika rytmer kretsar.
Den är det osynliga trumsetet.
Det finns något omvälvande i skedet
då förebådande och uppenbarelse
blir ett. Då kan klichén visa sig vara
tilltalande trots allt. Som vid ett
kyrkbröllop med Johann Pachelbels
Kanon i D som ingångsmarsch. Något
känt sedan innan uppenbarar sig.
Perfektion förväntas, men uppfylls
sällan. Antingen beror det på att
för mycket står på spel, eller att den
glädjande återupptäckten dimrar
fokuset. Och då hörs även oväsentligheter. Då kryper ett kalejdoskop av
småsaker fram ur bänkraderna och
bryter ingångsmarschens kontinuitet:
kanske en otajmad harkling, eller
en dåligt knuten slips.
Grejen med altargången är dess
framåtriktning. Konsertsituationens
inledningsfas är den mest kittlande.
Ingången utger sig inte för att vara
något mer än en passage, men den
vill ändå bli ihågkommen, hur den
traktar efter konstgjordhet talar för
den saken. De oönskade småsakerna
ryms oftast inte inom konstgjord
hetens ramar, för ingången blir
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längre än en passage genom att
behöva splittra sig. Ingången markerar
sin skönhet inte genom att spelas
upp, utan genom att spelas igenom.
Sång- och dansman Andy Kaufman
demonstrerade detta genom att låta
sina klädombyten ingå som integrerad
del av akten. Ingången kan ses som
bryggan till sista refrängen. Det
är den bästa, men också den mest
flyktiga delen av en låt. Den är värd
att dröjas kvar vid, men töjs den
för mycket blir den slapp och förlorar
sin kraft. Ingången är en tröskel som
antingen kan gås igenom, snubblas
över, eller, med risk för att ramla,
tåbalanseras på. Det finns en smygande cynism i min redogörelse för
konsertsituationen. Det är egentligen
inte min mening. Men samtidigt är
den nog oundviklig.
Marcel Broodthaers. Belgare. Jag
prövade att berätta för en belgare om
den typ av komik som är självsäkert
tveksam. Vi kunde enas om att Marcel
Broodthaers rör sig i detta område.
Broodthaers inledde sin karriär som
konstnär genom att gjuta sitt sista
verk som poet i gips.
Tröskeln är isbelagd. Att händerna
darrar och att benen ger vika beror
därför inte främst på nervositet.
Händerna förebådar det hala under
laget. Benen ger vika på grund av
att fötterna inte tillhör den nutida
kroppen. Fötterna är gömda inuti
skorna. Tårna sitter inne med viktig
information om den reella förmågan
att röra på sig. Avsaknaden av direktkontakt ger upphov till missförstånd
samt svår och suddig komik. Med
slutpoängen borta är jag månne
en komiker som stapplar i mörker,
men iklädd självsäker dräkt försöker
jag nog troligare visa upp en försiktig
clown med stark förvissning om
det stundande slaget.
En självsäkert tveksam komik är
ihärdig. Om ett skämt kännetecknas
av det ögonblick då en humoristisk
avlöning infinner sig, så ackumulerar

en självsäkert tveksam komik
istället humorns beståndsdelar och
skapar nya rytmiska konfigurationer
genom att använda dem som slag
instrument. Det komiska är, i motsats
till skämtet, beständigt. Ett komiskt
förhållningssätt betyder således att
vara neutral med avseende på framgång och brist på framgång.
Det konsekvent komiska är ett
särskilt sätt att gå på. Det stammar
från knäna. Det är ett hastigt växlande av taktarter och ett överlagrande
av rytmer. Men att gå i takt är inte
nödvändigt, tvärtom, att nicka på
huvudet eller vicka på höfterna enligt
en frånvarande, dock parallell metrik,
är eftersträvansvärt. Se förslagsvis
hur Steve Lukather uppträder stundom motsägelsefullt gentemot sitt
gitarrspel under Toto’s framförande
av ”Caught in the Balance” i Falling
in Between Live (2008). Samtidigt
som musiken pågår, till stor del, både
rytmiskt och melodiskt, framdrivet
av hans gitarrspel, uttrycker Lukather
sig avskiljt från den. Han och musiken följs åt parallellt. På samma gång
loggar Lukather ut och in, som vore
han likgiltig inför sitt eget skapande.
Likgiltigheten manifesterar sig även,
tvärtemot, som en plötslig entusiasm
över situationen. Det är ett glädjerus
som, också det, bryter sig loss från
grundtempot. Parallellismen erbjuder
ett stundvis distanserat engagemang.
”Groovet” är fortfarande detsamma
och behöver vidhållas för hålla
intresset uppe. Men korta stunder
av ofokuserat betraktande är som
andningshål i ett annars tjockt skrivet
orkesterverk. Vore parallellismen en
instruktion riktar den sig troligtvis
både till utövare och betraktare. Tänk:
glada upptäckter längs altargången,
eller att åka vattenskidor efter en
motorbåt. Takten verkar vara bruten,
men håller ändå ihop. Melodin följs
så tätt inpå att den nästan blir snubblad över. Låter som hack i skivan.
Men ser, för den sakens skull, inte
fragmentariskt ut, då riktningen
alltjämt är framåt.

Det tysta
rummet
är ett
rum fyllt av efterklang. Gullins första
”tyst
” låter som att det följs
av ett stumt frågetecken. Det tysta
rummet vill jag göra till en metafor
för mitt sätt att arbeta. Det är i
tystnad som jag minns hur mycket
jag verkligen älskar musik. Jag nynnar
för att inte glömma och när jag är
på väg. Efterklangen avtar dock
allt eftersom. Och jag börjar tänka:
bara stilla blickar kan tolka ljud
som inte syns. Ögonen har en
förmåga att nå längre, men innanför
det tysta rummets väggar hamnar
blicken istället nära inpå kroppen
och blottlägger öronsus. Tystnaden
är en tom catwalk, där flyktpunkten
är tystnadens port. Tystnaden
riskerar att bli evig, eftersom den
är en slags rundgång och kan leda
till apati. Tröskeln har blivit en
trampolin utan hoppduk. Stunden
innan tystnaden eventuellt bryts
är ett hoppfullt och paniskt ögonblick. Det är då flygplanet skulle
ha lyft från marken. Som alternativ
kan jag då välja att inte vara helt
redig och imitera en flygplansstart
(krrrrshhhhhhheuuurrrrrRRRRRRR
nyeeeeaaauurrRRRRrrrrummm).
Bara med ettriga blickar kan jag
ana en annan väg ut ur tystnaden
än fortsatt instängt hav. Tystnaden
är mer än ett skiljetecken, den är
en påstridig pust. En radbrytning
är ett fysiskt hopp
som försöker undkomma tystnaden.
Tystnaden är intressant (mycket
på grund av hur den både föreslår
något som inte är och samtidigt
bjuder in vad som helst att fylla
det ”tomma” utrymmet), men trots
att jag har svårt att få saker gjorda
vill jag inte försvinna in i tystnad.
Hellre vill jag komma fram ur tystna
den. Så äntrar jag scenen: som en
omöjlig början, med tystnaden som
upptakt.
“To be joyful out on 70,000 fathoms of
water, many, many miles from all human
help — yes, that is something great!”
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När tanken blir visuell tar den
fart. Då försöker jag få mina resone
mang att låta som obestridliga
oneliners. Såsom ovanstående citat
av Søren Kierkegaard är som gjort
för att bli en animerad GIF. Men
ju grumligare exempelbilden är,
desto mer dysfunktionell ter sig
repliken. I mina försök att gå tillbaka
i texten och göra ändringar i den
lyckas jag, för det mesta, bara lägga
till saker. Jag betraktar denna text
som ett försök till att översätta mitt
sätt att göra konst. Mitt sätt att
skriva är att refusera innan fingrarna
når tangenterna. Såsom en utebliven
fortsättning är en utebliven slut
poäng, är utgångspunkten blott
en förhoppning om att komma till
skott. Att agera med en förhoppning
om ett resultat är att kontinuerligt
vistas i ett förhalande läge.

Bas Jan Ader. Holländsk konstnär.
Jag for till Nederländerna. Till
Amsterdam. Som sakral turist sökte
jag upp kanalen där Bas Jan Ader
cyklade ner i vattnet. Där hängde
jag min kavaj över vattnet på
en trädrot som vuxit fram mellan
stenarna. Jag antar att det var
en hommage, det finns ett fotografi.
Jag hade planer på att iscensätta
något annat: kanske att jag skulle
stå precis på kanten till kanalen
med cykeln framför mig och att
den var på väg ner i vattnet med
mig efter, det finns en skiss.
Jag har en benägenhet att ta ut
segern i förskott, att dröja för länge
med att få konsten gjord brukar
betyda att den inte blir gjord alls,
men kommer den ut ogenomtänkt
blir jag missnöjd och låter därför
helst bli att få den gjord. Jag tror
jag måste ljuga lite för att komma
vidare, och spela som om jag har
koll på läget. Nu villar jag nog
bort mig.

Hur mycket jag än tycks vilja intala
mig själv, liksom projicera, att jag
ägnar mig åt ett utagerande av
det komiska som något konsekvent,
arbetar jag nog ändå mot målet
om en stilla bild. Vagt påminnande
om det besynnerliga hos en stillbild
tagen för en film i publicitetssyfte,
är det självsäkert tveksamma en
accelererande inbromsning. Efter att
jag har tryckt ned utlösaren har jag
tio sekunder på mig att springa in
framför kameran och inta en avsiktligt
villrådig pose. Jag är otålig samtidigt
som jag finner nöje i att dröja. Vågar
jag inse att den stilla bilden är en
kompromiss? Jag är, med det sagt,
inte ute efter att frysa ett ögonblick,
utan jag vill staka ut en slags koreografisk stagnation. Hågkomsten
av ett förlopp innehåller likväl en
osäkerhet, utan att behöva visa på
hur varje fotsteg är ett steg mot
en oviss framtid.

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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The Image as a Means of Resistance

Recently, I sewed a tapestry.
The tapestry bears a motif of three
thistles. It is oblong and consists
of a black background with coloured
fabric sewn on top. The tapestry
is also a banner. The sort of banner
that can be hung outside, on the
facade of a building, conveying
a political message. The political
text that one is accustomed to seeing
on such banners is not present
in this case, and yet, it is — a bit.
The notion for the banner grew out
of another banner: a banner with
a political message that never came
to be displayed.
On May 1, 2019, around a thousand
people gathered for the annual
antifascist International Workers’
Day demonstration in Copenhagen,
which has been held for over twenty-
five years. The demonstrators only
managed to march for about five
hundred metres before they were
stopped by police. More than a
hundred people were detained and
confined between police cars on
Queen Louise’s Bridge. After some
time passed, the demonstrators were
let go. The police registered every
person, and some people who stayed
back to wait for the last ones to be
released were beaten by the police
and forced away by police dogs.
At a collective in a house a few blocks
down the route, people had prepared
a banner that was supposed to 
unfurl from a window as the demonstration passed by the house. The
banner read: “Get together, in grief

and in anger.” As events unfolded,
the demonstration was never per
mitted to proceed as far as this spot,
and so the banner never came to
be displayed.
The Jewish Canadian anarchist
and activist Cindy Milstein wrote,
in 2018, in the wake of a massacre
perpetrated at a synagogue in
Pittsburgh, an essay entitled “Our
Grief Is a Starting Point in the Fight
against Fascism.”1 This is an essay
that I have returned to again and
again. I hold that it is from our feelings
that our rebellion springs forth. Or,
as the anonymous French anarchist
group the Invisible Committee
explains:
In reality, the question of communism is also raised in each
of our tiny and unique existences
in response to what is making
us sick. In response to what is
slowly killing us, to our failures
in love, to what makes us such
strangers to each other that by
way of an explanation for all
the world’s ills, we’re satisfied
with the foolish idea that
“People are assholes.”2
Feminist writer Audre Lorde gives
voice to the impact of feelings on
political thinking: “As they become
known to and accepted by us, our
feelings and the honest exploration
of them become sanctuaries and
spawning grounds for the most
radical and daring of ideas.”3

I believe that, through our feelings,
through our grief and our anger,
we can find each other and the energy
we need to fight the growing fascism.
We need to gather ourselves collectively around our feelings. And just
as political movements have made
use of protest songs for the purpose
of keeping the fighting spirit alive,
and just as science fiction novels
can inspire us to dream about other
futures, I believe that we also have
a need for images in this fight. That
we can make use of images as a means
of resistance.
About Revolutionary Art
I am of the opinion that all art
is political, and I therefore find
the notion of a separate category
of “political art” to be superfluous.
Theatre creator and activist Augusto
Boal describes something along
the same lines in his interpretation
of theatre: “All theatre is political,
just as all people are human — even
if some of the people sometimes
forget this.”4 Perhaps my art will be
regarded as being more political than
other people’s because I am trying
to be open about the political 
aspects of my art. I want my art to
be a weapon in the political struggles
that I am part of, and this is why
I take my point of departure in the
concept of revolutionary art. What
I’m talking about here is leftist revolutionary art, that is to say, antifascist
and anti-capitalist art. The history
of revolutionary art can be written
in many ways, but in what follows
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I present a few points of impact
that demonstrate what tradition
I’m aiming to inscribe myself in.
In the period of time around and
after the Russian Revolution, the
message was that the arts and artists
were supposed to serve the revolution, the people, and communism.
Vladimir Lenin called art “cogs and
wheels” in the revolutionary machinery.5 In the Soviet Union, agitprop
theatre groups were formed; these
were also known as Blue Blouse
troupes. They were essentially living
newspapers that reported the news
and spread the revolution’s messages.
Such groups also arose elsewhere
in Europe, including in Denmark,
where the communist theatre group
Revolutionært Teater (RT) was
founded. It was a collaboration
between workers and professional
theatre directors. They performed
Lehrstücke (learning plays) that
explained political theory and theatre
sketches that cast light on the political development and route to action
and rebellion. In the following,
Dagmar Andreasen, a metal worker
and a member of RT, describes a
scene from one of the group’s revues,
which can also be recast as a commentary on the current situation we
see today:
One of the episodes in the revue
was genuinely historical. We were
divided into three groups — the
one in the middle was the Social
Democrats, on the right stood
the Nazis, and on the left the
Communists. Every time the
Communists said something,
the Social Democrats answered,
but they didn’t budge. Every time
the Nazis said something, the
Social Democrats answered and
took an almost imperceptible 
step over toward them, with the
result that, at last, they fashioned
a common front with the Nazis
against the Communists.6

Throughout the 1950s, ’60s,
and ’70s in Brazil, Boal developed
and cultivated a new function
for revolutionary art. Theatre was
supposed to be a training ground
and preparation for rebellion.
It started with presenting performances on the streets of 1950s Brazil,
but two military coups — the first
in 1964 and the next in 1968 — put
a stop to theatre in public space.
After the military dictatorship came
into power, Boal continued his work
in various other countries in Latin
America, North America, and Europe.
He unfolded a kind of theatre that
could be used in political struggles
being fought by oppressed peoples.
In 1974, the book that is perhaps his
best known, Theatre of the Oppressed,
was published. In it, Boal describes
his methods, including unfolding and
developing “forum theatre,” a new
form of theatre in which the audience
itself plays along. It is the audience
that decides the plot and most especially the ending. Forum theatre is
a space for enriching people politically, and a space where people can test
out the course of action they will
subsequently be taking in the actual
revolt. In a 1977 interview, Boal
offered an example of this:
In Peru, we were working with
some women. Our work revolved
around discussing the water
supply for a slum neighbourhood.
The residents were supposed
to be negotiating with represent
atives of the government. So
we were playing on the scene
of the meeting before it took place.
A 70-year-old woman, who had
no theatre experience whatsoever,
had a prominent role. … The crowd
was supposed to get accustomed
to being involved participants.
It was only those people who
had a potential solution to propose
that were allowed to break in.
One of the actors had never been
able to find a solution. But the old
woman could, because she knew

that she could persuade the actors
that they should support and
advocate a solution she had come
up with, which was based on her
experience as a slum dweller.7
Although Russian-based agitprop
theatre and Latin American forum
theatre differ from each other in
many respects, they also have things
in common. Both movements were
built on an awareness that art is
a means of struggle in political fights
and also on an awareness that art
exists for those who see it. Art bears
no value in itself, but shows itself
to be worthy when it becomes a
weapon in the revolutionary struggle.
In my work, I have found my way
to three aspects in which I see art
as having a revolutionary potential.
Art can be consciousness-raising.
In Boal’s words, “Its effect is indirect
because it influences the consciousness of the people who are taking
action in reality.”8 Revolutionary art
can alienate us from ourselves, so that
we can see ourselves from the outside
and understand how we are both
oppressed and part of an oppressive
system. We become conscious to the
oppression that lies deep within us.
This consciousness-raising can lead us
towards political action and rebellion.
Art can gather us together,
generate a sense of recognition,
and awaken solidarity. Or, as
the postcolonialist feminist scholar
Sara Ahmed describes it: “We need
to have things, too; things that gather
around, reminders of a feminist
life, happy objects even, reminders
of connections, shared struggles,
shared lives.”9
Art can get us to dream and can
incite us to believe that something
other than the society that exists
is possible. Art can show us new
ways in which to go and can make
our utopias concrete. As the sci-fi
novelist Ursula K. Le Guin puts it:
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“Hard times are coming, when we’ll
be wanting the voices of writers who
can see alternatives to how we live
now, can see through our fear-stricken
society and its obsessive t echnologies
to other ways of being, and even
imagine real grounds for hope. We’ll
need writers who can remember freedom — poets, visionaries — realists
of a larger reality.”10

The first is the uncertainty associated with making “political art”
— an uncertainty that the novelist
Lone Aburas describes: “There is
something perverse about sitting
with your MacBook Pro and thinking
SO much about the poetic surplus
and the experiments, about being
a sensing self in the world, when
you cannot make the political poetic,
anyway.”11 Aburas here frames
an uncertainty that I believe stands
as a premise for people who work
in a consciously political way. This
gets us to ruminate about when it’s
the right time to go into the studio
and about when it’s time to make
political work. Or as Aburas says:

“In any event, I’m going to start
going to meetings again”12 — indicating
that one needs to do political work
alongside one’s artistic work.
The doubt over art as an effective
means of resistance makes it important for one, as an artist, to also
engage oneself politically in other
ways. And, sometimes, the political
doesn’t need to be rendered poetically either, but can be uttered
directly. This is what the poet Athena
Farrokhzad did when she said, on
what otherwise ought to have been
a pleasant summer program, during
a Swedish radio broadcast in 2014:
If it wasn’t the case that Europe
is in flames again, I would have
been talking to you about trees.
About my childhood climbing

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih

When Art Is a Limited
Means of Resistance
Even though I believe that art has
a revolutionary potential, I’m often
in doubt about whether or not art
is the proper means of resistance.
A friend of mine who is also studying
at an art academy once told me that
one of her fellow students had said
that she sometimes felt it was better
to go outside and shout on the

street than to make a “political”
artwork. Several interesting points
can be drawn from this comment.

Tjelle Esrom Raunkjær, Thorns, thistles and roots (Banner I, II and III), 2020.Textile, tread, wood and rope. Installation view, BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery,
Malmö, 2020
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adventures in Hammarkullen,
about the birch trees outside my
window in Bagarmossen, about
the cypress trees in Tehran’s
parks, where families with young
children stroll side by side others
who are in search of sexual
encounters, about the weeping
willows in Paris, where I studied
at one point. But no — now
I really need to talk about the
fascism that is on the rise.13
However, if art is to going to operate
as a powerful means of resistance,
then it’s going to accomplish this
by making use of poetic devices.
Authors like Aburas and Farrokhzad
show us how the poetic confirms
and fuels the political, and they are
projecting that we are able to carry
on the fight, politically. I believe that
the poetic is a force that can strike
and stimulate our feelings. Or, as
Jonas Eika said in his acceptance

speech upon receiving the Nordic
Council Literature Prize in 2019:
“I believe that there is, in literature,
a dream about a language that does
not require oblivion in order to mean
something. A language that is on
equal rank with the world, in all its
oppression and despair, but at the
same time open to the indeterminate,
the inexpressible, that exists within
all things, and from where a new
order can issue.”14 Eika is expressing
a faith in art — a faith that language
can be a weapon in political struggle.
What is common to the artists
mentioned here is that they work
both as activists and artists.
Can One Be Revolutionary
inside the Institution?
Another point that can be deduced
from that aforementioned comment
made by my friend’s fellow student
is that it can appear absurd when
overtly political artworks are exhib-

ited primarily within art institutions.
That is, it certainly is a problem
if one’s works never manage to get
out to the people for whom they were
created but are instead only shown
to the narrow set of folks who belong
to the cultural and economic elite,
the people who most typically turn
up at galleries and museums. If the
image never makes its way out of the
institution, then it’s not going to be
a particularly strong political weapon,
because revolutionary art needs a
fellowship if it is going to be perceived
and identified as anything other than
the political element that corroborates the representation of “political
art.” If revolutionary art is going
to become stronger, then it is crucial
for those who want to work revolutionarily to get together and to start
to learn from each other, and to
work in solidarity. To truly challenge
the established art institutions,
it won’t be of any use for each of
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us, working in isolation, to make
a “political work” every now and
then. No, what is required is that
we try, in a spirit of fellowship, to
create a collective counter-response
and insist that art is political and that
art exists within a political reality.
There exist examples of art in
Scandinavia where the art institution
became a platform for direct political
messaging. The exhibition På en
blank og vårfrisk dag (On a bright and
vernal day), presented in Copenhagen
in 2016, took its point of departure
in the red flag and was held at the
Arbejdermuseet (Workers M
 useum).
The artist Emil Elg delivered a
speech in which he analysed the 1923
workers’ anthem “Ung Flagsang”
(Youth flag anthem), “within which
it is demonstrated that the ideology
of the Social Democratic project
functions within a nationalist frame
and that the party’s politics are
racist.”15 After giving that speech
at the opening, Elg was censored from
the exhibition. When Jonas Eika gave
his acceptance speech to the Nordic
Council, he addressed himself directly
to the Danish prime minister and
said: “Mette Frederiksen, you …
are calling yourself the ‘children’s
Prime Minister’ while enacting a
policy regarding foreigners that splits
up families, makes them poor, and
exposes both children and adults
to a gradual and destructive kind
of violence in the country’s so-called
‘departure centres’: Close Sjælsmark.
Close Kærshovedgård. Close Ellebæk.
Do away with the whole ‘camp’
system.”16
Both these speeches indicate
that artists have the ability to use
their position to convey political
messages and to expose, in this way,
political struggles. Both Elg’s and
Eika’s speeches gave rise to vehement
debate in the national media.
And each raised questions about
whether and to what extent the
political belongs in art, at all.

Both artists came to experience
how one can be deprived of one’s
position and relevance as an artist
when one dares to come forth
with explicit political messages.
Working with Things
That Are Close to Me
Making art that can be deployed
as a means for resistance places an
obligation on me to be conscious
about my own position and privileges.
Becoming aware of one’s position is
an ongoing task, and something that
is important to be continuously doing.
A few years ago, I was working with
how Danish self-awareness about our
country’s colonial past and present
has been taking shape. I created
a number of pieces that showcase
the distortion of Denmark’s colonial
history, pieces that problematise
and poke fun at Danish nationalism
and the Danish self-image, wherein
we think of ourselves as a humanist
colonial power. This viewpoint comes
to light when, for example, a Danish
person takes pride in recounting
that Denmark was the first country
to stop the slave trade while failing
to mention that Denmark was
the s eventh most active slave-trading
nation. Through carrying out this
work, I became conscious about
how my own position is crucial
to the types of artworks I am able
to create. As a white Dane, I can
criticise the Danish self-image and
our distortion of history, but I am
unable to plead the case of colonised
people.
Augusto Boal cites an example
of how he became conscious about
the significance of his positionality
in relation to his theatre work:
I tried to write a feminist piece.
When I was finished, I discovered
that the piece was anti-male-
chauvinistic, but was not feminist.
… A genuinely, feminist piece
must, as it were, be written by

a woman, and I am not a
woman but a man who rejects
the masculine male chauvinism.
I suppose that these two ten
dencies can be amalgamated
but, nonetheless, I cannot write
a text for women that can help
them liberate t hemselves that
would be as good as a text a
woman could have written.17
For me, the truth that emerged
from my realisation about my own
position was that my works can
function anti-nationalistically but
never in a decolonising way. For,
as the feminist collective Marronage describes it: “The white subject
cannot decolonise, because it does
not have the historical or embodied
experience as Othered.”18
I have a principle that whatever
I am working with must be close
to me. My works are based on
my own experiences. By this I do
not mean, however, that each of
my artworks is based on aspecific
occurrence that I myself have
experienced; rather, I work with
things that have some significance
for me in a way that goes beyond
pure interest. I need to have something at stake in the t opics I’m
working with. I want to create
art for the communities I am
part of. The political movements
I identify with. It is also in these
communities, and through the
experiences that I have in them,
that I gather my inspiration and
develop my artworks. I have been
cultivating images and works to
be used in specific political contexts,
and I have created aesthetic work
for political organisations. But even
though most of my works have never
been used in directly political ways,
they are still attempts to find my
way towards an aesthetic resistance.
About Symbols and Imagery
In the aesthetics of resistance that
I am seeking to develop, I ask myself:
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What images and symbols contain
resistance or can embody resistance?
I often take my point of departure
in traditional and easily readable
images and symbols of resistance:
the flag, the banner, containers set
ablaze, and so on. However, I’m
also trying to find my way towards
new images that are more abstract
and can embody the feelings that
our struggles are based upon. Images
that express grief and anger, and
that are not easily understood but
require thoughtfulness. Images that
seem, upon first glance, harmless,
but that, when they become set in
a political context, emerge as images
of resistance.
Here, I might be conflating symbols
and images. The images I create
constitute attempts at “resistance
images,” and many also contain
symbols that people already associate
with resistance. When I sew flags
and banners, it is then the “form” of
the image that refers to the resistance.
But, just as I am attempting to find
new images, I am also trying to create
new symbols. Symbols that people
do not know and, consequently,
cannot be read just like that. To some
people, my newly created symbols
are going to appear as indistinct
images. However, by placing them
in a context with something that
is politically recognisable, I am trying
to get their meaning to emerge. It’s
a lengthy undertaking, this process
of creating new symbols. Or, as the
writer and visual artist Inge Eriksen
puts it in her contribution to the book
Billedet som kampmiddel (The picture
as weapon):
By now, it has become impossible
to take one’s point of departure
in them [the symbols]. Capitalist
society’s symbols have become
hollowed out, emptied of experiential content, and function on the
whole as a special kind of prison.
For this reason, I am trying to
make my way to certain symbols

that might, every now and then,
look like those I have rejected.
But I have nonetheless turned
them into my own in the actual
working process. … they may
grow forth under close super
vision!19
The thorny branch is a symbol I have
been working with for some years
now. It is, to me, a symbol of suffering, pain, and grief. It’s a symbol
of both protection and anger, and
is something aggressive and violent.
The interpretation of suffering and
grief lies in the extension of the
thorny branch’s traditional Christian
symbolism. Jesus wore a crown of
thorns when he was crucified. This
is not actually the symbolism I was
thinking about when I started using
the thorny branch in my practice,
but it is something that especially
people older than myself, as well
as people more closely associated
with Christian culture, have noticed.
This correlation was a realisation
that taught me I need to investigate
any motif’s existing symbolism in
a much more thorough manner before
using it in my works. The first time
I used the thorny branch symbol,
it was as an image of protection.
I made a costume for a performance
that involves several layers: closest
to my body is a “vulnerable” suit
of clothing, which is open at the
stomach; on top of this garment is
a “protective” layer, which is a darkred jacket, onto which I have sewn
thorns that transform the jacket into
a thorny branch. The thorny branch
as an expression of anger and an
aggressive symbol came to the fore
in one particular work of mine: four
thorny branches I made out of ceramics, each of which measures approximately one metre in length. Here,
the branches become almost weapons.
The three symbolisms that accompany the thorny branch exemplify the
kinds of images I aim to create when
I claim that I want to create images
that express human feelings.

Thistles
The banner with the thistles is one
of my most recent images. The thistle
is also one of the newest symbols
I’ve been working with. It is a flower
that shares certain similarities with
the thorny branch. It also has pro
tective thorns and embodies pain;
similarly, in several places in the
world, it is a symbol of protection.
For example, some people in the
Basque region of southern France
hang a thistle over the door to keep
evil out. The thistle is also a weed
with many who disparage its existence. In Christianity, it represents
God’s punishment after the fall of
man: thistles sprang forth in the spot
where Adam was made to toil. However, this aversion to the plant renders
it strong, and, on account of this, it
also becomes a symbol of resistance,
perseverance, and the strength to
carry on the struggle. It represents
the oppressed, and the thistle can
be deployed as a symbol of the
struggle against fascism. It can be
used to represent the struggle that
is happening right now, at a time
when fascism is on the rise, both
locally and globally. The May 1
demonstration in Copenhagen that
was interrupted by police is one
local example of how antifascist
resistance is being squashed by the
state — but this stance of resistance
against fascism is taking on many
forms around the world. In times
like these, I think it’s important
for artists to consider how we can
contribute to the antifascist struggle.
Both by exploiting to the fullest
the position we occupy as artists
and also by becoming better at
creating images that can be used
as a means of resistance.
I want to create images that spur
us to dream and images that prompt
us to understand how we are being
oppressed. I want to create images
that can make us feel a sense of
fellowship. To create these kinds of
images, the first step is to unite.

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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A Heavenly Jerusalem

“She had a big work in hand, the little
girl back there in her corner. Nothing
less than making a whole parish! She was
going to build up the entire district with
both church and schoolhouse; the river
and the bridge were also to be included.
Everything had to be quite complete,
of course.
“She had already got a good part
of it done. The whole wreath of hills
that went round the parish was made
up of smaller and larger stones. In
all the crevices she had planted forests
of little spruce twigs, and with two
jagged stones she had erected Klack
Mountain and Olaf’s Peak on either
side of the Dal River. The long valley
in between the mountains had been
covered with mould taken from one
of her mother’s flowerpots. So far ever
ything was all right, only she had not
been able to make the galley blossom.
But she comforted herself by pretending
it was early springtime, before grass
and grain had sprouted.
“The broad, beautiful Dal River that
flows through the valley she had managed
to lay out effectively with a long and
narrow piece of glass, and the floating
bridge connecting both sides of the
parish, had been making on the water
this long while.”1

After this, a sincere conversation
about the future of the parish
preoccupies the adults in the room,
and when the pastor asks once more
what the schoolmaster’s daughter
in Selma Lagerlöf’s novel Jerusalem
has been up to, she responds that
the parish has long since been
destroyed, and that she has made
herself a heavenly Jerusalem instead.
The pastor gives credence to the
child’s prophetic play.
Donald Winnicott, a British
psychoanalyst, wrote about play
and how it carries on throughout
our lives as a way for us to face the
world. As a child, each human being
confronts the challenges of reality
in what Winnicott calls the “intermediate area of experience.” It’s in play
that we learn to relate to the fact
that external objects possess an
integrity of their own, but it’s also
where we learn that we don’t need
to submit to this and can instead
have the objects exist in accordance
with the conditions of our own inner
worlds.2 In the very moment when
we find the “familiar in the un
familiar,” the external world is made
real to us. 3 A piece of glass can be
the Dal River, and yet not float away,
because it remains a piece of glass.

In the space where play occurs,
objects can simultaneously obey
internal and external logics,
without any contradiction in the
eyes of the initiated.
The logic of Lagerlöf’s Jerusalem
is, to a large extent, the logic of
a child and, by extension, the logic
of a religious human. Writer Elin
Wägner describes how she perceived
Lagerlöf and her family’s existence
at her childhood home of Mårbacka
in the Swedish countryside: “Their
world was very limited in terms
of geography; perhaps it did not
even reach beyond the Fryk Valley.
And yet, its depth was such that
it was connected to the s ubterranean
waterways, where humankind
has bathed its roots throughout
the ages.”4 The causal connections
between the events that occur
in the girl’s scale model of her home
region and the heavenly Jerusalem,
which is created out of the same
material, and their full-scale counterparts are shrouded in mystery.
Nine years ago, I saw an exhibition
of works by Vija Celmins.5 Upon
entering one of the large, windowless
galleries, I noticed a few small drawings of night skies, and then saw how
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this motif had been repeated
over and over. At first, I was confused
by the fact that the museum had
chosen to exhibit all these seemingly
similar drawings. I studied each work
up close, and it gradually dawned
on me that they weren’t actually
copies, although the depicted s ubject
appeared to be the same in all of them.
Each sector of the night sky is a whole
new landscape that looks identical
only from a distance, on a cursory
glance. Although Celmins’s works
are often small pencil drawings, her
chosen subjects tend to deal with
spaces and timescales that are almost
incomprehensible to us. She has
stated that she wants the viewer
to be able to find their relationship
to the spaces that her works project,
which can often reach very far.6 I’ve
been interested in the kinds of spaces
that Celmins works with for as
long as I can remember.
The works by Caspar David Friedrich
that have moved me the most are
the ones that depict the ocean.7
My reaction to them was immediate,
and I didn’t find myself reflecting

on the paintings’ context or the
techniques used; rather, I found
myself in the spaces they projected,
and while I was there, I was in a
vacant state of mind. I was separated
from my immediate surroundings,
but simultaneously exposed to
something else. The wind, the temperature, and the physical experience;
memories of being by the sea are
present to me when I stand before
the paintings. I feel that the paintings
have given me all I need, and, in
that sense, my relationship with
them is simple.
Six months ago, I went to the
Kunstmuseum Den Haag, where
I saw its large collection of works
by Piet Mondrian. In the years
before he began making the abstract
paintings that he is perhaps most
famous for, he made a number of
paintings of sand dunes and beaches.8
These figurative landscapes verge
on the abstract, well on their way
to dissolution. The paintings lack any
details or indications of scale. Large
fields of colour produce a landscape
that is all sand formations, ocean,

and sky. The light in the paintings
is dramatic and hard to place — dawn
or dusk, or perhaps a light that we
don’t normally see.
When I read Robert Rosenblum’s
Modern Painting and the Northern 
Romantic Tradition,9 in which he makes
a comparison between Friedrich
and Mondrian, I realised why I’ve
reacted so similarly when viewing
Mondrian’s dune landscapes and
Friedrich’s works. Rosenblum writes
that the elements in the dune landscapes, and in several of Friedrich’s
works, including The Monk by the
Sea (1809), which are so alien to any
notion of civilisation, give rise to
something that could be considered
a cosmogony. In the paintings
of Mondrian and Friedrich that
I’m thinking of here, the large empty
fields and lack of reference points
are the very things that free the
works of any clear temporal or spatial
boundaries, allowing them to reside
simultaneously in eschatology, in
cosmogony, and in this world.
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Giorgio Andreotta Calò’s installation Senza Titolo (La fine del mondo) /
Untitled (The End of the World), which
was shown at the Italian Pavilion
for the 2017 Venice Biennale, seems
to me like a spatial manifestation
of what Rosenblum sees in Friedrich
and Mondrian. Here, the water
was physically represented by an
enormous water mirror, which was
held up by scaffolding that the visitor
had to pass under to reach the large
hall where the work was installed.
To see the ceiling reflected in the
surface of the water, one had to first
climb a wide staircase, which was
located at one end of the oblong
space. For a moment, the illusory
effect of the water mirror caused
me to experience a momentary loss
of spatial orientation. I wasn’t fully
able to localise my own position
in relation to what I was seeing,
and I felt lost and needed to sit
down. After a while, this 

experience t ransitioned into a state
of calm, as I gradually accepted
my new place.
Last spring, I was working
on a relief made from black clay.
The piece depicts a landscape
of rocky islands, a placid sea, and
a night sky, in black and brown.
The orange glaze has gathered in
small scratches in the clay, lighting
up the landscape. Centred in the
image, a black stone rests in a clay
structure just above the horizon,
surrounded by orange rays. Sus
pended in the brittle clay structure,
the stone’s fall into the landscape
has been halted. In this barren
landscape, which resembles the
terrain of Bohuslän, where I grew
up, I wanted to convey a sense that
it could just as well refer to some
unknown, distant point in time
as to the here and now. Romantic
landscape painter Marcus Larsson

painted motifs from the coast of 
Bohuslän in his studio in Paris,10
but the landscape we encounter in
his paintings is transformed. His
memories of Bohuslän seem to have
been conflated with memories from
other places, real as well as imaginary,
altered beyond recognition. While
I’m not aware of the circumstances
that influenced Larsson, his paintings
have sparked new thoughts for me
in relation to my own work. Thoughts
of how familiar landscapes from
the place where I grew up can
seamlessly transition into a longing
for a place I’ve never even visited
— a landscape where mountains
cast long shadows over arid plains,
as romanticised in popular culture,
to give just one example. Eventually,
this mixture of different nostalgic
impressions, each related to s pecific
places in some way or another,
seems to settle on a single direction:
inwards.
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The landscape is a remnant of a
slow process of change. Of the most
recent ice ages. The theologian,
scientist, and mystic Emanuel
Swedenborg believed that each part
of the human body corresponds
cosmically to some component
of den stora människan (the “universal
human” or “grand man”), which was
his name for the universe.11 Maps
have the opposite effect. They scale
reality down, giving us an overview.
As I write this, the tiles that I shaped
into a landscape or map with my
hands a month or so ago are inside
the kiln. I’ve set the firing rate, but
after that initial intervention, I hand
over my influence on the work to
the forces that are at work within

the kiln. The intense temperatures
vitrify the clay, altering its molecular
structure, and the glaze melts and
oozes into any hollows in the surface,
to be crystallised there. Sometimes
it reminds me of the ocean, glaciers,
and certain weather phenomena.
Actually, though, water is the very
thing that the firing process removes
from the glaze and the clay. The heat
of the kiln transforms the clay’s
geological constitution, making it
clay no longer, and it won’t return
to the state of being clay for several
millennia, at least. Firing the clay
puts me in touch with these time
scales, and with the effects that temperatures far beyond those any human
could survive can have on matter.

The open horizon, where the
ocean touches the sky, with no space
between them. This image is ever-
present in postcard racks all over
the world, and it appears in various
forms in the works of artists such
as Friedrich, Mondrian, and Calò.
The horizon line is not a place as such,
and it can never be reached or visited.
In its constant, evasive repositioning in relation to the position of the
viewer, it symbolises infinity. A composition consisting of two fields, one
above and one below, separated by
a straight line, is one of the simplest
possible visual representations of
the structure of the world. Sky over
Earth. I’ve given some thought to
what it is about the surface of water
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or the night sky that fascinates me
so, and I think perhaps it is the fact
that they constitute a border of sorts
between the habitable world and
a space that lies beyond it. The
boundary that divides these spaces
becomes a projection surface for
the things that might exist on the
other side.
When I was growing up, I saw the
open sea at least once every week,
usually every day. The bus stop
where I used to wait had a shelter
with glass walls. You could see the
sea and some rocky islands through
its back wall. When I grew older,
I would bring my telescope to an
asphalt field nearby, to watch the
ferries pass by at night in the distance
as they made their way through the
Skagerrak. More recently, in new
places, far from the coast of Bohuslän,
I have felt a connection to beaches,
and, in their presence, I have found
that I enjoy a particular state of
calm that I remember from my
childhood.
I spent a lot of time looking at
maps when I was little, and still
do today. Topographic maps, which
indicate elevation with contour
lines, were the most fascinating.

1
2
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Similarly, I found myself frightened
by the seamounts and shallows
that were marked up on sea charts,
as well as the great depths of water
that lay beneath our boat. To this
day, I still want to always know
exactly where I am. The important
places in my life, and their names,
have a special significance and
meaning in my own narrative.
In these thoughts, I’m influenced
by historian of religion Mircea
Eliade. However, my own application
of the things I’ve read should not
be thought to reflect what Eliade
seems to be suggesting — and that’s
not what I want. Eliade wrote that
by providing fixed points, such
as tenets of belief or places of worship, religion enables us to navigate
existence. Places of worship become
sacred sites, thus acquiring a special
status that allows them to be used
as points of reference in navigating
an otherwise homogenous geography.
Non-religious individuals also find
such reference points in locations
that have had a particular impact
on their lives, but Eliade claims that
these are less powerful than those
formed in the context of the major
faiths. 12 My hope was that these
exalted points of reference might
also produce some kind of faith,

and that this would not only occur
in the opposite direction.
Our GPS coordinates, the sense
that we are at home, a special place
that is forever linked to a specific
memory. All the places that pass
through my mind as I’m writing this,
which I hesitate to name, because
of the power they still hold over
me. I often feel like I’m about to lose
sight of my reference points and find
myself unable to navigate an existence that increasingly resembles
an undulating sea. This ocean is
both homogeneous and ephemeral;
what arises from it like a mountain
in one moment becomes a valley
in the next. The ability to navigate
is not a given — we mustpersonally
find or construct the points of
reference we need within the landscape. The world is already there,
but we still have to recreate it in
order to incorporate it within ourselves — something I have taken away
from Donald Winnicott’s writings.
Selma Lagerlöf’s characters are
trying to navigate a world in which
fate seems uncaring, but where the
boundaries between internal and
external, or cause and effect, are
always in a state of dissolution. It’s
frightening, but it seems possible.
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Shifting Weather

Growing up in a coastal area,
I spent a lot of time on the water,
participating in the sport of sailing.
Maritime space is characterised
by multiple factors that are difficult
to control. The waves vary in size
and frequency, the wind has a speed
and a direction, the weather is in
constant flux. Because these elements
are so difficult to control, we have
to construct boats that are able to
operate in a broad range of climates.
The role of the crew is to steer
the boat to the desired destination,
and in most cases this involves moving
in a direction other than what the
wind and the currents dictate.
To manage this task, we construct
mechanisms that enable us to act
unconstrained and more independent
of the given weather.
In part, sailing is about constructing hulls, sails, and other technical
components that we use to engage
with and exploit the maritime milieu.
The role of these components is to
defy the resistance put up by this
environment: sails convert headwind
into headway, while ever stronger
and lighter hulls are designed to cut
through the waves and and keep those
on board from getting drenched
by the cold water. We have winches
and pulleys that turn distance into
power, basic technology that e nables
a single individual to lift several
hundred kilos. It’s not a trick — it
is pure mathematics and knowledge
of the laws of physics that underlie
the boat’s design.
Another side of sailing has to do
with our senses: the process of
reading and predicting the w
 eather
and the wind. Because of wind’s
transparent character, devoid of any

shape that could be perceived by
the naked eye, this is a challenging
and complicated activity. Understanding the movements of wind is
fundamental knowledge that enables
the sailor to position the sails in a way
that forces the hull to move in the
desired direction. Experienced sailors
are more adept at noticing shifts
in the weather than what meteorologists are able to forecast. The sensory
impressions we use to detect changes
in the weather are often subtle and
complex, such as balance, the tactile
sensation of wind against your skin,
and visual hints found in the surface
of the water and the fluttering of
the sails.
The sensory impressions that determine the route and other strategic
decisions are matters of practical,
experience-based knowledge that are
challenging to log. It is about being
present and accessing the most subtle
of bodily senses. There are ways to
bypass this sensitivity, for example
by making strategic decisions based
on statistical knowledge, but because
of the fluctuating nature of weather,
statistics tend to be less reliable.
New technology is part and parcel
of the sport of sailing, and this seems
to be an inevitable development.
Hulls once made of wood have been
replaced by fibreglass, and nowadays
fibreglass is on the verge of of being
replaced by the far superior carbon
fibre. GPS systems that link up to
satellites are a more precise alternative to maps and compasses, and
the operation of vessels is constantly
being expanded through the addition
of new components that require new,
specific skills. The vessels become
more technically complex, and those
who fail to understand what the

changes entail will soon find themselves at the mercy of chance.
My way into art began when I was
introduced to the conceptual art
movement. It was the discovery that
there was a space behind the objects,
a space of ideas, thoughts, and
reflection, that expanded my con
ception of what art can be. I think
most people can recognise this type
of space, which can be found in
different contexts and in different
forms, but in my case it had been
a closed and private space, an individual contemplation mainly localised
to my own head. Conceptual art
tied together ideas from the field
of philosophy with what appeared
to be everyday objects. Another
important part of this discovery
was that, in conceptual art, this
space of ideas was shared through
a public platform, and the objects
on display could also be debated
in a manner not tied to subjective
emotions. Even though art is difficult
to gauge, it is still possible to discuss,
and it was a discussion I wanted
to engage in.
Conceptual art seemed receptive
to forms of expression not g rounded
in a traditional medium or craft.
When I look back on my initial
understanding of the conceptual
tradition, I see a conflicting duality
in that the very art movement that
tried to distance itself from materi
ality and visual qualities turned
out, for me, to be fundamental to
developing a practice with a highly
conscious relation to material
qualities and properties. A generation
of conceptual artists, led by Joseph
Kosuth, worked hard to offer resistance to visual art and its aesthetic
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and visual qualities. These artists’
aim was to liberate and highlight
the idea as the essential factor of a
work of art. To achieve this ambition,
objects were reduced to being transportation devices for the underlying
ideas, because it is the ideas that
are the actual work of art. Nowadays,
it is difficult to see an artwork without wondering about which ideas
are to be found behind the object,
and a conceptual perception of art
has become the norm. The purity
ascribed to the idea itself, as set
apart from the physical components,
appears today to be a construction
that leads to a limited understanding
of material possibilities. I have no
need to uphold such puritanical ideas.
Today, I consider conceptual art as
an entry point and not a framework.
I see no reason to make a total distinction between idea and material in
my own practice, since material properties have become an important part
of my artistic language.
In terms of the Norwegian art scene,
it was first and foremost the works
of Matias Faldbakken that caught

my attention. A key element of
Faldbakken’s practice is his intent to
break down the objects of his interest.
Various types of containers, such as
cabinets, jerrycans, and gas cylinders,
feature prominently in his works.
These objects often show visible
traces of having been subjected to
physical violence as part of a process
that transforms product into artwork. I believe that part of the reason
Faldbakken’s works became a defining experience for me was related
to how his objects of choice embody
something recognisable, in that they
are culled from what were also my
own surroundings. His works spring
forth from a context that is near at
hand: they are a reaction to a time and
a place I also know, namely a newly
rich oil nation with an abundance
of material wealth.
In 2016, I made my first work that
uses physics as an essential part
of its expression. Titled Physics with
Ayn Rand, the piece is a comment
on the American novelist Ayn Rand,
a champion of objectivism. It consists
of two of her books, where alternating

pages are intertwined in a way that
makes it almost impossible to tear
them apart, due to the high friction
between the leaves of paper. It is
a reaction against what I perceive
to be a destructive, rigid philosophy
that is far removed from my own.
Physics and science have become
central elements in my art. They
are a fascination and a mode of expression that I today consider to be
an important part of my vocabulary.
More recently, I have made works
related to the American engineer
Thomas Midgley Jr., today known
as a scientist whose inventions
caused some of the greatest environmental damage of the twentieth
century. Midgley’s main contributions to scientific development were
the invention of chlorofluorocarbon
(CFC) gases, once commonly used
in refrigerators, spray cans, and
air conditioning, and the addition
of lead to car petrol as an antiknock
compound. Midgley lived his entire
life believing in science and technological progress, and it was not
until after his death, in 1944, that the
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adverse effects of his inventions
on the environment became clear.
Both CFCs and leaded petrol were
then banned from common use.
For me, Midgley represents the
blind faith in scientific progress
that has dominated worldwide
technological development over
the past hundred years.
In my work Cloud, in memory of
Thomas Midgley Jr. (2020), I use the
internal components of a refrigerator
as a reference to Midgley and CFCs.
What began as a positive technological innovation in people’s homes
turned out to have a major impact on
the global environment by creating
large holes in the ozone layer. In
this piece, the walls and insulation
that usually envelop a refrigerator
have been removed, and the machine
interacts with the local environment
of the gallery.
In my social surroundings, it seems
as though the belief in science is
about to replace traditional religious
world views. We believe that science
will supply improvements, progress,
and innovations that will make life

better, but we also believe it to
be the role of science to tell us what
is true and what is false. A common
misconception is that the answers
of science are final, like a mathematical calculation with a single correct
solution. This is a far cry from how
science has progressed historically,
namely through a process of new
theories supplanting older theories.
Science is in a state of continuous
change and it would surprise me
if it, at any point in time, reaches
a lasting, all-embracing conclusion
that summarises how the world
is constructed.

different grains get mixed together.
If we ask the child to run in circles
the other way around, the probability
of the sand once again returning to
its original state of a black zone and
a white zone is so negligibly minute
that we can rule it out completely.
Smithson’s example thus describes
a movement that is irreversible.
At heart, entropy is a concept that
pertains to phenomena that likewise
cannot be reversed. We cannot erase
knowledge like nuclear fission,
but we can decide how we want to
use the new knowledge that science
produces.

It appears to me that technological development follows the laws
of entropy, in the sense that it has
become harder to separate different
components from each other. The
American artist Robert Smithson
describes entropy through the ex
ample of a child who runs around
in a sandbox consisting of both
white and black grains of sand.1 In
the beginning, all the black grains
of sand are on one side and the white
on the other, but as the child begins
running around in circles, the

In recent years, an important source
for my understanding of the world
of physics has been the Italian
physicist Carlo Rovelli. In his books,
Rovelli describes the abstract aspects
of scientific thinking, in particular
when it comes to the areas we don’t
fully understand yet.2 Time is one
such area, and it was not until fairly
recently that it became possible to
ascertain that time moves at different
speeds, that time is connected to both
space and gravity. The speed of time
varies according to our given altitude.

Image courtesy of the artist
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Left: Erlend Rødsten, Degassed Water, 2020. Water, vacuum, container. Dimensions variable. Middle: Erlend Rødsten, Spinning, 2020. Fan, vacuum, c ontainer.
Dimensions variable. Right: Erlend Rødsten, Gust, 2020. Sound recordings of wind, bluetooth-speaker, vacuum, container. Dimensions variable

Images courtesy of the artist
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Left: Erlend Rødsten, Cloud, in Memory of Thomas Midgley Jr., 2020. Detail. Refrigerator, refrigerant and steel wire. Dimensions variable
Right: Erlend Rødsten, Cloud, in Memory of Thomas Midgley Jr., 2020. Refrigerator, refrigerant and steel wire. Dimensions variable

Time thus seems to be flexible and
less constant than we previously
assumed. This new knowledge forces
us to conceive of time in a new way,
and a situation arises where we
must relate to a world that is more
fluid and unstable. As an extension
of that insight, it is interesting to
take a look back at the models that
have defined our current perception.
My work Quartz from 2019 investigates the mechanism of watches,
focusing on the mineral quartz and
its role as an important component
in our perception of time. Quartz
has the specific property that it can
deliver a steady and precise supply
of energy to the watch’s hands.
In actuality, the unvarying rhythm of
the hands says more about the mineral
quartz than it does about time, but
it has nonetheless influenced how
we perceive time. Rovelli’s books tell

the history of physics and modern
science, disciplines that constantly
strive to find a new model, one
more complete than the previous
incarnation and that in some cases
discards previous modes of thought.
It is unlikely that the new understanding of flexible time will change
everyday life radically. In regard to
time, the difference between living
by the sea and living on top of a
mountain is so infinitesimal that
it probably would not be perceptible.
Nevertheless, I believe we are well
served by reflecting on and discussing
what such radically different world
views entail, if only to become more
aware of phenomena we take for
granted. It is an exercise in critical
thinking.
In her book Vibrant Matter, the
American political theorist Jane

 ennett writes about the vitality
B
of things as she dissolves the divide
between living and dead matter.
She presents a model that regards
all matter as vital. It is not a question
of ascribing a soul and consciousness
to objects, but rather one of recognising matter as an active agent in our
environments and of identifying its
intrinsic properties and how these
properties affect our societies. Metals,
food, electricity, and other materials
we often regard as passive instead
coexist with humans in an active way.
Matter has a will to participate, and
Bennett puts her theories into a political context when she asks whether
hurricanes can depose presidents,
whether HIV can incite homophobia,
and whether typically American eating habits may have made Americans
more receptive to the propaganda that
led to the invasion of Iraq in 2003.3
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The materials that constitute the
components of a work have p
 hysical
properties, and these properties
are related to the role the material
performs outside the context of art.
Recently, several artists have worked
on forms of material consciousness
that exploit various materials’ inherent qualities. I am here thinking of
works by Nina Canell, Simon Starling,
and Cady Noland.
Nina Canell utilises materials’ in
trinsic properties rather than forces
the material to assume a certain
form in order to create the illusion
of being something else. This entails
that a work’s list of materials becomes
just as important as its title. The
description of the materials, which
traditionally has been of interest
mainly to conservators, is revitalised
as a fundamental part of the work
and as a key to understanding it.
For several of her works, Canell
indicates how many watts of electricity they consume, making electricity
in itself a component and not just
a symptom in the guise of light, heat,
or sound. Other works include factors
that are difficult to perceive but that
manifest themselves through the
description of the materials, such
as the oxygen-enriched air in Passage
(Saturated) (2012) and air that has
been culled from a specific location,
as in Of Air (2012).4
A recurring motif in Simon Starling’s
practice is materials that carry out
a transformation. A substance’s
ability to be transfigured and become
something else is a quality Starling
exploits in order to take the viewer
of an object along with him on

1
2

3
4

a journey out of the gallery and
into a sequence of events that took
place before the work was put on
public display. He operates as the
coordinator of this sequence of events,
and his works are not only the objects
that are on display in the gallery but
also the transformation that occurred
before the object ended up there.
Cady Noland’s art is closely connected
with her surroundings. Her practice
addresses the violence in existing
power structures found in architecture, consumables, and popular
culture. In the exhibition space, we
are confronted by a certain culture
through the objects that Noland
found in her surroundings. It is a
question of seeing political expression
in close-at-hand, everyday objects
that we rarely view as political actors,
such as scaffolds, walkers, fences,
and car tyres.
Working with mixed materials is
a way to use a broad range of material
qualities and associations to articulate
questions that reflect the environment
they came from. Material properties
and physics are the vocabulary of
my practice; they are the tools I use
to navigate a world that seems more
technologically complex than ever
before.
When I wander through empty
city streets and there’s a strong
wind, I sometimes imagine a scenario
where the streets are overflowing
with water and I’m sailing through
the inundated cityscape. In open
water, few structures exist that
prevent or alter the wind’s direction,
but in a city the buildings will

create wild, chaotic wind patterns.
This infrastructure causes the wind
to operate in entirely new ways:
a different climate will therefore
develop on every street, and the
wind’s direction and strength will
vary enormously compared with
the conditions out on the open, naked
sea. At the same time, the wind will
be more visible in an urban environment. I’m thinking here of the way
street lights hanging from wires
between buildings begin to sway
back and forth when the wind blows
strongly. This phenomenon pleases
me every time I encounter it, since
it reveals the movement patterns
of the otherwise transparent winds.
Such wire-mounted street lights
act like church bells when they
move, but instead of emitting sound,
it is cones of light that are tossed
in oscillating movements as dictated
by the wind. Traces also emerge
in the trees and vegetation along
the streets, becoming visual manifestations of the wind’s movement, both
at that particular instant and also
in the way a tree grows over the years:
an aged tree often bears the clear
imprint of the local climate, with the
trunk resembling an old, permanently
flexed muscle that has learned which
direction resistance most often comes
from. If I am to succeed in navigating the waters of the flooded city I
envision, a traditional sailboat would
be fairly unwieldy. Such navigation
would require a vessel far more flexible and adaptable to shifting weather,
and one that navigates according
to untraditional parameters. Thus,
you would have to build an entirely
new vessel that responds to this new
environment.

Robert Smithson, “A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic, New Jersey” (1967), in The Collected Writings, ed. Jack Flam (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1996), 74.
See Carlo Rovelli, Seven Brief Lessons on Physics, trans. Simon Carnell and Erica Segre (London: Penguin, 2016); Carlo Rovelli, Reality Is Not
What It Seems: The Journey to Quantum Gravity, trans. Simon Carnell and Erica Segre (London: Penguin, 2017); and Carlo Rovelli, The Order
of Time, trans. Erica Segre and Simon Carnell (London: Allen Lane, 2018).
Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010), 107.
For more on these works, see Nina Canell, Stray Warmings, exhibition catalogue (Minneapolis, MN: Midway Contemporary Art; Berlin:
Sternberg, 2014), 48, 142.

Emil Sandström, Installation view, BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, 2020. Foreground: Dew Point (A), 2020. Fiberglass mesh, steel, stainless steel, water,
ultrasound transducers, micro-controller, power supply, rubber. Dimensions variable. Background: Dew Point (B), 2020. Aluminium, steel, water,
thermoelectrical cooling units, CPU-fans, power supply, Perspex, rubber. Dimensions variable

Emil Sandström, Installation view, BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, 2020

Images courtesy of the artist
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A Flutter in the Facsimile

“I like late in the day. I like the day to night transfer.
I like the desaturation. It’s a high-speed eternity.”
— Trisha Donnelly1

The object was there, long before
you could look for it. Before you had
negotiated what to look for. Even
“looking for” might be the wrong
phrase to use — perhaps only a pheno
menological preconception. It’s not
that you shouldn’t be looking; only,
it could be that the object was already
expanded beyond sight, its body
stretching out beyond the edges
of its surfaces, it being surfaceless.
An appearance preceding the point
at which it allows itself to be made
visible.
*
Writing in Vibrant Matter, political
theorist Jane Bennett introduces
what she terms “a political ecology
of things,” suggesting that a reversal
of the common approach to materials
and objects as static, inert, or inactive
can open up new ways of engaging
with the natural as well as with
our built environments.2 Going on
to describe a chance encounter with
a seemingly random accumulation
of debris — a plastic glove, a mat

of oak pollen, a dead rat — she puts
pressure on the ability of things
to express a vitality and force
independent of human associations;
thing-power that appears through
the interplay of objects in assem
blages.3

The formation of dew is the result
of a physical reaction between surface
and atmosphere. As the temperature
of objects and their exteriors decline
to a certain point, the surrounding
air starts to lose its ability to hold
vapour, causing small drops of water
to form on the surfaces below.4

For months, I’ve been collecting copper
wiring. Salvaging it from the installation
of new workshop machinery and removing
it from various discarded devices —
multicoloured cables of various thicknesses
— and, with a knife and pliers, stripping
the rubber sheaths like skin. Approaching
the thin metallic hairs as carriers, of past
transmissions and intangible electrical
information. As if in a careful act of reverse
engineering, retrieving parts of their raw
material.

Massimo Bartolini’s 2 Weight
Dews (2012) initially seems to be
made up of two identical images.5
The panels, of aluminium and
wood, respectively, both painted
in a glossy greyish blue. But when
the work is approached more closely,
something besides their material
differences starts to emerge, as
a second image reveals itself atop
the panels’ monochrome surfaces,
a fine layer of water drops; a thin
veil of dew. Having never seen
the work in person, I’m left to rely
on the image given to me through
its description. It appears to me
as a model dew, one whose materiality
is made up of a number of properties ascribed and described. A static
construction of a situation existing

I tend to think of sculpture as a
set of in-betweens, a state, as something that becomes active through
its distances, acting as much in
its extending or bridging space
as it does in objects themselves.
*
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in natural abundance, one that
turns the outside in but that, through
fiction, escapes its default state
of appearing only temporarily.
Through its claims of creating or upkeeping weather, it’s as if its materials
are no longer fixed; instead, it’s an
extended abstract physicality, having
become part of the gallery’s atmosphere. Its image is that of a double,
of a visual resemblance to actual
weather and the fictional image
of what dew can do.

A mute, enactment
What — could possibly extend the morning?
While, possessing none of the anxieties of
water6

For her 2019 exhibition at Kunsthalle
Basel, Dora Budor created an installation in constant change.7 With the
historical status of the gallery space
preventing any large-scale physical
interventions, Budor instead used
the ongoing renovation of the nearby
Stadtcasino Musiksaal, a building
designed by the same architect, as
the catalyst and driving force behind
the development of the exhibition,
establishing a fictional and actual
link between the sibling venues.
The exhibition featured a continuous
live broadcast of sounds from inside
the sealed-off music hall, as well
as various parts and copies of pieces
of its old facade and furniture,
allowing for a transformation that
was taking place well outside the
reach of visitors to be at the same
time constantly present within
the exhibition.
In addressing what lies at the
border between the material and the
immaterial, Budor works with ways
of shifting our understanding and
experience of engaging with sculptural objects. In her exhibition, objects
appeared as if they had responsive
potentials, as agents or organs,

with which viewers could find
themselves in a state of coexistence
— a spatial negotiation that implies
a constant shifting back and forth
between senses, questioning the line
between real and fictive. It leads me
to think of the essay “Ruinophilia:
Appreciation of Ruins,” in which
writer and artist Svetlana Boym
dwells on what she describes as
the twenty-first century’s strange
fascination with decay:
“Ruin” literally means “collapse” — but actually, ruins are
more about remainders and
reminders. A tour of “ruin” leads
you into a labyrinth of ambivalent
temporal adverbs — “no longer”
and “not yet,” “nevertheless”
and “albeit” — that play tricks
with causality. Ruins make us
think of the past that could have
been and the future that never
took place, tantalizing us with
utopian dreams of escaping
the irreversibility of time.8
I’m attracted to the idea of the
not-yet object, of approaching the
term “ruin” as something more of
an entry point, a state of suspension where an object is found with
a fleeting open-endedness, with
the possibility of moving in several
directions at once. The not-yet object
suggests a way of thinking about
detritus and decay as being less
about nostalgia and more about
maintaining and redirecting. Perhaps a ruin could just as well be the
remnants of an idea. A refitting of
fragments into a new body or system.
A loophole or gateway, a conceptual
running room that allows for the
terminology of time to become interchangeable. Although the Stadtcasino
Musiksaal is not necessarily a ruin
per se, Budor used its reconstruction
as an arena in which to play with our
perception of past and present.

I’m consistently told that I’m too much in
my own head, that I need to get it all “out
on paper.” Head. What a convenient container
of information in its direct attachment
to one’s own spine.

For their collaborative work Of
Air (2012),9 Nina Canell and Robin
Watkins removed 3,800 ml of air
from the former study of the late
Russian scientist Dmitri Mendeleev,
in an act echoing that of an earlier
work, Marcel Duchamp’s 50 cc of
Paris Air (1919),10 for which Duchamp
supposedly filled a medicinal glass
ampoule with air from the streets
of Paris, to gift to a friend. Not only
turning air into a potential sculptural
material, both works also seem to
suggest an ability of air to be that
of recording the activity of thought
— that thinking and dreaming themselves somehow leave a continuous
and measurable material residue.
The idea has become airborne;
suggestively exhaled; a shapeless
aggregate hovering between the
ephemeral and the everlasting.
Implying that even the notion that
slipped by or evaded articulation
somehow persists.

Everything seems to me as if it is in a state
of constant feedback. A flicker, a fog.
In the studio, objects share the same kind
of speed, on some days even appearing
altogether the same.

Dust is an inseparable fusion of
activities, constantly set in motion,
displaced and reshuffled. A record
of action as well as inaction, dust
distorts the border between my
body and the objects with which
I engage; adapting to shape and form
through loss of its own. In her curator’s statement for Nuria Fuster’s 2019
solo exhibition CHRONO-MATTER:
Objects are closer than they appear, Sonia
Fernández Pan expands on the
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 ctional and material properties
fi
of dust: “The life of objects transcends
ours. They bring together human
and non-human memory. They carry
the meta-temporal scale of matter.
Time accumulates in objects thanks
to the constant settlement of dust
on their surface.”11
I think about the dirt that spreads
itself across my studio floor, of it
being the same and simultaneously
other than that which rests on objects
sitting on the tables and shelves.
I think of how it contains everything that never materialized in my
works, at the same time c onstituting
their most immediate laborious
by-products. Refracting the rays
of light streaming from the reading
light on my desk, the swirling

particles of dust seem to accentuate
the air itself — in the same way
as the thin layers of dust settled
on the numerous mirrors at the centre
of Fuster’s exhibition amplified the
matter between the viewer and the
object. A distance that intersects
with that of microscopic migrations12
on a transcontinental scale, putting pressure on the frustrations of
measure and remembrance.
*
At one point during my first
year at the academy, I found myself
kneeling down over the worn-down
tile flooring of the old school building
with a brush, applying thin layers
of latex. Slowly running through
the cracks and joints, the rubber

formula growing less transparent
with each coating. For her series
Basic Research (1991), Isa Genzken
made paintings by placing primed
canvases on top of layers of paint
directly applied to the floors of
her Cologne studio.13 The excess
paint was scraped off the canvases’
backs with a squeegee, before being
hung to dry. The same act was
repeated several times over a threeyear period, with Genzken cleaning
the floors completely of paint each
time before applying a new layer.
As I remove the hardened relief from
the hallway floor — pulling at years
of trampled dust and dirt — it leaves
behind a small rectangular swatch,
slightly lighter than its surroundings.
A ghost image, in place of a small
portion of material memory.

Images courtesy of the artist
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Left: Emil Sandström, Dew Point (A), 2020. Detail
Right: Emil Sandström, Dew Point (B), 2020. Detail

Images courtesy of the artist
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Left: Emil Sandström, Exit at Blindekadersteeg, 2018/2020. Steel, UV-printed mesh fabric. 120 x 180 cm. Installation view, BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, 2020
Right: Emil Sandström, Exit at Blindekadersteeg, 2020. Detail

A time stuck. And I wonder: however t horoughly Genzken cleaned
the floors between each repetition,
what architectural and material
trace could still be found imbedded
in and between the layers of
paint?
*
Originally working solely with
images of found objects and situations, Becky Beasley has progressed
in her practice from photographing
assemblages of discarded materials
to a meticulous crafting and manufacturing process. The relationship
between sculptures and their images
seems as if in a state of constant
flux, with objects moving endlessly
from one form of representation
to another. It’s as if the objects she
creates make up cinematic scenarios,

where the works simultaneously
take on the roles of both characters
and scenography, drifting in and
out of a story.

of producing a photographic image.
By way of a play on words to see if the
two could trade places, to feedback
through their shared terminology.

*

*

The photographic process could
in itself be seen as a form of sculptural
event — an accumulation of light
on a plane whose chemical composition suggests that its surface never
really was flat. The sculptural mould
relates to the cast object in ways
similar to how the photographic
negative relates to the developed
image. Two versions of information
in reverse. My first approach to
sculpture came through photography.
Through attempting juxtapositions
of image and form, I situated a number of sculptural objects as standins for various aspects and stages

“Music is the vibrational search for
a possible conspiration beyond the noise
of the environment and the recomposition
of fragments of noise in a sound that embodies
a conscious vibrational intention.”14

In the summer of 2016, I find myself
making a short sound recording while visiting
a Parisian church. My attempt at capturing
the ambience of the building is suddenly
interrupted by the sound of a single violin.
For a couple of seconds, my recording
of the building’s echo is transformed into
a situation of musical composition.
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In one of the rooms of what used
to be my grandfather’s home, there
is an old pump organ. I remember
being told as a child that the o rgan
was bought for the room when
the rest of its interiors were nearly
finished. Every other piece of furniture had been crafted by hand by
his grandfather, around the turn
of the twentieth century. My memory
slips, and I’m suddenly led to think
that I once learnt that the organ was
also built by the same person. I always
wanted to record it. After countless
winters standing against the wall
of an unheated room, its sonic functions had been reduced to a highpitched, dissonant howl, formed by
a series of latched keys and set against
the rhythmic hiss of the slow exhale
of the bellows.
*

Sound as a medium inhabits the
in-betweens. Constantly moving at
you and through you — the listener’s
body — becoming both receptor
and reproducer.
*
William Basinski’s four-part
 usical work The Disintegration Loops
m
(2002 – 03) started with the process
of attempting to digitally archive
a number of the composer’s older
recordings.15 As the twenty-yearold tape loops were fed through
a reel-to-reel as part of the digitisation process, their magnetic coating
started to deteriorate. Separated
from their plastic backing — increasingly so with each circulation — the
pre-existing sounds slowly started
to erase themselves, dry flakes of
tape falling to the bottom of the tape
deck. The result is a drawn-out decomposition, the old sounds merging
with the sound of their own disintegration. Becoming, in a way, the
process of an accumulation through
a simultaneous loss.

As the house became inaccessible to
me, I’ve come to rely on the constantly
shifting elements that compose its
sonic memory. Every time I approach
the organ, its sounds assume new
shapes. The fragments that remain
distinct weave together with the set
of words that emerge as possible to
describe them, a textual and auditive
double image — recognisable but
ceaselessly fluctuating.

A Voice
Attached,			
Coarse and wooden, bone?
				
And bellow lung

several

Leak

A Head
Constantly running
A Head, ahead of itself

*
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15

Trisha Donnelly, quoted in “Trisha Donnelly,” Serpentine Gallery, 2014, https://www.serpentinegalleries.org/exhibitions-events/
trisha-donnelly.
Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010), 4.
Bennett, Vibrant Matter, 10.
See “Dew,” National Geographic Resource Library, last updated August 1, 2013, https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/dew.
Massimo Bartolini, 2 Weight Dews, 2012, car paint, aluminium panel, wooden panel, dew, 125 x 250 x 2 cm (each panel).
I refer here to the writings of essayist and poet Francis Ponge, as presented in Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The World of Perception (New York:
Routledge, 2004), 64 – 65. On the material properties of water, specifically, its relationship to gravity, Ponge writes: “Water’s anxiety:
sensitive to the slightest change of incline. Leaping downstairs two steps at a time. Playful, childishly obedient, returning the moment
we call it back by tilting the slope this way.”
Dora Budor, I Am Gong, Kunsthalle Basel, May 24 – August 11, 2019. For more information, see “Dora Budor at Kunsthalle Basel,”
Contemporary Art Daily, September 7, 2019, https://contemporaryartdaily.com/2019/09/dora-budor-at-kunsthalle-basel.
Svetlana Boym, “Ruinophilia: Appreciation of Ruins,” Atlas of Transformation, 2011, http://monumenttotransformation.org/atlasof-transformation/html/r/ruinophilia/ruinophilia-appreciation-of-ruins-svetlana-boym.html.
Nina Canell and Robin Watkins, Of Air, 2012, desiccator, 3800 ml of air from Dimitri Mendeleev’s study, wood, Perspex. For more
on this artwork, see Nina Canell, Stray Warmings (New York: Midway Contemporary Art; Berlin: Sternberg, 2014), 142.
Marcel Duchamp, 50 cc of Paris Air, 1919, class ampoule (broken and later restored), 13.3 x 6.4 cm, in the collection of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art.
Sonia Fernández Pan, “Nuria Fuster: CHRONO-MATTER: objects are closer than they appear,” Efremidis Gallery, 2019, https://efremidisgallery.com/app/uploads/2019/07/CHRONO-MATTER_pressrelease-1.pdf. CHRONO-MATTER took place at Efremidis Gallery, Berlin,
September 7 – November 2, 2019.
According to research published by NASA, 64 million tons of airborne microparticles arrive in North American airspace from foreign
sources each year. See “Dust Dominates Foreign Aerosol Imports to North America,” NASA, August 2, 2012, https://www.nasa.gov/topics/
earth/features/dust-imports.html.
Isa Genzken, Basic Research, 1991, oil on canvas, 124.5 x 120 cm, in the collection of the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago.
Franco “Bifo” Berardi, Breathing: Chaos and Poetry (New York: Autonomedia, 2019), 24.
William Basinski, The Disintegration Loops, 2062 Records, 2002 – 03.
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Viktor Strand
The Sun Is Fantastic, I Really Want to See It

In Strömtorp, Degerfors, Värmland.
Father, mother, and son sit down
at the kitchen table each day. Mother
cooks the food. Over dinner, father
and son have discussions. For and
against.
It’s lovely in the summertime
and awful in the winters. I’m
in the woods; if I can find a fir tree,
I’m happy. A spruce is more prob
lematic, because of its propensity
for growing low branches, close
to the ground. The fir is planted.
The spruce is planted. The hand
has been there, in the soil. One like
mine. I’m part of the production
chain. It’s a matter of the mathematics, the blueprint, the proportions,
the direction of the woodgrain
and its hue. The colours shift from
light to dark brown, with dashes
of purple. There’s something amusing
about standing here in the machine
room. Although I’m alone, doing
monotonous work can rejuvenate
me, and make my thoughts wander
off, deep into my imagination. After
working for a while, my body stiffens
and starts to feel heavy. I’m taking
part in my own local heritage.
Working to ensure that you’re
carrying your own weight, and thus
earning your entitlement to a life
in this s ociety. I find it satisfying,
and there’s something liberating
about it, too. The process recharges
my batteries. Energy that exists
to be spent within a specific context.
It is intended for the collective, for
experiencing life through an action,
an event, or a progression.
I consider myself to be rather
unintelligent in terms of factual
knowledge and “book learning.”

I process information slowly,
and I can’t remember names unless
I can connect them to faces I’ve seen.
The above was written in a deliberate attempt to alienate myself.
To degrade myself to the point where
I won’t take a stand. Regard myself
as a victim. At first sight, it seems
truthful and reliable. After some
time passes, I am simply of nothing.
Worthy of pity, perhaps. That’s the
true meaning here. It’s remarkable
to see what can be achieved with
a power like this. For anybody else
to want to associate with me,
or even touch me.
“Socrates: Then he who voluntarily
errs and does disgraceful and unjust acts,
Hippias, if there be such a man, would
be no other than the good man.
Hippias: I cannot agree with you,
Socrates, in that.
Socrates: Nor I with myself, Hippias;
but that appears at the moment to be
the inevitable result of our argument.”1
One eye peers through the video
camera’s viewfinder while the
other takes in the surrounding
landscape. Detecting different obstacles. Everything is in motion here.
There’s no brake or gas pedal. It’s
all a constant flow. The same rhythm,
the same meditative motion. Inhale,
exhale. When the eye moves away
from the viewfinder, the moment
has passed. “Is this material credible?,”
a voice in my head asks me, referring to the notion of understanding
an act, a narrative, or an object and
simultaneously giving up control over
your surroundings. It’s the promise
of discovery that tempts me, as well
as the challenge of residing in what
truly is. I’ve been carrying around

a sentence from the novelist Herta
Müller: “When we don’t speak,
said Edgar, we become unbearable,
and when we do, we make fools
of ourselves.”2 Lacking the ability
to make yourself commit. Just standing there, entirely still. The world
around me repeats itself. Repetition
builds up the system, maintaining
it and recalling the mode of execution.
Where are the new additions made?
I’m regarding this opportunity as
a potential escape. There’s no hope
here. I need more hope. How can
I create hope?
“But it is living art and living history
that I love. If we have no hope for the future,
I do not see how we can look back on the
past with pleasure.”3
My nightmares are more frequent;
I’m also not sleeping, and I’m lashing
out more at the people around
me. The persistent feeling is that
my m
 emory is going to abandon
me. The controlling voices are inside
my brain. The voices sound different
depending on what they have to
say. They are neither pleasant nor
good. I listen to what they have
to say. Try to grasp their function.
Deliberate on what is going to h
 appen,
and what already has. It’s all about
keeping my ego in check, and I feel
the romantic spirit of my youth slowly
slipping away from me. It hurts. I
pretend to be a memory. Remember
things. Tell a story. My father says he
can’t remember his childhood. It no
longer exists. I tell stories. Attempt
to understand why I do that.
“The History of Nature contained all
Robert needed to know about this world;
the Bible, about the world hereafter.

Left: Viktor Strand, Untitled, 2020. Analog photograph. 60 x 40 cm. BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2020
Right: Viktor Strand, Installation view from BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, 2020. Left: Untitled, 2020. Analog photograph, 60 x 40 cm. Right: Glimtar
Av humor I Grå Tid, 2020. Video, 11:20 min.

Robert now owned two books, one
worldly and one religious. Rinaldo had
said that all people ought to read these
books — from one they learned about
the body and all earthly things, from the
other about the soul and things spiritual.”4
“Listen: ‘You can grab a piece of wood,
or a rock, in your hand, and hold on
to it. But you can’t do that with water.
You see, water is fluid and evasive. All
fluids, like water, soda, beer, or milk, can
form drops and are referred to as liquids.
Because they are wet.’”5
A friend of mine told me that he
works with me because I finish
my projects. No matter how they
are progressing. My identification.
The frame that is mounted over
the photograph, or the black space

outside the viewfinder of the
video camera. Thought has its
limits, and an idea can never reach
further than that particular boundary. Something in my mind urges
me to cross that line. Reveal what
lies beneath. Is it the structure
I want to show you, or is it all just
a demonstration of how a disassembly can look? Something that’s
being stripped down. From now
on, the viewer might find a continuation in that which is stripped down,
being left to contemplate the com
pletion of the work on their own.
Let their imagination run wild.
But if it’s all left up to the viewer’s
imagination, what remains in my
place? I don’t want to give the viewer
possibilities — I want to give them
a context. Something to exist in,

and experience. Like the artist
Yayoi Kusama, I want to present
a world in abstract. The abstraction
must be familiar. I want the viewer
to recognise what it is, and express
their experience audibly (“aha!”
or “aah!”). Examples of this are
objects that resemble something
other than themselves. A section
of flooring that appears to be a rug.
Rugs are soft, but the rug in front
of you is hard, because of the material
that’s been chosen. This becomes
a mathematical formula. The formula
itself is no more than an excerpt
from a larger work. For the formula
to function, it has to refer to something greater. If it doesn’t, the object
that is hard but pretending to be soft
will just be something that’s hiding,
without letting us know anything
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about the aesthetics involved,
or directing itself towards the idea.
What I’m reacting to is the fact
that it’s pretending. I want the
artwork to just be and the thought
to move towards neither softness
nor hardness. The artwork should
remain in the idea, and there can
be a sense of the softness of the
work within the hardness, as
a component of the original idea.
The oval surrounds us. It’s dark,
and the air is heavy with sweat.
People are spread out on thin
mattresses that have been placed

on the floor. People are sleeping
here. Tehran-Geles (2019) by Arash
Nassiri is being projected onto
the mounted screen.6 Present-day
drone footage from over Tehran.
Interviews with people who
have left the city, who relate their 
memories to us. The drone footage
exemplifies a Hollywood aesthetic.
Clean, with no more than a suggestion
of the darkness that’s falling over
the city’s skyscrapers and infrastructure. The video has a paralysing
effect. My friend and I are both
locked in place in front of the film.
It hypnotises us. My thoughts turn

to the stage beneath the screen,
and also to standing on that stage.
An audience gathers before a
space that is dedicated to the events
that will follow. Chairs have been
arranged in rows. The audience sits
down to witness what will unfold
before their eyes. A shared experience.
The auditorium, or the cinema
theatre. I want to initiate something
here. I’m going to approach the
idea of theatre. I want to produce
a play. The play turns into a film,
which carries over to a play, which
carries over to an exhibition. Collaboration is a tool. Inviting others
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is an important aspect. What I’m
after is something organic. Something that moves and wants to grow
larger. Something like an oozing,
black mass.
I want the title to sing to me.
I haven’t yet found the way to finding
one. The title reveals the dialogue
between myself and the artwork.
One word, or two, or more — how
many is irrelevant. Formulating my
thoughts into written words is a
learning process for me. A position
emerges for me to commit to.
If I haven’t yet discovered a title,
that s uggests that some form
of understanding has yet to occur.
It doesn’t necessarily have to happen
immediately; it can mature over
time. If I never find a title, that
means there’s something I don’t
understand.
A jigsaw puzzle being solved by
history, piece by piece. A trained
eye might interpret the puzzle,
but I simply try out pieces, blindly.
The fear of failure makes itself known.
As long as things seem new, you
have nothing to lose. Over time,
a sense of shame will emerge

in relation to your practice. Yet
another line to cross. In the moment,
it seems worse than it really is. I’m
in a definite state, which is beginning
to unravel and fall apart, allowing
my mind to move freely once more.
I’ve tried to abandon my monochrome
palette. I’ve quested for colour.
It’s been going on for a few years.
The greyscale is echoed by the photo
graph. The camera, in its capacity
as machine, sets the limitations.7
It accommodates a specific range
of possibilities. I see enlargements
of blobs of paint. They are beautiful
portraits. Something mathematical
about the grid paper behind the
blob. The framer is exalted. It feels
like something out of the ordinary,
something that looks good. I read
about the film They Shall Not Grow
Old (2018) online:
— “the Great War, for better
or for worse, has been defined
by people’s imaginations, based
on the footage that has always
been used in documentaries,
and which, for obvious reasons,
looks terrible.”
— So: no historians, no narrators.8

It’s all about selling the picture.
It needs to be sold to the viewer’s
soul. Footage that has lost its his
torical meaning, over which people
are supposed to be telling their
stories. But there is nobody still
alive to speak. The historian has
lost all reason for being. The archive
as an immortal figure. Like something fading in the sun. The colour
that fades and disappears has
returned to make us see and buy
its content once more. All the
while, our faith in humanity’s
future is growing.
If the future no longer equals
progress, what kind of person is
this giant, and can we accept that
it is a self-destructive, self-loathing
character? “Therein is unmasked
a photography which is able to
relate a tin of canned food to the
universe, yet cannot grasp a single
one of the human connections
in which that tin exists; a photo
graphy which even in its most
dreamlike compositions is more
concerned with eventual saleability
than with understanding,” says
philosopher Walter Benjamin.9
I have embraced this idea,
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Left: Viktor Strand, Mr. Green, 2020. Analog photograph. 44 x 28 cm
Right: Viktor Strand, Mr. Green, 2020. Analog photograph. 44 x 28 cm

in an attempt to understand
what’s going on. Disassembly has
been a way for me to focus my efforts
on the content. Deconstructing
the photograph as a way of looking
at the photograph. All I want to
see is the photograph. The portrait,
the content. A thought stands and
falls with its content. It feels important to have some kind of encounter
with others. To not isolate myself
with my work. I polish the metal plate
with Autosol. It reflects my face, like
a mirror. It reminds me of the polished
engine blocks that were common
among my crowd when I was younger.
Now, I heat up the metal plate so it
will make the photo paper glossier.
I want to stay there, in the black-
and-white photograph.
Scriptwriting. I’ve planned out
how to use people around me as
characters. They will play themselves.
There’s no reason to alter their personalities or their natural behaviours.
I construct the scenes around these
people. I imagine how they’ll move,
how they’ll speak, and how we’ll
watch them. The narrative spins

itself as I write, plucking inspiration
from works of literature, current
events (both news and events from
my personal life), and images from
other films, like Three Colours: Blue
(1993).10 Examples of images from this
film: A coffee cup rests on the long
side of a table. Steam rises from the
dark liquid in the white mug. A hand
begins to stir the black liquid with a
spoon and a conical whirl shoots down
towards its centre. These i mages have
somehow attached t hemselves
to my memory, and I leave them there,
to see if they will be of any i nterest
when I’m writing the script. It crosses
my mind that they might be somehow
related to a time gone-by. They serve
as repetitions of the story, something
that’s recurring. Before the shoot, I
try to find a style to use in my photo
graphy. I ask myself what it is I want
to express, what pacing I should
give the video, and what direction
to follow in the editing work. I have
long been inspired by the collaborations between director Josephine
Decker and cinematographer Ashley
Connor, who achieve something very
simple but effective by fixing the

focus and then moving the camera
so as to follow the movement of the
subject. This fixes the camera in a
rigid style while allowing it to remain
fluid and mobile in its struggle to
keep the focus on the right object.
I create storyboards, but only
for the transitions between scenes.
I need to store all the information
for the event itself, to be fully present
while directing. This is best summed
up as making all the practical de
cisions ahead of time. The shoot
is where it all happens. Here we
all are, together: the actors, myself,
perhaps a technician. I think of the
actors as creators, on an equal footing
with me. They have their own ideas
about the event. I depend on them,
and they depend on me. We base
our work on the script. The dialogue
never sounds quite right when the
actors utter it, so I retain the content
or meaning but alter the words and
their order through improvisation.
One problem that arises is when
movement occurs concurrently with
dialogue. When there is too much
going on at once, it becomes more
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difficult to listen. Then, I fall back
on technical considerations and
surrender my control over the events
in the scene. The actors will have
to take responsibility for that. The
situation is something that can only
be changed and evolve as a result
of practical execution. Because
I want to move the camera around
more. The more films I make, the
more I come to care about the stories,
but the less of a story they seem
to become. I can’t make sense of the
chemistry involved there. Perhaps
I should let go of my urge to narrate,
so that I might narrate.
“The world rolls round for ever like a mill;
It grinds out death and life and good and ill;
It has no purpose, heart or mind or will.”11
From time to time, the master comes
to my mind. My ego loves it, and I
think of the people we refer to as “the
elite.” The high and mighty. Occasionally, the invisible. Becoming one of
them is a great source of motivation
for me, but it’s also disappointing to
realise who I want to be and what
I’m striving for. At the same time,
I comfort myself by learning to love
the evil within me. The philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche agrees: “The great
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epochs of our life are at the points
when we gain courage to rebaptize
our badness as the best in us.”12
And if I were to reach this point,
and have the courage to face my
full potential, and all its limitations,
something beautiful will happen
— or so my thinking goes, in all its
simplicity. The complexity reveals
itself immediately, admonishing me
that I should refrain from simplifying
reality. Or something involving the
word “truth.” I’m thinking of Cheryl
Dunye’s second short film, Janine
(1990).13 It’s the simplest film I’ve ever
seen. The story is the film. It’s right
there, beyond the aesthetics. The
information. The multifaceted verso.
That’s how I want to make my works,
too. Simple and comprehensible
on the recto. Complex and multi
faceted on the verso. Something has
happened. I can’t feel the fear anymore. It has receded. Away from me.
The studio is tidy. Works hang on
the walls, and I see a piece that isn’t
good, or I think that it isn’t good.
The blobs of paint. I take in what
they have to say and think of the
title, Mr. Green (2020), and I realise
that I don’t know what they mean.
Are they looking to be sold, or is
the content present? The process

is incomplete; it carries on in the
belief that the communication will
be made clearer down the line.
“It is all that desire of good things
and of being happy — Love most mighty
and all-beguiling. Yet, whereas those
who resort to him in various other ways
— in money-making, an inclination to
sports, or philosophy — are not described
either as loving or as lovers, all those
who pursue him s eriously in one of his
several forms obtain, as loving and as
lovers, the name of the whole.”
“‘I fancy you are right,’ I said.”14
Like a member of the Swedish
nouveau riche. People like that often
turn into boors, and I run an equal
risk of becoming a boor. I need to
settle on a legacy, a place, and a sense
of belonging. It’s my duty to come
to a decision about these things.
I need a friendly voice in all this.
One that will clear a path for me
to progress along. My ego holds my
hand and tells me that I’m the best,
without offering any explanation.
I love it, and I listen gladly, and my
desire to continue my work grows.
I’m able to smile at this voice,
and accept that I need it.
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Familiar Unfamiliarity

Until the age of five, I barely spoke,
and only showed moderate interest in
playing with other children. Instead,
I spent my time in the flowerbeds
in our garden, where I would dig
for worms and bugs with my yellow
plastic spade. As soon as the springtime thaw had sufficiently softened
the soil, I would be out there for a few
hours every day. As I grew older, the
scope of my explorations expanded.
I abandoned the flowerbeds in the
garden for the nearby forest, where
my new pastime was picking up rocks
to look for insects hidden underneath.
It was the bugs’ variety of colours
and their incomprehensible forms
that caught my interest, and I inspected them up close, meticulously. I was
particularly fond of the dark carapace
of beetles, which would shimmer
blue, green, and purple in the rays
of the sun. These shifts of colour were
something that I often found myself
attracted to. I remember when my
mother got our family’s first dog.
We went to a kennel where they
bred German shepherds. When we
arrived, one of the dogs caught my
eye: the light reflecting off the black
fur on its back gave it a blueish sheen.
Before I could stop myself, I blurted
out to my mother, “Let’s take that blue
one!” After this incident, she took
me to an optician, believing I was
colour-blind.
A Self-portrait
I’ve always thought of my works
as self-portraits, although I define
the term more broadly than “a direct
representation of my own exterior.”
What I’m after is an undertone,

one that suggests that my selfportrait is an extension of the place
where I grew up. My non-verbal
explorations as a child instilled
a conviction in me that remains to
this day: you might discover the most
astounding things in the most mundane materials, as their first impressions never tell the whole story. In
painting, my non-verbal exploration
is no longer silent, or introverted;
it makes its way outwards. The paint
is key — it makes the world comprehensible, but it also does the exact
opposite of that. In my work, I’ve
always felt driven to explore the
unfamiliar familiarity of the paint’s
material aspects.
During my first year at Malmö Art
Academy, my painting was figurative.
I used images from the Digital Bild i
Söderhamn (DIBIS), a digital archive
in Söderhamn, where I grew up,
as references. In this way, I explored
colour accents and the application
and materiality of paint. Eventually,
my works began to revolve around
materiality to such an extent that
the figure I was painting began to
get in the way of the very language
of the medium. I found that the most
suggestive aspects resided in the
physical nature of the paint.
I then abandoned the use of reference photographs and began to focus
exclusively on the painting itself.
I spent my whole second year exploring painting without the constraints
of figuration or photographic references. I made abstract compositions
on linen canvases and worked on

r efining material expressions that
I had previously developed in my
figurative works. My i nvestigations
concerned the ways that these
material expressions appeared
when disconnected from figures
and scenery. I also made some
smaller works on patterned fabrics
and unprimed wood, activities that
I considered peripheral to my
practice at the time.
At that year’s annual student
e xhibition, I exhibited a number
of large-scale paintings on canvas.
It felt like an appropriate selection
of works in that moment. With
hindsight, though, I found myself
confounded by something. When
I looked at my works, I felt that
my painting had reached a dead
end, a point from which I saw
no clear way forward. That whole
approach to painting no longer felt
relevant to me. It was the surface
I had chosen for these paintings that
caused this reaction. My interest
in the linen canvas had faded, and
I needed to find a wholly new
approach to my work.
Breaking Point
I returned to the works I’d made
on other surfaces, the paintings
that I’d previously regarded as
peripheral. Now, they guided the
direction of my work.
However, I still had one important
step left to take. I wanted to connect
these surfaces to my background,
as a material starting point for my
painting. I required the materials
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to have a personal significance to me,
to make them familiar to me while
remaining unfamiliar in the context
of painting. I went to the place where
I grew up: Skensta, which is in the
countryside, about five kilometres
from Söderhamn. It’s a small village
where my parents still live today.
I went there to look for materials
in their attic, and I found a lot
of stuff they’d saved from when
I was growing up. Old sports gear,
bed linen, shirts, and rugs — all
things with patterns and structures
that I could see potential in. They
would raise some initial resistance
to my painterly thinking, which
meant that I would be able to work
with them.
Having to relate to the existing
expression of the material forces
the painting process into a somewhat contradictory state,

which is produced when the surface
is invaded by the paint. The paint
that I add to the surface also erases
the expressions within it. When the
surface is attacked and contextualised
for interpretation as a painting, this
gives rise to an interaction in which
the painterly gestures are in direct
correspondence with the patterns and
structures of the surface. This means
that the surface influences my painting on the same level as the paint that
invades it. The personal significance
of the surface makes the initial act of
painting an act of vandalism. A feeling
much like drawing on wallpaper as
a child. This sense of vandalism occurs
when the material is still transitioning from an affectively charged object
into a component to be used in the
painting process. The materials often
spend a lot of time in my studio before
I feel ready to go through with the
first application of paint.

When the paint encounters
the s urface, it experiences varying 
degrees of resistance. The coarse,
woven structure of the rag rug,
or the way sheets absorb paint.
The rhythm of the goalie jersey’s
aggressive fluorescent shades,
which impacts the colour chords
of the painting. Suggestions and
associations found in other objects
can trigger the personal affect I’m
after. In those cases, the affective
value resides in interpreting them
as or associating them with another
material or experience, rather than
in any existing sentiment towards
the objects. Like the waves from
a passing fishing boat, which
I associate with plastic roofing.
My starting point for the series
Blue Mustang (2019) was a blue vinyl
fabric, which has the same colour
and reflective surface as my dad’s
’78 Ford Mustang. The car has
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two white stripes along its
entire length, and these became
the starting point for a painterly
choreography.
When I’m choosing materials,
the thing that catches my attention
is the associations that a material’s
expression induces in me. I value
these insinuations so highly that
they end up replacing the material’s
original context and function. Like
a length of styrofoam, a mosquito
net, or a bedspread, for instance.
Everyday materials, like the ones
that Gedi Sibony attacks in his work.
Sibony often works on found objects that were abandoned by their
owners, such as cardboard boxes
and used door panels. The materials
he works with have been displaced
from their contexts and have lost
their functional value as a result.
He uses a minimalist expression
that sees him making very sparse

interventions into the objects. He
responds and relates to the materials’
expressions with painting and tape
and a considerable sensitivity to
their forms. In doing this, he infuses
them with a painterly essence,
an act that seems to reach beyond
the limitations of the materials
in question. The works end up in
an in-between state that I find to
be essential, and which arises in the
awareness that you’re experiencing
an everyday material that you are also
interpreting as a painting. You are
tossed from one perception to another.
Sibony’s works are frugally executed, and some of them are difficult
to distinguish from readymades.
In his works, I sense an intentional
disconnect from the act of painting.
This is also where we differ, since
I strive to challenge the surface
with the material expression and
physicality of painting.

Frozen Ground
When I paint, I use a mixture of
acrylics and spackling paste, which
lets the medium take on a wide
range of consistencies. This also
makes it very workable in a sculptural
sense, allowing me to alter the surface
structure of the material I paint on.
I use a putty knife and large, flat
brushes to move the paint around
and dig into it. I have to work quickly,
because the spackling paste makes
the paint dry fast, and thus sets a
deadline for my work. The tempering
of the paint induces a certain sense
of nerve and concentration in me.
I have to get the painting right before
the medium hardens.
Apart from spackle and acrylic,
I mostly use spray-paint. I use
it to highlight the structure of the
paint, tighten up surfaces, and
calm down areas. It also contrasts
with the physical painting that
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it lands on, leaving traces behind
where my body has moved across
the surface. The spray-paint alters
the expression of the painting
without disrupting the form and
structure of the spackling paste
mixture. Something that influences
my painting is observations of
painterly events at my parents’
farm. These could involve anything
from the spray-paint my dad accidentally applied to the tool cupboard
in the garage, to the patches on the
barns’ blotchy, red walls, to the black
corrugated roofing where the paint
has peeled and cracked.
A Reflection of Visual Exploration
When I was little, my dad had a boat
in Skärså, a fishing village on the
outskirts of Söderhamn. In the water,
I could see echoes of shimmering
beetle colours in the films of petrol
left on the water by boat engines.
As a kid, I spent a lot of time fishing
with my dad, and we made our own
lures by carving wood into crude
fish effigies. Then, we spray-painted
them in bright, fluorescent yellow
and red.
The inlets near Skärså have a
lot of shallows, which makes the
experience of making your way
over the algae-ridden rocks rather
disquieting. Fishing with my dad
was a mostly wordless pastime,

and we each carried out our
different roles at sea quite autonomously. I clearly remember how
my dad would sit at the helm, while
I stood stooped over the bow. I was
intently scouring our path for rocks,
to keep us from going aground. I
stared at the dark-teal shades of the
water and its sweeping swells —
very similar to the colours and brushstrokes Rita Ackermann has used
for her painting series Coronation and
Massacre of Love (2017). All the while,
my orange life jacket and my red
soccer cap reflected back at me in
the surface of the water. I find myself
in a situation much like that when
I’m painting. I can do in-depth work
on the painting, but when the paint
hardens, I find myself thrown back
to the surface layer. I need to keep
my gaze focused and yield completely
to the logic of painting. I need to stay
alert to when I should cease painting,
but also remain attentive to the ever-
present expression of the material,
much like a reflection on water.
Relocation
The places and experiences I’m
describing here are the kinds of places
and experiences that I often find myself transported to by my own works
and by those of others. This relocation
to something that lies beyond the
work itself fascinates me. I simultaneously experience two moments in

time, and two sequences of events,
because of a work’s purely material
aspects. This, in turn, reveals to
me the constant correspondence
that goes on between the self, the
present, and the past. When I attended the Pernby School of Painting
in Stockholm, we visited the Museum
of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York,
where I found myself drawn to First
Landing Jump, one of Robert Rauschenberg’s “combine” pieces from 1961.
This work is an assemblage of objects
mounted on a wooden board that
has been scaled and sized to suggest
a painted canvas. A large piece of
leather covers the top section of the
board, creating a horizon that splits
the work in two. At the board’s
lower edge, a car tire breaks with
the rectangular base of the painting
and reaches down towards the floor.
The tire’s rim has been detached
and placed so as to overlap with the
leather sheet at the top of the painting. There is something about the
way that the objects in First Landing
Jump behave within the image space,
detached from their natural contexts,
that took hold of me. As I stood
there at MoMA, I was also at home,
in my parents’ driveway, where
the rim illuminated the pitch-dark
night. It lay there, thick as the leather,
between the trees, and the grain
of the wooden board suggested
plough lines.
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Later that same day at MoMA,
something similar happened
when I viewed one of Mark Rothko’s
paintings, executed in caput mortuum
and blackish purple. Here, instead,
it was caused by the application
of the paint; its dark, flickering un
certainty and the division of surfaces
on the canvas caused a relocation.
It showed as much conviction as
the objects in Rauschenberg’s First
Landing Jump. Standing there, in front
of Rothko’s painting, I relived an
experience from my late teens.
My older brother and I had missed
the last bus home after a night at
the bar. We wandered home, drunk,
along the road in the dark. By the
time we passed by Skenstaviken
lake, the landscape came into view
as the early morning sun began to
divert the dark, the sky dyed a brownish purple behind the dark treetops.
The light and the colours split the
landscape in two, and the fields
became visible. So did the haze
of the densely reeded Skenstaviken,
which was just as obvious a presence
as the scent of the newly threshed
grain in the foreground.
I’ve tried to approach that place
by means other than objects and
painting. I sometimes return to
the DIBIS digital photo archive.
The archive contains photographs
from Söderhamn and goes back
for generations. These images relate
a local narrative of activities steeped
in tradition, factory work, and
sports. Although the depicted scenes
are familiar, there is a remarkable
distance here. The stories in the
archive don’t match up with my own
physical experiences of the landscape,
which raises an emotional barrier
within me. I felt a closer proximity
to the landscape in Ackermann’s
swooping gestures, Rothko’s colours,
and Rauschenberg’s assemblage of
objects.

A Waiting Space
In my recent practice, I’ve found
myself taking an increasing interest
in the relationship between painting
and the space it is to inhabit, as an
extension of the act of painting.
I explore how seriality, materiality,
and hanging can activate the paintings as physical entities within the
space. The five paintings in the series
Blue Mustang each invade the space
in different ways. Three of them lean
against the wall, while the other two
lie before them on the floor. The reflective qualities of the hard, stretched
vinyl fabric of the canvases cause
the eye to flit between the reflections
of the space, the viewer, and the
neighbouring paintings.

but I couldn’t resist the temptation
to visit that place again. I scaled
the fence and, when I reached
the deepest pool, I climbed down
the somewhat crooked ladder.
The empty pool iridescent in shades
of turquoise, blue, and earth tones.
The concrete was mottled and
riddled with cracks. The diving
boards had been removed and there
was graffiti on the walls of the pool.
In some places grass had pushed
through the floor, which was teeming
with lizards. The walls, alarmingly,
seemed to be closing in on me. It
was disquieting, as though the place
was rejecting my presence. But, at
the same time, the lizards and the
vegetation were luring me in.

The works in my series Trampoline
Paintings are caught in mid-motion,
leaving the wall. Mounted on bent
steel pipes, the paintings physically
make their way into the space.
In one work, one painting overlaps
with another, and both are s upported
with the same kind of bent steel
pipes. The overlapping painting
reaches outwards while the other
is propelled back towards the wall.
These structures are both in dialogue
with the architecture that surrounds
them and possess a shared language
of form that puts them in communi
cation with one another. They inhabit
a borderland where painting takes
on sculptural expressions, but they
also allude to the conventional relationship between a painting and
the wall behind it.

Blue Dog
Whenever my practice goes
through a change, my explorations
can become unstructured, and the
material dialogue can at times seem
entirely incomprehensible. I get
disoriented and lose my personal
point of attachment. It’s as though
I am wading through future rings
on the water, watching myself
sitting there in the flowerbed with
my yellow spade, anxiously asking
myself, “Are you still present?”

The Trampoline Paintings refer to
a specific event. I was ten years old,
and I was visiting the Vågbrobadet
swimming facility in Söderhamn —
a place where my family had spent
much of our free time in the preceding
years. Now, the pools had been closed
down and were no longer in use,
but they had yet to be demolished.
I knew that I was trespassing,

I think my mother felt similarly
when I pointed at the blue dog.
But perhaps what fuels my explorations in painting today is the same
fascination that caused me to be
so captivated by the blue back of that
German shepherd, that gave me the
urge to overturn rocks in the woods,
and that instilled in me the conviction
that I might find the most incredible
of surprises in the flowerbeds. The
material exploration that makes me
feel that I’m on to something, brought
forth by the contextual and expressional detours the material takes
as it becomes part of the process
of painting.

Left: Majse Vilstrup, Supply and a Million Times Goodbye, 2020. 4k film projection. Installation view, BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2020
Right: Majse Vilstrup, Supply and a Million Times Goodbye, 2020. 4k film projection. Installation view, BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2020

Majse Vilstrup, Supply and a Million Times Goodbye, 2020. Video still
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Being Seen Seeing

The last time I was up in the
air, I managed to get a seat
right in front of one of the flight
attendants, who was doing the
usual presentation of the safety
instructions. I was struck
with a feeling of sitting way
too close, as if I were stepping
into a sphere of intimacy.
Suddenly, I could look right
through the r ehearsed professional
movements and into something
else. I noticed the unconscious,
spontaneous face and body
movements; I saw the d
 etails in
her make-up and could almost
sense that I was able, through
these details, to grasp her own
self-image.

I am constantly curious about
why people behave the way they
do and what this looks like. It is
a form of microsociology in everyday
life, a kind of face-to-face analysis
of behaviour within a social norm
or group.

In a few crucial ways, the
personalised features of her
presentation distinguished
themselves from her colleagues’
synchronous movements. I felt
that, here, I was breaking a
social norm by sitting and staring
at her, albeit under the cover
of what was, in the situation,
a perfectly acceptable and
expected behaviour.

As an author of sorts, I am trying
to enclose and describe situations
from the outside. What arises is a
dramaturgy of my own that attempts
to depict and crystallise how people
behave in predetermined situations
— at a workplace, at an institution,
or at a private event.

Perhaps it was because I caught
sight of the asymmetry between
the flight attendants’ calculated
professionalism and the more
human and involuntary aspects
that disclose the unconscious
and irrational. I was reflecting
myself in her, and r ecognising
some of the hidden patterns in
our behaviour that testify to
our shared vulnerability.

What does it look like, for 
example, when body language
becomes professionalised, in the
case of a flight attendant, a chef,
or an auctioneer?
What kind of look do you give to strangers
as you pass them on the street? How is
it possible to forget the name of a person
the moment after you’ve shaken their
hand? Is it easier to maintain eye contact
through a mirror?

A kind of simplification is going
on in my head, and I’m thinking,
“Isn’t this absurd?” As an artist,
I am interested in testing and maybe
even breaking down the rationale
and “naturalness” with which I
and many others appear to perceive
our expected reality and everyday
lives.
In my films and in my artworks,
the characters most often know less
than the viewer. What c onsequently
arises is some kind of relation
of disparity. I spontaneously and

frequently experience my own
surroundings as being irrational
and imperfect: it is often this
irrationality — hidden in something
that is otherwise rational — that
I become interested in, as a viewer.
I had an experience on the train
a few weeks ago: three customs
officers and one dog suddenly turned
up in the train car at the moment
we were crossing the Danish-Swedish
border. The officers began an ex
amination of the compartment
and let the dog rummage through
and between the seats. I saw how
the other passengers, including those
who were at the other end of the
train car, all sat with their eyes wide
open and followed each and every
movement of the officers and
the dog.
The dog got the scent of something
behind one of the seats. One of the
customs officers was pushing onward,
rather quickly, unconvinced that
there could be anything requiring
his attention; the second officer
had his hand firmly placed in his
pants; and the third was on all fours,
together with the dog, looking
under the seats.
All this absorbed my interest.
I watched how my fellow passengers
were completely fascinated by the
officers’ investigation. The other
passengers were sitting — watching
as if eating popcorn — and hoping
for something to happen. Maybe
the dog would find something with
blood on it?
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Such situations always make
me think of the ambivalent and
the c omical in people — that there’s
something liberating in being allowed
to sink listlessly and apathetically
into what is going on outside oneself,
outside the intellect. It appears
to me that such a condition is also
linked to a sense of enjoyment,
maybe because we, in the act of
contemplation, forget ourselves?
On the surface, the situation with
the three customs officers and the
dog is rational and rather easy to
explain. It is not hard to understand
the passengers’ curiosity. It’s obvious.
But I’m interested in the opposite:
the irrational and subtle aspects
that also accompany such a situation.
When I address my attention only
to what I am experiencing right
then and there, as if the rest of the
modern world ceases to exist, in that
precise instant, things get turned
inside out. The group of gazes, hungry
for some kind of sensation, makes it
clear to me that the individual person
behind each gaze appears naked.
And I am also naked myself. I reveal
their gaze, and at the same time it
feels overwhelming to see the “human
animal” in its natural, unconscious
manifestation, and to know that
I am one of them.
In our gazes’ movement — from
my gaze to their gazes at the customs
officers — what arises is an inversely
directed perspective: a kind
of meta-awareness of the human
gaze’s dynamic exchange.
What kind of silence is it that arises when somebody
in a bar asks for a lighter? How does one explain
the empathy and tenderness among people — in
their voices and in their gazes — when they meet
babies or little dogs?

When I, in the midst of a conver
sation, feel like telling a story, I
enjoy spending time on the details.
Especially on describing the specific
surroundings and the reactions
and expressions of those involved:

how they were looking at each
other; the way the person in question
was seated in a certain kitchen; or
the way an ice cream cone was being
eaten. What exchanging these kinds
of details brings about for me —
as well as articulating and focusing
on the unconscious, spontaneous,
and sometimes inexplicable behaviour
that all of us are necessarily subject
to — is an intimacy with the person
who I’m talking to.
However, I find that the people
I am talking to often lose patience
and want me to get to the point or
conclusion — and preferably without
making too many more stops along
the way.
It’s just that I cannot really draw
near to creating a narrative or a sense
of understanding in my own and in
others’ stories until they are given
a chance to be multifaceted and
detailed. Here, I’m talking about descriptions and details of environments
and of people who are not necessarily
crucial to the story’s essence, but
that are nevertheless crucial when it
comes to getting me — and ostensibly
others — to be capable of identifying,
or not identifying, with what is
being told.
That is to say, tales about real and
ordinary everyday situations have
the capacity to generate new images
and meanings, as well as dramaturgical metaphors, and what is familiar
takes on the character of something
else — a potential to be susceptible
to change — and it therefore, suddenly,
is no longer banal.
“An important aspect of the process
of linguistic discovery and conceptual
development that characterises precisely
metaphors is their particular ‘as-if
quality,’ which refers to the way in which
metaphors recontextualise our understanding of the world by jotting down
well-known phenomena or by inscribing
them within conceptual frames. What we

have here, in other words, is a transformation
from the literal and real into the metaphorical, often downright absurd and
feasible. One sees the world ‘as if’ it were
something else — an ‘as-if’ quality that is
built into human cognition itself.” 1
In artist Rachel Reupke’s film
10 Seconds or Greater (2009),2 we
watch four actors — two women
and two men — that appear in
a series of domestic, “stock photo”like scenarios. A kind of checklist
of scenarios has been constructed
on the basis of modern concepts
like “communication” and “a healthy
lifestyle.” The scenarios are played
out over and over again, but always
with a new combination of the four
characters. They’re drinking wine,
eating potato chips (sometimes peanuts), paying bills — doing just about
everything that could be expected
of a modern life. As a viewer, you get
a sense of having experienced the
played-out scenario a million times
before, although it feels — in the film
and in the repetition — altogether
foreign and utterly absurd.
In a manner that’s somewhat
reminiscent of Reupke, artist
Kirsten Astrup creates compelling
fictional universes that are based
on situations and human encounters
that we find ourselves involved in
on a daily basis.
Astrup’s work Quivery Heart (2018)3
is a recently composed film cabaret
of the Danish welfare society in
change. It’s built up around interviews with former railway employees
and train attendants who worked
for DSB.4 In the interviews, they
share their concerns about the
devastating effects of the streamlining
of industry and the lack of respect
for professionalism — and they
retell anecdotes about how they,
in the 1990s, made their own revues
satirising their working conditions,
the sale of sausages, and collegial
solidarity.5
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As opposed to Reupke and her
subtle and more complicated approach to interpersonal communication, Astrup makes use of more
expressive, comical, and almost
folky instruments — by, for example, dressing the DSB attendants
in drag and having them push
serving trolleys through the train.
Regardless of whether it is people
from the train crew or private property investors who are performing
the film cabaret’s political, touching,
and humorous pop songs, Astrup
always keeps her focus on the special
aesthetics that characterise each
of the professions.

for such a perfect naturalness that
the final product appears to be
completely unnatural and unreal.

In Harun Farocki’s Stilleben
(Still Life, 1997),6 a different kind
of “professionalism” is presented.
Farocki is commenting on still
life paintings from the eighteenth
century and on how today the
very same visual codes are still
being used in advertising — and
in particular product photography.
We see behind-the-scenes photo
shoots for cheese, beer, and a
Cartier watch. In the attempt to
realise the perfect photo for each
of these products, an enormous
amount of time and effort is required.
The glasses of beer, for example,
must have just the right amount
of foam at their tops. The glass is
moistened with a small implement
and the colour of the beer is corrected
with the help of stage lighting. The
result is a beer that I have never seen
or tasted before. There is a striving

“The unimaginable shall not be posited
in false images. Yet it can happen that
products of human beings are lifted into
the unimaginable.”7
Do timeless faces exist, or do they belong
to a particular era? Why do people
hum in toilet queues? Will pimples ever
become fashionable?

I often think about how my own
body moves when I’m shooting
film in and among other people.
It’s awkward. It’s as if my body
becomes the camera’s body. The
people I am filming walk into the
body (the camera) and want to
speak to it, m
 aking the picture
unsteady.
The body makes way, a little irritably
at first, and then apologetically—it is
indeed the camera’s entity that pushes
its way forward and really disturbs.

Image courtesy of the artist

The represented professions — like
all other professions — have developed
specific structures, bodily gestures,
and facial mimicries to instrumental
ends. These qualities have arisen
for practical reasons. But, as time
goes by, the professional movements
and props come to constitute an
aesthetic in themselves. An aesthetic

that I am interested in examining
and discovering the meaning of
— or, at least, what it looks like.

Majse Vilstrup, Supply and a Million Times Goodbye, 2020. 4k film projection. Installation view, BFA exhibition, KHM1 Gallery, Malmö, 2020
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Sociologist and author Erving
Goffman made a large number
of observations in microsociology
and symbolic interactionism.8
How do individuals interact with
each other in order to create new
symbolic worlds, and what role
do these worlds play in shaping
individual behaviour?
In other words, is it the definition
of the situation that is relevant
or the situation itself?
On the Shetland Islands in Scotland,
Goffman observed how the islanders
sometimes amused themselves by
keeping an eye on their neighbours’
behaviour when they came over for
a cup of tea.9 As no obstacles were
in the way to block the view out of
the front of the individual cottages,
it was easy to register a neighbour’s
facial expression as they approached
the house. And, from inside the
house, the observers could see how
the guest’s facial expression changed,
gradually, as they came closer and
closer to the front door. The visitor
appeared to deliberately compose a
“social face,” only to shift subsequently into a “warm and expectant
smile.” Based on these indications,
the hosts were able to judge how
the neighbour really felt about them.
At the same time, some of the neighbours were aware of this “examination.” They, accordingly, adopted
their “social faces” well in advance
of approaching the house, putting
on “a warm, w
 elcoming face,” in
order to create a constant image
of themselves.

I am fascinated by Goffman’s efforts
to explain and observe a “sociable
expression on a face” or a “social
face” and what this might entail.
By describing and categorising facial
expressions like these, they manifest
themselves as an implement, an
aesthetic that understands how
we, as social individuals, are always
trying to uphold some kind of credibility, in the person we appear as
both to ourselves and when together
with others.

The patient tranquillity inherent
to the film allows me — no matter
who “me” might be — to immerse
myself in Kasongo as a character
and as a person. This kind of sympathetic insight is something that
I rarely experience when watching
classic documentary or fiction
films, where the characters and
the “reality” are o ften presented
as a matter of fact and, accordingly,
also prescribe how I’m supposed
to feel or think about them.

What is interesting, however,
is the capacity to see through the
individual’s efforts to appear spontaneous and how this seems to be
more highly developed than the
capacity to manipulate one’s own
behaviour.

Why do you feel like moving around
when talking on the phone? Why do you
get pissed off when you stumble? What
makes you point your forefinger vertically
upward in front of your mouth when
whispering, “Shhh …”?

In January 2018, I had a conversation
with the documentary filmmaker
Emmanuel Gras about his film
Makala (2017), which was shown
at the CPH:DOX (2018) film festival
in Copenhagen.10 Makala distils
the story of a Congolese man named
Kabwita Kasongo, who makes
charcoal and tries to sell it. Gras,
in addition to working alone during
shooting and being as close to his
subject as possible, chose to film
Makala in a distinctly stylistic and
constructed cinematic style. This
approach causes the documentary
to look like a work of fiction and
transforms Kasongo’s journey into a
dramaturgical narrative. I experience,
as a viewer and throughout the entire
film, a different and engulfing kind
of sympathetic insight into Kasongo.

If we look at appearances on film,
the best actors are often characterised
by their ability to play their roles
as close to “reality” as possible. And,
as viewers, we judge the characters
and their relationships. Does this
feel genuine? Do we believe in it?
Is it actually possible, as a viewer,
to judge whether or not something
is being played close to reality and,
hence — skilful acting? When I am
observing my own and other p
 eople’s
lives, I’m already part of the reality,
and in precisely that instant, it’s
impossible to register how I and
others really appear in such a scenario.
Aren’t actors’ interpretations and
the screenplay always merely versions
of what one imagines reality to look
like? And is this why real people, right
here and right now, maybe are the
best actors?
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My characters, up until now,
have always developed on the
basis of real events that I have
experienced or sought out myself.
Later on in the process, I work
with fictional elements in the
cutting or editing phase, in order to
add or clarify details, points,
and atmospheres.

always related to another now.
It’s a kind of displacement.

Fictive elements strengthen the
aforementioned “as-if” quality, but
what often prevails is an already
inherent as-if quality in film as a
medium. Through motion pictures,
moments — and thoughts about
precisely the same moments —
are frozen and simulated while they
are taking place: a kind of jamais
vu.11 One’s feelings transpire in the
present moment, in the now, even
though one well knows that the
film has been produced and is

The subjects who I film and who
I’m interested in may embody
qualities that break with uniformity
— ”characters” in the true sense of
the word. Later on, when I’m building
up a narrative, my characters and
their various bearings draw nearer
and nearer to a unity, a symbol of
something universal — a system
of patterns, gazes, and behaviours
to which we may not be attentive
because we can only see ourselves
and other people through two,
often small, eyes.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13

“Not, then, men and their moments.
Rather moments and their men.” 12
My characters may be metaphors
for something universal, something human.

“As an aspect of the social code of any
social circle, one might expect to find
an understanding as to how far a person
should go to save his face. Once he takes
on a self-image expressed through face
he will be expected to live up to it.” 13
Inside the plane, the flight attendant
leans over me and asks if I want to
have milk in my coffee. I nod and
make eye contact with the man sitting
next to me, an older gentleman who
looks a little like he’s been thrown
off course. He interrupts and asks
her for some milk, as he didn’t
get any before. The flight attendant
smiles, professionally, and pours
some milk into his coffee. Then she
straightens up in a swift motion.
I see her smile wane. It disappears.
For a moment, she’s not who we
are supposed to see her as. She is
herself. On the verge of annoyance.

Erving Goffman, Hverdagslivets rollespil [The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life], trans. Stig W. Jørgensen (Frederiksberg: Samfunds litteratur,
2014), 16.
Rachel Reupke, 10 Seconds or Greater, 2009, film, 15:00.
Kirsten Astrup, Urolige Hjerte, 2018, film, 35:00, in the collection of Samtidsmuseet, Roskilde, Denmark.
DSB is an abbreviation of Danske Statsbaner (Danish state railways), which is the largest train operator in both Denmark and in
Scandinavia at large.
“Urolige hjerte — En filmkabaret af Kirsten Astrup” [Quivery heart — A film cabaret by Kirsten Astrup], Museet for Samtidskunst, 2018,
https://samtidskunst.dk/udstillinger/urolige-hjerte-en-filmkabaret-af-kirsten-astrup.
Harun Farocki, Still Life, 1997, 56:00.
Farocki, Still Life.
“Symbolic interactionism” was conceived by George Herbert Mead and Charles Horton Cooley and provides a theoretical framework
for understanding people’s behaviour and viewpoints. Mead and Cooley examine processes of human interaction on the basis of the
meaning individuals give to their environment as they interpret significant symbols in their worlds.
Goffman, Hverdagslivets rollespil, 59.
Emmanuel Gras is a French director who is particularly drawn to the visual elements of cinema. He studied cinematography at Ecole
nationale supérieure Louis-Lumière in Paris. His films deal with contemporary social issues and are marked by a commitment to form.
“Jamais vu” is a psychological term and is opposite to what we know as “déjà vu.” It occurs when you come up against something you’ve
seen or experienced many times before, but for some reason or other, it feels unfamiliar; this occurs, for example, if you repeat the
same word over and over again.
Erving Goffman, Interaction Ritual: Essays on Face-to-Face Behavior (New York: Pantheon Books, 1967), 3.
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Monolith
When I was a child, I would often
sit with my dad while he watched
films. The films were difficult for
me to understand all that well,
particularly as I was unable to read
the subtitles and the dialogue was
rarely in Swedish. Because of this,
I focused mainly on the images,
which I found very interesting.
As might be expected, one of my
most remarkable childhood ex
periences of film was in response
to a sequence with no dialogue
at all: the introduction to Stanley
Kubrick’s 1968 science-fiction epic
2001: A Space Odyssey. Kubrick stages
the “dawn of man” by portraying
a group of apes on a savannah
as they learn to use parts of animal
skeletons as weapons to conquer
other clans, thus taking the first
steps along the evolutionary path
to the human race. The landscape
is a desert, which is completely
still and silent apart from the shrill
shrieks of the apes. Even in this
early point in the film, a tense
atmosphere is woven, and the deep,
vast expanse somehow conjures
up a sense of claustrophobia.
The apes lie sleeping at dawn.
One of them awakens before
the others and notices that there
is a large, matte-black monolith
rising from the ground in the
centre of the area where they
are sleeping. The ape approaches
the monolith fearfully and
begins to make noises to attract
the interest of the other apes.
As the group wakes up, chaos
ensues, and the bravest among
them attempt to touch the object.

I recall this scene as being
immensely mysterious. Thinking
back on it, I remember the initial
fascination of being involuntarily
drawn to this disquietingly placid
environment, and the way the
feeling subsequently changed upon
acceptance. Space contorts when
the monolith appears, as a passive
fact that changes the rules. This
unpredictability is something
I have retained interest in and
continue to strive for. The monolith
is the abstract, the incorporeal,
in a displaced experience. It is a
case of causing states and breaking
with them. Altering the hierarchies
of object and subject, or distance
and proximity. I think a painter has
the potential to achieve this, through
tiny adjustments in a painting that
alter the entire structure of the
image.
Og i hans øjne så jeg døden
One of my earliest powerful encounters with a painting occurred when
I saw Og i hans øjne så jeg døden (And
in his eyes I saw death, 1897) by
Ejnar Nielsen.1 It was in the spring
of 2016, after my first year at pre
paratory art school. For me, Nielsen’s
work definitely became a guide
to the world that I sought to recreate
in my own painting — one that
I am reminded of from time to time,
and which never fails to inspire the
same degree of fascination. It is
a horizontally orientated painting
that depicts a man sitting on a stool,
next to a dark coffin, in front of a
large, empty, greyish wall. The man’s
position in the composition is quite
low, and the canvas ends just below
the clasped hands he is resting in his

lap. The surface of the wall occupies
a large portion of the canvas, to
the side of and above the man.
What struck me initially was the
man’s gaze, which is not sharp but
rather what I would like to call
a rounded gaze, in that he appears
to see not only myself — the viewer
— but also everything around me,
with the same clarity. The gaze
doesn’t seem to be directed straight
at the viewer, but rather a little
to the side — and yet, I feel entirely
penetrated by it. The eyes are large,
black, and empty, but all the same,
they contain everything. The person’s
position in the depicted space is
another detail that has a powerful
impact on me. Since he is p
 ractically
sitting on the lower edge of the
canvas, and since so much of the
room makes up a part of the painting that is equally important and
as carefully worked as the figure’s
body, I truly experience it as though
he is present before me. This gives
rise to an incredible sense of con
frontation in the viewer.
When viewing the painting more
recently, I’ve found myself paying
a lot of attention to the wall behind
the man. In a way, the power of
his gaze arises because of the rela
tionship between the surface of
the wall and his body. The wall reveals
hidden gradients of dull, cold blues
and reds, which contribute to the
tension that gives the wall an air
of corporeality when the brushstrokes
that make up those gradients come
into view. Although these gradients
have been carefully applied, they
seem highly tangible in contrast
with the straighter, more peaceful
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demeanour of the body. The varied
hues and brushstrokes within the
painted wall make it, rather, an
extension of the body. The man is
a part of the room, and the room
is a part of the man. It seems to me
that there is really nothing remarkable about the fact that the painting
gives me the feeling that my entire
body is being watched, as the whole
painting can see me.
Sasnal’s Sound
In another painting, an astronaut
falls to the ground in a lunar landscape. 2 The landscape is grey, simply
structured, and appears empty except
for some small rocks on the ground.
Above the horizon, the black sky exerts a heavy pressure, which contrasts
with the forcefulness of the light.
The light falls onto the astronaut,
whose body loses its contours in
its glare, leaving a white field across
his back and extending down towards
his legs — it’s not soft and light, but
dense and heavy. In a second painting
by the same artist,3 he has used
more expressive brushstrokes.
This landscape is also grey, but here
we see a person crouching down,
in profile. The figure practically
blends into the landscape, as there
is little discernible contrast between
the brushstrokes and colouration
of the different surfaces. In front
of the figure, a long shadow reaches
across the ground, suggesting
a strong light source behind him.
The figure props himself up with
one arm, holding it against the
ground as though he, too, is about
to fall.
In both of these works by
Wilhelm Sasnal, I greatly admire
the restrained depiction of an
invisible force so great that it knocks
the figures over, leaving them completely vulnerable in lonely landscapes. The direction of the light
in both is clear, thanks to the sharp
contrasts between the blacks and
whites, and when I view them,

it is this very element that
I experience as having forced
the depicted bodies into the
uncomfortable positions they are
in. The light seems like a blow,
or a shock wave — characteristics
I don’t tend to interpret as belonging
to light. In paintings, light instead
usually gives the impression
of being something that covers
up. When I imagine the pressure,
I conceive of it as an auditory
sensation. The paintings by Sasnal
that I’m referring to here give me
the impression that the light is
actually sound, which only adds
to their spooky, anxious mood, and
which is also apparent in the stark
contrast that violates the figures.
In the stillness of the paintings,
the pressure from the sound that
the intense light embodies is drawn
out, and produces what feels like
a wall of sound. Sound is physically
present in Sasnal’s world, an entity
that exerts its will over the figures in
his paintings. Perhaps the emptiness
of the landscapes contributes to the
sense that the mood of the paintings is loud, in a purely sonic sense.
This emptiness isn’t exclusive to
the landscapes; it exists also within
the figures. Sasnal often paints his
people using quick, sparse brushstrokes that offer very little in the
way of information about physical
volume. This world is stripped down
and presents only that visual infor
mation that is absolutely necessary
for us to identify the depicted objects.
The personalities are there, in minor
features such as height, hair colour, and body shape. Besides these
features, the lack of detail causes the
figures to appear rather introverted.
Even paintings of his that don’t
depict an actual explosion (like
the one with the astronaut) seem
to often show the moment just before
an explosion, or the precise milli
second in which one occurs. I’m not
sure “explosion” is the right word,
exactly; rather, it’s an event of spontaneously experienced emptiness.

When I was a teenager, I played
guitar in a band. We played loudly
in our little rehearsal space a few
times a week, which caused me to
suffer recurring short-term tinnitus.
The sound of this never-ending
tone emerged from within my body,
but I experienced it as something
more like a wall of sound that was
smothering me, pressing up against
my skin. Sasnal’s paintings recreate
that sensation.
Body
I often find myself returning to
the American artist Andrew Wyeth’s
paintings, mainly because of the
way he works with perspective
and detail. His paintings often depict
solitary human beings in desolate
landscapes. The perspective is
wide, and usually free of any obstructions such as trees or bushes. The
pictures depict fields extending off
towards the horizon. Wyeth’s figures
accompany the body of the landscape.
In Winter 1946 (1946) and Christina’s
World (1948),4 the landscape looks
like a body of infinite proportions.
The shape of the landscape in Winter
1946 — which, rather than freeing
the figure, appears to be causing him
to move sluggishly and in an uncomfortable posture through the meadow
— I experience as a pulpy mass.
The horizon is practically the top
edge of the painting, and the stillness
reveals an anxiety over the fact that
the body of this landscape resembles
a wave rising up behind the figure,
about to drown him. The details
in the field reinforce the sense of
claustrophobia; everything is in focus.
Each blade of grass, each vein in the
surface of the wooden posts lining
the field, can be distinctly made out.
It’s like hypersensitivity or paranoia
— the paintings exist in a state of
absolute tension of the kind that can
be caused by fear or phobias. When
I move through similar landscapes,
and my phobia of snakes makes itself
known, each obstruction in my field
of vision becomes a threat to me,
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and my eyes scan the surroundings
rapidly, on the lookout for the
snake I’m expecting to encounter
at any moment. My self-awareness
and caution grow stronger, as
does the stress of wanting to leave.
The difference in Wyeth’s paintings
is that there seems to be no way
out in them. The landscape goes
on forever. I remember an American
children’s TV show that I liked a
lot when I was younger. It was about
a dog that lived with its owners in
the middle of what was always referred to as nowhere. The mere notion
of living nowhere was chilling to
me. Their house was located in the
middle of an open field, but there
was still no escape route. Wyeth’s
paintings give me a similar feeling
as an adult: they seem to be located
nowhere. In Christina’s World, the
horizon has again been pushed to
the very top of the picture. A house
rests on it, in the top right corner.
Christina’s body runs diagonally
across the painting, starting in
the field in the lower left, holding

her t orso up with her arms.
The distance between her and the
house is long; they both occupy
about the same amount of space
in the painting. However, I find
it difficult to determine which of
them is actually in the foreground.
The figure could just as well be
buried in the landscape, having
been swallowed up by the field.
I sense that the body wants to make
its way to the house — a seeming
impossibility. Wyeth’s figures are
firmly fixed in place by their desire
to move, while the body of the
landscape takes hold of every last
hair and body part.
Measuring Instrument
More recently, when viewing
Claude Monet’s paintings, I’ve been
struck by the idea of space as an
emotional presence. This is particularly true of his series depicting Rouen
Cathedral. It consists of thirty-four
paintings that all present views
of the facade of the cathedral. The
perspective is much the same in each

individual work — from the side,
at an angle — apart from a few cases
where Monet has elected to paint
it directly from the front. Monet
used this subject to experiment
and explore the different ways
light can appear at different times
of day and during the year. One
painting tends almost towards a
cobalt-blue monochrome,5 in which
parts of the subject dissolve into
white and pale-blue hues. In another
version,6 the subject is portrayed
in a faint manner, with powerful
violet shading.
One evening, about a year ago,
I began to scour the internet obsessively for images of Monet’s paintings.
I found myself particularly drawn
to these cathedral paintings, and
I tried to gather as many high-
resolution photographs of them
as I could find. They really captivated me. These paintings underline
a position in space and the world: the
relationship between one body and
another, where the body of the painter
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Left: Amund Öhrnell, Passage 3, 2020. Oil on canvas. 47 x 40 cm. BFA exhibition, KHM Gallery, Malmö, 2020
Right: Amund Öhrnell, Hole, 2020. Oil on canvas. 62 x 63 cm. BFA exhibition, KHM Gallery, Malmö, 2020

claims a particular position and then
relates to the object, which in this
case is the cathedral. The differences
between the paintings emphasise
the idea that one’s surroundings are
constantly undergoing change, as
is how human beings relate to their
immediate environments. In the
end, what Monet is painting is his
relation to the cathedral rather than
the cathedral itself. His focus is
the body of air that encapsulates
the two bodies (painter and object),
simultaneously distancing them
from one another and connecting
them. By doing this, Monet turns
the act of painting into an approach
to positioning oneself in relation to
the world — a measuring instrument
that turns the air into a third body
and gives it the lead role. Although
the cathedral is seemingly static, it
is in a state of constant flux because
of the air and the light.

Painting is subjective. It is Monet’s
vision, attitude, and position that
confront me as a viewer. How
ever, this is a subjectivity that I can
translate into my own terms and
use as a reminder of my own position.
This interaction highlights my own
body’s experience and capacity to
see, not just in the superficial sense
of perceiving what is before me,
but perhaps more so in terms of
the will to understand the world
as something that is in flux and
susceptible to change.
On Perspective
The Renaissance interest in and
discovery of central perspective was
preceded by its opposite: inverse
perspective, which is common in icon
painting from the fourteenth and
neighbouring centuries. In inverse
perspective, unlike in central perspective, the lines that extend towards
the vanishing point lead out of

the painting, towards the viewer.
The deeper you look inside an inverse
perspective, the larger the depicted
objects will be. The use of inverse
perspective in icon painting is usually
interpreted as suggesting that the
viewer should gaze into the icon,
towards the Almighty. The perspective is directed straight at the viewer,
as though God is looking at the
viewer from within the icon; everything grows larger as we draw
nearer to God.
When Filippo di Ser Brunellesco
developed central perspective
in fifteenth-century Italy, it gave
rise to new ideals and ideas about
the function and realism of painting.
Jan van Eyck and Hubert van
Eyck’s altarpiece Adoration of the
Mystic Lamb (c. 1420 – 32)7 is a good
example of this new realism that
appeared during the Renaissance,
in which a plurality of detail was
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given top priority. Detail became
a way to underline the value of God’s
creation: everything is worthy of
being painted, as everything is part
of that creation.
The thing I find so fascinating about
this historical turn is the desire to
create this particular type of image
that also constitutes a desire to create
a position for the viewer that can
be moved around, and that thus can
provide new insight for the viewer.
The transition from gazing towards
the Almighty, by viewing the painting
from the vanishing point, to gazing
into the painting towards the vanishing
point, relocates the viewer and grants
them the position that previously
belonged to God. I can imagine how
this transformation rewrote the rules
for how reality is perceived.
I often return to this thought as a
way to remind myself of the importance of perspective in painting.
The position of a painting defines
a position in space and in the world,

making this decision an active choice.
I’d like to explore this change of
spatial position, whether it be caused
by the space itself, as with Monet’s
cathedrals, or by a change in the
position of my own body. The notion
of a changed state or perspective
is important to me, as it allows me
to get a bird’s-eye view of my existence. It takes a lot to remain truly
attentive to these changes in everyday
life. I can do it occasionally, in times
when my sensitivity to impressions
is heightened. Impressions from
an altered state appear spontaneously
to me. They can come to me at any
time, in any way — for example, like
being struck by the seeming unfamiliarity of my own house when I view
it from a particular angle I am not
used to seeing it from. Usually, these
impressions are disquieting, as though
they represent a break with my idea
of the existence of something, and
I am now relating to a new house, or
a copy of it. Despite this discomfort,
the experience can grant perspective and an opportunity to get

over a preconceived notion about
a particular state. Although these
experiences can’t be summoned
on demand, they are what I seek
whenever I paint.
I Want to Expose the Colours
In his essay “Cézanne’s Doubt,”
the philosopher Maurice Merleau-
Ponty writes, “Cézanne’s people
are strange, as if viewed by a creature
of another species.”8 What Merleau-
Ponty is referring to is the way
that we humans relate to the objects
we surround ourselves with, and
the ideas we apply to these objects
when regarding them as being
designed for human needs and
use. The objects are experienced
as being under our control. The fact
that Cézanne’s portraits are inter
preted as the objects of a nonhuman
gaze lends credence to the notion
that his works peel away layers of
this preconceived notion of humanity
and of what his subjects are presented
as being. The experience of coming
close to an absolute perception
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of the world is uncanny, much like
the e xperience of the double.9
This is a good way to describe the
bodily dislocation that I myself seek.
By attempting to focus my thoughts
on my own existence, I can also
interpret the subjects I depict in
my painting in new ways. Sometimes
when I’m painting, I catch myself
repeating that particular quote
in my mind, like a mantra. It’s like
drawing closer to the feeling of being
newly awakened. The sense of the
world as unpredictable, indeter
minate. Unpredictability seems to
me to be an essential characteristic
of painting. When a painting has
progressed to a later stage and I am
deep in the process of mixing the
precise colour I want and applying
it to the right place on the canvas,
the colour can suddenly shift and
appear as an entirely different colour,
even though what I am seeing on
my palette matches perfectly with
what I envisioned. The reason for this
phenomenon is the colour’s relation
to the surrounding colours. Sometimes I have to start over and mix
it even more carefully, but, at other
times, I appreciate the deviant
quality of the colour and leave

it there to do its thing. I like the
way this leads me to something new,
and I allow this newness to dominate
the atmosphere I’m trying to work
into my painting.
Every aspect of my everyday life
contains colours that captivate
me, and if I take the time to explore
them, I can also pressure them into
revealing their true underlying
qualities. For example, I might find
interesting the tones of cadmium
red in a white wall in my bedroom.
This kind of process often inspires
me to make a new painting, one
that allows me to work with that
particular colour.
I also use photographs as references
when I paint. What I mainly look
for in a good reference is an interesting composition to work with and
a correspondence to the emotion
I want the painting to express. The
composition regulates my position
within the spaces I want to work
with, and I often find myself drawn
to compositions that shift my position
to an unexpected angle, for example,
one where the horizon is either very
high up or very low down, or even

absent altogether. I’m fond of compositions that evoke a certain sense of
vertigo and make the position unclear.
I sketch out the foundations of my
paintings fairly quickly, mostly to give
myself some lines to start out from.
To me, beginning to paint is like
filling the space that my painting
will depict, as though I’m solidifying
the atmosphere. If my painting were
a hole that led to a parallel space,
I would still be unable to enter that
space if the atmosphere within the
painting was dense and corporeal.
“One must remember that painted light,
unlike the real thing, is not transparent.
The painted light covers, buries the
painted objects.”10
Figures Freed from Figuration
In the autumn of 2018, I travelled to
Ghent. The main reason for my visit
was a recommendation somebody
gave me to go and see the altarpiece
Adoration of the Mystic Lamb by the
Van Eycks, which is on display in
Saint Bavo Cathedral. Occasionally,
I find it all too easy to fall into
mechanistically going through the
motions when viewing art; I see it
superficially, without taking the time
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to experience and engage with it
fully. After feeling a little lost in my
painting practice for a time, the
idea of making a trip to experience
a painting appealed to me.
The altarpiece is a polyptych,
which presents the Lamb of God in
the lower section of the central panel.
The lamb stands on an altar in a verdant landscape, with an urban centre
in the background. Its blood pours
from its chest into a chalice. Around
the lamb, angels, monks, bishops,
and other figures have gathered
in large constellations. The top row
of panels contains portraits of God,
the Virgin Mary, Adam and Eve, and
others. The part that captures my
attention most is that large central
portion that features the Lamb of
God. I sat there in front of the painting for a very long time, finding it
difficult to leave, particularly because
of the way it seemed to go on forever;
it depicts a world of such wealth
that the altarpiece has developed its
own autonomy and exists in parallel
with our world rather than being
a mere product of it. The painting
is so saturated with detail that there
is no indication of an end to it, which
produces the sense of an infinite space
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that reaches beyond the picture frame.
Above the lamb, the Holy Spirit is
portrayed as something that resembles sunbeams. The rays are sharp,
straight lines that reach towards
certain people on the ground around
the lamb. In contrast with the con
sistent realism of the other panels,
this is pure abstraction, and is included here to portray the Divine as
something alien to this world. In his
book Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation,
philosopher Gilles Deleuze writes of
the role played by religion in the liberation of figuration in painting:
One must not say, “If God does
not exist, everything is permitted.”
It is just the opposite. For with
God, everything is permitted.
It is with God that everything
is permitted, not only morally,
since acts of violence and infamies
always find a holy justification,
but aesthetically, in a much more
important manner, because the
divine Figures are wrought by
a free creative work, by a fantasy
in which everything is permitted. …
Thus we cannot say that it was
religious sentiment that sustained
figuration in the painting of the

past; on the contrary, it made
impossible a liberation of Figures,
the emergence of Figures freed
from figuration.11
As I paint figuratively, it’s important
for me to find new ways to regard
the things I paint, and to understand
how I’m interpreting them, rather
than allowing myself to be guided by
the shape and the immediate surface
qualities of the objects. I want my
work to emerge from the activity
that resides within the nature of each
individual object, the way an object
behaves, and how it relates to the
rest of the world. For example, if I’m
painting a coat hanging from a hook,
I want to paint the way the coat
is hanging, rather than the coat itself.
The way it is hanging, in this case,
is what determines the space that
the object occupies and awakens
the forces in play between different
bodies.12 In my efforts to achieve this
understanding of the subjects I paint,
I allow myself some leeway to offset
these conditions in the composition
to some degree, to approach a sense
of transportation or “glitch” once
again. These small adjustments also
constitute an approach to working
with the idea of the unexpected.
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Tringa Gashi

Tringa Gashi, Unbound, 2020. Video, 04:00 minutes
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Linnea Hilding, Left to Right: LOOK I CAN BALANCE!, 2020. Oil on canvas. 25 x 20 cm; Topsy-turvy mother, 2020. Oil on linen. 39 x 34 cm;
Untitled, 2020. Oil on linen. 25 x 20 cm.
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Linnea Hilding, A suggestion of two snakes with two heads on ecstasy, 2020. Oil on linen. 25 x 20 cm.
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Rebecca Jansson, Folding, 2020. Details from drawing installation. Pencil on paper, MDF, wool fabric, stones, objects.
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Grälls Johan Kvarnström, Untitled (Soup), 2020. Installation view
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Grälls Johan Kvarnström, Untitled (Soup), 2020. Watercolor and coffee on paper. 72 x 85 cm
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Maia Torp Neergaard, Haven (The garden), 2020. Digital video, colour 16:9, 09:00
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Maia Torp Neergaard, Dråberne (The drops), 2020. Digital video, colour 16:9, 00:52
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DRIPPING POP vol. 21
It is everywhere in time. It is everywhere on Earth. The noise in the cantina is unbearable, just as the frizzling of
the uniform against his thighs2 is yet another contamination. He nibbles the chicken nuggets and the frequency of
processed white meat against philosopher's teeth is dispersing throughout his cranium like quakes tearing open
that which was supposed be the ground, like a needle tracing the coronal shapes of his shaved head3. "Being a
body is like having tinnitus", he thinks before pacing himself back to his cell. Through his quiet demeanour he
had been granted restricted access to a gramophone. Once a week, for an hour after dinner, he would watch the
playback device. They had asked him if he wanted some records to go with it "Maybe you'd like to hear what
your pals are listening to these days?" He had turned the offer down. He would place the gramophone on the
aluminium sink under the mirror, dim the lights and place his chair just close enough to be able to discern the
broken tip of the needle. At one point, something seeps up through the cold stone floor. His neighbour one floor
below had seemingly been granted the same privilege and apparently also accepted the offer of some records to
play. He listened:
(VERSE)
'Breaking my heart just to try
Staying alive til' I die4
(BRIDGE)
All eyes on me
Got not face
Everywhere, all over the place
You cannot see
(CHORUS)
That my heart goes on
My love goes on'"5

This is an excerpt broken out of a larger body of text.
"His thighs" refers to the thighs of the French communist, soon to be philosopher, Bernard Stiegler while
imprisoned for armed robbery between 1978 and 1983. During this time, Steigler constructed a seminal
argument on how the recorded melody revealed the temporalization is constituted exteriorly to the subject.
Bernard Stiegler, Acting Out, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009) 1.
3
Rainer Maria Rilke, "Primal Sound and other Prose Pieces", trans. Carl Niemeyer (Cummington: Cummington
Press: 1943)
4
In this context, dying is not to be feared, neither romanticized, but taken as something that already happened.
5
Hannah Diamond, Love Goes On, track 3 on Reflections, PC Music, 2019.
1
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Christian Stender, Reaction Work, 2020. Video. 00:52 minutes
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Amin Zouiten, NG (film production still), 2020.
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Left: Jack Laing Aiken, Flute Stand, 2019. Digital scans of 35mm black and white film. Work in progress
Right: Jack Laing Aiken, Canopy, 2019. Digital scans of 35mm black and white film. Work in progress
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Jack Laing Aiken, Folklore, 2019. Digital scans of 35mm black and white film. Work in progress
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Carin Castegren, Suddenly, as I looked down, my feet had turned to straw, 2020. Oil on linen, foam and spackling paste structure and thread. 61 x 45 cm
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Alexander Davidsson, Untitled (2020). Wool fabric, paraffin and metal rivets. Dimensions variable. Installation detail.
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Anton Kai, I hear my own thoughts through unfamiliar voices (7), 2020. Photographic emulsion on watercolor paper. 18 cm x 26 cm
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I am surrounded by nature
I am surrounded by mountains
But they are still too far away from my body and I stand here waiting for
the rocks to come towards me
I keep waiting, keep holding my distance
The feeling of standing in between humanity and nature
I can’t hear the wind that whisper inside the cliffs of the mountain
I can’t feel the hopelessness of being lost inside nature, trapped inside
a rock
Nature does not look at me
But I can see it, unable to touch it from here
My hands are too short, my body is too little
The heaven presses against the fog that creeps down the mountain and
disappears into the bottomless sea
I can point it out with a distance
The hopelessness of being blind to the landscape in front of me
What was as clear as contrast fluid before becomes invisible
Only nature can recognize itself when it stays hidden from the rest of
the world
It all happened so suddenly, the fog, the clouds taking over the
landscape
The distant drops of rain coming towards the front of the boat
As if the sun had just been a lie, this overwhelming grey color that was
hidden behind our illusion of sunshine
Wind comes down from the top of the mountain, carries small particles of
ice with it
The steam smoke leaves the skin stiff
The parts of the mountain that meltes into the sea distributes the
remnants of ice-cold snow, completely disappears into what was at the
same height as the ocean
So I stand in the boat looking into the grey that is in front of me
Which once was a mountain
Now its just a distant memory of the nature that is beyond man
When the fog reaches the bottom of the sea, the structures of the rock
will appear where it ones was seen
The small flakes of snow transform itself into raindrops
The only part of nature I can reach with my hand
I wonder if the small amount of water can feel that it disappears into
the human body
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Irene Kaltenborn, Blinded by nature on a fishing trip, 2020. Text.
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Arsenij Kotlarius

Arsenij Kotlarius, Untitled, 2020. Plaster, resistance wire, insulated wire, heat shield, power supply. Dimensions variable.
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BFA1

Amanda Moberg

Amanda Moberg, Untitled, 2019. Cotton, linen, tin.195 cm x 65 cm
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BFA1

Kristyan Nicholson

Kristyan Nicholson, emulate, 2019. Marble slab, wood branch. Dimensions variable
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BFA1

Astta Nielsen

Astta Nielsen, Herfra hvor vi står / From where we stand, 2020. digital print on silk. Caption Stills
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Karl Pettersson, Thomas Bernhards prosa [Thomas Bernhard’s prose], 2020. Lasercut acrylic. 18 x 24 cm

Karl Pettersson
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Images courtesy of the artist

BFA1

Karl Pettersson, Behållare nr 1 [Container no. 1], 2020. Linocut. 12.5 x 20.5 cm
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Jens Alfred Raahauge
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Images courtesy of the artist

BFA1

Jens Alfred Raahauge, Train (Tog), 2020. Oil on canvas. 118 x 98 cm
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BFA1

Alice Ryne

Alice Ryne, Honung, 2020. Oil and syrup on canvas. 73 x 47 cm
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Image courtesy of Maumaus, © Jürgen Bock
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Top left: Parting with the Bonus of Youth – Maumaus as Object, a solo show by Maumaus, exhibition view
Bottom left: Finissage, 8 September 2019, screening of the film Happy Lamento (2018, 90 min.) by Alexander Kluge in collaboration with Khavn de La Cruz
Top right: HP Colour Laserjet CM132nfi MFP. Broken photocopy machine
Bottom right: Spittoon John Bull, 1890. Red clay (Bordalo Pinheiro Museum Collection)
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Revisiting Recent History through
the Lens of an Art School
Through the lens of the history of
 aumaus, an art institution in Lisbon dedicated
M
to education, curation, and production, my aim
is to come to a greater understanding of how
the notion of art and arts education has shifted
over the last twenty-six years. The research aims
to assess the extent to which Maumaus has
been able to counteract the normative modes
of operation of an increasingly entrepreneurial
art world. A larger, underlying aim is to explore
to what extent the history of this institution
can be considered to mirror developments
in the wider art world from the 1990s onwards.
The project explores whether Maumaus has
been able to provide an alternative to an increasingly accelerated world of “cultural industries,”
or whether it might paradoxically be understood
as an institution that has enabled the systems
it opposes. The PhD is based on the development
of a reflexive analytical approach with the aim
to come to an in-depth understanding of today’s
phenomena within what seems to be an increasingly professionalised art world that functions
under dictates of performance and productivity
based on instrumentalised modes of enquiry
and experimentation.
In a first attempt to take the notions of art
and pedagogical complexity that are inherent
to the Maumaus Study Programme and render
them visible in an exhibition, a “solo show

by Maumaus” titled Parting with the Bonus of
Youth – Maumaus as Object took place in 2019
Avenida da Índia, Lisbon. The exhibition brought
together several works of art alongside objects
of interest. The artworks presented — as well
as the objects of interest presented in the context
of art — “functioned” on their own, while at
the same time giving a nod and a wink to the
idea of the documentary through engaging in
a negotiation around the terms of art, education,
and the exhibition itself.
The objects were ambiguous, their meanings
oscillating between non-art and non-non-art
objects, referencing exhibition displays, the art
market, parking problems, audiences, the height
of the ceiling of the Maumaus gallery Lumiar
Cité, a Portuguese pastry (half the diameter
of a rice cake), furniture, beech framing, Enver
Hoxha’s writings at the United Nations headquarters in Geneva, notions of translation in
Spike Lee’s film Inside Man, libraries, film and
society, Family Guy, news channels, conversations
between cherry pickers and photocopy machines,
football museums, unionist Maria João, artists
Rafael Bordalo Pinheiro and João Viotti, the
ethno-poet Hubert Fichte, Pina Bausch’s failed
millipede dance, and the theorists and filmmakers
Alexander Kluge and Manthia Diawara.
— Jürgen Bock on his PhD project

BIO
Jürgen Bock earned his MFA from the Cologne University of Applied Science. He works as a curator, writer,
and producer. Exhibitions he has curated include projects by Eleanor Antin, Nathan Coley, Harun Farocki, and Renée
Green at CCB Project Room, Centro Cultural de Belém, Lisbon (2000 – 01); Andreas Siekmann, 11th Triennale-India, New
Delhi, 2005; Ângela Ferreira, Maison Tropicale, Portuguese Pavilion, 52nd Venice Biennale, 2007; Heimo Zobernig, Museo
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid, 2012; and Allan Sekula, The Dockers’ Museum, La Criée centre d’art
contemporain, Rennes, France, 2012, and Johann Jacobs Museum, Zurich, 2014.
Over the last twenty-six years, Bock has established and grown the Maumaus School of Visual Arts in Lisbon
from a local photography school to an internationally recognised independent study programme, where participants are
encouraged to analyse and develop their art practice in a stimulating and intellectually rigorous yet informal environment,
in which they encounter a number of international lecturers, including artists, filmmakers, art historians, philosophers,
sociologists, anthropologists, and cultural and political scientists.
Since 2009, Bock has curated and programmed more than forty solo exhibitions at Lumiar Cité, the exhibition
space attached to Maumaus, including work by artists and filmmakers such as Gabriel Abrantes, Maria Thereza Alves,
Judith Barry, Gerry Bibby, Tiffany Chung, Manthia Diawara, Harun Farocki, Ângela Ferreira, Peter Friedl, Renée Green,
David Hammons, Florian Hecker, Judith Hopf, Aglaia Konrad, Lone Haugaard Madsen, Christodoulos Panayiotou,
Simon Thompson, and Fredrik Værslev.
He has also written numerous essays, published a range of catalogues, and edited several books, including
From Work to Text: Dialogues on Practise and Criticism in Contemporary Art (2002). He produced Renée Green’s artist book
Negotiations in the Contact Zone (2003) as well as Portuguese versions of Allan Sekula’s books TITANIC’s wake (2003)
and Ship of Fools / The Dockers’ Museum (2015). Bock has been responsible for the organisation and coordination of various
international conferences and has produced several documentary films, such as Negritude: A Dialogue between Soyinka
and Senghor (2015) and An Opera of the World (2017), both directed by Manthia Diawara. Since 2019, Bock has been a PhD
candidate at Malmö Art Academy and Lund University.

Image courtesy of Kristien Daem
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Alejandro Cesarco, Long Casting (A Page on Regret), 2019. Framed archival inkjet print. Exhibition overview from Alejandro Cesarco, a solo exhibition,
Formerly known as Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Rotterdam, 2019
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Under the Sign of Regret

Alejandro Cesarco was awarded a Doctorate of Fine Arts after defending his
dissertation, Under the Sign of Regret, on 20 September, 2019 at Malmö Art Academy.
His dissertation opponent was Dr. Doreen Mende and the examination committee
included Dr. Patrick Amsellem, Professor Cecila Sjöholm, and Professor Stuart Sim.

Under the Sign of Regret interrogates
the qualities of the feeling of regret as well as
what is produced under its influence, as objects
and as experiences. These two aims — considering
regret as a mode and as a tool — hinge between
two complementary definitions of aesthetics:
on the one hand, the quality of feelings and,
on the other, the specific regime for identifying
and reflecting on the arts.
My research looks at regret as an aesthetic
mode and as a methodological tool. It recuperates
the positive qualities of regret without over
valuing it as a great gain. This hovering between
loss and gain sets up the research as a tactic

against the achievement-driven and production-
principled art field. This persistent attention
to a “negative,” or at best “ambivalent,” feeling
is all about action: about figuring out how and
why something might be blocked, and about
how to locate motives for action when none are
visible. Focusing on regret (as mode and method)
is a way to describe our current political and
economic state in affective terms. It describes,
among other things, how it feels to live and
produce under our current regimes.
— Alejandro Cesarco on his PhD project

BIO
Alejandro Cesarco was born in Montevideo, Uruguay, and currently lives in New York. His most recent solo exhibitions
include A Solo Exhibition, Witte de With, Rotterdam, 2019; These Days, Tanya Leighton Gallery, Berlin, 2019; Tactics & Techniques,
Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius, 2019; Song, Renaissance Society, Chicago, 2017; The Measure of Memory, Galleria R
 affaella
Cortese, Milan, 2017; Public Process, Sculpture Center, New York, 2017; Prescribe the Symptom, Midway Contemporary Art,
Minneapolis, 2015; Loyalties and Betrayals, Murray Guy, New York, 2015; Secondary Revision, Frac Île-de-France / Le Plateau,
Paris, 2013; A Portrait, a Story, and an Ending, Kunsthalle Zürich, 2013; Alejandro Cesarco, mumok – Museum moderner Kunst
Stiftung Ludwig Wien, Vienna, 2012; A Common Ground, Uruguayan Pavilion, 54th Venice Biennale, 2011; One without the Other,
Museo Rufino Tamayo, Mexico City, 2011; and Present Memory, Tate Modern, London, 2010. These exhibitions addressed, through
different formats and strategies, Cesarco’s recurrent interests in repetition, narrative, and the practices of reading and translating.
Group exhibitions include Question the Wall Itself, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, 2016; Under the Same Sun, Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, New York, 2014; Tell It to My Heart: Collected by Julie Ault, Museum für Gegenwartskunst, Basel, 2013;
and The Imminence of Poetics, 30th Bienal de São Paulo, 2012. He has also curated exhibitions in the US, Uruguay, Argentina,
and, most recently, a section of the 33rd Bienal de São Paulo, 2018; and ARCOmadrid, 2020. Cesarco is director of the non-profit
arts organization Art Resources Transfer, New York.

Image courtesy of Youngjae Lih
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Alejandro Cesarco, Under the Sign of Regret, Gallery KHM1, Malmö Art Academy, Sweden, 2019

Alejandro Cesarco
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Alejandro Cesarco, Under the Sign of Regret, Gallery KHM1, Malmö Art Academy, Sweden, 2019
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Lea Porsager
CUnT-SPLICE THOUGHT-FORMS
[promiscuous play with quantum
physics and spirituality]

My PhD project CUnT-SPLICE
THOUGHT-FORMS [promiscuous play with
quantum physics and spirituality] takes as its
subject artistic practices that merge physics
and its complexity with spiritual matters and
doings. I use physicist Karen Barad’s theory
of agential realism as a guide to an “onto-
epistemological materialist thinking,” where
matter is regarded as always already entangled
with discourse in the enactment of phenomena.
Barad’s theory can be seen as a conceptual
framework for conceiving matter and discourse
in their intra-active inseparability. I explore
how the cut-splicing of seemingly conflicting
phenomena — quantum physics, spiritual
paradigms, and feminist theory — can serve
as trailblazers for radical tentacular thinking
and practices. My search is, in other words,
situated in that which is neither pure quantum
theory nor esoteric paradigms, but somehow
both and somehow neither. Its primary
concern is to analyse the tense and uncomfortable relationship between quantum physics
and spirituality while still pointing to a
latent potential in precisely this frictional
contact zone.

Furthermore, I am researching how
groundbreaking insights in quantum mechanics
have been used and misused by spiritual systems
in very specific ways. Quantum realities have
been appropriated by New Age doctrines and
become convenient metaphors fortranscendental
realities in ways that leave the underlying dogmas
of these spiritual systems unchallenged. I like
to think that my aim with “colliding” science
and mysticism is a more challenging one: I am
not seeking smooth metaphors — I am looking
for something a bit more unruly and lively.
What potentials for radical (mad, non-violent)
spaces lie in this collision? What promiscuous
but solid thought-forms could materialize in
the aftermath of this troublemaking (gang)bang?
I am trying to excite the aforementioned thoughtforms (plural, plural) in the collider of doings
by way of experiments. Misunderstandings
and misconceptions are not to be avoided but
rather embraced, as they have the potential
to spawn unexpected cross-disciplinary visions.
Adding tantric technologies for a local sensiti
sation to a non-local reality, the experiments
will aim to disrupt — not illustrate — fixed notions
of truth through a practice of radical openness,
lubricating the friction and excitement at play.
— Lea Porsager on her PhD project
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#
#

BREATHE THE GALACTIC HALO
BREATHE THE GALACTIC HALO

#
#
#Gran Sasso #dark matter wind
#Gran Sasso #dark matter wind

LET THE MIGHTY RUSHING WIND SPEAK
IN TONGUES OF FIRE,
LET THE MIGHTY
RUSHING WINDASPEAK
PRE-MEMBERING
LOVE OF SOMETHING
IN TONGUES OF
FIRE, AND PROFOUND.
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BIO
Lea Porsager graduated from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen, and the Städelschule,
Frankfurt am Main, in 2010. She began her studies as a PhD candidate at Malmö Art Academy and Lund University in
September 2015. Porsager’s practice interweaves fabulation and speculation with a variety of mediums, including film,
sculpture, photography, and text. Her works encompass science, politics, feminism, and esotericism. Porsager’s recent solo
exhibitions include Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde, 2019; Nils Stærk, Copenhagen, 2016; Brandts, Odense, 2016;
G.ttingen Kunstverein, 2015; Overgaden, Copenhagen, 2015; Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, 2015; Henie Onstad Kunst
senter, Høvikodden, 2013; and Emily Harvey Foundation, New York, 2013. Group exhibitions include SMK – National
Gallery of Denmark, Copenhagen, 2017; Rebuild Foundation, Chicago, 2016; Den Frie, Copenhagen, 2016, 2014; Monash
University Museum of Art | MUMA, Melbourne, 2015; Moderna Museet, Malmö, 2014; Kumu Art Museum, Tallinn, 2014;
Sorø Kunstmuseum, 2014; Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius, 2013; and Neue Gesellschaft für Bildende Kunst, Berlin, 2013.
Porsager was selected as a CERN Honorary Mention for the Collide International Award in 2018. In 2012,
Porsager participated in dOCUMENTA (13) with The Anatta Experiment. She was awarded the Carl Nielsen and Anne
Marie Carl-Nielsen Scholarship in 2014. In 2015, Porsager partook in the 14th Istanbul Biennial: SALTWATER: A Theory
of Thought Forms as Annie Besant’s “medium,” recreating thirty-six of Besant’s watercolours from the book Thought-Forms:
A Record of Clairvoyant Investigation (1905). Porsager’s earthwork and memorial Gravitational Ripples was inaugurated
in June 2018 in Stockholm, Sweden, commemorating the Swedish lives lost in the 2004 tsunami in Southeast Asia.
In November 2020, Porsager opens a solo exhibition at Moderna Museet in Stockholm.
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Pia Rönicke
Broken circles

The forest to which I refer in my
PhD is an overarching term, a kind of ecology
that most of us are acquainted with, but I am
searching out specific forests with particular
conditions. It is my thesis that a certain kind
of presence around land perspectives is lacking
in the existing discourse, and that the forest
is being deserted in its production and in a larger
sense is being displaced. So the idea and act
of being present holds a role in my engagement
with the forest.
Why is it important to be on site and
in dialogue with forest communities? Not just
to be present, but to be present in a certain way,
the way in which you take a position in a specific
location. In the documentary, Worlds of Ursula
K. Le Guin, the science-fiction novelist explains
that she starts the writing process from a notion
of a place. A certain place from where she sets
a stage. The place as such thus not only defines
but is also a starting point for a rewriting and
reimagination. Language holds the possibility
of changing the place it stems from.

Log 24/09/2019
The test site (försöksstationen) has an impression
of abandonment, a grave of water, antiquated antennas,
elevated walkways, a trailer with a rattle.
The mushrooms are abundant, sticky, and dissolving;
heather is woven into silky treads; square e nclosures
divide inner and outer topographies. Someone is
observing, on the periphery of the site, from the
darkened horizon at the edge of the treeline. This place
of observation is being monitored. I sense it here on
my own; the light is slowly falling, the elusive outer
is moving closer. I register the firs’ patterns, their
placement within the terrain. Leaning against the
trunks, I track the area through circular movements,
breaking up the reception, focusing on different
conifers. Trees are sending out rings, they overlap.

Moss embraces the trunks. I trace this with carbon,
tree life in burnt form. The sense of another presence
comes through an unfolding register, life forms move
closer and interconnect. The test site is subdivided;
each patch is undergoing a different treatment.
Growth is registered by the scientists. The height
of the trees is measured by a white cross cut into
the bark. Water and fertiliser are added, or not; differences are monitored. It is a controlled experiment,
with uncontrollable consequences. The testing ground
is not a one-way mirror; they look at a subject,
unaware of being looked at.
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I have been fantasising about the graphic line
as an impression in the forest floor, as a path
to be detected through observation and defocused gleaning. A visible or hidden demarcation
that swings in and around the trees. The line
being part of a system, in a net of connectors
establishing a kind of order. The graphic line
detects a particular life only visible when one
is aware of it. The butterfly that flickers through
forest clearings in search of the right flower
is both a metaphor and a flight path, one that
is hard to follow, as it has also become
increasingly rare.

the connection between the roots, the mosses,
and the mushrooms that appear on the surface.
A system made possible by the placement of
the trees in a systematic order. But the broken
circles also exercise another order as incomprehensible within the given site and its logic.
Shadow system, 2020.

The graphic line is also another kind of retracing of demarcations, creating patterns among
the trees, patterns that arrive from existing
marks, that take on their own flow and search
for connections, like a shadow system. A system
where the tree trunks become the centrepiece
for broken circles, half circles crossing lines,
almost as a ritual in the forest bed. The graphic
line points not only to the concentrism of forest
life but also to its potential brokenness. But
the breaking of circles also establishes other
possibilities, of reconnecting the divided parts
into a system, a language.

How to name this interaction that takes place
in the network of trees, a network that includes
the reader and the writer? The concept of
communication is not directional but happens
in various degrees of synchronicity. We have
called the natural world by name long before
the establishment of a systematic nomenclature.
However, “to understand the connection between the word and the picture, the composition
— that is, the act of naming — is decisive.”1
This act of naming within the network of trees
is not one of differentiation, but of interaction
with a fuller picture in its interconnectedness.
The writing that happens from this network
is also one of shifting readings, accumulation
as a form of poetry. The naming and renaming
happens according to placement by not
prioritising the writer over the network.

I think of the order of the plant life that gives
way to the signature of broken circles, as a system
derived from the tree trunks, their root systems,

Excerpts from the in-process PhD thesis
Drifting Woods, Deserted Forest, Working through
Space.

BIO
Pia Rönicke is an artist based in Copenhagen. In recent years, she has been investigating different botanical collections that show traces of colonial and geopolitical conditions. Her work is concerned with problems of space and spatial
transformations. She is interested in the connection between work space and filmic space, and how we conceive historical
matters in relationship to our daily activities. Rönicke often works with archives, and the practice of collecting is a recurring theme in her artworks. Her artistic practice spans film, prints, sculptures, and objects, which together build narratives.
Rönicke’s work is the subject of numerous international solo exhibitions, including Drifting Woods, Gävle Konstcentrum,
Sweden, 2021; Astrid, Lotte og Florence, Astrid Noacks Atelier, Copenhagen, 2020; One Artist / Two Films / One Week, gb agency,
Paris, 2019; Word for Forest, Parallel Oaxaca, Mexico, 2018; The Cloud Document, Overgaden Institute of Contemporary Art,
Copenhagen, 2017; The Pages of Day and Night, gb agency, Paris, 2015; Aurora, Museo Rufino Tamayo, Mexico City, 2012;
Facing, Centro Cultural Montehermoso, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain, 2009; A Usual Story from a Nameless Country, Casco Art
Institute, Utrecht, 2008; Rosa’s Letters, Croy Nielsen, Berlin, 2007; The Plan Is Dictator! What Is the Plan, Lunds Konsthall,
2006; Hoardings II, Tate Modern, London, 2005; and A Place Like Any Other, Moderna Museet, Stockholm, 2001.
Rönicke’s work has also been featured in many group exhibitions and festivals, including BLOOM_Festival on
Science and Ideas, Copenhagen, 2020; The City, BEK – Bergen Centre for Electronic Arts, Bergen, 2020; This Is Not An Apricot,
SixtyEight Art Institute, Copenhagen, 2019; Rencontres Internationales, Paris and Berlin, 2019; CPH:DOX, Copenhagen,
2018; FIDMarseille, 2018; Botany under Influence, Apexart, New York, 2016; A Story within a Story, Göteborg International Biennial for Contemporary Art, 2015; Human-Space-Machine, Henie Onstad Kunstsenter, Norway, 2014; Buildering: Misbehaving
the City, Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati, 2014; Reports from New Sweden, Tensta Konsthall, Stockholm, 2013; Newtopia:
The State of Human Rights, Mechelen and Brussels, 2012; Rehabilitation, WIELS, Brussels, 2012; After Architecture, Centre d’Art
Santa Mònica, Barcelona, 2010; Imagine Action, Lisson Gallery, London, 2008; Elephant Cemetery, Artists Space, New York,
2007; Anachronism, ARGOS Centre for Art and Media, Brussels, 2007; GNS, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 2003; and Manifesta 4,
Frankfurt am Main, 2002. Her publications include Rosa’s Letters (Mousse Publishing, 2012) and Skydokumentet (The cloud
document) (Space Poetry, 2017).

1

Walter Benjamin, “Painting, or Signs and Marks,” in Selected Writings, vol 1, 1913 – 1926, ed. Marcus Bullock and Michael
W. Jennings (Cambridge, MA: Belknap, 1996), 86.

Images courtesy of the artist
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Left: Imogen Stidworthy, 2019. Research image. Detail of playing card: Eno, B. & Schmidt, P. 1975/2001. Oblique Strategies–One Hundred W
 orthwhile
Dilemmas; and video stills from video sequence projected onto satellite dish in, The Whisper Heard, video installation, I.S., 2003

Images courtesy of the artist

Right: Imogen Stidworthy, 2019. Research image. Video stills: The Good Doctor, HBO TV series 1; and Phoebe Caldwell and Ollie, from Autism and
Intensive Interaction, DVD published by Jessica Kingsley, London 2010

Left: Imogen Stidworthy, 2019. Research image
Right: Imogen Stidworthy, 2019. Research image. Detail of Polaroid photograph, 14,5 x 10,5 cm, Imogen Stidworthy, 1993
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Voicing on the Borders of Language
Imogen Stidworthy will defend her dissertation, Voicing on the Borders of Language,
on 25 September, 2020.
My PhD research engages with
e ncounters between “we who speak” 1 and
people who voice themselves in unfamiliar,
or even unknowable, forms of language.
In the bewilderment of not “understanding,”
what different forms of language emerge, and
how do they affect “our” language, ways of
sense-making, and social relationships? My
research approaches these questions by thinking
with three people who figure as go-betweens
between verbal and non-verbal being. Each
embodies a listening position for sounding the
borders of language.
The French pedagogue, filmmaker, and
writer Fernand Deligny developed an experimental network for living with non-verbal autistic
children in the Cévennes, France, from 1967 to the
mid-1980s. Phoebe Caldwell is a British therapist
who specialises in non-verbal communication
using the mirroring method Intensive I nteraction.
Iris Johansson is a Swedish therapist who is
autistic and was non-verbal as a child. Though
she eventually learned to speak, she will always
be autistic; part of her remains non-verbal, and
in this sense she embodies the relationship between

non-verbal and verbal being. Non-verbal
autism figures in the context of this research less
as a subject in itself than as a radical condition
of no practice of language at all.
In my primary research for this PhD thesis,
I work with the methods of my artistic practice.
Meetings and dialogues generally take place
in recording situations, sometimes with elements
of staging. I work with what I call the “meta
cinematic” dimensions of these encounters,
which may be related to the effects of recording
or screening technologies or to the conditions
they produce in and between us, even in their
absence (a certain dynamic of relationship,
a quality of awareness). I develop this term
in my thesis, reflecting on the (meta)cinematic
dimensions of the practices of each of the gobetweens, through the perspectives of my artistic
practice. I ask what metacinematic conditions
bring to the rub-up between different forms
of voicing. Is there something about the meta
cinematic that has a special resonance with how
we form relationships in the spaces between
languages?
—Imogen Stidworthy on her PhD project

BIO
Imogen Stidworthy’s work focuses on the voice as a sculptural material in investigations into different
forms of language and relationship. She works with people who inhabit the borders of language, whose relation
to language is affected by conditions such as aphasia or the impact of overwhelming experiences. Often combining
the staged and the observed, Stidworthy makes films and installations and uses a wide range of media including
sculptural objects, print, and photography.
Solo presentations include exhibitions at NETWERK, Aalst, Belgium, 2019; Württembergischer Kunstverein,
Stuttgart, 2018; Imperial War Museum, London, 2015; AKINCI, Amsterdam, 2013; Galerie Raum mit Licht, Vienna,
2013; Matt’s Gallery, London, 2011; Kunstpavillon, Innsbruck, 2010; and Arnolfini, Bristol, 2010.
Major group exhibitions include Ambères, M HKA, Antwerp 2019; Acts of Voicing, Powerhouse, Sydney,
2017–18; Murmur, Netwerk, Aalst, Belgium, 2017; Suzhou Documents, Suzhou, China, 2016; This Is a Voice and States
of Mind, Wellcome Collection, London; British Art Show 8, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh,
and Leeds Art Gallery, 2015–16; Kiev Biennale, 2015; São Paulo Biennale, 2014; Listening, a Hayward Touring show
at SITE in Sheffield, Bluecoat in Liverpool, and Baltic 39 in Newcastle, 2014; Bergen Assembly, 2013; Busan Biennale,
2012; October Salon, Belgrade, 2011; and documenta 12, Kassel, 2007.
Stidworthy curated the group exhibitions BLACKOUT!, ERC, Liverpool, 2013; In the First Circle
(in collaboration with Paul Domela) at Fundació Antoni Tàpies, Barcelona, 2011–12; and Die Lucky Bush at MuHKA,
Antwerp, 2008.
Stidworthy’s work is represented by Matt’s Gallery, London, and AKINCI, Amsterdam.

1
”We who speak” is a term used by the French educator Fernand Deligny to refer to the verbal adults who lived with
non-verbal autistic children as part of his experimental ”network” in the Cévennes.
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Gertrud Sandqvist
Professor of Art Theory
and the History of Ideas;
Supervisor for the
Doctoral Programme

Dr. Sarat Maharaj
Professor of Visual Art
and Knowledge Systems;
Supervisor for the
Doctoral Programme
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Gertrud Sandqvist has been Rector of Malmö Art Academy
since 2011, a post she also previously held from 1995 to 2007.
Professor Sandqvist has been writing extensively
on mainly European contemporary art since the early 1990s,
and most recently she authored Estragon, a monograph
on the Norwegian painter Olav Christopher Jenssen, published
in 2018. In 2010 she was the co-curator of the Moderna
utställningen at Moderna Museet, Stockholm. She co-curated,
together with Sarat Maharaj, Dorothee Albrecht, and Stina
Edblom, the Göteborg International Biennial for Contemporary
Art 2011. Furthermore, she recently curated Siksi — The
Nordic Miracle Revisited at Galleri F 15, Moss, Norway, 2015;
Red Dawn at HISK, Ghent, Belgium, 2014; Channeled, which
showed contemporary artists alongside Hilma af Klint, at Lunds
Konsthall, 2013; and Against Method for Generali Foundation,
Vienna, 2013.
Sarat Maharaj (South Africa / United Kingdom) is Professor
of Visual Art and Knowledge Systems at Lund University
and Malmo Art Academy, and Research Professor at Goldsmiths,
University of London, where he was previously Professor
of Art History and Theory (1980 – 2005). Maharaj was Rudolf
Arnheim Professor, Philosophy Faculty, Humboldt University
of Berlin (2001 – 02) and Fine Art Research Fellow at the
Jan Van Eyck Academie, Maastricht (1999 – 2001). In 2018,
he was the Stedelijk Fellow at the University of Amsterdam /
RKD, Art History Institute, Den Haag / Stedelijk Museum
and is the 2020 Visiting Fellow at Royal Academy of Fine
Arts Antwerp.
Maharaj’s specialist research and publications
focus on Marcel Duchamp, James Joyce, and Richard H
 amilton,
and his writing covers: Monkeydoodle — “thinking through
art practice,” visual art as know-how and no-how, textiles,
xeno-sonics and xeno-epistemics — “thinking the other and
other ways of thinking,” cultural translation, “dirty cosmo
politanism,” North / South divisions of work, manufacture,
and “creative labour.”
His selected publications include The Sarat
Maharaj Reader, published in both English and Chinese
(Nanfang Daily Press, 2010); “Small Change of the Universal,”
British Journal of Sociology 61, no. 3 (2010); Hungry Clouds
Swag on the Deep: Santu Mofokeng at Kassel 2002: Chasing
Shadows (Prestel, 2011); Sounding South Africa: In the Rainbow
State (2012); “The Jobless State: The Global Assembly Line,
Indolence,” in Work, Work, Work: A Reader on Art and Labour
(Iaspis, 2012); “What the Thunder Said,” in Art as a Thinking
Process (Sternberg Press, 2012); “Nicky-Nacky to Bunga-Bunga:
Venice Preserv’d in the Global Assembly Line of Biennials,”
in Venezia, Venezia (Actar, 2013); and “The Surplus of the
Global,” a conversation with Marion von Osten, Texte zur
Kunst, September 2013; “Weggebobbles to Virginatarian:
The Alimentary Passage through the Vegan and Beyond in
James Joyce’s Foodscape” for the XXVI International James
Joyce Symposium; “‘Sillymotocraft / Cinematograph’: Towards
e-Gutenberg: On Finnegans Wake” (2019); and “Diversity
Fever: Notes Towards an Epidemiological Map,” South as
a State of Mind, no. 11 (2019)
He was a co-curator of documenta11 and
he curated retinal.optical. visual.conceptual … at Museum
Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam, in 2002, with Richard
Hamilton and Ecke Bonk. Maharaj was also co-curator
of Farewell to P
 ostcolonialism, Guangzhou, in 2008, and
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Art, Knowledge and Politics, at the 29th Bienal de São Paulo
in 2010. He was Chief Curator of the 2011 Göteborg International
Biennial for Contemporary Art, Pandemonium: Art in a Time
of Creativity Fever, and a peer advisor to the Sharjah Biennial
11 in 2013.
His current research projects (2016 – 19) are
“Repristinating London: Knowledge Mecca” and “The Apartheid
Era Art History Room, Durban, Salisbury Island.” Maharaj sits
on the boards of several journals, museums, galleries, and
other institutions.
Fredrik Værslev
Professor of Fine Arts

Joachim Koester
Professor of Fine Arts

Fredrik Værslev is a Norwegian artist based in Drøbak,
Norway, with a focus on conceptual painting.
Selected solo exhibitions include Astrup Fearnley
Museet, Oslo, 2018; Bonner Kunstverein, 2018; Kunst Halle
Sankt Gallen, Switzerland, 2017; Andrew Kreps Gallery, New York,
2017; Gió Marconi, Milan, 2016; Bergen Konsthall, 2016; Kunsthal Aarhus, Denmark, 2017; Le Consortium, Dijon, France, 2016;
STANDARD (OSLO), 2015; Power Station, Dallas, 2014; Lumiar
Cité, Lisbon, 2014; Circus, Berlin, 2013; and Indipendenza Studio,
Rome, 2012, among others.
Selected group exhibitions include Nasjonalmuseet,
Oslo, 2017; Moderna Museet, Stockholm, 2017; CANADA, New
York, 2017; National Art School Gallery, Sydney, 2017; Ramiken
Crucible, New York, 2017; Index, Stockholm, 2017; Galleri Riis,
Stockholm, 2016; Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, 2016; Gavin
Brown’s enterprise, New York, 2015; Tegnebiennalen, Oslo, 2014;
Galerie Mehdi Chouakri, Berlin, 2014; Lunds Konsthall, 2013;
and Modern Institute, Glasgow, 2013, among others.
Værslev is Director of the artist-run project space
Landings in Vestfossen, Norway, which he founded in 2008.
The organisation also produces Landings Journal, published
once a year.
Publications on his work include Fredrik Værslev
as I Imagine Him (JRP|Ringier, 2018); Tan Lines (Sternberg Press,
2018); The Constant Gardener (Hatje Cantz, 2016); All Around
Amateur, vols. 1 and 2 (Sternberg Press, 2016); Reality Bites
(Mousse Publishing, 2015); East Bound and Down (Power
Station, 2016); and Fredrik Værslev: The rich man’s breakfast,
the shopkeeper’s lunch, the poor man’s supper (STANDARD
(BOOKS), 2012).
Værslev’s work is found in the collections of Centre
Georges Pompidou, Paris; Le Consortium, Dijon; Moderna Museet, Stockholm; Malmö Konstmuseum; Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo;
and Astrup Fearnley, Oslo.
Joachim Koester is a Danish artist based in Copenhagen.
His work has been shown at documenta X, Kassel, Germany;
2nd Johannesburg Biennale; 1st Gwangju Biennale; 54th
Venice Biennale; Busan Biennale 2006, South Korea; Manifesta
7, Trento, Italy; Tate Triennial 2009, London; and Taipei Biennale
2012. Koester’s solo shows include Bergen Kunsthall, N
 orway;
Camden Arts Centre, London; Beirut Art Center; Statens
Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen; Centre d’Art Santa Mònica,
Barcelona; Palais de Tokyo, Paris; Moderna Museet, Stockholm;
Museo Rufino Tamayo, Mexico City; Power Plant, Toronto;
Kestnergesellschaft, Hanover; Institut d’art contemporain,
Villeurbanne, France; MIT List Visual Arts Center, Cambridge,
MA; Kunsthal Charlottenborg, Copenhagen; S.M.A.K. –
Municipal Museum of Contemporary Art, Ghent, Belgium;
Camera Austria, Graz; Centre d’art contemporain Genève;
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Turner Contemporary, Margate, UK; Greene Naftali Gallery,
New York; Galleri Nicolai Wallner, Copenhagen; Gallery
Jan Mot, Brussels; and Galeriá Elba Benitez, Madrid.
Koester’s work can be found in the following
museums and collections: Tate Modern, London; Louisiana
Museum, Humlebæk, Denmark; Centre Georges Pompidou,
Paris; Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid;
Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam; S.M.A.K.,
Ghent; Museum of Modern Art, New York; Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Philadelphia Museum of Art; Baltimore
Museum of Art; Centro de Arte Dos de Mayo, Madrid; SMK
– Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen; ARoS, Aarhus
Kunstmuseum; Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh; Kiasma,
Helsinki; Kongelige Biblioteks Fotografiske Samling, Copenhagen; Fonds n
 ational d’art contemporain, Paris; Sorø Kunst
museum, Denmark; Moderna Museet, Stockholm; Malmö
Konstmuseum; S
 ammlung Hoffmann, Berlin; Museum of
Fine Arts, Houston; MACS – Grand-Hornu, Boussu, Belgium;
Kadist Art Foundation, Paris; FRAC Le Plateau, Institut d’art
contemporain, Villeurbanne, France; Generali Foundation,
Vienna; Sammlung Verbund, Vienna; and Museum Sztuki, Łódź.
Publications on his work include Bringing Something
Back (Koenig Books 2019), maybe one must begin with some
particular places (Guayaba Press, 2015), Of Spirits and Empty
Spaces (Mousse Publishing, 2014), I Myself am only a receiving
apparatus (Verlag der Buchhandlung Walter König, 2011),
Message from the Unseen (Lunds Konsthall, 2006), Nordenskiöld and the Ice Cap (Space Poetry, 2006), and Message
from Andrée (Lukas & Sternberg and Pork Salad Press, 2005).
Emily Wardill
Professor of Fine Arts

Emily Wardill lives and works in Lisbon and Malmö. Solo
exhibitions of Wardill’s work include Secession, Vienna, 2020;
Kohta, Helsinki, 2019; Bergen Kunsthall, 2017; Gulbenkian Project
Space, Lisbon, 2017; INDEX, Stockholm, 2014; National Gallery
of Denmark, Copenhagen, 2012; De Appel, Amsterdam, 2012;
Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis, 2011; MIT List Visual Arts
Center, Cambridge, MA, 2010; and Institute of Contemporary
Arts, London, 2007 – 08. Her work has been included in group
shows at Te Tuhi, Auckland, 2019; XYZ Collective, Tokyo, 2019;
Biennale de l'Image en Mouvement, Geneva, 2016; Salzburger
Kunstverein, 2015; Serpentine Gallery, London, 2012; Showroom, London, 2010; Gallery of Modern Art, Glasgow, 2011;
MIT List Visual Arts Center, Cambridge, MA, 2010; Institute
of Contemporary Arts, London, 2008; Hayward Gallery, London;
Witte de With, Rotterdam; mumok – Museum moderner Kunst
Stiftung Ludwig Wien; and Museum of Contemporary Art, North
Miami. Wardill’s work was awarded the Jarman Award in 2010
and the Philip Leverhulme Prize in Visual and Performing
Art in 2011. She participated in the 54th Venice Biennale
in 2011 and the 19th Biennale of Sydney in 2014.
Some of the international collections holding Wardill's
work are Tate Britain, London; mumok, Vienna; Gulbenkian Art
Museum, Lisbon; Le Fonds d’art contemporain de la Ville de
Genève; FRAC Champagne-Ardenne, Reims, France; Saastamoinen Foundation, Finland; and Arts Council Collection, United
Kingdom, as well as numerous private collections.
She is represented by carlier | gebauer, Berlin;
STANDARD (OSLO); and Altman Siegel, San Francisco.
Wardill has taught at the University of the Arts
Helsinki; University of British Columbia, Vancouver; Central Saint
Martins, London; Academy of Fine Arts Munich; School of the
Art Institute of Chicago; National Art School, Sydney; Städelschule,
Frankfurt am Main; State Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe;
Goldsmiths, University of London; and California College of
the Arts, San Francisco. She is currently Professor of Fine Arts
at Malmö Art Academy and a visiting tutor at Maumaus, Lisbon.
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Maj Hasager
Programme Director of
Critical & Pedagogical
Studies (MFA); Senior
Lecturer in Fine Arts

Maria Hedlund
Senior Lecturer
in Fine Arts
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Maj Hasager is a Danish artist based in Copenhagen.
She studied photography and fine arts in Denmark, Sweden,
and the UK, earning an MFA from Malmö Art Academy.
Hasager’s artistic approach is research and
dialogically based, and she works predominantly with text,
sound, video, and photography.
She has exhibited her work internationally in
events and at institutions such as Lunds Konsthall; Fondazione
Pastificio Cerere, Rome; Critical Distance, Toronto; GL STRAND,
Copenhagen; Galleri Image, Aarhus, Denmark; FOKUS video
art festival, Nikolaj Kunsthal, Copenhagen; Moderna Museet,
Malmö; Cleveland Institute of Art; Red Barn Gallery, Belfast;
Laznia Centre for Contemporary Art, Gdańsk; Liverpool Biennial;
Al-Hoash Gallery, Jerusalem; Al-Kahf Gallery, Bethlehem; Khalil
Sakakini Cultural Center; Ramallah; Overgaden Institute
of Contemporary Art, Copenhagen; and Guangzhou Triennial.
Hasager is the recipient of several international
residencies and fellowships, most recently at 18th Street Arts
Center, Los Angeles. She has been awarded grants in support
of her work from Edstrandska, Danish Arts Council, Danish
Arts Foundation, Arab Fund for Arts and Culture (Beirut), and
ArtSchool Palestine. Additionally, Hasager is a guest lecturer
at the International Academy of Art Palestine; Dar al-Kalima
University College of Arts and Culture, Bethlehem; Barbados
Community College, Bridgetown; Sacramento State University;
and University of Ulster, Belfast. She occasionally writes
essays, catalogue texts, and articles.
Maria Hedlund is a Swedish artist based in Berlin. She graduated from the Photography Department at the University
of Gothenburg in 1993.
In her latest ongoing works, she uses objects,
plants, and smaller collections. They are mostly found or given
to her. What they all have in common is that they are in a state
of transition and of being outside their original context. This
specific interest has formed works such as Life at Hyttödammen
(2006 – ), Dissolve (2011), and Some Kind of Knowledge (2014 – ).
The title of Some Kind of Knowledge refers to an
ambivalent condition that always needs to be renegotiated and
rephrased as new objects come into play. The work’s “collection” is in a state of constant evolution. Sometimes there is a
clear direction, which a while later might be forgotten, followed
by a new one. Its objects and plants appear in other works
as well.
Hedlund has recently exhibited at Moderna
Museet, Stockholm; Onomatopee, Eindhoven, Netherlands;
KRETS, Malmö, where the poet Ida Börjel performed a reading
related to one of Hedlund’s works; and Kohta, Helsinki. She also
recently completed a public commission for the Tranströmer
Library in Medborgarhuset, Stockholm, which will be reopened
in the late fall of 2020. In February 2021, Hedlund will participate
in an exhibition at Västerås konstmuseum, where several of
her works will be shown.
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Per Olof Persson
Senior Lecturer
in Fine Arts

Margot Edström
Junior Lecturer
in Fine Arts

Laura Hatfield
Junior Lecturer in Fine
Arts and Programme
Coordinator for Critical
& Pedagogical Studies
(MFA)

Dr. Matts Leiderstam
Researcher and External
Visiting Lecturer in
Fine Arts

P-O Persson is a Swedish artist based in Malmö. He graduated
from the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Stockholm, in 1988.
As a Senior Lecturer at Malmö Art Academy,
P-O Persson is responsible for technical and practical courses.
Exhibitions include Skulpturträdgården — Galleri
Arnstedt, Östra Karup, Sweden, 2017 and 2018; Liljevalchs
Konsthall, Stockholm, 2004; Krognoshuset, Lund, 2003; Busan
Metropolitan Art Museum, Seoul, 1999; Kampnagelfabrik,
Hamburg, 1991; Lunds Konsthall, 1989; and Malmö Konsthall,
1987. Public commissions include Landskrona stad, 2007;
Helsingborg Fire Department, Public Art Agency Sweden, 2005;
Karlskrona stad, 2001; and Astra Zeneca, Lund, 1999 – 2000.
Grants include Edstrandska stiftelsens stipendium,
1996; the Swedish Arts Grants Committee, working grant,
1990 – 95; Ellen Trotzig Foundation, Malmö, 1981; Malmö Stad
kulturstipendium; and Aase and Rickard Björklund stipendium,
Malmö. Public collections include Malmö Museum, Kristianstad
Museum, and Blekinge Museum, Karlskrona.
Margot Edström is specialised in video and digital media
(2D and 3D animation, 3D printing, digital imaging, and
postproduction).
She graduated from Malmö Art Academy in 1997.
Her artistic background is in performance-based video
and animation.
Group exhibitions include the National Art Gallery,
Kuala Lumpur; Galleri Stefan Andersson, Umeå, Sweden;
and International Performance Festival, Tampere, Finland.
Laura Hatfield is a Canadian artist whose work involves
exhibition making, painting, writing, music, and museological
experimentation. They hold a Master of International Museum
Studies from the University of Gothenburg and a Master of 
Fine Arts from Valand Academy, Gothenburg, where they also
completed a postgraduate Independent Study in Fine Arts
with Pedagogic Application.
Hatfield has performed and exhibited internationally
and collaborated with many art museums and artist-run spaces.
They are currently involved with Whose Museum, Skånes
konstförening and the editorial group at Paletten Art Journal.
Matts Leiderstam is a Swedish artist based in Stockholm.
He obtained a PhD in Fine Arts at Malmö Art Academy
in 2006 and studied painting at Valand Academy between
1984 and 1989.
Leiderstam is currently working on the research
project “What Does the Grid Do?,” with support from the
Swedish Research Council. The project aims to focus on ways
of seeing in relation to contemporary painting practices and
to trace what it is that remains — the ruins, perhaps, of artistic
knowledge connected to the grid, a concept deeply rooted
in Western art history. How might the grid frame what it is that
we inherit? Whether that be in the recent return to abstract
painting, historically associated with the grid, or in the amplifica
tion of the uses of the grid in the context of a quantum shift
in our time of today’s planetary-scale computing — in a culture
dominated by the mediations of the screen.
Selected solo exhibitions include Wilfried Lentz,
Rotterdam; Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm; Kunsthalle
Düsseldorf; Grazer Kunstverein; Salon MoCAB — Museum of
Contemporary Art, Belgrade; Badischer Kunstverein, Karlsruhe;
Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein, Vaduz; and Magasin III, Stockholm.
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Selected group shows include Art Encounters
 iennial, Timi șoara, Romania, 2019; Tensta Konsthall, Stockholm;
B
11th Shanghai Biennale; National Gallery Prague; Henie Onstad
Kunstsenter, Høvikodden, Norway; Fondazione Prada, Milan;
8th Berlin Biennale; Gasworks, London; Museo Rufino Tamayo,
Mexico City; Witte de With, Rotterdam; Göteborg International Biennial for Contemporary Art 2010; Moderna Museet,
Stockholm; and Third Guangzhou Triennial.
Publications on and of his work include Matts
Leiderstam: Panels (Wilfried Lentz Rotterdam, 2018); MOM / 2011
/ 47 (and into the room swallows flew) (artist book, 2012); Matts
Leiderstam: Seen from Here (Verlag für moderne Kunst, 2010);
Matts Leiderstam: Nachbild / After Image (Argobooks, 2010);
and his dissertation, “See and Seen: Seeing Landscape through
Artistic Practice” (Malmö Art Academy, Lund University, 2006).
Charif Benhelima
External Visiting Lecturer
in Fine Arts

Charif Benhelima is a Belgian artist. He lives and works
in Antwerp, Belgium.
Through the medium of photography, Benhelima
deals with the topics of memory / oblivion, time, space, origin,
identity, politics of representation, and perception. He gained
recognition with the Welcome to Belgium series (1990 – 99),
a nine-year research project on the sentiment of being a
foreigner. Besides having worked with analogical photography, he has been experimenting for fifteen years with the
Polaroid 600.
In parallel to his artistic research, Benhelima
is a guest professor at the Higher Institute for Fine Arts (HISK),
Ghent.
Recent solo exhibitions include Museu Oscar
Niemeyer, Curitiba, Brazil; Niterói Museum of Contemporary
Art, Rio de Janeiro; BPS 22, Charleroi, Belgium; Palais des
BeauxArts (Bozar), Brussels; Station Museum of Contemporary
Art, Houston; Volta NY 2010, New York; and Künstlerhaus
Bethanien GmbH, Berlin, among others.
Benhelima participated in the Lubumbashi Biennale,
DR Congo, 2015; Beaufort, Triennial of Contemporary Art by
the Sea, Belgium, 2015; Marrakech Biennale 5; International
Biennial of Photography, 2010 and 2012, Houston; and in group
exhibitions at the Museu de Arte Moderna, Rio de Janeiro;
MuHKA, Museum of Contemporary Art, Antwerp; Musée de
Marrakech; Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore; Bag
Factory, Johannesburg; Shanghai Art Museum; Palau de la Virreina
— La Capella, Barcelona; Centro Arte Moderna a Contemporanea Della Spezia, Italy; Museo de Arte Contemporáneo, Buenos
Aires; Witte de With, Rotterdam; EMST — National Museum of
Contemporary Art, Athens; Jewish Cultural Quarter, Amsterdam;
and Lunds Konsthall, among many others.
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João Penalva
External Visiting Lecturer
in Fine Arts

Nina Roos
External Visiting Lecturer
in Fine Arts

João Penalva is a Portuguese artist who since 1976 has
been living and working in London, where he also studied
at Chelsea School of Art. He has been External Visiting
Lecturer at Malmö Art Academy since 2003.
Penalva represented Portugal in the 23rd Biennial
de São Paulo (1996) and in the 49th Venice Biennale (2001).
He also exhibited in the 2nd Berlin Biennale (2001) and the
13th Biennale of Sydney (2002).
Solo exhibitions include Centro Cultural de Belém,
Lisbon; Camden Arts Centre, London; Contemporary Art Centre,
Vilnius; Galerie im Taxispalais, Innsbruck; Tramway, Glasgow;
Rooseum Center for Contemporary Art, Malmö; Institute of
Visual Arts, Milwaukee; Power Plant, Toronto; Serralves Museum,
Porto; Ludwig Museum, Budapest; Irish Museum of Modern
Art, Dublin; DAAD Gallery, Berlin; Mead Gallery, University
of Warwick, UK; Lunds Konsthall; Berlinische Gallerie, Berlin;
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon; Brandts Kunsthallen,
Odense, Denmark; Trondheim Kunstmuseum, Norway; LOGE,
Berlin; Musée d’Art Moderne Grand-Duc Jean, Luxembourg; Culturgest, Porto; Lumiar Cité, Lisbon; and Appleton Square, Lisbon.
Group exhibitions include, among others,
Haus der Kunst, Munich; Museum Folkwang, Essen, Germany;
K20 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf; Staatliche
Kunstsammlungen Dresden; Württembergischer Kunstverein,
Stuttgart; Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney; Australian
Centre for Contemporary Art, Melbourne; National Museum
of Contemporary Art, Seoul; Museum of Contemporary Art
Taipei; Bombas Gens Centre d’Art, Valencia; Tramway, Glasgow;
Wellcome Collection, London; South London Gallery; Lunds
Konsthall; Hayward Gallery, London; and Tate Modern, London.
Penalva was awarded the DAAD Berlin Artist’s
Residency in 2003; the Bryan Robertson Award, London, in
2009; and the Paul Hamlyn Foundation Award, London, in 2020.
He is represented by Simon Lee Gallery, London,
Hong Kong, New York; Galerie Thomas Schulte, Berlin; and
Galeria Filomena Soares, Lisbon. He has had numerous exhibitions with these galleries.
Nina Roos is a visual artist working in the field of painting.
She lives and works in Helsinki.
Solo exhibitions have been held at Lunds Konsthall;
Galerie Forsblom, Helsinki; Galerie Francois Mansart, P
 aris;
Galleri K, Oslo; Kunstnernes Hus, Oslo; Moderna Museet,
Stockholm; Malmö Konsthall; Kiasma, Helsinki; and Brandts
Klædefabrik, Odense.
Selected group exhibitions include the MuHKA,
Museum of Contemporary Art, Antwerp; Kiasma, Helsinki;
Galleri F15, Moss, Norway; Espoo Museum of Modern
Art, Finland; Artipelag, Stockholm; Lunds Konsthall; Carnegie
Art Award touring exhibition (first prize 2004); KUMU Art
Museum, Tallinn; Kunstverein München; Museum of Contem
porary Art, Helsinki; Nordic Pavilion, 46th Venice Biennale;
and Frankfurter Kunstverein.
Public commissions include Campus Allegro,
Pietarsaari, Finland, 2013; the Church of Shadows, Chengdu,
China, 2012; and University of Gävle, Sweden, 2006.
Roos’s works are included in collections inter
nationally, including the Amos Anderson Art Museum, Helsinki;
Apoteket AB, Stockholm; ArtPace, San Antonio; Gothenburg
Museum of Art; Helsinki City Art Museum; Kiasma, Helsinki;
Malmö Art Museum; and Moderna Museet, Stockholm,
among others.
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Christine Ödlund
External Visiting Lecturer
in Fine Arts
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Christine Ödlund is a Swedish artist and composer living
and working in Stockholm.
Ödlund graduated from the University College of
Art, Crafts and Design, Stockholm, in 1995, and from the Video
Department of the Royal Academy of Art, Stockholm, in 1996.
She studied composition at EMS (Electronic Music Studio), Stockholm, in 2002 – 04.
Recent shows include the group exhibitions
Modern Nature, Drawing Room, London, 2019, and With
the Future Behind Us, Moderna Museet, Stockholm, 2018.
In 2016, her large solo exhibition Aether & Einstein was
held at Magasin II — Museum & Foundation for Contemporary
Art, Stockholm; the accompanying monograph of the same
name was published by Magasin III and Skira and features
a text by Linda Dalrymple Henderson.
Other solo exhibitions include MLF | Galleria MarieLaure Fleish, Brussels, 2019, and Galleri Riis, Oslo, 2018. Ödlund’s
work has been shown in group exhibitions such as the 8th
Momentum Nordic Biennale, Moss, Norway, 2015; Marrakech
Biennale 6, 2014; Magasin III, Stockholm; Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam; Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo; Moderna Museet,
Stockholm and Malmö; Nationalmuseum, Stockholm; and Lunds
Konsthall.
Her work is included in the public collections of
Moderna Museet, Stockholm; Magasin III—Museum & F
 oundation
for Contemporary Art, Stockholm; Public Art Agency Sweden;
Museum of Sketches, Lund; Statoil Collection, Oslo;
and Trondheim Museum of Art.
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About Malmö Art Academy

Malmö Art Academy is a department at Lund University that has been offering higher
education in fine arts since 1995. Together with the Academy of Music and the Theatre
Academy, Malmö Art Academy is part of the Faculty of Fine and Performing Arts, one
of nine faculties within Lund University.
Malmö Art Academy offers advanced study programmes in fine arts at the
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree levels for aspiring artists. Malmö Art Academy also
has a well-reputed research studies programme. Teaching is not divided into separate
categories of art. As a student, you can choose to move freely between various forms
of artistic expression or to specialise in a particular form. Your studies will provide ample
opportunity to develop your art and a firm professional identity. You will be included
in new and inspiring contexts and acquire the tools to develop your critical thinking.
To enable you to develop your skills, you have access to the Academy’s premises and
your own studio around the clock.
Malmö Art Academy offers well-equipped workshops for work with wood,
metal, plaster, plastic, clay, concrete, photography, video, and computing. It also features
large project studios, a library, and lecture rooms, as well as the students’ own studios.
Malmö Art Academy also offers a PhD programme in fine arts, mainly intended for
internationally active artists, at the Academy’s research centre, the Inter Arts Center.
The p
 rogramme is key to current artistic research.
Our study programmes offer students the opportunity to work with internationally
active artists and teachers, whose expertise covers a broad spectrum of interests and
mediums. Individual supervision of the student is considered to be key. The language
of tuition is usually English. The students’ commitment to and influence on the design
of the study programme is given high priority. In 2014, Malmö Art Academy was assessed
as being of very high quality, with regard to both its BFA and MFA programmes, by the
Swedish Higher Education Authority’s quality evaluation of all higher education in fine
arts in Sweden.
Malmö Art Academy cooperates with other fine arts programmes all over the
world and has built up strong networks over the years. The education offered at Malmö
Art Academy also benefits from the active artistic climate in the Öresund region, with
its galleries, museums, and other arts institutions in a markedly cosmopolitan context.
Lectures from visiting artists, critics, and curators, as well as various forms of collaborative projects, are natural elements of Malmö Art Academy’s activities.
Several graduates of Malmö Art Academy have become successful artists
who have earned strong international recognition.
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HISTORY
Malmö Art Academy was set up in 1995 by Lund University. Its study programmes were
offered in the former Mellersta Förstadsskolan in central Malmö, a building that was
considered a model of modern school architecture in 1900. In September 2018, Malmö
Art Academy moved into new premises in the old tram sheds on Förargatan, in Mazetti
Culture House, and in the Dimman neighbourhood just across Bergsgatan in Malmö,
where it will be located until the new shared campus for Lund University’s three arts
academies in Malmö opens.
A major ambition behind the opening of the Malmö Art Academy in 1995 was
to establish an institution that was interdisciplinary and international. This did indeed
happen. Malmö Art Academy became the first school in Sweden to actively avoid the
so-called professors’ school model. No divisions were created at the Academy — the idea
was to make the hierarchies as horizontal as possible. Another of the school’s central
concepts was the requirement for students to be independent. It is still the case that
meetings with lecturers take place on the students’ own initiative.
From the outset, Malmö Art Academy wanted to make the most of the artistic
expertise of its lecturers and professors. This is also why administration is not part
of their duties. The Academy also wished to facilitate the continuation of the artistic
careers of its lecturers and professors, enabling them to participate in major international
contexts. Hence lecturers and professors have come, and continue to come, to the
Academy for defined periods in order to free up time for their artistic work. In 1996, external
supervisors were introduced into Malmö Art Academy’s teaching structure, extending
further opportunities for students to benefit from a broad spectrum of artistic supervision.
External supervisors are internationally active artists who come to Malmö Art Academy
five times per year.
Malmö Art Academy launched its Master of Fine Arts in 2002, the same year
the PhD in Fine Arts was established. In 2006, Malmö Art Academy was the first institution
in Sweden to award three doctoral degrees in fine arts.
The Bachelor of Fine Arts was introduced in 2007.
Critical Studies was first set up as a one-year Master’s programme in 2001, and
became a two-year Master’s programme in 2008–10. The following year, it was reconfigured
into the two-year Master of Fine Arts in Critical & Pedagogical Studies which continued
until 2019. In 2020 this programme was redesigned to become a Master of Fine Arts
in Artistic Research.
Gertrud Sandqvist has been Rector of Malmö Art Academy since 2011, before
which she was Head of Department from 1995 to 2007. Anders Kreuger was Director
of Malmö Academy from 2007 to 2010.
The Academy’s first Yearbook came out in 1996 and has been published every
year since then.
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Programme Descriptions

Programmes

Malmö Art Academy is the ideal institution for those intending to pursue a professional
career as an artist and who want solid training in their field of interest.
The teaching is not divided into artistic specialisations and the Academy has
no separate departments. Students have the opportunity to move freely between different
forms of artistic expression or to specialise in a specific form.
The programmes offer a wide range of courses and projects in artistic creation,
theory, and technique. Students choose freely from these options and build up a personalised
programme of study. Regardless of the focus the students choose for their work, their own
artistic development is always key, and emphasis is therefore placed on individual artistic
supervision.

Bachelor’s Programme in Fine Arts
— BFA

The three-year Bachelor’s programme consists of individual work in the studio and individual
tutoring from professors and other teachers, as well as scheduled courses in major areas
of artistic techniques, artistic interpretation, and art theory. Malmö Art Academy’s internationally active professors work in a range of artistic fields. This leads to important and diverse
interaction at the Academy and also gives the students the opportunity to choose courses
that reflect their artistic intentions.
The programme begins with a set of compulsory foundation courses dealing
primarily with different artistic techniques and the development of the artist’s role over the
last two hundred years. After this, students select their courses in theory, technique, and
artistic creation. The topics offered vary from year to year, depending on students’ interests
and the current artistic activities of teaching staff.
Students who successfully achieve 180 ECTS credits through studio practice and
completion of courses are awarded a Bachelor of Fine Arts. Students must also participate
in a group exhibition at the Academy’s gallery and write a short text (approx. five pages)
based on their artistic position (documentation and texts from this year’s graduating students
are available in this Yearbook). Professors at the Academy act as examiners for under
graduate students, and an external examiner is also invited to participate in the assessment.
Graduates with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from Malmö Art Academy are
entitled to apply for the two-year Master of Fine Arts programme at the Academy or
for Master’s programmes at other institutions.

Master’s Programme in Fine Arts
— MFA

The Master’s programme in Fine Arts at Malmö Art Academy is a two-year graduate
programme in fine arts, offering more specialised artistic training through individual studio
practice and courses in art and various related disciplines. During the first year, students
begin their advanced artistic work, with continuous discussions in teacher-led seminars
as well as a study trip. Students organise their own curriculum, choosing from a wide range
of technical and theoretical courses, many of which are taught by internationally recognised
artists. Guest lectures from visiting artists and critics as well as various forms of collaborative projects are regularly offered at the Academy.
In the second year, students focus on their degree projects, which includes writing
an essay (approx. ten pages) about their artistic practice and presenting a solo exhibition
at the Academy’s gallery. Students who pass their degree project are awarded a Master of
Fine Arts (120 ECTS credits). Professors at Malmö Art Academy act as examiners for Master’s
students, and an external examiner is also invited to participate in the assessment.

Admission requirements, the selection
process, and tuition fees

Find more information about admission requirements, the selection process, and tuition
fees at khm.lu.se/en/studies/application.
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PhD Programme in Fine Arts

The four-year doctoral programme (PhD) in Fine Arts for practising artists and curators
is the first of its kind. Sweden’s first Doctors of Fine Arts graduated from Malmö Art
Academy, Lund University, in 2006. Professor Gertrud Sandqvist is responsible for the
programme, and Professor Sarat Maharaj is Head Supervisor of the doctoral candidates,
who gather for seminars in Malmö at least twice every semester.
The study programme is experimental and highly individualised, focusing
on identifying, understanding, and developing artistic thinking as a specialised field of
knowledge production. The studies are based on artistic knowledge and artistic work,
and the focus is on individual artistic work and research.
The artistic work is both object and method. Reflective and theoretical
study is not a self-fulfilling goal but serves the purpose of being a means for developing
artistic competence. The programme in total is 240 ECTS credits, subdivided into various
seminars or courses (60 ECTS credits) and a documented artistic research project
(180 ECTS credits).

Admission requirements, the application
process, funding and financing

Read more about PhD studies at Lund University at https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/
international-admissions/phd-studies.
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Course Descriptions

BFA Courses

Foundation Course Autumn
Mandatory for all BFA students
Credits 		
30
Objectives
The course is intended to stimulate
the students’ ability to formulate and
present a fully developed artistic concept
and to offer an introduction to artistic
techniques and ideas. The ambition is
for the students to gain a deeper understanding of artistic work.
Contents
The course provides basic technical
training in the following disciplines:
computers, woodworking, photography,
video editing, moulding, and casting.
It also includes writing exercises
revolving around the students’ own
work and a survey of the role of the
artist over the last two hundred years.
Basic library use is also taught.
For the studio work assignments,
professors and other teachers serve
as mentors. Presentations of the
oeuvres of all participating professors
and teachers are also included.
Through the course, students will
become familiarised with the school’s
premises, facilities, staff, and work
processes and will have opportunity
to get to know others in the class as
well as the other students at the
Academy.

Roles of the Artist:
Part of Foundation Course Autumn
Teacher		
Professor
		Gertrud Sandqvist
This course offers a discussion of
different approaches available to artists
and of the expectations placed on artists
by society at large. It takes a historical
perspective, as this allows us to trace
the various components that constitute
the present-day view of the artist. We start
in the late eighteenth century, as it was
during the Romantic era that the role
of the artist first appeared as one distinct
from that of the artisan.
Subjects
• Genius and the weeping audience;
the sublime; how and why the
artist became a genius.
• Commissioned by history; the
emergence of museums and their
impact on artists.
• The independent artist; the art
proletariat.
• Modernity in Paris; Charles Baudelaire
and positioning the artist.
• Bourgeois life; salons and galleries;
the art market; summing up the
nineteenth century.
• The avant-garde; the artist as boundary
crosser; Marcel Duchamp.
• The artist as political revolutionary;
Alexander Rodchenko and Walter
Benjamin.
• The artist crosses other boundaries;
conceptual art, feminism, and postmodernism.

Plastic
Teacher		
Senior Lecturer
		P-O Persson
Guest Teacher
David Nilsson
Credits		
3
Participating students: Benjamin Andreas
Harder Harpsøe, Christian Stender
The course in handling plastics gives
knowledge in laminating and casting plastics,
plus basic information about the safety
prescriptions of the workshop. After finishing
the course, you will get a “driver’s licence”
that permits you to work in the workshop
on your own.

Welding
Teacher		
Senior Lecturer
		P-O Persson
Guest Teachers
Robert Cassland
		Ariel Alaniz
Credits		
12
Participating students: Oscar Eriksson
Furunes, Louise Hammer, Fanny
Hellgren, Malthe Møhr Johnsen,
Rebecca Lindsmyr, Emil Sandström,
Erik Uddén, Marie Vedel
Through this course you will gain
knowledge about different welding
techniques such as mig- and gas-welding
as well as information about the security
regulations for the different techniques.
After the course you will receive a “driver’s
licence” that allows you to work on your
own with the welding equipment.

Economy and Law for Students
Guest Teacher
Katarina Renman
		Claesson
Credits		
7.5
Participating students: Oskar Eriksson
Furunes, Tringa Gashi, Johnny Höglund,
Rebecca Jansson, Kristian Krabbe,
Grälls Johan Kvarnström, Maia Torp
Neergaard, Mandus Ridefelt, Ruben
Risholm, Christian Stender,
Amin Zouiten
After completing the course, students
will have a basic understanding of economic and legal issues. They will become
familiar with fundamental concepts and
the impact economic and legal issues may
have on their future activities. Students
will also understand the impact that
intellectual property rights may have both
on their own protection and their possibilities to be inspired by others, as well as
the effect of different types of agreements,
including how agreements can be a part
of the creative process. The course also
covers the difference between different
kinds of associations and imparts a basic
understanding of accounting.
The course is built on three modules:
Module 1 covers the importance of
understanding economy and law, how
economy sets frames, and how law can
be seen as a tool to be able to do what
you want. Furthermore, we will look at
the function of intellectual property rights,
with a focus on how to protect oneself
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against imitation and the basic requirements
for setting up a business. Finally, we will
focus on copyright and on regulation
and function: What can be protected?
How is protection obtained? What does
the protection mean?
Module 2 deals with conceptual creations,
including the legal view on conceptual
creations and the legal possibilities for
packaging conceptual creations. The focus
will then turn to contracts and agreements,
including the legal rules and other considerations surrounding these. Finally,
we will look at contracts and agreements
regarding intellectual property, copyright,
and other intellectual property rights,
as well as contracts and agreements
as tools in artistry.
Module 3 focuses on different types
of associations, looking at the different
kinds of associations that can be used
and what advantages and disadvantages
each has. This will be followed by accounting: What are the demands? And where
can assistance be obtained?
Guest Teacher:
Katarina Renman Claesson, JD (Juris
Doctor) and PhD in Intellectual Property

Close Up
Teacher		
Professor
		Emily Wardill
Guests 		
Adrienne Drake
		
Pavel S. Pyś
		Carla Zaccagnini
Credits 		
9
Participating students: Sofie Amalie
Andersen, Anne Gammelgaard, 
Tringa Gashi, Olle Helin, Fanny Hellgren,
Dagmar Kestner, Malthe Møhr Johnsen,
Victor Rothman, Øystein Sølberg,
Carina Solothurnmann, Elísabet Birta
Sveinsdóttir, Amin Zouiten
The course “Close Up” involves a
series of focused readings of artworks,
exhibitions, and artists.
Looking at work rather than working
from a theoretical foundation will allow
us to probe the pieces themselves rather
than using them as illustrations of ideas.
We will investigate their form, histories,
intent, reception, context, and our own
relationships towards them. “Close up”
will allow us to investigate work in a
way that is both analytical and inventive,
to acknowledge that critical writing and

speaking are creative acts that run in
t andem to the work, and that the artwork
itself must be respected as a form
of communication that persists despite
its different interpretations. Each work
chosen may also be a portal from which
to investigate time and place — economically,
historically, and politically — and a point
from which a young artist recognises
their own concerns and interpretations.
The course is structured around a series
of lectures and discussions. Invited
speakers will share with us their own
interpretation of a “close up.”
Students will be asked to choose their
own key works to research and present,
developing skills in public speaking,
research, and applying critique.
“Close Up” aims to build a knowledge
of art practice that is situated in the
work of others, so that we might practice
knowing what has come before and
where we would like our own work
to sit in relation to others.
Guests:
Adrienne Drake is a curator who
investigates the realms of collaboration,
authorship, the autonomy of the art object,
and alternative modes of interpretation
and display. As founding Director and
Curator of Fondazione Giuliani in Rome,
she is responsible for the vision and
direction of the non-profit contemporary
art space, which emphasises new artistic
production. Since the foundation’s inception
in 2010, Drake has curated numerous solo
exhibitions of artists such as Will Benedict,
N. Dash, Michael Dean, Benoît Maire,
Ahmet Ögüt, Nora Schultz, Oscar Tuazon,
and Guido van der Werve, as well as group
shows, performances, and off-site
projects.
She also curates independently, favouring
a working methodology of collaboration
and the opening up of nontraditional
approaches to curatorial and artistic
practice. In 2016, Drake co-founded Magic
Lantern Film Festival, Rome, a semi-annual
thematic investigation of the interstice
between visual art and cinema. Other past
projects include Segnali di fumo, MACRO
Testaccio, Rome, 2017; High Noon, A
 cademy
of Fine Arts, Rome, 2017; Wetlands Hero,
Cneai – Centre national édition art image,
Chatou, France, 2015; Red Swan Hotel,
MACRO – Museum of Contemporary
Art, Rome, 2015; Despite Our Differences,
Fondation Hippocrène, Paris, 2013; and
If you don’t want God, you’d better have

Unless otherwise stated, BFA courses are open to students of all levels.

a multiverse, an itinerant project of
collaborative and research-based workshops exploring the concepts of time
and space and the role of subjectivity,
Rome, Skopje, and Paris, 2009 – 10.
Pavel S. Pyś joined the Walker Art Center,
Minneapolis, as Curator of Visual Arts
in 2016. At the Walker, Pyś has curated
exhibitions and projects across the galleries,
theatre, and Minneapolis Sculpture Garden
with artists including Daniel Buren, Faye
Driscoll, Michaela Eichwald, and Elizabeth
Price, as well the group exhibitions
The Body Electric and Resonance: A Sound
Art Marathon. Between 2011 and 2015,
Pyś was Exhibitions and Displays Curator
at the Henry Moore Institute, Leeds, UK.
In 2011, he was the inaugural recipient of
the Zabludowicz Collection Curatorial Open
and curator-in-residence at the Fondazione
Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin. He has
published extensively, including essays
on artists such as Darren Bader, Carol Bove,
Michael Dean, John Latham, and Fredrik
Værslev.
Carla Zaccagnini is an Argentinian artist
who currently works and resides in São
Paulo, Brazil, and Malmö, Sweden. She
began her studies in the 1990s and attended
Faculdade Armando Álvares Penteado,
São Paulo. Zaccagnini’s works are heavily
influenced by art theory, meaning that she
creates works that are open to multiple
interpretations and conceptualised thinking.
As an art theorist, Zaccagnini wants her
work to provoke questions in the viewer.
Elements of Beauty (2012) and Evidências
de uma farsa: Time and the Economist
(2011) are two of her works that challenge
the viewer to take an extra step and
analyse what the piece means and what
it represents. Well known for her d
 iversity
of styles, her art employs a variety of
formats including photography, installations,
conceptual art, video, and print. The aforementioned Elements of Beauty is a research
project based on the Women’s Social and
Political Union, a suffragette movement
in the UK.
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16 mm Film: The Fundamentals
Forensics of the Readymade
Teachers		
Professor
Guest Teacher
Kirsty Bell
		Joachim Koester
Credits		
3
		Technicians 		
		Sophie Ljungblom
Participating students: Yujin Choi,
		Youngjae Lih
Jasmine Christensson, Stefano Conti
Credits		
6
(KUNO exchange), Niels Engström
(KUNO exchange), Nadja Ericsson, Mads 
Participating Students: Sofie Amalie
Kristian Frøslev, Oscar Ericsson Furunes,
Andersen, Alice Ding, Nadja Ericsson,
Louise Hammer, Benjamin Andreas Harder
Kristian Krabbe, Rebecca Larsson,
Harpsøe, Fanny Hellgren, Linnéa H
 ilding,
Zahra Moein, Maia Torp Neergaard,
Rebecca Jansson, Karl Eivind Jørgensen,
Julia Sjölin, Elísabet Birta Sveinsdóttir,
Dagmar Kestner, Kristian K
 rabbe,
Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir, Grälls
Frederikke Jul Vedelsby
Johan Kvarnström, Benn Malca (KUNO
exchange), Zahra Moein, Ruben Risholm,
This course is designed as an introduction
Samaneh Roghani, Erlend Rødsten, Emil
to the fundamental skills involved in making
Sandström, Julia Sjölin, Albin Skaghammar,
16 mm film. Students will learn how to use
Carina Solothurnmann, Øystein Sølberg,
a 16 mm camera, how to measure and
Filip Vest, Majse Vilstrup, Amin Zouiten
set lights, and 16 mm film editing including
how to cut and splice the film and use
a Steenbeck editing table.
This seminar looks at the role of existing
objects in artworks in order to loosen
these objects from the dominant narrative
The first part of the course involves a series
of Marcel Duchamp’s “readymade” and
of hands-on exercises with the camera in
the studio or on location. The exercises are
suggest other readings that restore their
structured as scenes, which will become
intrinsic material agency. By shifting focus
a collaboratively made film. Additionally,
from the role of the artist’s gesture to
each student will be given Lihiven 3 films
the material qualities of objects themselves,
and the opportunity to shoot a film of their
we will examine the kinds of transfigurations
own and receive technical and artistic
that occur for these things to become
feedback and advice on it.
carriers of wider meaning, touching on
issues related to time, memory, society,
The next part introduces students to
and the environment.
working on a Steenbeck editing table. This
is done through collective and individual
We will construct these arguments primarily
exercises. We will edit the film material we
through reference to works by artists,
made together, and participants can edit
mainly from the last thirty years, with texts
their individual films as well.
by art historians and philosophers introduced as contextualizing touchstones.
As part of the course we will also discuss
media archaeology and media theory
Close reading these artworks will e
 nable
— the history of images and film in relation
us to fine-tune our own perceptions
to new digital media. Finally, to conclude
and readings of objects, experience and
the course we will premiere all the films
environment. Daily illustrated lectures are
at the Malmö cinema Panora.
followed by discussion groups or studio
visits. Each student is encouraged to
keep a notebook or diary for the course
of the week, to record their own relations
to objects, in whatever form they choose.
Central to these discussions is Jane
Bennett’s concept of “vibrant matter,” as
well as Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s theories
of phenomenology. We will also consider
additional texts by Kaja Silverman, Miwon
Kwon, Simone Weil, and Valentina
Desideri.

I.
Genesis
We will begin with the creation myth:
the exhibition of Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain
in 1917 and its contested provenance and
reception as our archaeological terrain.
We will look at the framing of Fountain
as gesture, which constructs a narrative
not about materiality as such but about
the role of the artist, artwork, and closed
systems of art making and distribution.
The object is a stand-in, a signifier:
its purpose is a demonstration of artistic
(in)action. We will look at recent counter-
readings by art historians such as Helen
Molesworth, who reveals the domestic
roots of the readymade, and Elena F
 ilipovic,
who discusses the role of Duchamp’s
marginal activities. We will consider the
readymade’s subsequent influence through
artists including Elaine Sturtevant, Philippe
Thomas, and Saâdane Afif and their expansion or contestation of Duchamp’s proposals
about the role of the artist and artwork.
II.
Material Histories
Beginning with Duchamp’s contemporary
Kurt Schwitters, we will look at the auratic
role that objects played for this German
artist in his Dada works made between
World Wars I and II. More recent examples
include Reinhard Mucha, who expressed
history and memory, both of a personal and
a sociopolitical nature, through materials,
and Isa Genzken, particularly her outdoor
projects in which she takes the whole
city to be her atelier and architecture
itself becomes a readymade. These examples explore German artists who employ
existing objects to describe their country’s
tumultuous twentieth-century history.
III.
Social Hardware
We will examine how commonplace,
everyday objects are used to describe
intrinsic social conditions, systems,
or oppressive forces in the works of
Cady Noland (weaponised, patriarchal,
oppressive), Lutz Bacher (gender inscribed,
fetishistic, cut loose from semantics),
Félix González-Torres (domestic, intimate,
identity-related), and David Hammons (social
commentary, racial stereotyping, outsider
status), as well as younger artists such as
Klara Líden, Park McArthur, and Morag Keil.
IV.
Disintegration and Debris
We will shift focus from the whole object
to its fragmented remains, and examine
the significance of debris in relation
to environment. From Robert Smithson’s
concept of “ruins in reverse,” to Jason
Dodge’s floor-based trash sculptures that
shift ideas of how to read, to Lucie Stahl’s
scanned images of objects that question
material relations.

Course Descriptions

V.

Memory, Environment,
Resonance
We will think about how objects can
be used to describe histories and social
conditions that are both personal and
general, and how they can be used to
communicate a resonant meaning that
is not inscribed in language or extraneous
facts. We will look at the work of Paul
Thek, Cathy Wilkes, and Danh Vo.

The Online Cultural Wars:
Transgression, Hegemony, and the Arts
Guest Teacher
Tobias Linné
Credits		
10
Participating students: Alice Ding,
Nadja Ericsson, Linnéa Hilding, Karl Eivind
Jørgensen, Zahra Moein, Mandus Ridefelt,
Christian Stender, Erlend Rødsten,
Victor Strand, Amund Öhrnell, Carina
Solothurnmann
Over the last few years, what has been
described as an “online cultural war”
has been being waged between, on the
one side, groups of liberals, m
 ulticulturalists,
and feminists and, on the other, the new
right or alt-right. Irony and nihilism have
been identified as key weapons in this
war, in which right-wing groups have been
forming their own identity politics, co-opting
leftist 1960s modes of transgression and
counterculture.
Through bringing together perspectives
from media studies, sociology, gender
studies, and the arts, this course aims
to look closer at how meme-making
subcultural groups using transgression
for its own sake came to occupy a central
place in the contemporary political debate,
and how ideas of white supremacy and
neo-fascism entered the mainstream.
The course is based on three interrelated
themes. The first part traces the background
of the online cultural wars through various
forms of subcultures that thrive in forums
such as 4chan, 8chan, and Reddit. Here,
conspiracy theorists and DIY hacker culture
have merged with men’s right activists
and anti-feminist political subcultures,
creating fertile ground for countercultural
campaigns of the far right. This part also
traces the historical roots of these politics
of transgressions to the ideas of philosophers such as Georges Bataille, Simone
Weil, and Antonio Gramsci.

The second part of the course maps
out more recent events of online misogyny
and racism on mainstream media platforms
such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.
The focus here is on how the strategic
pursuit of metapolitical debate in many
public forums has led to a triumph of
identity politics over economic equality
as the organising principle for mainstream
political debate. This part also situates
the online cultural wars in a local context,
looking at how global online subcultures
and countercultures have impacted the
political debate in southern Sweden.
The final part of the course brings the
discussion about online cultural wars into
the offline world, highlighting the threat
of radicalisation and far-right n
 ationalism
taken to its extreme, as seen in the
live-streaming of terrorist attacks such
as the Christchurch mosque shootings
and the “gamification of terror” as seen
in the El Paso attacks of the summer
of 2019.
The course combines lectures and
seminars with group workshops. There
will be a group project on selected cases
studies and an individual project based
on the key concepts and ideas studied
in the course.
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Performance Course
Guest Teacher
Kira Nova
Credits		
6
Participating students: Tringa Gashi,
Therese Bülow Jørgensen, Ivan Nylander,
Tjelle Esrom Raunkjær, Christian Stender,
Elísabet Birta Sveinsdóttir, Filip Vest,
Frederikke Jul Vedelsby
“Performance Course” focuses on
a number of theatre, dance, improvisation,
and performance techniques. The aim is
to lay a foundation for the artist interested
in making performance. We will address
these questions and topics: Developing your
physical vocabulary; How to be “yourself”
in front of the audience; How to use adrenaline as a fuel for your performance; What
is a dramaturgical arch? Choosing your
performance material so that it creates
the desired effect on the audience.
Other possible topics (if there is interest):
The use of lighting; Working with props and
sculptures; What are the different types of
staging?; How to work with different spaces
(black box, gallery, museum, proscenium
theatre).
And, of course, we’ll cover: How to fake
that you have rehearsed; How to become
a choreographer in thirty minutes; and
How to blend into a dance improvisation
class as a dancer extraordinaire.
The course is structured into three
two-hour group classes, and each student
will have one individual session. During
the last class, students will present their
work in progress (five to ten minutes
long). This will be a casual presentation
for your classmates only.
Training for the stage is a complex
process, involving physical and mental
preparation. It is about learning yourself
as a toolkit. I believe these techniques
transcend stage work and can be used
by anyone interested in mastering
themselves on a deeper level.
Guest Teacher:
Kira Nova is a Slow Loris based in
New York. She works in visual arts and
theatre and combines physical theatre,
dance, stand-up, butoh, perverted
academic language, and sculptural work
in her practice. Nova holds a research
MA in Cultural Analysis and an MA
in Political Studies from the University
of Amsterdam.
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Some Tools of the Trade:
The Business and (Self-) Organisation
of Being an Artist
Teachers		
Professor
		Joachim Koester
		Senior Lecturer
		Maj Hasager
Guests 		
Hugo Hopping
		Maria Lind
		Jan Mot
Credits		
4
Participating students: Yujin Choi,
Mads Kristian Frøslev, Olle Helin,
Johnny Höglund, Rebecca Jansson, Malthe
Møhr Johnsen, Karl Eivind Jørgensen,
Anne Gammelgaard, Elísabet Anna
Kristjánsdóttir, Grälls Johan Kvarnström,
Mandus Ridefelt, Erlend Rødsten,
Albin Skaghammar, Viktor Strand,
Erik Uddén, Filip Vest
This course is a series of four afternoon
sessions with Maj Hasager and Joachim
Koester. We will look into dealing with
galleries, sales, curators, and institutions
and how to organise or self-organise
as an individual artist or as a group.
We will also discuss residencies and
postgraduate programs: what, where,
and how. The sessions will be developed
from the participants’ interests, concerns, and questions, and will be a mix
of discussions, exercises, excursions,
and lectures from invited guests.
Come join us for a discussion on the
many ways of being an artist. Whether
we choose to work inside or outside
the “system,” the distribution of works
is essential. Hopefully, through a better
understanding of the possibilities available,
we can discover new ways of developing
this specific aspect of our practices.
Guests:
Hugo Hopping is an American artist,
writer, and curator from Los Angeles.
He graduated from the Fine Arts Department
of the California Institute of the Arts, Santa
Clarita, in 2005. He often works with video,
photography, drawing, and other mediums
as part of his conceptual art practice.
In addition to his artistic activity, Hopping
writes about art, architecture, and cultural
history. He is the founder and Director of
the design research work group THE WINTER
OFFICE (est. 2010), which explores experimental urbanism and planning projects
through art, resilience, and warming world
research. He serves as an adviser and Head
of the Board of SixtyEight Art Institute, an
artistic and curatorial research organisation

that he co-founded in Copenhagen
with Iben Bach Elmstrøm and Christopher
Sand-Iversen.
Maria Lind is a curator, writer, and
educator based in Berlin. She was Director of Tensta konsthall (2011 – 18); Artistic
Director of the 11th Gwangju Biennale
(2016); Director of the graduate program
at the Center for Curatorial Studies,
Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson,
New York (2008 – 10); and Director of
Iaspis, Stockholm (2005 – 07). From 2002
to 2004, she was Director of Kunstverein
München, and in 1998 was co-curator
of Manifesta 2 in Luxembourg. She
is Professor of Artistic Research at Oslo
National Academy of the Arts. In 2010,
Selected Maria Lind Writing was published
by Sternberg Press.
Jan Mot studied art history in Amsterdam
and Leuven, Belgium. He opened Jan
Mot gallery in Brussels in the mid 1990s.
The gallery focuses on collaborations
with a relatively small group of inter
generational artists.
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MFA Courses

The Unconscious Is Structured
Like a Language
Teacher		
Professor
		Gertrud Sandqvist
Guest Teacher
Stephan Møller
Credits		
7.5
Participating students: Sofie Amalie
Andersen, Mads Kristian Frøslev,
Oscar Ericsson Furunes, Louise Hammer,
Fanny Hellgren, Linn Hvid, Karl Eivind
Jørgensen, Dagmar Kestner, Dag K
 ewenter,
Anne Gammelgaard, Elísabet Anna
Kristjánsdóttir, Rebecca Larsson, Rebecca
Lindsmyr, Zahra Moein, Ivan Nylander,
Ruben Risholm, Emil Sandström, Carina
Solothurnmann, Elísabet Birta Sveinsdóttir,
Øystein Sølberg, Marie Vedel, Majse
Vilstrup, Amund Öhrnell
Psychoanalysis and language are so
closely connected that it is impossible
to think of them separately. Certainly,
Jacques Lacan added the visual register
through the mirror stage, but still for him
“the instance of the letter,” as he called
it, was essential. This emphasis on language
is also found in the work of philosophers
such as Jacques Derrida, Hélène Cixous,
Luce Irigaray, and Judith Butler.
We will emphasise language that extends
beyond itself, around itself, and investigate
what omnipresent language does or
can do. A certain use of language, whose
effect in all possible contexts and treatment
of all possible subjects we will try to
pursue and evaluate.
Some of the texts we will read contain
a conceptual density, a type of intellectual
atmosphere — an atmosphere that we,
through our reading of these texts,
will enter.
We will devote our seminar to being literal
towards these thinkers and take them
literally in our investigation of the relationship between language and the unconscious. We will also read texts by Sigmund
Freud, even though his conception
of the unconscious actually uses the
camera — an image.

Analysing Your Own Artistic Work
Teacher		
Professor
		Gertrud Sandqvist
Credits 		
7.5
Participating students: Jasmine
Christensson, Mads Kristian Frøslev,
Helen Haskakis, Maria Jacobson,
Julia Sjölin
Objectives
This course offers a model for analysing
your own work and training in analysing the
images of others. Students analyse works
by the other students and listen when their
own work is analysed in turn. The course
serves as an introduction to the analytical
component of the MFA exam.
Content
The course offers close analysis of
the students’ own work in group seminars.
The method is simple. It aims at giving
students tools for thorough analysis
of individual works and an understanding
of how viewers understand their work.
If it is relevant and if the participants wish,
we will also read image theory that might
be applicable to the students’ work.
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Plastic
Teacher		
Senior Lecturer
		P-O Persson
Guest Teacher
David Nilsson
Credits 		
3
Participating students:
Anne Gammelgaard, Jon Garlick,
Tringa Gashi, Dag Kewenter
The course in handling plastics gives
knowledge in laminating and casting p
 lastics,
plus basic information about the safety
prescriptions of the workshop. After finishing
the course, you will get a “driver’s licence”
that permits you to work in the workshop
on your own.

Casting: Bronze, Aluminium, Silicone
Teacher 		
Senior Lecturer
		P-O Persson
Guest Teacher
Robert Cassland
Credits		
12
Participating students: Sofie Amalie
Andersen, Fanny Hellgren, Anton
Kai, Dagmar Kestner, Arsenij Kotlarius, 
Amanda Moberg, Kristyan Nicholson,
Carina Solothurnmann
The course provides basic knowledge
in silicone and cire-perdue casting.
With the help of moulds and silicone,
students will produce objects and moulds
in wax, which they will cast bronze and
aluminium in.

An Undeniable Hit
Guest Teacher
Michael Portnoy
Credits		
6
Participating students: Tringa Gashi,
Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir, Ivan
Nylander, Elísabet Birta Sveinsdóttir,
Filip Vest
For this joint production between
students from the Malmö Art Academy
and students from the “Conceptual Theatre”
course at the Malmö Theatre Academy,
we will embark on the ridiculous quest
to create an undeniable hit performance,
which will be presented at Bryggeriteatern
in the Mazetti building. What makes a hit
in the rarefied worlds in which we o
 perate?
What is it like to focus on relatability,
universality, joy, urgency, affect, generosity,
hope, catchiness, electricity, caring for
the audience? Does a hit need to be only
a 5 percent deviation from existing art
(i.e., can the public only take so much originality)? Do we need to lobotomize ourselves
to create a hit? Must we sell our souls?
Using various approaches from theatre,
dance, and visual arts performance,
we will generate tons of material in daily
rehearsals in Studio B and boil it all down
to a one-hour show.
Guest Teacher:
Michael Portnoy is an artist based
in New York. Coming from a background
in dance and stand-up comedy, he e
 mploys
a variety of mediums in his performance-
based work, from participatory installations,
sculpture, and painting, to writing, theatre,
video, and curation. Recent exhibitions
include Witte de With, Rotterdam, 2016;
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, 2015;
Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, 2014;
Cricoteka, Krakow, 2014; Palais de Tokyo,
Paris, 2013; KW Institute for Contemporary
Art, Berlin, 2013; The Kitchen, New York,
2013; dOCUMENTA (13), Kassel, 2012;
and Taipei Biennial, 2010.

Georges Bataille, from Abattoir to Vulva
Teacher		
Professor
		Gertrud Sandqvist
Guest Teacher
Stephan Møller
Credits		
15
Participating students: Jack Laing
Aiken, Carin Alegre Castegren, Alexander
Davidsson, Anne Gammelgaard, Tringa
Gashi, Rebecca Jansson, Malthe Møhr
Johnsen, Karl Eivind Jørgensen, Dagmar
Kestner, Rebecca Lindsmyr
Georges Bataille was one of the most
transgressive thinkers of the twentieth
century. His texts, and to a certain extent
his actions, have exerted an influence
not only within the visual arts and literature
but also within psychoanalysis, sociology,
religious studies, philosophy, and politics.
As the editor of the important surrealist
journal Documents and through a large
number of texts, both generalist and
esoteric, he put a stamp on both the Paris
of the 1930s and ’40s as well as subsequent
generations of intellectuals and artists.
We will read a rich selection of Bataille’s
texts and cross-read them with the work
of other thinkers such as Simone Weil,
Walter Benjamin, the Marquis de Sade,
Jean Genet, Michel Foucault, and Giorgio
Agamben.

Course Descriptions

Setting a Performative Frame
Guest Teacher
Rosa Barba
Credits		
3
Participating students: Linn Hvid,
Therese Bülow Jørgensen, Irene
Kaltenborn, Oscar Eriksson Furunes,
Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir, Zahra
Moein, Anton Kai, Louise Hammer
Moritzen, Malthe Møhr Johnsen,
Astta Nielsen, Mandus Ridefelt, Carina
Solothurnmann, Christian Stender,
Elísabet Birta Sveinsdóttir, Majse Vilstrup,
Filip Vest, Amin Zouiten
This course proposes a journey from 
cinema to another kind of film through
an objectification of a filmic ontology,
into a hyperspace whose nature and limits
remain to be defined. How do we create
a performative setting where fact and
fiction can be intertwined? The class
will interrogate the industry of cinema
with respect to various forms of staging,
such as gesture, genre, information,
and documents, taking them out of the
context in which they are normally seen
and reshaping and representing them
anew.
We will experiment and expand
time-based forms into sculptural objects
or speculations. Topics of this cinematic
journey include the essay film, video art,
structural film, expanded cinema, and the
recent art of using projection. Activities
include screenings, student presentations,
and discussions. Students in this course
will engage in cooperation and undertake practical interventions. They will
be encouraged through assignments to
film and edit, interview, work with sound,
and use creative writing. Readings are
culled from historical sources and recent
publications.
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What Does It Mean
for a Painter to Talk?
Teacher		
Professor
		Fredrik Værslev
Credits		
3

Documenting Your Artworks
Teacher		
Senior Lecturer
		Maria Hedlund
Guest Teacher
Johan Österholm
Credits 		
3

Participating students: Louise Hammer,
Linnéa Hilding, Ulf Johnny Höglund,
Olle Helin, Rebecca Jansson, Rebecca
Lindsmyr, Øystein Sølberg, Erik Uddén

Participating students: Anna A
 ndersson,
Jasmine Christensson, Alice Ding,
Nadja Ericsson, Mads Kristian Frøslev,
Benjamin A.H. Harpsøe, Helen Haskakis,
Linn Hvid, Maria Jacobsson, Malthe Møhr
Johnsen, Therese Bülow J ørgensen,
Rebecca Larsson, Ivan Nylander, Amund
Öhrnell, Oskar Persson, Tjelle Esrom
Raunkjær, Ruben Risholm, Erlend Rødsten,
Samaneh Roghani, Victor Rothman,
Emil Sandström, Julia Sjölin, Albin
Skaghammar, Viktor Strand, Erik Uddén,
Marie Vedel, Frederikke Jul Vedelsby,
Majse Vilstrup

This is a four-day course focusing on
painting and language. It consists of two
group conversations on the participants’
works in the afternoons, will act as
a concrete extension of close readings
of the writing of art theorist Rosalind
Krauss in the mornings.
The aim is to challenge our language
and add various tools of critique in talking
about an artwork.
In this case, that of Krauss.
The course focuses specifically on painting,
but through the lens of Krauss’s 1979
highly influential and sculpture-specific
essay “Sculpture in the Expanded Field.”
We will encounter her essay from several
angles, and apart from close readings
of the text as it is written, we will also
change the word “sculpture” to “painting”
throughout her essay and replace historical
artistic references with contemporary
ones, to mention just a few interventions.

Painting, Techniques, and Materials
Guest Teacher
Lena Johansson
Credits		
6
Participating students: Carin Alegre
Castegren, Oscar Eriksson Furunes, Linnea
Hilding, Jens Alfred Raahauge, Alice Ryne,
Øystein Sølberg, Amin Zouiten
This course presents different useful
techniques and specialised knowledge
of materials. It includes practical exercises
such as stretching and priming different
kinds of canvases in a sustainable way.
Students will test painting on different
surfaces with different types of paint as
well as mixing their own tempera paint.
They will gain specialised skills in tempera,
acrylic, and oil paints as well as knowledge
of how different materials work together.
The course also presents technical methods
and techniques based on relevant contemporary painters selected together with
Fredrik Værslev, Professor in Painting.

Unless otherwise stated, BFA courses are open to students of all levels.

The aim of the course is to introduce
photographic and digital techniques
and to give participants the necessary
knowledge to be able to document
their own work.
Photo studio: We will go through “general”
camera settings, how to use grey cards,
and lighting settings for flat and three-
dimensional objects, and we will discuss
common obstacles and how to overcome them. As a preparation for photographing installation views, we will discuss
natural light compared to portable studio
lights and look at examples of both.
We will also document work in motion
and reflective works.
Computer room: We will look at how
to get a good digital workflow. Topics:
Calibrating screens; Photoshop editing
and RAW file processing; Correcting
exposure, white balance, and lens distortion;
Merging images with different exposures
and removing unwanted objects like
dirt and emergency signs from the floor
and walls; straightening lines, to create
a seamless sequence of images.
Practical assignment: Divide into s maller
groups, preferably of three students.
Document an exhibition or a section of it,
at either KHM Galleries or another Malmö
venue. Focus on capturing both the
artworks in relation to the space and an
individual work. Edit the image sequence
together as a group and present your
images to the class. Did you encounter
any problems during the shoot or editing?
How did you overcome them? Is there
something you wish you had done
differently?

Current and graduating students
Bachelor of Fine Arts — Year 1

Jack Laing Aiken
Carin Alegre Castegren
Alexander Davidsson
Anton Kai
Irene Kaltenborn
Arsenij Kotlarius
Amanda Moberg
Kristyan Nicholson
Astta Nielsen
Karl Pettersson
Jens Alfred Raahauge
Alice Ryne
Bachelor of Fine Arts — Year 2

Jessica Ahrling
Oscar Eriksson Furunes
Tringa Gashi
Linnea Hilding exchange student
Rebecca Jansson
Kristian Krabbe
Grälls Johan Kvarnström
Maia Torp Neergaard
Mandus Ridefelt
Christian Stender
Amin Zouiten
Bachelor of Fine Arts — Year 3

Yujin Choi exchange student
Alice Ding exchange student
Linn Hvid
Malthe Møhr Johnsen
Therese Bülow Jørgensen
Rebecca Larsson
Ivan Nylander
Tjelle Esrom Raunkjær
Ruben Risholm
Victor Rothman
Erlend Rødsten
Emil Sandström
Viktor Strand
Erik Uddén
Majse Vilstrup
Amund Öhrnell

Master of Fine Arts — Year 1

Sofie Amalie Andersen
Anne Gammelgaard
Noah Hallström exchange student
Olle Helin
Fanny Hellgren
Ulf Johnny Höglund
Karl Eivind Jørgensen
Dagmar Kestner
Dag Kewenter
Elísabet Anna Kristjánsdóttir
Rebecca Lindsmyr
Louise Hammer
Carina Solothurnmann
Øystein Sølberg
Elísabet Birta Sveinsdóttir
Filip Vest
Masters of Fine Arts — Year 2

Anna Andersson
Jasmine Christensson
Nadja Ericsson
Mads Kristian Frøslev
Benjamin A.H. Harpsøe
Helen Haskakis
Maria Jacobson
Zahra Moein
Oskar Persson
Samaneh Roghani
Julia Sjölin
Albin Skaghammar
Marie Vedel
Frederikke Jul Vedelsby
PhD Candidates

Jürgen Bock
Matthew Buckingham
Alejandro Cesarco
Lea Porsager
Pia Rönicke
Imogen Stidworthy

Master of Fine Arts — Year 2

Anna Andersson
Jasmine Christensson
Nadja Ericsson
Mads Kristian Frøslev
Benjamin A.H. Harpsøe
Helen Haskakis
Maria Jacobson
Zahra Moein
Oskar Persson
Samaneh Roghani
Julia Sjölin
Albin Skaghammar
Marie Vedel
Frederikke Jul Vedelsby

PhD candidates

Jürgen Bock
Alejandro Cesarco
Lea Porsager
Pia Rönicke
Imogen Stidworthy
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